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PREFACE 
 

 Following an attack by some Turks on people picnicking in 
Broken Hill on New Years Day, 1915, my father, Reginald 
Telfer, and friends left Broken Hill to join the Army.  They 
went to Adelaide and trained at Ascot Park, a subsidiary of the 
Keswick Military Barracks, opened to deal with the large 
numbers of volunteers.  He was trained as a Medical Orderly 
and placed in the 27th Battalion which was in the 2nd Division, 
7th Brigade, of the Australian Infantry Forces. 
 
 Although diaries were illegal Dad kept one, sending various 
parts of it home to his family with any mate who was going on 
leave to England from where it could be posted and thus avoid 
the censors. 
 
Dad was 19 when he joined up, turned 21 in Egypt, spent four 
and a half years away from home and returned in June 1919. 
 
 On his return to Australia he decided to take up a lease in a 
newly opened fruit-growing area on the River Murray in South 
Australia.  Thus, in 1920 he cycled with some friends to Berri 
where he worked, learning the trade, for severla months before 
being offered a fruit block in Monash – named after the famous 
Australian General. 
 
 Here he remained for the rest of his life.  His mother and 
sister, Ness, came from Broken Hill to live with him in 1922 
then, in 1930 he married Doris Lawton.  The three children of 
the marriage are Grantley, Claire and Kaye. 
 
 Always a great reader he was a pioneer and Secretary of the 
Monash Library for many years.  He was one of the kindest and 
most generous of men and always had a helping hand for any 
old mate passing through – especially at harvest time.  He died 
in 1976 at the age of 81, the last of the pioneers in Monash. 
 



 We are fortunate that these diaries were kept by his sister 
after his mother died and remained amongst her possessions 
until she died.  Grantley then gave them to me to type up and 
edit so that the family could each have a copy.  The maps are an 
addition of mine to help make Dad’s wanderings a little easier 
to follow especially around France and Belgium, and the scale 
is only approximate. 
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DIARY NO. 1  
 

MY STAY ON GALLIPOLI AND SOJOURNS IN 
EGYPT AND SINAI 

 
1915 

 

 
 
May 31st.  Left Outer Harbour, Adelaide, on board S.S. 
Geelong Troopship A2 bound for Egypt.  There was a great 
crowd to see us off.  Mother and Dad, Ness and Cuth were all 
down on my behalf.  Before she sailed, Vick Dickinson and I 
and the rest of the Detail got on the wharf to bring the medical 
boxes aboard so we were able to say goodbye to our kinsfolk.  
All were sad really, although all forced a smile.  Couldn't look 
glum.  Time enough for that after the ship left port. 
 
After we'd got aboard again, we all lined the side and most held 
one end of the paper ribbons of which hundreds were in use.  
These were held on the shore end by someone we left behind 
and when the ship moved off, the papers at last broke and then 
the last bond was really and truly gone for some time to come.  
At 4pm we pulled out and gradually the crowd on the wharf 
receded and shrank in size until we could not distinguish our 
own people.  I found old Vick almost on the verge of tears in 
the stern soon after. 
 
June 1st.  Awoke this morning feeling very strange in my 
swinging hammock.  And she was swinging as the waves in the 
Bight rolled high.  I got out on deck and was in time to see the 
last island of South Australia.  Then I attempted some brekker 
but had no luck.  Soon found myself on the high deck at the 
stern not caring much what happened. 
 
June 2nd.  Still groggy.  Can't bear sight of tucker.  In No. 7 
Troop Deck where I am with Vick Dickinson at 66 Mess Table, 
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there are all the 27th Battalion 1st reinforcements and the 
B section of the 7th Field Ambulance.  Jack Edwards and 
Tamblyn are on the opposite side of the Troop Deck to me.  
Dicky had a bit of a scrap this morning.  Some chaps at another 
table were arguing and a rather nuggetty chap with a real bad 
face started stoushing a little fellow.  I just came in in time to 
see Vick fling himself on the fellow.  He, of course, turned his 
attention to Vick and grappled.  Then he tried to bite his ear - a 
scoundrelly trick.  Dick, however, quickly flung him off and 
knocked him down. 
 
June 3rd.  Still in the Australian Bight.  Waves roll high but 
feel better, even went down to the deck we mess on and had 
some beef and beans for dinner.  We passed the Zealandia 
today. 
 
June 4th.  I'm feeding up grand now.  All I can get I heave into 
instead of up.  We spend a bit of our time in charging through 
the crowd around the ship's canteen.  "Santos", 4d bottle, 
cigarettes, tobacco, half the price of Adelaide.  That's on 
account of no duty at sea. 
 
June 5th.  We passed through Leeuwin today.  A rocky high 
precipitous bluff.  Sea much calmer but the old Geelong is an 
inveterate roller.  Tucker seems insufficient and is really greasy 
and would be uneatable in hotter parts. 
 
June 6th.  About noon today we passed three Japanese 
warships near Rottnest Island and about 5pm we anchored in 
midstream of the Swan River at Fremantle.  I could see 
Beaconsfield up on the hill behind the town and wished I could 
get off.  However, no leave was granted.  The Colonel 
(Dollman) said that he'd ask the WA Commandant to grant us 
leave ashore. 
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June 7th.  About 10am we pulled in to the wharf to take on 
reinforcements: 1/28th Bn.  That makes 1680 men aboard this 
ship and she's really full.  Some of our chaps got ashore last 
night by jumping into a coal barge alongside and paying a chap 
in a launch to take 'em ashore.  Today, by the wharf, several 
made a dash for freedom for a few hours.  Some WA troops 
including Citizen Force troops were put as pickets to stop us. 
But that didn't amount to much.  People who were seeing the 
1/28th off were chucking apples to all they could.  They're jolly 
good people. 
 
June 8th.  Today we left Fremantle at 10am and headed for the 
Red Sea.  Saw my last glimpse of Aussie about 2pm.  When 
will I see it again?  Yesterday afternoon, about 2pm, the Doc 
(Captain Marshall) told Vick to take me with him and go ashore 
in charge of a WA chap whose wife jumped into the water after 
him.  She was s'posed to be in Fremantle hospital.  But when on 
shore, the chap liked the pubs best and Vick found great 
difficulty in getting him to the hospital.  His wife wasn't there 
so the chap was brought back to the steamer.  Meanwhile I said 
I'd go to Beaconsfield and see my cousin, so Vick agreeing, I 
hopped aboard a car and went up there.  My but Nance did 
make a fuss of me.  I had fully half an hour there and had a tea 
and welcome that cheered me up.  With a parcel of good things 
I went back to town and met up with Vick.  Tom and Ivy 
escorted me to the wharf. 
 
June 9th.  Days getting hotter.  Only Sick Parade to do.  My 
oath, things did fly the night before last on board our ship.  The 
WA Commandant refused us permission ashore so all hands 
gave three hearty hoots for the WA Commandant and decided 
to go.  A great crowd lowered a boat on the forward deck.  But 
it hung in the davits by the bow and the crowd was baffled.  
Then the sailors righted it and the mob rushed again and really 
got it to the water. I believe the sailors cast the rope off for them 
and quickly the boat filled. They began to pull all ways at once  
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as they were no oarsmen.  Then up dashed a Harbour 
Boardlaunch and called on them to halt.  But violent language 
was their portion and an oar through the windows of the 
launch's little deckhouse, so it shoved off and cleared out.  Then 
the mob got ashore somehow and the boat came out again and 
more men filled it and it went ashore.  Over a hundred must 
have got to the wharf and all the time the Adjutant and Colonel 
were appealing uselessly to the men.  They were going to the 
slaughter and determined to have a last go ashore in Aussy.  The 
Adjutant drew his revolver but no one took any notice except to 
chuck some potatoes at him.  He never fired.  Next morning a 
few of the men came back and were mostly clinked straight 
away.  But over 70 were left ashore including one of our Detail.   
 
June 14th.  We're still on the track across the Indian Ocean.  It's 
much hotter and the tucker gets worse and plenty of work for us 
of the Detail is about.  Sick Parade is at 5am and it lasts till after 
8.  Then there's work during the day.  No ships in sight and only 
a bare horizon to view.  Our band gives concerts on the main 
deck of an evening.  We have all lights burning.  I sleep out on 
deck now.  It's too hot in the mess deck. 
 
July 4th.  Our transport Geelong arrived at Suez. 
 
July 5th.  Stayed on the boat all day. 
 
July 6th.  Went by train from Suez through Ismailia to 
Heliopolis (Aerodrome Camp).  Took a stroll down the 
Heliopolis Street in the evening being my first experience of an 
Egyptian town.  We fed up on omelettes after our starvation trip 
on the Geelong .  
 
September 2nd.  Left Heliopolis and entrained for Alexandria.  
Travelled all night. 
 
September 3rd.  Arrived Alexandria early this morning.  Went 
on board S.S. Ivernia during morning and sailed during 
evening. 
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September 10th.  Sailed from Mudros Harbour, Lemnos Island 
on the S.S. Partridge with half the 27th Bn.  Rest on another 
boat.  After a five hour trip, we arrived off Anzac Cove, 
Gallipoli, before midnight.  Landed in barge drawn by steam 
pinnace.  We tramped along the beach towards Taylor's Gully 
where we arrived during the early hours of the 11th after several 
amusing episodes.  All was deathly silent except for the 
occasional crack of a rifle and the explosion of a bomb or two. 
 
September 11th.  Spent this day in Taylor's Gully which faced 
the sea a little to the left of Chailak Dere.  Looking inland Suvla 
Bay was a few miles to our left and Anzac Cove about two 
miles on the right.  We slept  till about daylight then started to 
look around as we were for the first time in our lives in a battle 
area.  Bits of equipment, old British and Turkish bullets and 
rifles, and bully beef tins lay about in haphazard fashion.  This 
place was part of the country captured from the Turks about a 
month before.  I remember we salvaged a medical pannier as 
soon as it was light and then found it belonged to a New 
Zealand lot who'd been on the Peninsula since the start.  Had to 
give it back. 
 
September 12th.  Last night the Battalion moved up Chailak 
Dere a couple of miles and camped on the hillside immediately 
behind the trenches which ran along Cheshire Ridge. 
 
December 3rd.  Was sent to 7th Field Ambulance with 
Jaundice, Temp 101.8F.  Spent the day there.  Weather cold as 
snow still hangs about.  The Indians, Sikhs and Gurkas, find life 
a misery, so do we. 
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December 4th.  Sent from 7th Field Ambulance to the 13th 
Casualty Clearing Station.  A bonza place this - I don't think -  
run by Tommies whose idea of cleanliness is to wash the tins 
we drink milk out of in salt sea water. 
 
December 5th.  Left  the CCS and was sent aboard the Hospital 
Ship Gloucester Castle which sailed during the night.  This was 
heaven to get aboard this palace of light and comfort.  The 
sisters and nurses were English and were as kind as could be.  
The ship was very full, a lot including myself, sleeping on a 
mattress on the floor between the swinging cots. 
 
December 6th.  Ship arrived at Lemnos and then sailed again. 
 
December 8th.  About noon we arrived in Alexandria Harbour 
and I was marked a "cot case" although I could walk.  These 
ones went to a hospital in Alexandria, I went to No. 15 General.  
The walking went to Cairo to No. 2 Gezirah Australian 
Hospital. 
 
December 12th.  27th Bn left Gallipoli (evacuation).  I was in 
No. 15 General Hospital at this time but up and about. 
 
 

1916 
 
February 3rd.  Mother's birthday.  We left Tel el Kebir by train 
about dinner time and railed to Ismailia which we reached by 
nightfall.  Fun with Freddy on this trip and Buck too.  We 
marched from Ismailia to the Suez Canal and crossed it on a 
pontoon bridge by Ferry Post.  We then continued into Sinai 
and camped in the open on the sand at a staging camp. 
 
March 16th.  Embarked at an early hour on the troopship 
Northland  which sailed at night.  At first I was in a big room 
with crook bunks but later I got into a four berth cabin.  Last I 
see of Egypt.  France will now be my place of labour. 
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DIARY No. 2 
 

EGYPT TO FRANCE 
 

1916 
 

 
 
March 16th to 21st.  At sea - Mediterranean - between 
Alexandria (Egypt) and Marseilles (France).  Had a smooth trip 
with a good lookout for submarines on the old Northland.  We 
were inoculated on board and arrived in Marseilles on the 21st. 
 
March 22nd.  Started our long 56 hour train journey 
northwards to the line of war. 
 
March 23rd.  Travelled all night and all day passing through 
Orange, Valence, and Dijon. 
 
March 24th.  Kept going in train and passed Lyons and Melun 
where an ambulance chap was killed riding on the roof of the 
train.  We lobbed at Thien in driving snow at 10am this morning 
and it was extremely cold after our beginning summer in Egypt. 
 
March 25th.  Yesterday we marched from Thien railway 
station some kilos by Foret de Nieppe to Morbecque where we 
were put up in a camp. 
 
April 7th.  Entered the trenches at La Chapelle d'Armentieres 
being the first Aussies in the line in France.  Place very quiet. 
 
April 12th.  Were relieved by 25th Bn in the trenches tonight 
and we went out to a billet in a three storied house off the Rue 
Marle.  It had nine rooms and was only a kilo and a half from 
the front line.  We could easily see Fritz's territory from the 
upper windows.  Here we (AMC) had sole possession doing 
Sick Parade on the ground floor and eating there also.  On the 
first floor, Capt. Brownell, Allan McGuire, Freddy Hahn and 
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Vick Dickinson slept, and Scotty on the 2nd floor, high up in 
the world.  I lived along with Len Sieben, Jim Humphries and 
Jack Edwards. 
 
April 17th.  Tonight we once more took over the same length 
of trenches from the 25th Bn. 
 
April 25th.  First anniversary of Anzac Day Landing on 
Gallipoli  by Australians and English.  We left the front line and 
went to our billets near Rue Marle again. 
 
May 3rd.  Tonight we again went into the front line by La 
Chapelle d'Armentieres and the 25th went out and lived in the 
billet. 
 
May 15th.  Came out to billets again after 12 days in the line.  
25th relieved us same as usual.  The Battalion on our left always 
here is the WA 28th.  They get relieved same night as we do 
always by the QLD and TAS 26th Battalion. 
 
May 27th.  Once more into the front line at La Chapelle 
d'Armentieres. 
 
May 31st.  Done one year's active service with the 27th 
Battalion. 
 
June 6th.  Tonight we left the Armentieres front for good.  We 
went back to our billet in Rue Marle vicinity for a few days.  It's 
been a bonza quiet front and we're sorry to go elsewhere.  Only 
had 40 casualties in the 3 months here. 
 
June 17th.  After spending since the 6th at Rue Marle billets 
and Farm Rolanderie near Cruinghem nearby, we marched 
today a distance of 8 miles to Korte Pyp Camp near Neuve 
Eglise. The 25th Bn went into the line here opposite Messines 
which is at the apex of the German salient between Ypres and 
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Armentieres but a small salient of ours which is formed at the 
head of the enemy salient makes the trenches here awkward to 
hold.  We will go in in about 8 days. 
 
June 25th.  Tonight the 27th Bn went into the line opposite 
Messines and relieved the 25th Bn.  It was a march of about 5 
miles through Neuve Eglise and Wulverghem, both almost 
ruined - the latter more so than Neuve Eglise.  As we marched 
in the dark through Neuve Eglise, a chap fell out sick and I was 
left with him all night in an empty ruined house and told to take 
him to hospital in the morning.  Meanwhile the mob moved on, 
in fact, never stopped.  Saw 4 German balloons burnt during 
night. 
 
June 26th.  Stayed with transport near Korte Pyp all day after 
taking the sick man to hospital and then went up the line with 
the transport limber with the rations that night. 
 
June 27th.  27th Bn raid and a very exciting night.  Dickie and 
Capt. Brownell went up to front line and fixed wounded and we 
rest at Aid Post kept going until 4am. 
 
June 28th.  Enemy artillery very active.  Had 35 wounded this 
night. 
 
June 29th.  All along the line old Fritz got gassed by us with 
cloud gas tonight. 
 
July 1st.  Day the 1st Somme battle opened 60 miles to our 
South. 
 
July 30th.  Came up to La Boiselle as Reserves and spent night 
until 2am (31st) in a dugout in trench side with Jack Edwards.  
Then we were buried by a 5.0" shell lobbing a yard over our 
heads. Thought we were done for and very nearly were. Jack 
was totally unconscious when extricated. We were both 
evacuated.  I had a small knee knock as well. 
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Only got as far as the Contay Rest Station about 15 miles back 
from the line and there we remained 5 days and then got back to 
the Battalion again by Albert. 
 
July 31st.  Poor old George got knocked on the 30th in the 
futile attack of the 2nd Division on Pozières Ridge. 
 
August 4-6th.  Battle of Pozières.  Our Detail had a very 
exciting time at this battle - shells repeatedly falling around and 
very near the Aid Post in Howitzer Trench.  It was only a 
skeleton affair and wouldn't even stop shrapnel.  Even going up 
on the evening, they had to go through a barrage in Casualty 
Corner and Death Gully.  They reckon they had 1000 wounded 
through including 408 of the 27th Bn.  Poor old Vick 
Dickinson, my pal, who left the Medical Detail for the infantry 
a few days before, was never seen again after this awful night.  
The 27th Bn along with the rest of the 2nd Division hopped the 
top after a furious bombardment at 9.15pm and took the two 
trench lines.  Then they had to endure a fearful day of German 
artillery effort on the next day - the 5th August, and it was then 
that most of the casualties occurred.  Truly the Battle of 
Pozieres may be called the most awful battle for the 2nd 
Division at any rate.   
 
The Battalion was relieved on the night of the 5th and went to 
Sausage Gully.  The Detail however were left there with no 
tucker and working hard and no sleep until the afternoon of the 
6th.  Then they rejoined the Battalion and the whole moved to 
Tara Hill and spent a very rotten night as the troops all thought 
themselves relieved from the strain of the battle and had to 
endure a constant harassing fire all night from the enemy 
artillery which were put onto them by the balloons giving 
information that they could see our troops lined up on Tara Hill.  
And the reason they were lined up was to get a couple of medals 
given out.  Bit of real foolishness.  Anyhow I wasn't there, was 
on the Brickfields near Albert where I'd rejoined the Battalion 
the day before. 
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DIARY NO. 3 
 

NORTHEAST OF CONTALMAISON, SOUTHEAST 
OF POZIERES  

(SOMME) 
 

1916 
 

 
 
August 30th.  Rained all night and the trenches here in support 
are almost knee deep with water.  Runners report front trenches 
and saps a quagmire.  Canadians are said to be down at Albert 
now to relieve us tomorrow evening.  I sincerely hope so. 
 
August 31st.  Sunny but the trenches and country are in an 
awful state - muddy and slushy.  We were relieved by the 
Canadians -1st Bgde.  I took the new Doc up to our advanced 
post and dodged several High Explosive shells on the way back.  
Just as we were on the point of leaving for Albert, old Sandbag 
Jimmy said that it was the wrong doctor and so Scotty had to 
take the right doctor up.  We managed to get away about 
6.30pm along Death Valley and the Sunken Road which was in 
an indescribable condition - mud 9" deep and more, thick and 
sticky.  We could hardly get along as the way is uphill.  Halted, 
panting, halfway up at the little dugout run by the Australian 
Comforts Funds and where I got a milk tin full of coffee and 
cigarettes.  Then I managed to get a ride down Sausage Gully 
on the horse tramway during which time shells seemed to 
follow us up.  Didn't get hit however and rode right through 
Becourt Wood past another Comfort Fund Coffee stall.  Lobbed 
in Albert after dark and found our billet.  Was great luck then to 
find tea ready.  Hot stew and tea and it bucked us up 
wonderfully.   
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The poor old infantry are passed out, specially A Coy who had 
four days in. The rest had two front line and two supports same 
as we had.  Mail closed today and I scribbled a note or two.  Got 
some papers tonight from the Hill after I got to Albert.  Issue of 
gift chocolate - (Central Qld).  Leave for Warloy-Baillon at 9 
am tomorrow morning.  Sick Parade 6am. 
 
September 1st.  Left Albert this morning (for the last time I 
hope) at 9am.  Through Bouzincourt and Senlis and to Warloy-
Baillon for dinner.  Tired, weary and footsore were we all.  This 
afternoon we had 110 men up on Sick Parade with crook feet 
and as two of the Detail were on champagne the remainder of us 
had a merry time.  Very tired and sleepy tonight.  Saw the 13th 
Bn, Canadian Black Watch, at lunch time.  They're on their way 
to Albert.  Had a bonzer band with them.  I hear we're going to 
Ypres.  We're supposed to be in the trenches on the 9th.  To 
entrain at Doullens, I think, on the 4th inst.  No rest for the 
Australians, or Canadians either.  Evidently the English want to 
wipe out the Colonials.  To hell with them, and the Canadians 
agree with us.  While we were wearily trudging along the road 
today a fine motor flashed past with two brass caps and a 
German officer.  The chaps did growl.   
 
Not at all satisfied with our Doc.  Ashe's getting beyond the 
odds.  Actually sent a note to the Sarg today that "The Detail are 
to always appear in the street and on parade dressed correctly 
and to have their belts on and boots polished, hair cut and hands 
clean and nails cut".  To hell with him.  Does he think we're a 
lot of sissy boys.  Can we clean our boots when its muddy and 
anyhow, I'm not going to spend my money on polish and 
brushes.  Does he think we've all got a batman.  I repeat - to hell 
with him.  Give us clean new clothes and we'll look clean - 
otherwise we'll not.  We lost about 30 only this last four days. 
 
September 2nd.  Left Warloy this morning at about 10.30 and 
came over the big hill to Harponville by lunch time.  Doc is 
proving more non bon as he's got the job of cleaning the mud 
off the water carts for the Medical Detail.  We protest 
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vigorously.  I repeat my remarks of yesterday about this 
destination.  Birdwood presented D.S.O. to A Coy's O.C. today, 
and D.C.M. to a couple of others.  He said he was sorry we 
couldn't have a spell (so are we) but we're to have some more 
trench warfare now and may come back here after.  Hell!  I 
don't want to come back here and neither to do any of the 
others. Hang these "big pushes".  Got parcel from M.M. today. 
 
September 3rd.  After Sick Parade we left Harponville and 
marched through Toutencourt, Laquesne, Puchevillier, Marieux, 
Sarton, Orville and to Ampliers where we arrived about 6pm 
and bivouacked in huts - not waterproof.  About 10 miles today. 
 
September 4th.  All day at Ampliers.  Rained during night.  
Wet and muddy and windy and spent a rotten cold night.  We 
are to entrain tomorrow about 5pm,  2 1/2 kms away nearer to 
Doullens which is 4 kilos from here.  A lot of heavy firing 
sounded behind us on our march yesterday. 
 
September 5th.  Left the huts at Amplier about 2.30pm and 
marched to Authieulle Station where we entrained and 
personally I managed to get in a 2nd Class carriage.  Left station 
at 5pm and passed through Doullens, a fairly large place, 
Circamp, Sibiville and St. Pol, another big town.  Here we saw 
over a dozen French guns (about 60 lbs) and four 8" howitzers 
pass with French troops.  Also a hospital train full of wounded 
Tommies.  We kept near the firing line all the way being 
nowhere more than 20 miles from the front trenches and near 
Bethune we were only 4 miles away.  Reached Hazebrouck at 
10.30pm and Mac and I cut across to the buffet and had a hot 
cup of coffee which was pie.  About three quarters of an hour 
later we got to Godewaersvelde (passed through Statal, Lillers 
& Berguette) where we detrained and left on an eight mile 
march about midnight. 
 
September 6th.  On through the night along the muddy roads, 
wet and windy.  It was dark and we crossed the Belgian Frontier 
without knowing exactly where.  After about 6 miles we halted 
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and were told we were lost.  So we sat down cold and 
miserable, put our overcoats on and resigned ourselves as well 
as possible as we expect these things from the Military now.  
Eventually the guide came back having discovered his and our 
whereabouts so we proceeded merrily on again.  At last we 
lobbed in Kenora Camp near Reninghelst and slept the sleep of 
the just from 6am to 10am.  This camp is to be run on "a 
training camp in Australia" lines so the temporary Lieut. 
Colonel says.  Old Sandbag has issued all sorts of nonsensical 
orders about proper dress, must go about with belts on and 
puttees and buttons done up etc.  All a lot of rot and the men 
should get a few days spell instead of the drill, drill, drill in 
between the slaughters.   
 
We're to go in on the right of the Ypres salient in about three 
days I think.  Gas is the trouble here.  That and bombs.  Gas 
helmet inspection every day and everyone provided with a PHG 
pattern helmet (sponges round eyes).  Bread issue today is a full 
one - for once in a long time.  The more we do and fight it 
seems the less we get to eat and the worse we're treated.  We're 
waiting for pay too.  None since 19th ult.  A year ago today we 
were on the Ivernia crossing the Mediterranean Sea going to 
Gallipoli. 
 
September 7th.  Australian mail in.  Nothing for me.  Bad luck.  
Sunny, but looks like rain again tonight.  Aeroplane over last 
night that dropped bombs.  Sent Dickie's letters home.  We're 
moving back tomorrow for a camp and a Sports Brigade Officer 
to be appointed so it looks life a few days spell - perhaps.  Paid 
40f.  
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September 8th.  Got some Australian papers before we left 
Reninghelst this morning.  Marched out at 9.30am and through 
the hops country for 8 miles passing through the Gare de 
Boeschere, Abeele and had dinner in a paddock near 
Steenvoorde.  Then we moved in ten minutes to our billet very 
near the town (1 mile).  First I've heard we're Army Corps 
Reserves for a month then we're to have 10 days spell.  Really I 
don't know what it is we are doing back here but hope for as 
long here as possible.  Sent hanky and lace to Cuth and Ness 
today and visited the town of Steenvoorde this afternoon.  It's a 
fairly large place and not touched by the war.  Fine church here.  
Adjutant says Thiepval has at last fallen and the cavalry put 
through.  May or may not be true (It was wrong).  Am sending 
some P.C.s today (a couple of dozen) to various small folk I 
know and to home.  Received some Australian letters tonight.  
Last three days fine and sunny. 
 
September 9th.  Fine day but misty of a morning.  Blankets 
issued at last. 
 
September 10th.  Had a look at Steenvoorde twice today.  Saw 
a motor ambulance today near the church that had been fairly 
hit by an H.E. shell near Ypres.  Was a 5th Field Ambulance car 
and as it happened, the driver was about twenty feet away and 
never got hit.  No patients in car either which was lucky as the 
shell went right through the roof and the floor and every little 
part of the interior was riddled with pieces and the cushions 
were disembowelled.  A pretty wreck it looked but no part of 
the engine was hit.  A driver on another car near was hit.   
Heavy morning mist today. 
  
September 11th.  This day last year I was on the peninsula of 
Gallipoli and spent the day (my first day there) in digging a 
huge hole in Taylor's Gully as we were urged frequently by 
Capt. Marshall, our M.O., to do so to get a hole for protection 
from shrapnel.  "Get off that skyline".  Often laugh when I think 
how we worked that day; how I did then laugh at Marshall too 
at Strahan when he fell down his hole as a New Zealand 18 
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pounder fired.  We dragged the panniers at a rapid rate up 
Chailak Dere to Cheshire Ridge in the evening and lobbed there 
tired out about midnight and slept profoundly till morning.  
Today I looked for mushrooms and found a few in the fields 
here near Steenvoorde.  Also had a feed of blackberries.  Dull 
day threatening rain.  Saw Len (Sieben, S.A.R). 
 
September 12th.  Another dull and cloudy day.  Did a bit of 
bandaging practice with the Stretcher Bearers.  Supposed to be 
instructing them really. 
 
September 13th.  Dull until 4pm when a sharp shower fell.  
More rain after tea and our bivvy under the cart flooded out.  
Went for stroll through the rain in the evening to Steenvoorde 
with Harold Highman.  Received letters from home and book 
from Mr Stacy, also letter.  Football match in the rain between 
A & B Coys. 
 
September 14th.  A sunny day once more. 
 
September 15th.  Fine day and beautiful sunshine after the 
rain.  Mud begins to dry up.  Went to Godewaersvelde with 
Harold Highman in the evening after two trips to Steenvoorde 
today.  Bought a spoon and brooch and ring for home.  
 
September 16th.  Rained last night from 11pm and I had to get 
out from under the Maltese Cart because the raindrops were 
coming in.  I went into the barn which was full of C Coy and 
nearly had a row straight away owing to some chap wanting to 
pinch my  blanket.  After hunting out in the rain for my scarf 
which I dropped getting to the barn I at last fell asleep in spite 
of some infantry beer arguments.  Day was sunny during 
morning but cloudy and cold for the sports during afternoon. 
 
September 17th.  Sunny and overcast by turns.  Very cold last 
night.  Posted parcels home to Mum, Ness and Cuth and Alma.  
Football match this afternoon B Coy beat D Coy by 1 point.  
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Rumour that we're going back to the Somme renewed.  Hope it's 
not true. 
 
September 18th.  Rainy all day and miserable as hell under the 
Maltese Cart which is our only shelter.  Today's rumour is that 
we stay here two months.  Got some letters from Australia but 
none from home. 
 
September 19th.  Another rotten day.  Little sun this morning 
which misled us into thinking a fine day would follow.  But no.  
Rain all the afternoon and evening right up to now and still 
raining at 9pm.  Cart rotten as a shelter.  Got a cardigan and a 
change of shirts today.  Got 2 pairs of sox and 2 of underpants 
the other day.  Winter approaches. 
 
September 20th.  Another rainy day.  Mud and slush abound.  
Shifted from cart and tarpaulin home in the mud to a small tin 
house of one room on the higher ground.  It is much better.  
Went to Steenvoorde with dental patients this morning and after 
lunch watched the fourth match A v  B Coys.  Played in a cold 
west wind with frequent showers.  Put in another indent last 
night for clothes etc.  About the 999th one.  Match won by A 
Coy.  Scores A Coy 5 goals 14 behinds; B Coy 4 goals 3 
behinds. 
 
September 21st.  Rain once more.  Truly France is no place for 
me to vegetate in.  Got two shirts today.  Gathered and stewed 
some blackberries which were real good.  Also a few mushies. 
 
September 22nd. Fine sunny and good to feel was the weather 
today part of the time.   
 
September 23rd.  Fine day.  Inoculated for Paratyphoid and 
Typhoid some of the troops.  Gave leave chap three diaries to 
post home. 
 
September 24th.  Fine day.  All day long the leaves fall from 
the great Elm trees.  Sere and yellow they are beginning to 
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carpet the ground.  Soon the limbs will stand out bare and 
stripped to the gaze of the world.  Gaunt and desolate.  All the 
troops have to compulsorily attend some church parade; I never 
do though.  Get out of it somehow for I cannot fall in with the 
views expressed and the things the churches do protect in a 
passive manner.  Got the views of Albert and the book from 
Nelson & Sons, Paris.  Rider Haggard's "Holy Flower". 
 
September 25th.  Fine day.  Free gift of pears from Australia.  
Mail closed to Australia. 
 
September 26th.  Fine day.  Sent Albert views booklet home. 
 
September 27th.  28th beat us by 4 points at football after a 
good game.  Fine but windy day.  A Taube came over back here 
this morning and after a good old look around of a half hour or 
so from 1000' up went home pursued in a futile manner by our 
planes and anti-aircraft shells.  Paid 40f. 
 
September 28th.  Fine day.  That Taube or Fokker that flew 
over yesterday is said to have brought down one or two of our 
planes.  Heavy firing going on north east last few days.  Paper 
mentions that the Yser River is the scene of a big artillery 
engagement.  So that may be it. 
 
September 29th.  During the night it began to rain.  Dull all 
day and the ground wet with the said rain. 
 
September 30th.  Fine but windy day.  Scotty and Doc go on 
leave tomorrow morning. 
 
October 1st.  Partly sunny but windy during afternoon and 
cloudy.  We, the 27th, beat the West Australian 28th Bn this 
afternoon by 27 points.  Scores 27th - 8 goals 12 behinds: 28th - 
3 goals 15 behinds.  A very slashing and strenuous game. 
 
October 2nd.  Rainy miserable day.  Gift stuff from League of 
Loyal Women of S.A. 
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October 3rd.  Rainy rotten day.  Went through tear gas to test 
my new Small Box Respirator.  She's alright.  We leave here for 
trenches on Thursday. 
 
October 4th.  More rain - ground as usual, muddy and wet and 
slippery.  Nice for the trenches in a few days.  Had a good hot 
bath in Steenvoorde for 2f. 
 
October 5th.  Marched from Steenvoorde billet to the 
Godewaersvelde Station about 2.45pm and after a wait there, 
during which a French troop train passed through, left in 3rd 
class carriages with two armoured engines on about 5.15pm. 
After a short ride of 7 miles we came to Poperinghe, a very 
good sized town partly destroyed by shell fire.  Waited there 
until dark in the train and when we moved onwards no smoking 
was allowed.  Arrived at a place just outside Ypres and 
detrained in a field.  After a short wait we marched through 
Ypres by the light of a good moon.  The city is battered right to 
glory and only bare walls stand, rattled through and through.  
Some houses are only piles of bricks and rubble others are 
hardly touched.  The great Cloth Hall is a ruin which strikes the 
imagination in an attempt to picture the former magnificent 
building.  The main tower is there mostly torn away but still at 
almost full height.  Other towers are more or less still there.  
Going past all these bare walls by the eerie moonlight the whole 
picture suggested ancient Rome and its forum.   
 
Well, we got through it and then traced duckboards for some 
miles passing through a tunnel bored under the old Spanish wall 
built about 1500.  It is about 75' thick and 40' high.  Arrived at 
Valley Cottages east of Zillebeke about 9pm and relieved the 
19th Bn.  A gas alarm sounded just after we arrived and I may 
state that we didn't wait to find out anything.  On went our 
rubber mask box respirators in a twinkling. However it proved 
to be a false alarm.  As Scotty is in England only 5 of us came 
up and, Chambers being sent back owing to smallness of the 
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Aid Post, we had four to carry on with.  It was a cloudy and 
windy slightly cold day. 
 
October 6th.  Weather today - cold, windy, cloudy.  Got to 
sleep about 1.30am this morning.  A chap called Redan came 
down from the trench saying he was too nervous to stay there.  
He'd been same at Pozière.  Doc Mackay told him he was 
alright and would have to go back.  After half an hour's confab 
the Adjutant came in and told him to go back to the front line 
telling him it was 1.20 and he'd better do so quick and lively.  I 
made him a cup of strong tea and gave him a cigarette and after 
a while he emsheed.  Later report today is that he wasn't seen up 
there again.  Humphries was sent back from here to, as he 
thought Poperinghe, but at the last minute he was told to report 
at Cloth Hall, Ypres.  Only three are wanted here so far and it 
leaves more room.  Sgt Jack Edwards, Fred Hahn and myself 
and of course the relieving Doc, Capt Mackay, constitute the 
Detail out here for this week. 
 
October 7th.  Weather - cold, cloudy & windy.  Only a few 
whiz bangs going overhead.  Same yesterday.  Casualties - two 
accidently wounded by Mills bomb yesterday and one chap shot 
through finger accidently today. 
 
October 8th.  Cloudy day as usual.  Went around the 
Battalion's trenches with the Doc this morning.  They are about 
1500yds farther up in the salient.  Our boys have been putting 
the trenches to rights as the Canadians left them in a rotten state.  
All falling in they were and no duck boards and no dugouts.  
Things are altering now though.  This is the ground that the 
Canadians lost and retook just before the great Somme 
offensive broke out.  What remains of a wood was the scene of 
a dark event for Canada about that time.  Two Canadian 
battalions were in the wood and the Huns put a "box barrage" 
around it.  Then they proceeded to rake it through and through 
with all kinds of shells until the Canadians were practically 
wiped out.  1500 were put out of action by the German shelling.  
The whole part around this Ypres salient is a big graveyard.  I 
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counted 21 graves in one shell hole and it wan't full then.  
Probably a "Jack Johnson" hole (17" shell). 
 
Fritz sent over some "rum jars" this morning.  I saw two dud 
ones.  They are a stumpy looking shell about 15" long and a 
foot in diameter coming to a point at one end like any shell the 
nosecap being a small brass one.  The whole shell is painted 
blue and looks very incongruous with its big diameter for its 
length.  It's about 1600yds along our front line here and the 
enemy is different distances apart.  Only 20yds in some places.  
In others it's 120.  Rumour tonight by the ambulance orderly 
that we're going back to the Somme in three week's time.  His 
Colonel he said told them, so it may be true worse luck. 
  
October 9th.  Cloudy day.  A lot of minenwerfers were put 
over this morning by the Hun but no one injured.  Our 18 
pounders gave him his change.  We hold ordinary Sick Parade 
up here at 8pm and at 1am the ambulance (horse) calls for 
casualties.  We have a bit of a cellar under an old house partly 
battered about.  The steps are sandbagged up and a bit knocked 
out of the wall to let the daylight in.  Have to cover it up of a 
night though with blankets to prevent any light showing.  Road 
leads past where our transport comes at night.  Can't move 
about during the day though or we'd be sniped by a whizz-bang 
or two from Hill 60 on our right. 
 
Supposed to be a raid by 26th tomorrow night.  Also rumour 
says Hill 60 is going up same time.  She's reputed to have 190 
tons of emoral under her.  Make a hell of a disturbance when 
she does go.  We're only a few yards from Zillebeke village.  
Casualties today were one wounded in thigh and back - not 
serious - from bomb and one serious, the Doc and Freddy going 
up to him at 7pm.  Our artillery playing a bit this afternoon.  
(Sgt. Major H Townley died within a couple of hours.) 
 
October 10th.  Another cloudy day with a good stiff west wind.  
This wind is best as it is against the Hun and he can't send over 
gas then.  Had a chap in with a head wound this evening - not 
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very serious.  Later on, about 11pm, Doc and I hastened up to A 
Coy in response to a message and found two chaps, Tillbrook 
and Anderson both with the right foot hanging off, tourniquets 
being on both.  Fixed them up in a couple of hours hard going, 
minenwerfers lobbing around.  They are terrible things.  
Minenwerfer means a mine thrower.  And gee whiz, they do go 
off like mines.  The explosion is awful.  They are only 
composed of an oildrum and a very large charge of high 
explosive powder which explodes on hitting the ground.  The 
shock is the worst as it kills and destroys both the man and his 
morale.  We had experience of them at Messines near Neuve 
Eglise last June.  What wounded the two chaps though, and 
killed another called Lyal, was a 5.9", same sort as got me at the 
Somme.  Got to bed about 2am.  Jack Edwards and the Doc did 
the round of the trenches this morning. 
 
October 11th.  West wind.  Cold and cloudy.  One chap 
wounded this morning by minenwerfer, one also is so badly 
wounded that he either is dead or will die. 
 
October 12th.  Cold cloudy as usual.  West wind.  Had a few 
wounded this morning.  One with broken leg through shell 
plumping down right alongside him.  Another two got it in the 
head.  One shellshock.  Heavy minenwerfer bombardment of 
the trenches.  Our 60 lb mortars send over a few of the pudding 
bombs - 60 lbs - and then retire and Fritz sends about a hundred 
rum jars and minnies in exchange.  A fair percentage of our 60 
lbs are duds too.  We have a couple of 190 lb mortars and some 
small 10 lb Stokes ones.  These last can keep a string of 8 
bombs in the air at once so quick are they loaded and fired.   
 
During the afternoon, owing I suppose to too much movement 
about by day being seen from Hill 60 on our right, anyway the 
Huns lobbed some shells into and around our vicinity.  The 
Battalion Runners' tumble-down villa received a couple and 
piles of bricks fell and clouds of pinkish dust went up.  The 
place is 30yds from our little knocked-about villa and out came 
a stream of runners doing the short run in record time.  Shells 
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kept bursting around and about for some time and no one would 
move just then.  The way the runners came bolting out though 
was very funny but might easily have been tragic.  One chap 
had a shell burst only 5yds away but fortunately it was ahead 
and not behind him.  The way he threw himself down was 
artistic.  After tea, the 28th on our left had a raid which was 
very successful as only one casualty was sustained and two 
prisoners were taken.  Later we were relieved by the 25th and 
cleared  out to Ypres, which is back a couple of miles.  We were 
billeted in the Belgian barracks.  A fine two storied place this, 
built around a square.  All the Battalion and some others were 
put there.  YMCA reading and writing room and a 25th Bn 
canteen are also there.  In the town, in underground cellars, are 
a couple of YMCA canteens and an Expeditionary Force 
canteen. 
 
October 13th.  Cold cloudy day.  West to south wind.  Paid 
60f.  Scotty and Doc back from leave.  Regret Capt. McKay 
leaving as he's a jolly good doc.  He's the 6th one we've had 
since leaving Australia.  Capt. Marshall was the original one 
and left us at Cheshire Ridge about a year ago.  Then Capt. 
Bennett was with us until we moved to Russell Top.  Capt. 
Kelsey took up the running and sent me away with jaundice just 
after the snow (December 3rd).  Then the day before the 
Battalion left the Peninsula, Capt Cameron took over and 
continued through the evacuation, Lemnos Is., Tel el Kebir, 
Staging Camp, Ismailia, Moascar and across to France and left 
us at Morbecque the day we shifted up to Erquingham near 
Armentieres.  Capt. Brownell then came and has continued all 
through Armentieres, Messines and the Somme and left for 
London leave this day and was relieved by Capt. Mackay who 
now goes back to his ambulance and Brownell comes back.  
Freddy and I tossed and I won, so I came out to the transport 
with the ration limbers.  It's about 7 miles behind Ypres and I 
look after the water that is sent in to the troops in two gallon 
petrol tins.  We're a couple of miles from Poperinghe and about 
a mile and half from Reninghelst. 
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October 14th.  At the transport.  Cold west wind blowing.  
Went to pictures in YMCA which were very good and which 
included a laughable Charlie Chaplin comedy.  Saw a large 
number of shrapnel bursts Ypres way, coming home at 9pm. 
 
October 15th.  Cold and windy.  Toes very cool.  Hail and rain 
today.  Sent out 50 two gallon petrol tins of water per the 
transport tonight.  Had some trouble getting the water cart but 
managed alright in the end.  That shrapnel last night was fired at 
one of our aeroplanes which came down to 60' having seen the 
Huns changing over battalions in their trenches.  Our artillery 
accounted for a goodly number.  Rumours abound that we leave 
here in a few days for somewhere.  Probably the Somme again, 
worse luck.  Oh! my toes, they're cold. 
 
October 16th.  Rumours that we leave here tonight.  Our raid 
said to be a failure last night and we sustained some casualties.  
Voted NO today on the conscription question.  Nearly everyone 
else did so, too.  Very chilly today although the sun shone 
nearly all the short day.  Sharp showers of rain last night.  Our 
casualties for the 7 days in the trenches at Ypres salient (right at 
the top of the salient) were 4 killed and about a dozen wounded.  
The raiders had extra casualties last night (60).  1 killed - a 
Stretcher Bearer.  Battalion leaves Ypres tonight and is to camp 
at St Laurence Camp near here (between Poperinghe and 
Vlamertinghe).   
 
October 17th.  Morning broke fine and sunny but about dinner 
time it became overcast and cold.  Battalion trained from Ypres 
last night to St Laurence Camp near here.  Went to YMCA 
pictures in evening.  More rain fell. 
 
October 18th.  Dull and rainy and cold today.  Rained all night.  
Mail from Australia in today.  I've got 3 so far.  Battalion leaves 
here tomorrow morning en route to the Somme again.  Our 
second underclothing suit taken in today and sent in sandbags to 
some place to await our emergence from the Somme battle.  To 
the deuce with the Somme.  Gets on everyone's nerves. 
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October 19th.  Marched from our camp near Vlamertinghe 
village through Poperinghe city in a pelting shower of rain 
which wet me through.  Then we marched across the border into 
France and through Abeele and Steenvoorde and billeted in a 
draughty stable near the latter place.  Very, very cold and nearly 
freezing.  More mail in. 
 
October 20th.  Very cold still and numb toes and fingers.  
Rumours say we're going to the Somme and then to Salonika 
where Birdwood now is.  Also that we are not going to Somme 
but straight to Egypt.  Also that 1st Division have been paid in 
English money instead of French and I think it's the Somme 
anyhow.  Cold.  Brrr. 
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FRANCE: STEENVOORDE 
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October 21.  Weather cold but sun shining.  Left Steenvoorde 
at 8am after a frantic rush to the billets of the company chasing 
the Doc who was on a horse galloping and me following per 
bike with the seat too low and my overcoat on to carry some 
articles for the said Sick Parade in the capacious pockets of the 
aforesaid overcoat.  After knocking out all my reserve of energy 
we started off on our march having had no breakfast.  We 
passed through Hardifort, Zuytpeene, (where it is said that Sir 
Phillip Sydney gave the dying soldier his water although 
wounded himself, during Queen Elizabeth's reign), Nooropeene 
and at last to the village of Buysscheure where we billeted for 
the night.  The last mile was a scorcher.  We had lunch in a field 
at Zuytpeene.  Did 15m altogether.  Did 200 feet cases after our 
arrival. 
 
October 22nd.  Left Buysscheure about 9am and marched 
through St Momelil within sight of the city of St Omer, crossed 
the bridge over Canal d'l'Aa and for a few miles along the banks 
and then left it and marched through the village of Serques and 
finished at Moulle after doing about 9 miles.  We are billeted in 
a schoolroom or "Ecole de Garcons" as the French have it 
marked up.  Weather cold and nippy but sunshine.  Fixed up a 
lot of feet and other cases on our arrival here. 
 
Big piquets sent to St Omer to stop anyone getting there.  That's 
always the way.  Whenever we're near a large town or city we 
are not allowed there and all the talk of going to Paris you read 
of in letters etc is bunkum.  No one I know of has been there.  
Same way as St Omer (4 miles away now) is tonight, so is every 
city when we get near them.  Amiens, Doullens, Armentieres, 
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Hazebrouck, Poperinghe, Bailleul etc and as for Marseilles, 
Lyon, Dijon, Calais, Versailles, Melun, St Fons, St Pol, Lillers, 
Berguette, Arques, Blendecques, Etaples, Abbeville, Bolougne, 
Paris, etc, we only had  glimpses of them as we passed through 
per train.   
 
Got a parcel tonight from home with woollen goods in.  
Balaclava cap, sox, stockings, mittens, chocs, soap and writing 
pad.  Brigade Band played on the march with us today and had 
a concert here at Headquarters where our Aid Post is, this 
afternoon.  They are composed of 26th, 27th and 28th Bn 
players and are pretty good.  Rumours that 1st Division are near 
Calais and that we'll be going there within a few days.  Also that 
we and the 29th English Division are going to England to train 
and then to effect a landing on the Belgian coast.  Another 
rumour says we're off to the Somme which I think is more 
likely.  Then still another rumour has it that we're going to Arras 
after the Calais district.  India and Egypt are also mentioned 
while Ireland is a dark horse as well.  You will see that we are 
beset with rumours.  Got some dozen or more papers today.  I 
reckon we'll be in the Somme stunt again soon, although I hope 
I'm wrong.  Had a case of ptomaine poisoning tonight  - not 
fatal.  Big Sick Parade - mostly feet. 
 
October 23rd.  Sent some letters home.  Warm and sunny 
mostly today, getting chillier towards evening.   More feet 
crook in the Sick Parade.  Tommy boots cause it.  Nearly 
everyone has them and they are heavy, black, rough things!  I 
have our own tan Australian ones though and wouldn't change 
for anything.  We are going to the Somme. 
 
October 24th.  Cold and rainy all night and today.  These kids, 
all sizes, ages and both sexes, that are at this school where we're 
billeted, never wear hats, rain or no rain.  Just a scarf around the 
neck.  They all march into school with their hands on their hips 
and salute the teacher as they pass her.  
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The boys military fashion and the girls by an inclination of the 
head.  Just as noisy and pleasantly boisterous as our own kids at 
home.  Left at 9pm for the entraining station Arques where we 
were put aboard the train bound for the Somme after a 9 mile 
march.  At 1am passed through Tilques on the way. 
 
October 25th.  After a trip lasting all night, during which we 
passed through St Omer, Calais, Bolougne, Etaples, Montrieul, 
Abbeville and disentrained at St Riquier then marched for a 
while.  We had a drink of tea sitting on the roadside in the rain 
and ate some bully beef.  Then we went on for a few miles, 
passing through the miserable Somme village of Bussus and 
billeted in a very dirty (as usual) cow barn at Yarcourt-Bussus, 
another little village, straggly and dirty.  Rain nearly all the 
time.  When we were down here last time in July and August, 
the fields were high with waving wheat.  Now they are bare 
except for a lot of haystacks.  Plenty of black birds are flying 
over south-east, same as we saw in Gallipoli this time last year.  
Where do they come from and where do they go?  Still raining 
and absolutely muddy and sloppy beyond description. 
 
October 26th.  We were up at 4am this morning after a few 
hours' sleep.  Some fun with Freddy's oilsheet.  After some tea 
and bacon which was real bon, we started off in the dark for an 
unknown destination which was said to be 3k distant and where 
we were to get aboard a bus.  But those kilos were like all 
military distances with us, they spun out and we went at least 
four miles in the mud and sprinkling rain.  Cold as hell and 
blowing a west wind.  After a long wait a deuce of a long string 
of French 5 ton motor buses came along manned by a 
Frenchman and a French Colonial (black) each.  We were 32 in 
each and just nice and warm.  The whole 2nd Division was 
taken today from the starting point near Ailly le Clocher per 
these buses of which there were hundreds through Flexicourt, 
Belloy sur Somme, Rialcourt, St Sauveur (a breakdown then 
and mended) and then through the large city of Amiens.  
Passing through another place we came to Ribemont where we 
were cast off and the buses went home.  We, after a hangabout, 
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started off and went per boat through Buire-sous-Corbie and to 
Dernancourt where we got a billet in with the orderly room and 
the runners.  The Huns strafed this place yesterday with about 
70 armour piercing shells (9.2") and killed some civilians and 
soldiers.  We're 3.9k from Albert.  Raining off and on still and 
ineffably muddy.  Did 34k today in the buses. 
 
October 28th.  Still muddy and rainy.  Shifted from the Aid 
Post in with the 27th Orderly Room and found ourselves in with 
the 28th Orderly Room.  Spent most of the day taking patients 
to the 7th Field Ambulance and getting drugs and dressings 
from some place.  This village, a poor miserable place, is only 
supposed to hold two battalions but we have four - in fact the 
whole 7th Bgde.  We're three days over payday and none in 
sight yet. 
 
October 29th.  Wet underfoot and muddy.  Light rain and no 
sun.  Paid 40f.  Wrote lots of letters for mail which closes 
tonight.  Sent Dickie's diary, watches etc  and letter home to his 
place also.  Short bread issue yesterday and today.  Usual when 
approaching any hard work. 
 
October 30th.  Received letters from home of September 6th.  
Raining heavily this afternoon.  Very windy this morning.  
Wrote home.  Most of Battalion are on fatigue at Longeuval 
today and last night. 
 
October 31st.  Cold. Sunny morning, rain at midday and more 
cold sun during afternoon.  Searchlights hunting sky for some 
enemy aircraft this evening and couple of shell burst high up.  
About 60 German prisoners marched past today from front line.  
Road still muddy and numerous Huns employed in scraping up 
the dirt.  Rumours of a big offensive out here shortly with us in 
it.  The 1st, 2nd, 4th & 5th Australian Divisions are all around 
about here. 
 
November 1st.  Bit of sunshine this morning but rain this 
afternoon.  Rumour that our 1st Division either raided or 
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attacked this morning.  Also numerous yarns of lots of prisoners 
giving themselves up.  Sheepskin vests issued to every man 
today.  Doesn't look like leaving France.  Am sending to 
London for a Swan Fountain Pen, 12/6 (20f=14/4).  The little 
old church here has 1729 on the lower part and 1733 on the 
tower.  The church (or eglise) and the "Mairie" are about the 
only brick or stone buildings in the village of Dernancourt.  The 
rest are like the usual Somme district huts - made of yellow 
mud about an inch thick on straw and crooked uprights.  The 
weight of red clay tiles, used for roofing, carried on a very frail 
looking support of thin old wooden sticks makes one wonder 
why they don't come crashing to the ground. 
 
November 2nd.  Rainy during morning and some pale sunlight 
afternoon.  Changed Docs again this evening just before we 
moved off.  Brownell having crook throat was relieved by 
Mackay again.  We put our packs with overcoats in at the QM 
store to be dumped until we come out of the stunt.  Left at 6pm 
in battle order - haversack, water bottle, gas helmet, shrapnel 
helmet, waterproof, one blanket, spare sox, sheepskin coat and 
48hrs rations.  Evacuated 9 sick just before moving.  Weather 
not too cold.  
 
We marched for about 7 miles from Dernancourt through 
Meaulte, a fairly large village, and Bécordel, then past the ruins 
of Fricourt and Mametz both being the remains of little villages 
taken from the Germans and now reduced to brickdust by the 
two opposing artilleries.  Just past Mametz were our tin huts to 
sleep in - half round galvanized corregated iron structure 
boarded within and to hold about 40 men.  They were only 
about 150yds from the road as we found out later, but by the 
way we went in the dark from the road it took us about 2hrs for 
the 150yds.  We were led single file from the muddy road, the 
whole Battalion strung out following the "knuts" with the 
electric torches.  They gave us a pretty dance.   
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They (the Adjutant, Colonel, etc) were on horses and so the 
mud was nothing to them.  So through the thick sticky and 
sloppy mud we dragged, each foot sinking down to almost 18" 
and the moisture oozing down from over the tops of our boots.  
We were in the dark, didn't know where we were going, 
doubled around on our tracks several times and crossed 10' deep 
trenches by railway irons at a slippery angle and altogether felt 
rotten.   
 
Miserable, muddy, betrayed and fooled with, the air was alive 
with expletives and curses were heaped on the heads of anyone 
and everyone in any way possible, even remotely, connected 
with the war.  And to see the officers mounted and dry and 
callous, going around per horse made us wilder.  Well, we 
eventually got there, and fully dressed, muddy and wet we 
dropped on the floor of the huts and slept till morning.  
 
November 3rd.  Up in the morning about 9, we ate some bully 
beef and drank some water, and we Detail went down back 
along the road for 2m to the 27th Transport, where we loaded 
our Maltese (Medical Cart).  We then came back to the huts (I 
managed to score a mug of tea from the QM cook at Transport 
which cured my rotten headache) by 11am and found the 
Battalion - less some on fatigue - were just off to the trenches.  
So we fell in with the cart and for some miles we were marched 
to the Thistle Dump near the big howitzers where we left the 
road and the Battalion had a snack of bully and stopped for a 
couple of hours.  While here we unloaded the cart and only took 
shell and first field dressing wool, etc. along with us in 
sandbags slung over our shoulders.  Before we left here we 
decided to send three of the Detail (Hump, Chambers and Hahn) 
back to the trenches for the four days we expected to be in the 
trenches and Sgt. Edwards, Bob Scott and myself carried on 
with Capt. Mackay - the Doc.  Well, then came the worst.   
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We left the road about 3pm single file, following the Battalion 
across the fields and valleys and hills full of shell holes.  We 
had to sit down and wait for about an hour before crossing a 
certain ridge so the enemy wouldn't see us and just at dark we 
went on again.  Travelling across shell holes slippery with mud, 
barbed wire entanglements, and other obstacles of the battlefield 
by the light of a pale cloud covered half moon is no joke.  We, 
of course, never knew where we were going exactly and trusted 
perforce to our leaders - Adjutant etc.  With the weight we were 
carrying we kept slithering around and sliding along and into or 
almost into innumerable shell holes.  Old trenches had 
frequently to be crossed and it was a hard scramble to do it.  
Often the rear of the Battalion's long line would get lost and 
efforts had to be made to find them.   
 
We were pretty well fagged by this time and all thinking about 
the mighty small part we were going to play in the next war.  
No more war for me anyhow.  All the journey was - go forward 
a few paces and pull up and wait some minutes then ditto again.  
Sat down, along with the 28th Bn by Brigade HQ for about half 
an hour while the Hun continued to shell the ground about any 
old where with 5.9 shells.  Pushed on further for a mile or so 
and stopped at HQ for a while and enquired for the Aid Post and 
were informed we had passed it.  Luckily, a 53rd Bn chap (the 
Unit we relieved) guided us over to the Aid Post and we were 
very thankful men to find ourselves after all in a dugout of 
German manufacture with two entrances and about 18 steps 
down.  There were 8 bunks and we slept pretty well, I can 
assure you.  Only a few cases during the night.  The 28th Bn 
had their Aid Post a few yards away.   
 
During the Brigade stunt we shared the dugout with the 25th 
Medical Officer and three of his Detail while the 28th shared 
their dugout with the 26th Bn (25th, 26th, 27th, 28th Bns 
constituted the 7th Bgde).  One of the Details of the 53rd Bn 
which we relieved was, I found, a one time resident in Broken 
Hill and had enlisted from the Cockle Creek Smelters of the 
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Sulphide Corporation (Central Mine) which I myself last 
worked for at their Broken Hill Mine. 
 
November 4th.  The stunt is to come off tomorrow morning 
after daylight - 9am, I think.  Bit of rain this morning keeping 
ground slippery, but mainly fine though cold.  We are out of the 
main lines of communication here in our Aid Post in Goose 
Alley so get no rations or water etc.  On arrival here we had but 
1 tin bully and some biscuits and water bottle with some water 
in each.  Luckily we got a few tins of bully and biscuits from 
the lot (53rd) that we relieved.  We had hardly any candles and 
lighting was consequently at a premium.  So about 2.30pm 
today, Scotty & I were sent to the 6th Field Ambulance for 
water, tea and sugar.  We went along the same track as last 
night coming in.  It is a 4 1/2 mile tramp and we both carried 2 
1/2 gallon petrol tins.  Arrived down there and got the tins full 
and some tea and sugar rations and started back.   
 
Going, we had dodged numerous stray shells.  Coming back, we 
had the time of our lives.  It got dark and we slipped all over the 
place.  In and out and around great shell holes; over trenches; 
among barbed wire entanglements and other things, and just as 
we were about to go past 7th Bgde HQ the vicious Hun started 
strafing the road past there.  So we halted to wait and see what 
he'd do next.  This he soon showed.  His 5.9" shells came nearer 
and nearer to us, and we thought it better to drop the water tins 
and get down a big shell hole.  But nearer came the shells and 
we made a dash, leaving the tins where they were.  The nearest 
shelter was a dismantled gunpit or a row of them.  Into the first 
we leapt and crouched.  Another shell followed closer than ever 
and pieces flew all round.  We hopped into the next pit.  No 
better for still the cursed shells seemed to follow.  So 
abandoning all caution we up and ran for a trench, an old one, 
some distance away.  Here we arrived puffed, panting, and bent.  
Waited down in it with some 7th Bgde Vickers Machine 
Gunners for sometime and I was able to gather some 
information about a chap I knew who had been killed at 
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Armentieres.  Strange how one gets news and the time and 
conditions etc.   
 
We ventured forth after a while when the shelling ceased and 
after a search found our precious tins of water, and with them, 
pushed across the road and up the side of the hill on a short cut 
home to miss the next shells.  Here we were lost.  Over old 
trenches we didn't know and through rusty old barbed wire 
entanglements and the ever present shell holes we went.  One 
minute finding ourselves among some Reserves of the 4th Bn 
and the next in the darkness alone.  Eventually when we 
managed to find a chap who directed us to our Aid Post, we 
were only 30 yds from it.  Tired & weary we sat down and the 
others made us some tea on a smoky deal fire and, too fagged to 
eat, we fell asleep.  
 
 During the night there were numerous stray wounded arriving 
but Jack Edwards was jolly decent and did the whole lot himself 
- that is helped the Doc and let us sleep.  Going down for the 
water we had passed the fatigue party of the 27th Bn coming to 
the trenches for the stunt and saw Sgt Colby and said "Good-
day" to him.  I was in his tent with Dickie at Abbassia Egypt in 
July-August 1915.  Poor old Col; he was drilled right through 
the heart the same night with a bullet.  Another real nice chap 
who was killed yesterday was Cpl Ligterwood.  He'd been 
having a plague of numerous boils for a couple of months and 
I've often fixed them up on Sick Parade. 
 
November 5th.  (Guy Fawkes Day).  A bloody day.  Enough 
firing from both sides to satisfy the most ardent "Cracker Day" 
chap.  At 9am the whirlwind bombardment was given Fritz's 
trenches and at 9.13am the men of the 27th, 28th and some 25th 
Bns hopped over and charged the Hun trenches.  The objective 
of the 27th was Bayonet Trench and the 28th was another on the 
left of it.  We are between Gueudecourt and Les Boeufs, two 
captured villages, and our troops were sent over to get another 
small strip of France from the Hun. 
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But!  It's hard to know how to start the account of the day's 
fighting.  I'm writing it 4 days later and we're out resting in tin 
huts about 8 miles walk from the scene of the battle.  At 9.13am 
after the whirlwind bombardment of 10 mins, supposed to be on 
Fritz's front line, the boys of the 26th, 27th and 28th Bns 
hopped over along with one Company of the 25th Bn.  A 
terrible rifle and machine gun fire met them as the 
bombardment had not touched the Huns' front line at all.  Three 
previous times an attempt had been made to put a barrage fire 
on the German front line there, but as this time, they all failed.  
So Fritz had the parapets of his trench well lined with men and 
the rifles picked off our men and the machine guns mowed them 
down like hay before the scythe.  At 6am some of A Coy had 
been brought up from a support trench to a hopping off line in 
No-Man's-Land - shell holes really - and besides killing four 
men in doing so including my friend Sgt. Colby, one of the best, 
it gave the game away to Fritz who then had three hours to 
bring up his reserves and man the front line.   
 
This is what happened: when A Coy, along with the rest 
charged, they were met with such a withering fire that they 
never reached the German trench and had to get into shell holes 
and fire back at the Germans lining the trench who were firing 
vigorously back.  B, C and D Coys all reached the enemy lines 
with heavy casualties.  B Coy hung on longest.  They only 
retired back to our lines the next evening.  C and D retired 
before.  The reason was mostly because of the terrible enfilade 
fire on the trenches which were the farthest the British have 
advanced into the Hun country in France.  Shortage of bombs 
was another reason.  So short were our men of bombs that men 
picked up Fritz's own bombs in the captured trenches to keep 
back the enemy counter attacks which were very fierce and 
prolonged.  Very stubborn fighting took place all day and night 
and until B Coy retired the next evening leaving the enemy 
once again in full possession of their trenches.  
 
Some very gallant deeds were done.  One in particular, Cpl. 
Sneyd who was a DCM at Pozieres on August 4-5th, gallantly 
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held back the oncoming Germans for about 2 hours while his 
Company, C, retired to their former positions.  All the bombs 
left were given to him some being German ones and he kept the 
enemy back until all were thrown and then he was killed.  His 
brave deed merited a VC and he would have been 
recommended for it if he had lived.  Orders now are, though, 
that no-one can be recommended for the Victoria Cross after he 
is dead. 
 
It was a disastrous affair altogether.  Our casualties were about 
280 out of about 700  that went into the stunt.  72 killed (only 
40 at Pozières) 130 wounded and 75 missing.  Missing usually 
means killed and not found.  Out of 13 officers that went into it, 
5 were killed and 5 wounded.  31% of casualties here were 
killed against 10% at Pozières where our casualties were 40%.  
This shows the terrible efficiency of the modern rifle bullet for 
killing purposes.  Most of the wounds were from bullets, 
different to Pozières where shells played the major part.  Here 
there was hardly any shell shock either.  At Pozières this was 
very common.  During the three days we were there, the Huns 
sniped our Aid Post and vicinity with about 150 5.9" shells 
daily but as it was a dugout with 20 steps down, we were pretty 
safe while not actually dressing wounds.  For we couldn't get 
wounded down as the steps were steep and narrow and all 
wounds were attended to up above where the stretcher bearers 
brought them.  They worked very hard and bravely, the 
Stretcher Bearers, and great credit is due to them that every 
wounded man was brought to the Aid Post and thence on to the 
Field Ambulance.  The Field Ambulance stretcher bearers took 
them on from our Aid Post in relays down to the Advanced 
Dressing Station, thence to be sent on to the Casualty Clearing 
Stations and Base Hospitals. 
 
The 32nd and 24th Bns helped to clear away our Brigade's 
wounded, they not having been in our stunt.  For the whole time 
we got no rations or water sent us and, only for a few tins of 
bully beef we found, we'd have starved.  No medical blankets 
were sent up for the wounded and not enough ambulance 
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stretcher bearers either so that on the night after the charge, the 
wounded unable to walk were left lying on stretchers out in the 
cold night air in front of both our Aid Post (25th and 27th in 
conjunction) and in front of the 26th/28th Aid Post.  The latter 
found that some had died of exposure through having no cover.  
We had managed to unearth some old blankets and oilsheets in 
some old German dugouts nearby and when it rained, covered 
them over with some spare stretchers, so our patients didn't die.  
One was a badly hit German who murmured "Kamarad" every 
time we gave him a drink and when the Doc injected more 
morphine.   
 
Capt. Devonshire, the OC of A Coy, while lying in a shellhole 
in No-Man's-Land with his men, engaged in sniping the enemy, 
had the top of his finger taken off by a bullet which hit the 
trigger guard of his rifle afterwards and smashing into several 
pieces all flew into the shoulder of the man next him.  Both 
came down together to the Aid Post and while chatting to the 
Captain, Jack Edwards just for fun, asked Devy for his total 
supply of candles.  We had just relieved him of his bully beef 
rations as we were empty and he wouldn't need them in 
hospital.  Imagine our surprise when, right from No-Man's-Land 
as he was, he produced two candles, just what we most needed.  
He had a few hours sleep in our dugout and then went on to the 
ambulance.  He said he'd had some pot shots after his finger was 
hit, using his revolver.  One Hun got the pill - a 44 lead bullet - 
in the sit-down part and he stumbled and then, recovering, made 
off harder than ever.  The man next him refused to draw a bead 
on the unfortunate Hun as he said, "He's wounded now".  
Another Fritz received his quietus  from a bullet that caught him 
through the chinstrap, broke his neck and lifted his helmet right 
off. 
 
There are two tanks, or "----------- wagons" as the Huns call 
them, up there.  One is right behind our front line and the other 
a couple of miles back.  One is lying on its side and the other is 
half in and half out of a trench, sort of sideways.  They are 
about thirty feet long and 6-7' high with all surfaces rounded off 
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to deflect shells or bullets.  Two caterpillars run right around 
and over the top and a special track laying device projects in 
front.  Two small 6 pounder guns and some machine guns are in 
each and they very quickly blow out machine guns in an enemy 
trench.  The Huns bombarded the front line with 9.2" shells the 
other day.   
 
A dog, a large collie, accompanied some four boys over in the 
charge right to Fritz's trench and came back with the first 
wounded, sat down at our Aid Post while they were dressed and 
then trotted off to the ambulance with them.  One chap went 
into No-Man's-Land and picked up a wounded 26th Bn officer 
and slinging him on his back started to carry him in. 
Unfortunately a German sniper shot them, the same bullet doing 
for both. 
 
One chap from Mount Gambier was like a Berserkas and slew 
seven Germans before he himself was slaughtered by a well 
directed bullet. 
 
We only had four Hun wounded prisoners through us.  One that 
gave me a post card, this pencil and a button was the sole 
survivor of five who were carrying down one of our wounded 
and a shell from Germany lobbed and killed four and wounded 
the other.  The survivor was Johan Becker and he belonged to 
the 11th Bavarian Regiment.  Our wounded man was not hit, by 
good luck.  
 
One chap who had an ugly bullet wound through the foot said to 
us as we were dressing him, "Oh that: that's nothing.  I've been 
going under operations all me life".  And truly looked so, 
having some fingers off and scars here and there healed up. 
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The men were not allowed to take their great coats in with them 
but for some peculiar reason their blankets were to be taken.  
There being no possible place to sleep in the muddy trenches 
with the slop and mud up to the knee and no dugouts, the boys 
got disgusted and flopped all the blankets in the bottom of the 
trenches to help lessen the depth of the mud.  The sheep skin 
vests were a great boon. 
 
One poor chap came in and was brought in to our Aid Post 
declaring himself to be "Third in Command".  Then he started 
off again in a wild frenzy - driven so by the horrid sight he had 
witnessed, helped by a little rum.  "It hit him on the base of the 
skull, on the base of the skull I tell you - and scattered his 
brains!-  All around they went - it hit him - at the base of the 
skull it hit him - and on the next shell - oh his hand was hanging 
off - hanging by the sinews, I say - O, Harry, mate - you're dead 
- dead - DEAD".  His voice rose to a scream "But it don't matter 
- He'd four kiddies, four kiddies and it hit him on the base of the 
skull.  He's dead - I want to be dead too - make me dead - I want 
to get at those Bosches.  Let me go - let me go -.  What's the 
good of coming to the Somme front - oh, my mate - his guts 
were hanging out - oh, my mate - Lord Jesus, what for? - I was 
in the bloody stunt and out in No-Man's-Land - Poor Harry 
killed alongside of me and poor Capt Nix too - a shell knocked 
them rotten.  I saw my mate blown to smithereens - all his 
brains and arm hanging - oh, Harry.  I'm doing me bit, sprained 
me ankle and Oh God, I've done me bit - Oh! Oh! Oh!"  Then 
the doc administered morphia and he sank down and slept.  It 
was terrible to witness. 
 
November 6th.  Stayed in the trenches today and left to go out 
at nearly midnight by the light of the three-quarter moon. 
 
November 7th.  The boys were absolutely done up when they 
staggered out of the trenches last night.  They were lined up at 
brigade about a mile and a half behind the line and you'd see 
one drop and thinking he was out, go and look at him and you'd 
find he was lapping up the polluted shell hole water.  It didn't 
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taste nice, that water.  I've drunk some and even the taste of a 
very strong tea doesn't disguise the dead Hun taste.  I reckon I'm 
partly German since.  The mud was so thick that in Fritz's 
trenches on the 5th a Hun and Australian were bogged within 
such a distance of one another that they were just out of bayonet 
reach.  Neither had ammunition and they were too close for 
bombs.  Another of our chaps came along and settled the matter 
by jabbing the German. 
 
As we were coming out we heard firing by our anti-aircraft guns 
or "Archies" and the beams of searchlights were flung right 
across the sky from different points.  Found out later that a 
German aircraft of some sort had successfully dropped bombs 
on a great French depot of war material near Amiens. 
 
We got to the huts about 5am and there was some hot curry and 
tea ready and plenty of it.  I ate some and then rolled into bed 
and slept like a top till nearly dinner time.  We had plenty to eat 
all day.  Nasty cold grey day with a little sunshine. 
 
November 8th.  Enemy aircraft over again tonight and the 
searchlights continually streaking across the sky.  Fine sunny 
day but cold.  Mud shows no appreciable signs of drying up.  
Sent 27 to hospital from the Battalion today. 
 
November 9th.  Another fine, sunny but cold day.  Mud being a 
foot deep, won't dry up for a month.  18 to hospital today.  
Enemy aircraft over and fired on.  Some of both sides brought 
down in flames.  Counted 40 observation sausage balloons up.  
Enemy aircraft over again at night. 
 
November 10th.  26 to hospital today which was bright and 
sunshiny.  More aeroplanes over both today and at night.  One 
came down today in flames.  Most of the Battalion are away in 
Longueval on fatigue.  Heard that R.M.S. Arabia has been sunk 
in the Mediterranean.  Our mail's on it. 
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November 11th.  Dull day.  Bread ration down. 
 
November 12th.  Dull day.  Still at huts between Mametz and 
Montauban.  Not enough bread yet.  Australian Xmas mail 
closes.  Heavy bombardment going on tonight and today on the 
right of the British line.  A lot of the Guards - Coldstream, 
Grenadier, Scots & Irish - went through to the line today. 
 
November 13th.  Cold grey day with thick white mist.  
Bombardment of heavies very severe early this morning along 
the line.  Hunted for various YMCA canteen this morning and 
managed to get by good luck a couple of tins of pineapple and 
one of Oxford sausages.  All battalions away on fatigue at 
Bazentin-le-Grand and only headquarters left here.  Battalion 
strength not enough to go into trenches so they are road making. 
 
November 14th.  Cold grey day.  The 25th & 26th together 
with 19th & 23rd and other Australian Battalions hopped over 
today out near Gueudecourt and achieved successes.  25th got 
40 prisoners and captured first line and consolidated and then 
attacked the second line.  26th got cut up a bit.  The Guards also 
went over.  Big things and 2200 prisoners north of Thiepval 
yesterday.  Nothing in YMCA canteen today.  Got my mails of 
September 20th today also a parcel of fags and chocs from 
Emmie.  Letters from home include Mum, Dad, Ness, Cuth, 
Fred, Win.  Bad luck over next mail which was on the 
torpedoed boat Arabia .  Bread ration still very short.  Battalion 
goes up to trenches again tomorrow. 
 
November 15th  Cold day with a very little sun during 
morning.  Battalion went in to the trenches leaving here at 
11.30am.  Jack Edwards, Bob Scot and I stayed here while the 
other three who didn't go last time went this time.  I took a 
couple of patients to the collecting station at the railway 
Bazentin-le-Petit this morning and while going, a Taube 
dropped a bomb about fifty yards away.  Made us jump as we 
weren't expecting it.  The aviator used his machine gun on the 
road too, and the bullets whizzed uncomfortably close.  She 
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dropped a number of bombs and then disappeared.  She was not 
flying very high, only about 500' up I should say, and looked 
transparent.  Her black cross  showed up very distinctly.  Only 
two shrapnel puffs anywhere near her from our Archies.  None 
of our machines in sight.  Saw a caterpillar sunk about four feet 
in the mud and another was trying to pull her out.  The tugging 
one absolutely bucked in her efforts to get the other out but I 
waited half an hour and she'd made no move.  The old mud 
holds tight.  Coming back, I saw a "tank" on the side of the road 
and made a good close inspection of it. 
  

TANK 
 

 
Side view 

 
Two caterpillar belts running all round the affair - one on each 
side and two electric lights at front and one in rear.  Powerful 
petrol engines.  It was a "he" which has two 6 pounder guns, 
one each side.  "She" ones have a number of machine guns and 
no larger guns.  A 6 pounder gun is about 2" diameter.  13 of 
these "tanks" went out the other day to participate in the attack 
now on but the mud being too thick, they returned.  Two 
"tanks" are lying in the High Wood now and can't be rescued.  
The "tank" I saw today was called "Cafe au Lait" meaning 
simply "Coffee and Milk".  Front view of "tank" showing two 
endless caterpillars each with separate engine driving them and 
gun at side. 
 
Very heavy firing going on to the right all day.  20th Bn had 
three officers killed by shell at Toronto Camp today near here.  
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Over 6,000 prisoners said to be taken during last few days on 
Somme front of British mostly near Thiepval. 
 

TANK 
 

 
Front view 

 
November 16th.  Sunshiny day but very cold.  Did nothing 
except a walk to transport this afternoon. 
 
November 17th.  Very cold.  Frost thick during night and water 
in shellholes had an inch and a half of ice on all day.  Must be 
hell for the Battalion (only 350 left) up in the trenches. 
 
November 18th.  Snow during night.  Only a light fall but 
white everywhere.  Frozen again and a cold wind made life 
almost unbearable.  The poor chaps in the trenches.  They come 
out tonight thank goodness.  Ground as hard as a rock all the 
wet mud being frozen. 
 
November 19th.  Rained last night and all the ground sloppy 
and muddy again.  Just in time for the boys to come out last 
night.  Must have been awful to get through the mud as some 
only arrived at tea time being from 9pm last night and some not 
back yet 21 hours after.  Things are in a muddle.  Two cookers 
were sent to Carlton Camp last night to meet the boys coming 
out and give them a hot drink.  But the troops went another way 
and only one chap found the cookers which were there 13 hours 
waiting.  Some of the chaps got a hot drink from the Australian 
Comforts Fund's establishment.  Others had something to eat at 
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a field ambulance but everybody arrived at the huts at Fricourt 
in a miserably wretched condition.   
 
We, at the Montauban huts, shifted from there to the Fricourt 
huts also.  I came down this morning.  Got a kink in the neck 
last night, sort of cramp and can't turn my head to the left 
without intense pain.  Disables me somewhat.  As I said before 
everything's in a muddle.  No feed here for the men when they 
arrived last night after a 11 miles struggle against dropping their 
bundle and not enough blankets even at one a man.  We didn't 
have many casualties these three days but the men are 
absolutely done in.  Capt. Brownell arrived back from hospital 
tonight.  Takes over tomorrow from Capt. Mackay.   
 
The position we took and lost on November 5-6th has been 
taken and lost again.  This is the 5th attempt.  Corpses lie thick 
up there of French, German, English and Australians.  Saw a 
Frenchwoman viewing her ruined house at Fricourt this 
morning.  They say the Mayor found the 1500f he buried there 
over 18 months ago together with 50 bottles red wine.  He 
couldn't find 50 of white wine that was buried.  This village is 
one of the ones we've just recovered from the enemy since July 
1st.  Been in German hands for 18mths before that. 
 
November 20th.  Fine day, slightly cloudy.  Had hot bath, first 
since last September.  Paid 70f (£2/10/3).  Received Swan 
fountain pen from London.  20f for pen, ink pellets and clip, gift 
of cigarettes from Mabie Todd and Co the proprietors of Swan 
Pens.  Four letters today.  One from England was posted on 
26th last month.  Other was from four miles away and took 12 
days.  Another from France took since October 28th.  The postal 
arrangements are positively rotten.  Plenty mud about and I 
splashed about in it in the dark taking two cartloads of patients 
to the Field Ambulance.  These are knocked up chaps from the 
effects of the last three days in the trenches.  20 went to hospital 
today. 
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November 21st.  Dull misty day and cold.  Moved from huts at 
Fricourt about 9.30am and marched through Becordel, Meaulte, 
Villa-sous-Corbie and billeted at Buire-sous-Corbie.  Not a bad 
billet but the Doc has started the 27th AGH again and we have 3 
patients already. I reserve my remarks.  Light diet - 
unmentionables and other things are handled unwillingly but 
with great dexterity by the members of the AMC Detail.  Heard 
today from Smiler Swift that Staff Sergeant Billy Bannister had 
been killed by a bomb dropped from an aeroplane on the night 
of the 6th.  Nine were killed and about 30 wounded at the 
Medical Rest Station where the 3rd Field Ambulance was 
looking after thousands of patients.  It is said that the Germans 
admitted making a mistake and dropped a note to that effect the 
next night. 
 
November 22nd.  Grey day and very cold but no rain.  27th 
AGH going strong. 
 
November 23rd.  Fine sunny day and slightly warm in the sun.  
Temperature tonight was 11.5C in a shop near here.  Went to 
Anzac Rest Camp with patient this morning. 
 
November 24th.  Dull day.  Nothing much doing. 
 
November 25th.  Went to Amiens on leave.  Left here at 7am 
and marched with leave party of about forty to the station of 
Mericourt-Ribemont.  Departed by train from there at 8am and 
arrived at Amiens about 9.15am.  Was somewhat rainy during 
the day.  Had some difficulty in procuring anything much to eat 
today as the French don't seem to worry about catering for 
decent solid meals.  The cathedral is wonderful at Amiens.  
Must be over 200' high overall.  Thousands of images and 
statues are in every available niche.  Some are very grotesque 
and all very old and dirty.  Some have their heads off and 
carrying them in their hands.  All mean and represent 
something.  The stained glass windows are wonderful, the detail 
being grandly put together and illustrating some biblical story or 
legend of the cathedral.  The ceiling inside is so high as to kink 
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your neck looking up at it and is supported by columns.  Of 
Gothic architecture, the building must be over 400 yrs old.  All 
the front of the cathedral for 50' up is sandbagged for fear of a 
bombing raid and the more valuable pictures have been 
removed. 
 
The French people don't appear to have much business ability.  
Here in Amiens they keep you waiting a terrible long time for 
what you order.  Then if it's food, it's a very small portion you 
get.  Evidently soldiers' appetites are above their 
comprehension.  I hope our own people at home won't take us 
long to adjust themselves to the enormous appetite of the AIF 
when it comes home. 
 
November 26th.  Dull miserable day with slight showers.  Mud 
thicker than ever everywhere.  Military fair play?  Why is a 4th 
reinforcement who never saw Gallipoli going on leave to 
England when there are many left who were there all the time 
with the Battalion?  Added to this, the said 4th reinforcement is 
a neutral being a batman for our German adjutant.  Feelings too 
indignant to express but may say that it is the usual sample of 
militarism that the people of Australia did well to turn down on 
October 28th (referendum on conscription). 
 
November 27th.  Fairly sunny day but very cold.  Got letters 
from home of October 3rd and 8th.  Heard that George has been 
missing since July 30th.  Confirms my suspicions.  Several 
other letters also.  
 
November 28th.  Very dull day and cold.  Nugget Hahn goes 
on leave to England tonight at midnight.  He's the fourth of our 
Detail to go.  Stayed in bunk all day feeling crook.  Very bad 
last night.  Medicine: Sodabix and castor oil. 
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November 29th.  Another very rotten dull cold cloudy grey 
day.  Temperature I noticed in a chemist's shop at noon to be 
5C.  That's about 11.5F.  About 22 degrees below our freezing 
point.  Went up to Rest Camp and saw Stan Swift this morning.  
Transport left today for the place we're going by train 
tomorrow.  Fred Hahn had hard luck last night.  He and others 
going on leave were waiting at Mericourt Station for the leave 
train when a Battalion Runner came up and told them their 
leave was cancelled because of heavy railway traffic.  So they 
came back lobbing here at 4am.  Their language was very direct 
but under the circs, permissible.  I'm 2nd on the list after 
Freddy's gone.  Feel better today. 
 
November 30th.  Dull grey cold day.  Left Buire-sous-Corbie 
this morning.  We were told to fall in at 9.40am.  We did and 
marched a few hundred yards on the way.  Then we had to 
come back and were dismissed for an hour.  Fell in again at 
11.10 and after waiting about marched to a field by the railway 
line near Dernancourt.  Waited there some time and then 
entrained and moved off at 2.05pm.  It soon got dark.  We 
passed thru Ribemont, Heilly, Corbie, a fairly large place, and 
then through Amiens where we waited for a long time.  We 
were halting all along the line and the journey took 5hrs when it 
should have taken only a couple.  Of course we had no lights 
and in the cold and packed tight it was a long monotonous 
journey. 
 
While waiting at Amiens station to proceed, the Paris express 
passed slowly.  By jove, what a heaven it looked.  Brightly lit 
and comfortable - dining cars and everything tip top and people 
- civilians - all cozy and bright.  It looked very cheerful in those 
carriages to us in our dark jammed cars.  If ever I was sick of 
the war, I was then.  We arrived at Vignacourt about 7pm and 
left the station straight away.  Vignacourt is a nice little village 
by night at anyrate and the church is a fair sized place.  We 
marched along DRY (for a wonder) roads for 5k to our village - 
St Vast en Chaussee - where we are now billeted.  On our 
arrival about 9pm we immediately got to bed after a little cocoa 
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(made on our primus) and bully and bread.  We secured a snug 
little room with a board floor, just big enough for us, the 5 
filling it and with a little straw, we were pie for the night.  
Freddy Hahn took my Diary No. 3 (France) last night to post 
home from London. 
 
December 1st.  Alas our Doc has got 'em again.  We were 
ousted by him out of our little room into one with stone floors, 
and big, where the Sick Parade is also held.  Just because he is 
running the 27th AGH again.  He has no right to keep patients 
and make us a hospital staff.  Field Ambulances are for that.  
Anyhow he has now four patients in our little room and we have 
to look after them.  I reckon he (the Doc) is crawling to the 
heads.  The Battalion are all out on drill today.  Plenty drill, not 
too much tucker.  No rest for the boys.  Same as last time we 
came out of the Somme.  We are said to be due in the trenches 
(Somme) again on December 23rd.  That means Christmas in 
the trenches.  But what does it matter where we are on any 
particular day.  Nothing matters except the war end quickly.  
This is merely an existence of the worst kind.  Very cold today 
and grey and dull as usual. 
 
December 2nd.  Very cold and grey today.  Very heavy frost 
and ice is very thick on all water including the two pools in the 
village which you could almost skate on.  Our "hospital" still 
full.  One patient being 104.4C - a terrible temp. to keep a chap 
with.  Ought to send him to a dinkum hospital.  Got letter today 
that was posted in Scotland last March. 
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DIARY NO. 5 
 

FRANCE: ST VAST EN CHAUSSE 
 

1916 
 

 
 
December 3rd.  No rain but dull and grey as usual.  Ice still 
thick on pools.  Went for walk this afternoon to Vignacourt 
about 5k away to get warm.  Bought few PCs and things and 
came back in the rations motor lorry.  Got letter of October 17th 
from home. 
 
December 4th.  Hospital we're running still full.  More letters 
from Australia.  Also papers.  Very cold as usual.  Ice still on 
water.  A little sun though.  Fourth encounter with Sandbag 
Jimmy. 
 
December 5th.  Left Anzac per SS Gloucester Castle  on this 
day last year.  About half hour's sun and rest grey and dull.  One 
slight shower of misty rain.  Hospital full and overflowing.  Six 
in and, as I was orderly and feeding them, I was pretty busy.  
One chap in today was 104.4F on admission.  Rose to 106.6 
within an hour or so.  Then down to 104.2 and about 9pm was 
105.4.  Sponged him with tepid water.  We shouldn't have him 
here at all and, in fact, no patients in that require lying down.  
Our Doc's going too far in not attempting to evacuate the man.  
If he was my brother or chum I'd make a fuss and risk the 
consequences.  Pay due today but didn't come.  Great victory.  
Doc, after an hour and quarter's preparation at tea time, pulled a 
tooth.  He's a messer but he certainly got the tooth out alright. 
 
December 6th.  Chambers (5th man) went on English leave 
today.  Took No. 4 France Diary to post in London.  I'm next to 
go.  Very cold again today and no sun.  52 reinforcements 
today.  Hospital of ours has 5 in and a terrible lot of high 
temperatures are coming to light.  Plenty over 103F.  Seems that 
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an epidemic of something or other may break out.  May be only 
influenza. 
 
December 7th.  Grey and cold as usual and no sign of sun.  
Rumour about a combined 27-28th Bn hospital hut. 
 
December 8th.  A little rain during night and mud everywhere.  
Grey and cold all day.  Paid 40 f.  Still 6 patients in our AGH.  
It is a great joke all over the battalion.  I am Sister Telfer and 
Jack is Matron Edwards!  The boys of the five Australian 
Divisions are going to get rotten treatment from now I reckon.  
As the strengths decline owing to no reinforcements so the sick 
won't be sent away till pretty well dying.  Our hospital is the 
first sign.  Doc told us all this today.  I think they ought to cut 
down a Division or two but the heads in command of the 
Divisions don't want to lose their positions.  That's the strength 
of it.  The Australians get more fighting than any of the British 
Divisions.  The Guards Division don't get such a lot.  They are 
big, these Guards, but not too intelligent looking.  Our boys 
look much more keen and brainy than any of the other British 
troops.  This day last year I arrived in Alexandria No 15 
General Hospital from Gallipoli. 
 
December 9th.  Rainy and mud everywhere.  Very busy all day 
as I was orderly and feeding the 13 patients, 6 being in-patients.  
Bread and milk for breakfast, Oxo soup for dinner and 
arrowroot and tinned tongue for their tea.  The old hospital is 
going strong unfortunately.  Old Scotty crook in bed today, 
temperature 102.4C.  The old church bell, less than 50yds away, 
has been tolling nearly all yesterday and today for an old chap, a 
Captain in the French army who died the other day.  He was 
buried today, all the village inhabitants attending church 
dressed in their best for the occasion.  How different to the 
thousands who die in the front line.   
 
December 10th.  Rain and, in consequence, mud.  Sent several 
Christmas cards to England, Ireland and Scotland.  Got a Xmas 
parcel with cake and choc from Marie.  Also cigarettes from 
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Peggy [Green, friend of Uncle Will Telfer].  All the troops got a 
lump of cake given to them today.  A gift or issue, I know not. 
 
December 11th.  Rain & grey sky again. 
 
December 12th.  Snow all around this morning when we woke.  
Soon stopped and the ground became muddy and slushy.  Got a 
parcel from Verna for Xmas with iced cake, nuts, choc, date 
creams, chewy, butter-scotch and dried apricots.  Bon parcel.  
Started medical inspection of entire Battalion this afternoon 
same as we had at Heliopolis, Egypt, before leaving for the 
Peninsula of Gallipoli on September 1st last year. 
 
December 13th.  Cold day and grey.  One flash of sun this 
morning for few minutes.  Football match this afternoon 27 v  
28th.  Won by us.  7 goals odd to 4 goals odd.  Rumours that we 
go into line again on Friday which I reckon is pretty true.  Also 
that it will be for a month around about the shell zone and then 
out for a spell and in again and then out to another part of the 
line than the Somme.  Next spring, they say, some new 
Divisions will carry on the attack at the Somme and let us - the 
Devastated Divisions - go to a quieter part.  Hope so. 
 
December 14th.  Cold day with grey skies and rain.  Few 
letters of October 31st from Australia to hand.  Orderly on light 
diet etc in hospital and so very busy. 
 
December 15th.  Grey, dull, rainy day and tons of mud about.  
Freddy Hahn came back from English leave. 
 
December 16th.  Weather same as yesterday.  Great stroke by 
French at Verdun.  Hard luck today.  Got picked for Xmas 
English leave and then turned down because I was wanted in the 
line and so chaps who never go near the line went instead.  I 
repeat, hard luck.  Packed tonight and our things leave 
tomorrow and us day after.  Got parcel from Jessie Watt 
[daughter of Lizzie Telfer who married Arthur Talbot; Jessica 
married Watt] - bon. 
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December 17th.  Very cold.  Snow about again.  Football - 27th 
beat 28th once more. 
 
December 18th.  Still frightfully cold.  Up early and away on 
the 5k jaunt to Vignacourt.  Hung around there a bit and then 
entrained.  Three hours in the train - very freezy.  Arrived at 
Buire-sous-Corbie where we were a fortnight ago after passing 
through Amiens, Corbie, etc.  Took a couple of hours stand out 
in the cold paddock nearby waiting for our billets to be vacated 
by another battalion.  Got our previous billet again at last and 
settled down as the 27th Australian General Hospital again.  
Then, without dinner or tea, we straightaway examined 80 
reinforcements and returned wounded, then had a pneumonia 
case to attend for couple of hours.  We got a fire going with 
some tins of Army biscuits left here.  They burn pie.  Had a trip 
to Rest Camp with a mumps patient tonight. 
 
December 19th.  Snow fell this afternoon and all was white 
again.  Frosts this morning and last night.  No sun of course.  
Orders out last night that no fires, candles or smokes were to be 
alight in any billet.  We gained exemption though because of 
our hospital where we had had three patients here so far - only 
one on hand now though.  Went to Rest Camp with orchitis 
patient.  (More Masonic intrigue).  We reckon to be up the 
forward area for about a month this time.  French claim 11,280 
prisoners at Verdun.  Also 102 guns.   (Doc, Jack and 
"Souvenir" T.O. last night and this morning). 
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December 20th.  Big parcel mail in, none for me.  Paid 60f 
(£2/3/0) today.  Five patients in hospital today.  Cold and icy 
and yesterday's snow still about.  Mud all hard as iron with the 
excessive frost.  Football match 27th v 28th again this afternoon 
- won by 28th.  Our latest reinforcements have to leave 
Battalion again to complete their training.  No good taking them 
up to the line.  We leave this village of Buire on 22nd and to be 
at Montauban huts on 24th (Xmas Eve) in the deep mud.  Don't 
know when we go right into the trenches. 
 
December 21st.  Shortest day.  Very cold as usual and rainy 
also.  Wrote several letters. 
 
December 22nd.  Cold.  Slight sunshine with a few patches of 
blue sky showing.  No warmth though.  On the move again.  
Left Buire-sous-Corbie about 10am after a Sick Parade, feeding 
eight of our AGH patients, taking 16 to Brigade HQ to get a 
ride in the ambulance and Freddy taking five to the Rest Station 
and arranging for the evacuation of the major.  When all this 
had been done we got going with the cart full of our medical 
gear.  The Battalion had already gone and we went along after 
them.   
 
Past the station at Buire-sur-L'ancre we hobbled and then 
through the village of Meaulte where we adjourned to the 
YMCA canteen and had a couple cups weak though hot tea, 
each.  Buying a few candles and having a yarn with a Tommy 
who was in the Scotch Guards and who was quite certain the 
Royal Naval Division would make a landing at Antwerp or 
somewhere on the Belgian coast this coming year because his 
pal in the RND told him he was practising landing from small 
boats.  This Scotch Guardsman was well up to 6' and had been 
wounded by a bayonet in the foot, so he said.  Well, we burled 
on from there and passing along more muddy roads went past 
Becordel where half the tower of the church is the only 
indication it was ever there.  Then we arrived at the Fricourt 
huts where we found Doc had got a hut for a hospital and had 
started things going by having 3 patients already in.  Unloaded 
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the cart and by 5pm were well tired.  I felt crook a bit and had 
no tea.  Went to bed about 3am. 
 
December 23rd.  Very windy with heavy rain last night.  High 
wind all day today and more showers.  Got parcels today, one 
being from home - the one I thought had gone down in the 
Arabia.  Took 2 1/2 months to get here.  Also got a cardboard 
box from "The Citizens' War Chest Fund" being the NSW 
branch of "The Australian Comforts Funds".  It contained a 
handkerchief, some figs, cigarettes, tobacco, chewing gum, 
pouch, mints, throat jubes, pencil, shaving soap, tin lollies, 
cigarette papers and a PC. Sounds a lot but not so good as they 
sound - not so good as the billies last year. 
 
December 24th.  Christmas Eve.  Shifted in the mud with a few 
patches of sunshine from Fricourt camp to Montauban huts, a 
matter of four miles.  Found this place much larger in extent 
than it was when we were here before.  Duckboards here now 
too.  Told this evening after we'd worked getting the AGH 
going with five patients, and unloading the cart in the mud, that 
two of us would have to accompany the fatigue of 250 men to 
Bernafay Wood.  Chambers came back from leave today. 
 
December 25th.  XMAS DAY.  The most miserable rotten 
Christmas I've yet experienced.  Last year I was at Ras-el-Tin 
Convalescent Hospital in Alexandria, Egypt.  This year I am 
with the fatigue party who dig a long 6' deep cable line.  250 of 
them.  When Freddy Hahn and I got up about 5.30am by 
mistake, me not having a watch, and then hung about till we left 
the Montauban huts at 7.15am.  Then we marched along, loaded 
up, to nearly our destination and then about turned and went 
back half a mile and took a pair of gum boots each from the 
heap in the rain and then came back again till we at last reached 
the seven huts and a drying room at the D Camp, Bernafay 
Wood.   
 
We, as AMC, took the drying hut where there were three lines 
to hang clothes on and a very dirty, wet earthen floor.  After 
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cleaning it out and finding some braziers (old oil drums) and 
some wet wood, we managed to get a bit of a fire going.  Then 
gum boots, wet as anything and muddy, were brought down to 
us and we had to turn them inside out, hang them up in pairs, 
and keep the fires going.  If it hadn't been for a couple of tins of 
Army biscuits we found, we couldn't have done it.  However, 
with smoke galore with the wet muddy wood, we dried some.   
 
The place is a wilderness of mud and the troops sleep between 
40-50 in a hut meant for 32 at the most.  We slept in our drying 
room.  I'm in charge of the sanitation of the camp.  The nine 
officers have a 32 hut which is monstrous  when the men are 
packed in 45 per hut.  Every day the Doc is to come up and hold 
a Sick Parade as he's frightened too many may go to hospital as 
they did from the last big fatigue party.  Shells drop around here 
daily as the Germans shoot blindly during the night.  Very cold, 
hard windy day.  A rotten Xmas day. 
 
December 26th.  Boxing Day.  Still a lot of trouble with the 
wet wood drying the huge piles of gum boots.  Mud galore and 
rain in sharp showers.  Got parcel from Peggy Green - pudding, 
chocks, cakelets, cigarettes.  Sick Parade held at 1pm.  Saw a 
Taube come down in flames.  One of ours came down injured. 
 
December 27th.  Bright sunshiny day and numerous German 
aeroplanes over.  Sick Parade 9am this morning.  Parcel from 
Congregational Church today.  Cake in from Elsie Thorn, 
Blende St., Broken Hill.  Cigarettes, butterscotch, chewy, 
papers, writing block.  Jolly good of them I reckon.  Chambers 
came up to relieve Freddy this evening but he refused to be 
relieved as our coal came today (1/2 ton) and now we have 
three good fires going.  Chambers went back to Montauban.  He 
told me that yesterday I could have had my leave only I was 
away from HQ on this job.  Jim Humphries wouldn't go as he 
thought I wouldn't reckon it fair - so then asked the Doc to 
change over one of us but he put the kibosh on it all and said he 
needed us both and so neither Humph nor I, the only two left in 
the Detail not had leave, could go.  He said he told the Adjutant 
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that he wanted both  of us to go together after we come out of 
the forward area this time.  As we came into this area about 
22nd we will go out about 22nd January so I reckon on my 
leave about 20-30th of January.  That's twice I've been done in 
now for my leave to England. 
 
December 28th.  Froze during night and ice on all the pools.  
Not firm enough to obliterate the deep mud though.  
Duckboards put around the huts and stoves came tonight for the 
huts - we still have the three oil drum braziers - no stoves.  
Unfortunately the stoves all lack an essential part and so cannot 
be used.  A Taube up this morning distributing a magazine of 
machine gun bullets onto the hutments and roads about.  The 
Hun shelled the road a mile away this morning with what 
looked like 11.2" shells.  Some dudded but the majority didn't.  
One must have got right into or under a hut because we could 
see dozens of sheets of the galvanized iron flying well over a 
hundred feet up in the air.  Pity help anyone who was inside it.  
They gave the road up there a pretty consistent shelling with 
these big HEs and they are said to have got a pair of limbers and 
a GS wagon.  Last night old Fritz was also lively with his 
artillery. 
 
December 29th.  Windy day and as usual no sun and very cold.  
Heavy artillery work on both sides away to the left.  Drying 
room, Sick Parade and sanitation of camp still taking up time to 
the full about.  Oats came today to heat and pour into boots to 
dry with.  Mud still as bad as ever as rain fell all last night.  Saw 
Len Sieben this evening.  I ran the Sick Parade up here at 9am 
and today there were 15 on it and five went down to the 
Montauban AGH the rest of the detail are running.  That's 15 
I've sent down to the ward in the four days. 
 
December 30th.  Cold windy grey day with very heavy rain last 
night.  The fatigue party (250 men) who go out daily to dig the 
trench for the telephone cable seven feet deep, got a warm time 
this morning.  They are doing about 300yds a day and gradually 
nearing the line.  Today they topped the High Wood ridge and 
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just past Delville Wood and the Fritz saw them evidently for 
shells, large ones, lobbed all around; but we had no casualties 
by good luck.  So the mob rushed home to the huts here and 
went out again for night work tonight.  When they got there this 
evening they found shrapnel flying and so retired to a bit of 
shelter in Delville Wood for an hour and then returned and 
finished the work at the double and got back to the huts before 
nine.  Got a parcel with cake etc from Nellie Duncan [Kay 
relative], Brechin, Scotland, today. 
 
December 31st.  New Year's Eve.  Well, the last day of old 
bloodstained 1916.  Now at 9.30pm it's raining.  A few of our 
guns are talking as usual and Fritz is sending over a stray one or 
two.  Today has been windy and blowy and rainy and rumours 
say that tonight at 11pm to the New Year we'll subject Fritz to a 
most terrific bombardment.  Will soon see.  Our New Year 
supper was some cold sliced bully beef, onions and sauce which 
I procured at the 2nd Division Pioneer Battalion Canteen.  May 
the next New Year see the end of the war.  This evening last 
year I was in Ras-el-Tin Convalescent Hospital Alexandria 
Egypt hearing the nurses singing on the hospital ships in the 
harbour and the bells were clanging and hooters hooting.  I'd 
rather be there now than here on this Somme muddy front.  No 
letters from home now since the October 17th, the one I got on 
December 3rd.  
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1917 
 
January 1st.   NEW YEAR'S DAY.  Everything same as usual 
today.  At 3.30pm Freddy and I were relieved at the Bernafay 
Wood drying shed and Humph and Chambers took our place.  
Just as we were leaving to come back to Montauban old Fritz 
dropped some naval shells besides the duckboards leading to the 
front line.  Two entered dugouts - frail structures and blew them 
in about fifty yards from us.  The owners were absent luckily.  
A couple more hit some fairly hard ground evidently, about 1/4 
mile away for big lumps were cast up in showers for hundreds 
of feet in the air and were thrown 1/2 mile away.  Birdwood 
happened to be just passing and I may say saw him quicken his 
footsteps although he waved his stick and said "Good-day" to 
everyone as usual.  Arrived at Adelaide huts - Montauban - 
about tea time.  Received home letter of 28th October (as usual 
a mail late) and half a dozen other Australian ones.  Chats (lice) 
very busy just lately. 
 
January 2nd.  Same sort of day - overcast, grey and cold.  I 
burl on with the light diets today.  Only 5 patients in though. 
 
January 3rd.  Grey, rainy day.  Ten patients in. 
 
January 4th.  Rain today again, partly cleared up but no sun of 
course.  A great number of our planes up and Fritz shelled them 
pretty vigorously.  Nine patients in AGH.   
 
January 5th.  Had a night up from 2am last night with a chap 
who I reckon has appendicitis.  Put countless hot foments on 
him.  He eventually was sent away by Capt Renny of the 25th 
Bn tonight.  Our Doc is away up on reconnaissance to the front 
line.  The Colonel of the 28th (Col. Leane) was severely 
wounded by shrapnel yesterday while on reconnaissance to the 
front line.  He died at the 7th Field Ambulance last night.  Busy 
day today and had to get out of bed although I was dopey as hell 
at Sick Parade because 19 of the 21st Bn lobbed in for our Sick 
Parade. 
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A fairly clear sky today with patches of blue and streaks of 
sunlight occasionally.  Being so fine it was a certainty for 
aeroplanes to be up as they don't miss any chances of 
observation these wintry days.  German planes had a try to get 
our two observation balloons here at Montauban but were 
driven off.  They say one of our planes brought a German 
balloon down in flames this morning.  Fritz has several still up 
though, and we have a lot.  Heavy shelling this evening later on 
our left.  Several big shells lobbed near the huts here last night.  
A lot dudded.  Went to Cozy Corner this evening. 
 
January 6th.  Sunny this morning but came over cloudy again.  
Our planes up.  We're to go up to Delville Wood tomorrow so 
they say.  Saw Syd Curyer of the 3rd Machine Gun Coy 
formerly of the 10th Bn.  Slight snow this morning and rain 
after.  Very cold. 
 
January 7th.  Freddy Hahn and myself (having lost the toss 
with Scottie) left Montauban huts about midday and proceeded 
with the battalion along the road to Bernafay then, getting on 
the duckboard track which leads to the trenches, we moved 
forward to Delville Wood (Devil's Wood where every yard is 
said to contain a dead man - the wood having been taken and 
retaken several times).  The South Africans took part in the 
capture.  Other woods of great slaughter we passed before 
Delville Wood were Bernafay Wood and Trones Wood.  These 
names will be familiar to anyone who has followed the official 
communiques of the Somme offensive.  After waiting some 
hours at the soup kitchen run by our old Padre (Capt. Stevens) 
we started once more and traversed Delville Wood and out and 
around following the duckboards for miles up and down ridges 
gullies and hills.  Passed Switch Trench where the Doc halted to 
see if anyone wanted him as two companies were stopping there 
for the night.  A Dressing Station was near but of course the 
Doc wouldn't let anyone report there if he could help it.  Got to 
Needle Trench at last and we relieved the 18th AMC in a little 
dugout in the side of the trench.  Only couple of sandbags on 
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top.  Stop nothing in the way of shells.  No shells worried us 
coming up.  We go on to our front Aid Post near Rose Trench 
tomorrow so it is said. 
 
January 8th.  We spent the day at Needle Trench.  The gentle 
Hun strafed the trench with 77mm HE shells (about 3" 
diameter) very vigorously this afternoon.  Also rang over a 
number of 4.2 HEs.  About dinner time he sent us his 
compliments with 5.9 HEs that shook Needle Dump up a bit.  A 
chap in the 9th Battery of Australian Field Artillery at Needle 
Trench told me they were putting in a secret 18 pounder gun 
near the front line especially for the expected advent of Hun 
tanks this coming Spring.  They will fire armour piercing shells. 
 
We left Needle Trench Aid Post about 6pm and followed the 
duckboard track to the most advanced Aid Post at Rose Trench.  
Was only a thousand yards so we didn't take long.  I noticed that 
Fritz with his shelling of the duckboards had got a few very 
direct hits on these slender marks - only a foot wide.  All 
alongside holes were pitted.  He's not too bad a shot.  The Aid 
Post at, or off, Rose Trench is in an old German dugout opening 
off an old gun pit.  The first floor is only about 5' under and 
Freddy Hahn and I sleep there.  Next floor is 20' down from that 
and Doc and his batman and four signallers sleep there.  Dead, 
dried up Germans lie about twisted up in all shapes and forms.  
Prussian Guards by the look of them.  Heavy firing and 
continuous on the right where the French are tonight.  We're 
only a mile or less from the French.  Cold and rainy and too 
muddy and slushy to describe.  D Coy went up and dug a new 
trench last night. 
 
January 9th.  At Rose Trench advanced Aid Post.  Rainy and 
cold and grey.  Men down from front line with trench feet.  Two 
evacuated.  Rest sent to Needle Trench to get dry at a drying 
room dugout there.  They were absolutely wet through as the 
Saps or communication trenches and front line trenches are only 
shell holes full of water.  Poor cold shivering infantry.  All the 
fighting, hardwork, discomfort, agonies etc and not considered 
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equals of the officers who have a servant to wait on them and 
better conditions all through.   
 
Heavy firing still at the right near the trench.  We are on the 
right of Flers and left of Les Boeufs and about a mile and a half 
ahead of the last position we had in November.  The trenches 
are only isolated posts connected by a string of shell holes and 
anyone may easily get lost by passing right over them without 
knowing they were trenches at all.  One company - C - is cut off 
from everywhere by daylight.  Only one casualty so far - a 
slight thigh wound.  Fritz consistently shells the duckboard 
tracks but the artillery work is by no means the terror it was 
during the summer - at Pozières for example. 
 
We have a primus and plenty of kerosene up here at the Aid 
Post and everyone who calls or drops in, patients or otherwise, 
gets a good hot drink of coffee, cocoa or tea etc.  A few shells 
land around the Aid Post here.  All the rations etc come up from 
the rear by pack horses after dark as Fritz has direct observation 
past the High Wood Ridge during daylight.  However, we hold 
that high ground and Fritz can't see beyond.  His aeroplanes 
occasionally get across, but not often. 
 
January 10th.  Cold windy day and grey as usual.  Sent away 
five with trench feet today and three others.  Old Hun landed 
several 5.9" shells very close last night.  Everything running as 
usual here at the advanced Aid Post.  My only pair of sox (odd 
ones they are) are wet through and have been for days now.  
Feet always cold in consequence.  The leather ordinary boots 
are no good for this mud and there are not enough gum thigh 
boots for even the infantry so we haven't any.  More sox from 
Australia would be pie.  My reinforcements of sox went down 
in the Arabia last November.  Hear we're going to Armentieres 
or thereabouts when we finish this month in the Somme forward 
area.  Hope it's true.  I should get my leave to London when I 
come out too.  Got some English letters today and yesterday. 
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January 11th.  Cold, snowy day.  Fritz put a heavy barrage of 
5.9 shells between the Aid Post and D Coy's line.  Then he 
proceeded to strafe the latter company.  He didn't get actually 
onto the trench though and so no casualties occurred.  We came 
out tonight to Needle Trench, coming out myself beforehand as 
soon as it was dark as an advance party.  I relieved the 28th Bn 
there and they went up and relieved our party at Rose Trench 
Aid Post. 
 
Had a very disturbed and uncomfortable time last couple of 
nights and days.  Going all the time.  Only had one shell near 
me today and that was a whizzbang (77mm) which went over 
my head as I was proceeding to Needle Trench tonight.  It 
plunged into the ground about 15' ahead of me.  One casualty, a 
7th Machine Gun Coy man who got a head wound and died. 
 
January 12th.  Spent day at Needle Trench and were relieved 
by 25th Bn this evening.  Had two wounded near the Aid Post 
today: one in foot other in lungs.  Up in the front line last night 
Fritz destroyed the primus stove we lent to B Coy by a shell 
which also killed Cpl. Allan and wounded four others.  We 
followed the duckboards from Needle Trench past Switch 
Trench, Cocoa Gully, through Delville Wood and to the Aid 
Post in the wood.  Only a tumbledown galvanized iron 
structure.  Soup kitchen here and a battery of 6 guns which 
rattle the place almost down.  Fritz returns the fire of course 
with his 5.9"s.  Fell into a shell hole or two after we got here 
and spent a very cold, wet, miserable night in the little tin 
shanty.  Snow had fallen but it wasn't warm. 
 
January 13th.  In Delville Wood.  Cold wind this morning and 
snow lying around.  Mud feet deep everywhere and a dirtier 
hole it would be hard to think of.  Sick Parade of 80 men, 13 
were evacuated to Field Ambulance with Trench Feet and about 
same number sent back to our hut at Montauban (Adelaide 
Camp) where the remaining four of the Detail are.  Was tired 
out after doing it, only Freddy, I and the Doc being here. 
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Hear we don't go to Armentieres after all and not even to a back 
area this time.  Battalion will probably leave the forward area 
about January 23rd and remain on the edge and do fatigues.  I 
hope my leave doesn't also get knocked rotten.  Expect to be 
relieved by two others of the Detail tomorrow. 
 
January 14th.  Snowed last night once more.  Fritz let us have 
some big shells - 8" I think - during the night but our batteries 
around here were very busy all yesterday.  We fire about 8 or 
more to his one.  Jack Edwards came up from Montauban today.  
Sick Parade just below fifty and no evacuations today.  
Battalion not going in for the second time as was intended.  
Goes to Dernancourt tomorrow. 
 
January 15th.  Two years in the Army today.  Two years too 
many.  Left Delville Wood - the place accursed by chats and 
rotten with dead of both sides, buried and unburied  - this 
morning and wended our way per the duckboard track down 
past Trones Wood and Bernafay Wood through Montauban and 
to the railway at Bazentin le Petit.  After a wait we got in trucks 
and were taken to Meaulte passing Bazentin le Grand, Bottom 
Wood etc.  Then we marched about 1k to Dernancourt where 
we were billeted last November 1-2.  Very cold all the time 
now. 
 
January 16th.  Gave my destination for English leave.  Put 
down Brechin, Scotland.  Went to Buir-sous-Corbie after 
brekker this morning and took up our old billet and began the 
27th AGH again.  (Regional unit at Tel el Kebir, Egypt last year 
from hospital). 
 
January 17th.  Snowed all night - deepest and heaviest we've 
yet had.  About 4" thick today and damned cold on the feet. 
 
January 18th.  22 today.  Was inspected at 4pm for leave and 
then got 50f to carry over.  Mail from home of 14th November 
in today for me.  Others got 27th November  Had a hot bath but 
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although new clean clothes were given, the chats were in them.  
Usual. 
 
January 19th.  Left Buire at midnight with other three of our 
party and proceeded to Mericourt-Ribemont where we sat down 
in the waiting shed and froze until at 3.30am.  After numerous 
false alarms the leave train drew in.  Crowded but we squeezed 
in.  About 50 got in it there as well as us.  Australian and 
English all mixed up.  Snow still thick on the ground.  Was 
squeezed in a corner on the floor of the corridor but was so tired 
I snoozed until about 9am.  Travelled all day passing through 
Yvetot and Harfleur and stopping at numerous sidings for . . . 
[rest missing]. 
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DIARY NO. 6 
 

BETWEEN SOMME AND LE HAVRE 
 

1917 
 

 
 
January 19th.  In train from Buire (Somme) to Le Havre.  Got 
in train at 3.30am and after 18 1/2 hours going and frequent 
stops and passing through Rouen, a city of 124,000 population, 
we arrived at Le Havre at 10pm.  Both Rouen and Le Havre are 
British Army bases.  Latter city or seaport is of 136,000 
population.  Marched a couple of miles to Docks Rest Camp 
and bought some sausages, tea and bread for 1/2 franc at the 
Expeditionary Force Canteen.  Went to bed in huts of which 
there are about a dozen in the camp.  Hundreds of tents also and 
two Expeditionary Force Canteens, a YMCA and a Soldiers 
Christian Association Recreation Hut. 
 
January 20th.  Got up about 9am and had issue breakfast of 
sardines, bread and tea.  Very cold and water all frozen on 
surface.  This cold snap began on January 18th with a heavy fall 
of snow.  All country white coming along in the train.  Nearly 
froze having a wash today.  Missed going in tonight's leave boat 
as such a crowd got in ahead of us.  We rejects got a small 
white slip to give us preference tomorrow.  Sergeant Bill Martin 
and I slipped out by giving a sentry a franc, went to the village 
nearby and had a feed, a shave and shampoo.  Latter two cost 8 
1/2d. 
 
January 21st.  Put in day at the Docks Leave Rest Camp, 
alternately trying to get warm by walking about, going in the 
Expeditionary Force Canteen, YMCA, Soldiers Christian 
Association Hut and going to bed.  Jolly cold and miserable if 
we hadn't been going on leave.  Left camp at 8.45pm and 
marched to the Docks a few miles away and boarded the 
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Midland Railway Steamer Antrim, a fast 18 knot little two 
funneled boat formerly running between England and Ireland 
but now taken over by the government.  Sergeant and I got a 
sailor's bunk each for 10f each and so had a good rest that night. 
 
January 22nd.  Entered Southampton waters early in morning 
after about a nine hour run across.  Got in the first train and 
away to London.  Arrived at Waterloo (London and South 
Western Railway) Station just before twelve midday.  Two hour 
trip.  Better by far than the clogged up military railways of 
Northern France.  Marched with rest of Australians to AIF HQ 
in Horseferry Road, Westminister.  After long and various waits 
we got our cash and had a feed, bath (at AIF & War Chest Club) 
and change of uniform from Clothing Store, Earle Street.  Went 
to Auntie Em's [Telfer who married George Edwards] in 52 
Brooksby St in evening.  Saw Uncle George [Edwards] and 
Emmie [daughter of Em & George Edwards who married 
Howard East] too.  Sergeant and I stopped in Will's room [son 
of Emmie & George Edwards] for night.  Good old bed and 
comfort of civilization.  
 
January 23rd.  Arose at 8.30am.  Went through Kingsway to 
Westminister Bridge and to AIF HQ.  Lunch at Lyons Strand 
Corner House.  Rotten - couldn't get enough to eat owing to 
Government food restriction order.  Went to New Broad St, to 
Commonwealth Bank, and drew cash.  Too many girls 
employed both there and at AIF HQ too.  Lost Bill.  Sent home 
books for Ness and Cuth and Fragments from France.  Saw St 
Pauls and had a look inside.  Visited Thomas Cook and Sons at 
Ludgate Circus and went home to Emmie's place to tea at 90 
Barnsbury Rd.  Saw little Vi (5), Ivy (4) and Daisy (3).  Bonny 
little kiddies.  Emmie and I went to World's Fair.  Not a bad 
show.  Was in Agricultural Hall,  Upper St, Islington.  Had 
supper opposite the Angel Inn and, after taking Emmie home, I 
went to Auntie's myself to bed.  Saw Islington Green and Sir 
Hugh Myddelton's statue. 
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January 24th.  Saw Westminister Abbey and happened to be 
there for a service at 12 noon of Intercession.  Had a look at 
United Services Museum in Whitehall and the Guards on sentry 
there too.  Went to the Tower in the afternoon.  Had tea at 
Auntie Em's and left for Scotland [to visit Kay relatives] from 
King Cross on Midland Railway Coy's express at 7.45pm. 
 
January 25th.  Only stopped at York, Newcastle and Berwick 
and arrived Edinburgh about 4am.  Continued on across the 
Firth of Forth and Tay Bridges and through Dundee and 
changed at Montrose where I had a shave and brush up and 
breakfast.  Caught another train of Caledonian Railway and 
changed at Brig o' Dun for Brechin which I reached at 10.30am 
and was met by Veen and Nellie Duncan.  Went home to their 
place in 190 Montrose St and had breakfast and saw mother.  
Saw sister Kit at lunch time and went for walk around with 
Nellie during the afternoon.  Visited old Scotch lady greatly 
interested in the war news who was making bannocks out of 
scotch oatmeal.  Went to movies in evening with Nellie and 
Veen.  Good old comfy bed. 
 
January 26th.  Australia Day.  Went for walk during morning 
around Brechin and saw River South Esk and the Grampian 
Mountains in the distance.  Left Brechin by 6.13pm train and 
went to Forfar where I changed to Aberdeen-Perth express.  Got 
to Perth and had a real bonza cup of tea from soldiers' free 
barrow.  Sandwich too.  Was told by school teacher that the WA 
Perth flag was in the academy in the city.  Got into the London 
express on the London and North Western Railway.  Went 
through Motherwell where we got another good soldier's cup of 
tea and good cakes etc.  Passed Bannockburn Stirling and other 
old historical Scotch places.  Stopped only then at Carlisle and 
Crewe. 
 
January 27th.  Arrived at Euston Station (London) at 8.30am 
and had shave and brekker and wandered about all day 
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everywhere and had tea at Emmie's in Barnsbury Road in 
evening.  Saw Aunt Lizzie [Telfer who married Arthur Talbot]. 
 
January 28th.  Slept in late which was tres bon.  Got to Aunt 
Polly's [Telfer who married Will West] at 23 Ullen St. Poplar 
after 2pm but just in time to catch some lunch.  Saw Aunt Polly, 
Uncle Will West and Mabel, Lille, Nell and Florrie [daughters].  
Went with three girls through Blackwall Tunnel by car over to 
Woolwich and Greenwich.  Saw gasometer that was blown up 
in recent munitions explosion in Silvertown, East London.  Saw 
training ship.  All the shops in Woolwich had windows boarded 
up as no glass remained.  Walked back through Blackwall 
Tunnel - 1 1/4 miles long.  Had tea and off to Aunt Lizzie at 16 
Packington St, Essex Road.  Arrived there, again, as at Poplar, 
had trouble in finding place.  Anyhow got there at 9.40pm and 
met Uncle Will Telfer who gave me a rousing welcome.  Saw 
Uncle Art Talbot - Jessie Talbot, Aunt Lizzie and Aunt Emmie 
was there.  Took Aunt Emmie home after twelve. 
 
January 29th.  Went to Horseferry Road but couldn't find 
Peggy Green [friend of Uncle Will].  Went to Chingford and 
saw Dad's name on church  
 
 
  TELFER, AP. 28, 1878.   
 
I cut mine above as no room beneath -  
 
  REG TELFER, JAN 29, 1917.   
 
 
Sent Chingford cards home.  Came back to town (Chingford is 
12 m on G.E.R.) and started off for West Norwood. Ticket at 
Liverpool St on district railway but I got on an inner circle train 
by mistake and went the round getting back to Liverpool St.  
Caught right train and went one station and gave it up and came 
back and went to home at 52 Brooksby Road and sat by the fire.   
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Saw Emmie home to Barnsbury Road and went back to home to 
bed.  Sent Dad a pouch and good tobacco and Mum a handbag 
and purse.  Sent papers home. 
 
January 30th.  Just knocked around London and went out to 
Poplar in afternoon.  Stopped to tea and evening and slept there.  
Saw Lill and her husband and the others.  Took Nell to the train. 
 
January 31st.  Sent music home.  Arose 10am, had brekker and 
went to town and knocked about till 4.30 seeing the Art Gallery 
and Trafalgar Square from where I sent home copies of pictures.  
Most pictures hidden in basement during the war though.  Got 
to 52 Brooksby St at 4.30pm and wrote letter home to Mum and 
sent cards, papers and Bible home.  In evening Uncle Will and 
friend and Aunt Lizzie and Emmie came over and Jessie.  Of 
course, Aunt Emmie and Uncle George and I were there.  Got to 
bed at 3am on Thursday after seeing Emmie and Jessie home. 
 
February 1st.  Got up at 11am on this, my last day.  Went usual 
track to Westminister after saying goodbye to Auntie and Uncle 
who was much affected.  Passed Humph by Westminister.  Got 
pack and bussed to Waterloo where I found Uncle Will West 
and cousins Emmie and Florrie, Mabel, Nell and friend to see 
me off.  Left Waterloo in 2nd train at 4.30pm.  Got to 
Southampton about 7pm and went straight on the boat, Antrim.  
Left soon after and crossed the channel: fairly rough and mighty 
cold.  Been jolly cold all the time I was in London and Scotland.  
Frost ever since Jan 18th.  Snow often too. 
 
February 2nd.  Everyone downhearted as is the usual case 
coming back from Blighty leave.  Marched some miles up to 
No. 1 Rest Camp on the hill behind Le Havre.  Flash quarter 
and fine houses.  Good in peace time I presume.  Lost mob 
going up and me and a pal joined in another.  Didn't matter 
though as tickets are not stamped going back and I could easily 
have had a few more days in England and no one the wiser.  
But, of course, I didn't know it till I got back here.  Sunny with 
no heat. 
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February 3rd.  Mum's Birthday [50].  Bit sunny again, no heat 
though.  Coldest I've ever known since Gallipoli snow blizzard 
last November 26th, 1915.  Misery to live in camp here.  25 
degrees of frost in Paris and more here.  Icicles everywhere.  
Went on fatigue with a crowd and chopped ice a foot thick in 
the street. 
 
February 4th.  Sunny again, no heat.  Marched 7 miles this 
afternoon to Docks Leave Camp.  Cold as hell.  Icicles 
everywhere. 
 
February 5th.  No sun and snow fell heavily and thick.  Froze 
harder than ever afterwards.  Rotten country this Europe.  Wrote 
home to Dad 10 pages.  Lined up to go today but put back. 
 
February 6th.  Wrote another 10 pages to Dad.  Sunny and 
thaw set in and icicles began to melt.  Snow still stops though.  
Still cold as the devil but not quite so much.  They say 7 men 
froze to death last week - not enough blankets at these Rest 
Camps.  They keep us hanging about and can't get back to the 
Battalion.  Oh well, I don't care a button.  Lined up to go again 
but put back. 
 
February 7th.  Cuth's birthday [12].  Fine day, sunny but still 
icy and frosty.  Still at Docks Rest Camp, Le Havre. 
 
February 8th.  Fine sunny day.  Cold and frost not yet broken.  
At Dock's Rest Camp still. 
 
February 9th.  At Dock's Rest Camp.  Sunny but cold.  Went 
to little village in evening.  Got past sentries.  Cost 2f to do it 
though. 
 
February 10th.  Sunny but very cold.  Not thawing yet.  Went 
to village again today.  Still at Dock's Rest Camp, Le Havre.  
Line blocked with new troops and munitions etc. 
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February 11th.  Left Dock's Rest Camp before daylight this 
morning.  Aroused 3.30am.  Very cold.  Had tea and left 
5.10am.  Left the Havre Station about 7am.  Sunny day but 
cold.  Thawing a bit I think.  Bloaters.  Travelled all day very 
slowly and with frequent stops. 
 
February 12th.  Arrived at  Albert this morning about 10am 
after a 27hr train journey from Le Havre on the coast.  Found 
7th Field Ambulance at Vaux Hospital, Albert, and had lunch 
with the motor drivers at the invitation of Harry Udoll who I've 
been knocking about with since we landed back in Le Havre.  
Went for stroll to get information as to the whereabouts of the 
Battalion after lunch.  Found out from the Anzac Reinforcement 
Camp during the afternoon.  Too late to start out as they're up 
past Fricourt (the Brigade) and then I'd have to find the 
Battalion after that so I came back to the 7th Field Ambulance 
and had tea of bloaters.  Wrote letter and turned in to a very 
much needed sleep as we got none last night as it was too cold, 
freezing setting in again.  Albert seems very quiet now to what 
it was last August when I was there last.  Since then we've 
always skirted around the town to go to the line. 
 
February 13th.  Left Albert after brekker at 7th Field 
Ambulance this morning about 9am.  Followed the road through 
Fricourt and to Scott's Redoubt where the 27th Bn were.  
Happened to arrive in time to go up to the line with the 
Battalion.  Doc and two of the Detail came up.  We left Scott's 
Redoubt about 5pm and after passing through Contalmaison, 
Martinpuich, came to the Aid Post in the ruined village of Le 
Sars, which is the nearest of the recaptured villages to 
Bapaume.  The other two places we passed through were like 
Le Sars, a wild tangle of beams, ironwork, dirt and bricks. 
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We are in a cellar under an old estaminet (or beer shop) right on 
the main road from Albert to Le Sars and Bapaume.  This road 
also passes through Pozières which our boys took from Fritz 
last July-August. 
 
Feel pretty fagged with coming straight through from Albert 
today.  We can't move outside the cellar in the daytime and can't 
show any light at night. 
 
February 14th.  St Valentines Day.  Sunny and cold as it has 
been this last week except yesterday.  Fritz lobbed a few about.  
No casualties today.  Got out of the blankets about 11am and 
got into 'em again about 11pm. 
 
February 15th.  Got up about 11am again.  Nothing doing 
today.  Cold and sunny but couldn't get out of the cellar to 
admire it.  Fritz had an observation balloon up and so we had to 
be extra careful.  Don't think much of this place as it has not 
much overhead cover and a shell would come through except a 
whizzbang.  Very quiet today. 
 
February 16th.  3rd day in Le Sars Aid Post.  Sunny but cold. 
 
February 17th.  Misty and possible to move about in the 
village of Le Sars on the main road.  Left at midnight being 
relieved by 25th Bn.  Machine guns all around our possy today 
and Tommy Coy helping their own Division to make an attack 
which proved successful (on our left).  They were Essex chaps 
of the 6th Brigade, 2nd English Division.  Strangely, no shells 
came from Fritz looking for them.  Only one casualty in the 
27th these four days and that was a bullet through the finger 
back at Reserves in Martinpuich.  Of course, only 80 were up 
the line from each company.  A and B Coys were in two days 
and C and D for two which made up four for the Battalion.  Doc 
and Jack Burr (acting Detail) and batman and I arrived at 
Cinque Ports Camp at Bazentin about 3.30am and Jack and I 
got into our blankets after a little stew. 
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February 18th.  Got up about 11am.  Details (Jack Edwards, 
Humph, Scotty, Freddy) came over from Pioneer Camp about 
noon.  Shifted into a hut but not the proper AMC hut.  A Coy 
officers got that.  27th all over.  No sun, rainy. 
 
February 19th.  Working at dressing today.  No sun today.  
Saw Tamblyn this afternoon. 
 
February 20th.  Went to Albert in Maltese springless cart to 
get drugs.  Awful bumping on these military slap-up roads.  Got 
stuff, partly broke iodine coming home and finally walked from 
Contalmaison as the bumping was too much.  Went through La 
Boiselle (where I was buried last July 31st) on the trip. Rainy all 
day. 
 
February 21st.  Fritz put over some big armour-piercing shells 
from a naval gun during the night.  Fell some good distance off 
though and kicked up a hell of a stink on landing.  This is a 
usual nightly performance back from the line.  In clear weather 
aircraft come over too and drop bombs on camps etc.  Scot's 
Redoubt had a hut demolished next to the AMC one the night 
before our Battalion moved there.  Today we moved from 
Cinque Ports Camp about 3pm and passing through 
Contalmaison got to the C Camp at Fricourt a distance of about 
four miles about 5pm.  Got a hut divided in two - one side or 
end for patients and other we live, dress, hold sick parades and 
prepare light diet.  Went to a concert in the Church Army Hut 
attached to the Camp in the evening.  Pictures and vocal items.  
More or less impromptu.  Heard a good rendering of part of 
Dennis' "Sentimental Bloke".  Misty and dull. 
 
February 22nd.  Rainy and misty and dull.  Not too cold 
though.  Day filled up with Sick Parade, dressings etc.  Went to 
a movie show over the road in the church hut.  Admission 2 
1/2d (1/4 franc).  Cinema machine given by Australian 
Comforts Funds and all proceeds go to buy more films etc.  
Very good pictures and light. 
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February 23rd.  Went to 5th Field Ambulance at Contalmaison 
for drugs today.  Saw Len Sieben and listened to Brigade Band 
and Concert at Brigade HQ, Shelter Wood.  Wrote letters 
evening. 
 
February 24th.  A DMG came around this morning and vast 
preparations were on and the place looked clean - as usual, and 
neat - but a table borrowed and flashness took away from the 
active service condition.  But - I was in charge of this AGH 
(ward) part. 
 
February 25th.  Great doing.  Rumours and facts are blended 
together regarding the evacuation of Bapaume by the Hun.  It is 
pretty well true that he's fallen back during the last couple of 
misty days, a couple of miles to prepared positions.  On how 
long a front I don't know but I think Bapaume is ours now, the 
Germans blowing up things there before they left.  (Later - I 
was wrong here.) 
 
Rumours have it that Fritz has fallen back to Cambrai about 20 
miles but another furphy says he means to gradually let go four 
good positions and be in front of Cambrai by March 25th next.  
Goodness knows.  I know we got orders today to have four of 
the Detail accompany the whole Battalion up to the line and 
relieve some other Battalion instead of only two of the Detail 
with about 450 of the Battalion.  So evidently something is 
doing.  Our 13th Light Horse who usually do Military Police 
duty, had to get together and report at Brigade HQ and are now 
out in front of our possy trying to get in touch with the enemy.  
The infantry are 1000yds in front of our former positions.  Our 
orders to go up and relieve were cancelled at the last minute and 
we're still at Fricourt C Camp.  Supposed to go up in 24hrs time.  
Fritz has been bombarding his old lines evidently under the 
impression that we're occupying them.  Big things are expected 
hourly as we really do not know what Fritz is doing.  Got letter 
and photos from England and Ireland today.  Report has it that 
the ships have no room for mails on the Channel now and that 
overdue Australian mail is thus not here. 
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We're not taking any methylated spirits to the trenches for our 
primus this time as the absurd exhibition of "fireball" made by 
the Doc on our last visit has sickened us.  He also, in a joyous 
moment after coming out of the line, sent his batman around to 
the Aid Post to get our further supplies of the meth, barring 
which, kerosene.  His plan is to saturate a roller bandage and 
light it and fling it around the room where he happens to be - to 
the great inconvenience of sundry citizens present.  Kiddish, or 
yiddish, is the word.  Big parties of 100 men going out this 
evening (8pm) on front line work under a German officer - or at 
least a Hun name (Later - this officer was wounded).   
 
Got new pay book today.  Everyone in the army is getting one 
and the double entry system is the way it's run.  I'm 14/- in debt 
today according to the book.  Really, I got a uniform in England 
which was marked down in the book as £3/8/4.  This was said 
to be done to prevent anyone coming in and getting clothes and 
going out and selling them and coming back for more.  It was to 
be easy to get our Company Commander to cross the amount 
out on our return to our unit.  But the scurvy lot the military are, 
I'm paying now for the uniform as far as I can see and others are 
likewise.  For officers cannot cross out the amount and so I'm 
still in debt to the military although on Feb 1st I had 5/- in my 
book and have had no pay since which at 2/- a day adds £2/8/- 
and the 5/- making £2/13/- in all I should have to me in the 
book.  But by making me pay for my uniform when I've not 
been issued with one since May 1st 1915 in Australia, they 
make me their debtor to the tune of 14/- today.  So the military 
are doing me for £3/8/4. 
 
A little bit of sun this afternoon enabled our aeroplanes to 
reconnoitre Fritz's line.  Hope they found out something. 
 
February 26th.  Left Fricourt C Camp at 5pm - the Doc and his 
batman, Chambers, Humph, Freddy Hahn and self forming the 
medical party.  Sgt Jack Edwards and Scotty remained behind 
with sick and were to shift to Pioneer Camp near Contalmaison 
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same evening.  Our party passed through Contalmaison and to 
the left of Martinpuich and up the Albert-Bapaume road which 
is being rapidly cleared of debris now Fritz has fallen back.  The 
Doc called on the 28th Bn in their Aid Post on the main road 
and then we proceeded up the road to Le Sars where we called 
on the 20th Bn doctor at the cellar Aid Post that we were at last 
week.  We weren't sure who we were to relieve and, in fact, our 
HQ didn't even know.  After something to drink which we made 
on our own primus in the cellar Aid Post and a yarn with the 
20th Bn RMO and Detail we pushed on.  Where we were going 
none of us really knew.  Perhaps the Doc did and he led the 
way.   
 
Detail didn't know where we were off to and as we followed 
over the obstacles and shellholes in the Bapaume Road down 
through Le Sars I felt a sense of aggravation at being led around 
when I never knew the destination and I also know the Doc, 
leading, didn't know where he was leading us to.  Just as we got 
near the end of the village - east - we went into a barrage of 5.9" 
shells both HE and HE shrapnel.  They lobbed all around us and 
the Doc would go along and then stop to consider where he 
intended going and after some time of this we turned off to the 
left alongside a shot and shell riddled hedge and off into the 
open country.  Floundering on, we went in and out of 
shellholes, falling down in the mud and tripping over wire and 
logs with Fritz's barrage bursting all around.  Every moment I 
expected a shell to come right on us.  It was a wonder we never 
suffered a casualty.  Some shells pitched very close.  Ones that 
came within 30yds appear to be coming straight at you and you 
suffer in the mind accordingly.  Especially since I was buried, 
my nerves seem to be gone.  Rotten sensation.   
 
Anyhow we eventually reached a shallow trench near a sunken 
road which we found out was Gallwitz Trench, the German 
front line last Sunday before they drew back.  We Detail sat 
down and awaited the Doc's pleasure while he went down a 
dugout - the only one there - to enquire.  After about an hour we 
passed down a message "was the Doc dead".  Taking the hint he 
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came up with a signaller officer who volunteered to show him 
the way to C Coy HQ in Gallwitz Trench.  He was after an Aid 
Post in this trench so we now found out. 
 
So off we wandered again and ran into the fringe of another 
barrage of shells which Fritz was giving to the village of 
Warlencourt which we have just captured.  The officer couldn't 
find the place so we turned our footsteps back wearily to the 
part of Gallwitz Trench near the sunken road.  After sitting 
down and sheltering for awhile we persuaded the Doc to return 
to Le Sars village again.  
 
February 27th.  This was well after midnight and we once 
more straggled across the rough ground in the darkness and 
made for Le Sars.  Finally we found the Battalion HQ and 
hearing there was a cellar about 30yds away, while the Doc was 
down the HQ dugout, we Detail quickly found and occupied the 
said cellar which was dry but dirty.  However, as it has railway 
irons touching one another right across the ceiling giving visible 
proof that there was some strength in the place, we ensconced 
ourselves and consolidated.  Made some tea from some 
extremely doubtful water we found down there (Freddy made it) 
and then the Doc came down, he being like all of us, tired out.  
He got a shock when he started to drink the tea though for we 
found Freddy had used wine by mistake and from now onwards 
Freddy will doubtless never be able to forget or live it down.  It 
being then 3am we all rolled up and went to sleep.  We had not 
found the 24th Medical Officer and his Detail to relieve them 
but it wasn't our fault.   
 
This evening, when the 27th had relieved the 24th about 
10mins, B Coy was sent out on a bombing raid on Fritz's line.  
A few casualties resulted.  We did not awaken till about midday 
so tired had we been and the cellar being dark, and when we 
did, it was a question - after a bit of bully beef and tea made of 
shellhole water - of finding an Aid Post.  The Doc rummaged 
around and finally selected a ground floor partly closed in just 
by the cellar.  It was the remains of some building  - the only 
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one left anywhere near - and the Hun had evidently 
strengthened it by putting in reinforced concrete and railway 
irons which the British had partly blown away.  The end facing 
our lines was entirely open and the Fritz end had three big holes 
knocked in.  So we Detail with the help of a couple of stretcher 
bearers, started and after a few hours' work had cleared the 
room and built up a wall of bricks, wood masonry and rubble up 
to the level of the bottom of the holes.  We couldn't cover up the 
entire part of the three holes as the Hun could observe from 
Loupart Wood on the high ground near Bapaume.  If we had 
closed them he could have noticed it and seeing the place was 
occupied, shell us out.  So we left the middle hole open and 
risked the other two, closing them right up with broken bricks.  
The centre one had an oilproof sheet hung up.  Kept it up at 
night and pulled it down by day.  Other side we hung blankets 
to keep the place a bit warmer and keep the light from reflecting 
out.  When, about nightfall, the place was finished, we had an 
entirely new Aid Post established.  Size about 30' x 30', so there 
was plenty of room and it was fairly safe.   
 
During the afternoon Fritz kindly landed a gas shell about 30yds 
or less from us and the creamy looking gas luckily blew away 
from us.  He also presented us with some other shells nearby.  
Between us and the front line, by Warlencourt, he placed a very 
intense barrage of all sorts of shells during this afternoon.  
These barrages around there are now a thrice or more a day 
occurrence with him. 
 
We got two squads (8 men) Field Ambulance Stretcher Bearers 
up to the new Aid Post and sat tight awaiting work - which I 
might say, soon came.  We lit two fires taking care no smoke 
should betray us and no flame show out by night.  Burned 
compressed coal which was on a big dump in Le Sars railway 
station wreckage - only a hundred yards from us.  The French 
had left it there when Germany pushed them back in 1914 and 
when we captured Le Sars in 1916, the dump became an object 
of interest in No-Mans-Land between the opposite trenches - or 
mud holes, rather, I should say.  Now, since Fritz has fallen 
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back over a mile, the coal dump becomes ours absolutely.  Very 
handy too.   
 
About east a quarter mile from us is the Butte de Warlencourt, a 
big heap of earth 50' high and poking up very prominently.  No-
one seems to know exactly what it is though I should venture a 
guess that as it is directly alongside a quarry, the heap came out 
of it.  One yarn has it that the mound is an ancient burial ground 
of battle heroes.  Maybe.  Certainly a terrible lot of heroes lie 
on, around and beside it now.  Buried and unburied.  Covered 
over and chucked out again by shells - Germans and English 
and Australians.  All sorts of regiments have died and lie around 
this now historic Butte de Warlencourt.  It has been frequently 
mentioned in both sides' official communiques.  I saw it first on 
November 4 from the region of Flers on the right.  The Scotties 
raided it when Fritz had it and dropped down the dugouts, not 
the ordinary small Mill's bombs, but large 60 pound ones called 
"pudding bombs".  They also poured petroleum in and set fire to 
the dugouts, thereby roasting several Huns down in it.  The 
appearance of the Butte is of a botched, dug up ploughed and 
shaken big yellow mound of shell-torn earth.  The artillery of 
both sides have, in turn, done their share in making it so. 
 
February 28th.  This morning as quiet but later on we got a 
good number of casualties through an ineffectual attempt by us 
to capture Malt Trench.  C Coy attacked but as the wire was not 
cut by the artillery, they sustained losses and no gain of ground. 
 
March 1st.  Officially the beginning of Spring today.  Weather 
cold and misty.  Things fairly quiet. 
 
March 2nd.  Our big stunt at 3am this morning by D Coy of 
27th, 26th & 28th Bns entire.  Our D Coy captured 600yds of 
Malt Trench and the other two Battalions did the other 600yds.  
D Coy also got 60 prisoners and two trench mortars.  The 
Brigade altogether got 126 prisoners (1 officer), two trench 
mortars, 3 machine guns and 1200yds of trench thus clearing 
the enemy right out of Malt Trench.  The total Brigade 
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casualties I do not know but ours are not too light, I don't think.  
Snowy Reynolds (machine gunner) of BHNFC was killed - shot 
through head.  Sgt W Martin, B Coy machine gunner also.  I 
was with him in London a week or two back and we certainly 
never expected to die, either of us, so quick.  We were working 
hard at the Aid Post and some wounded Germans of the 64th 
Jaeger Guards passed through us.  Fine upstanding types of man 
they were.  We got a couple of stretchers with our wounded on 
carried away by the prisoners not wounded.  They say they 
captured here a Frenchman disguised as a Hun.  Or at least he is 
supposed to have given himself up.  He and others were 
employed very near the Hun front line and so he got a chance 
and ducked across to us.   
 
Sgt Lockward, a Broken Hill chap, is said to have done 
excellent work here and will be unlucky if he doesn't get a 
decoration and a Commission.  Corp. Sharrad, another Barrier 
chap, was badly wounded his thigh being broken and he left out 
till dark in No-Mans-Land as he couldn't be brought in sooner.  
He was exhausted when he passed through us.  The Doc went 
up and helped to fetch him down to the Aid Post.  Corp. Ray 
Lamb, another Barrierite, was wounded in the buttock; only 
slight though.  Misty day. 
 
March 3rd.  Today is an extra day in the front line for the 27th 
- five days instead of four.  Nothing much doing.  Fine day and 
sunny but cold. 
 
March 4th.  Sunny, windy and cold.  Today, although we are 
remaining in same Aid Post, we are support battalion as the 
25th relieved the infantry last night.  The front line Battalion 
Aid Post is now in Warlencourt somewhere from today.  That's 
a mile nearer the line.  Fritz sprayed a few over today. 
 
March 5th.  Quiet on Fritz's part today.  Snow everywhere and 
pretty cold.  Not so cold as yesterday though.  Were relieved 
this evening by 25th who came back from front line to supports.  
We went to Aid Post a mile further back in 26th Ave, a trench 
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of mud and water.  Mud everywhere now snow is melting.  We 
are now the Reserve Battalion. 
 
March 6th.  Saw one Fritz plane bring one of ours down this 
morning near here by machine gun fire.  It landed near 
Martinpuich and Fritz artillery strafed it considerably - or tried 
to.  Batman Freddy Hahn and I left about 2pm and went down 
to Acid Drop Camp to see Sgt Edwards and get some drugs. 
 
Going through Martinpuich the big Fritz shells were whirring 
overhead as he tried for the fallen plane.  Didn't see whether he 
got it or not.  This afternoon he killed some of B Coy in their 
humpies in Gunpit Road by heavy shell fire.  Hard luck when 
you reckon you survived the charge and came out for a bit of a 
spell.  I returned about 9pm from Acid Drop with a few things 
and we had a pretty good tea of stew, orange salad, cake and 
biscuits - luxury.  Only Doc and Humph and I here at Aid Post 
now.  Aid Post deep 30' dugout with a room 22' x 12'.  Comfy, 
very.  We have had about 170 casualties this time so far.  Had 
three killed and some wounded today at Gunpit Road by 
Martinpuich.  Fritz shelled there heavily with big shells looking 
for some of our guns.  Our A and B Coys are living there.  He 
never got any of the guns though. 
 
March 7th.  Only Sick Parade (a scratch affair) today.  We 
moved from 26th Ave Aid Post to the cellar in Le Sars, the 27th 
Bn being once more in support.  Seems luck just because 26th 
Ave Aid Post is the most safe and comfy of the lot, we only stay 
two days. 
 
March 8th.  Things very quiet.  Went around the companies for 
Sick Parade with the Doc to Chalkpit Road.  We have 75 
eighteen pounders there and the noise is deafening.  Also the 
premature bursting from them are serious - 24 casualties in a 
week.  Living well up here. 
 
March 9th.  Very quiet.  Only Sick Parade.  Get up about 11am 
and go to bed about midnight or later. 
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March 10th.  Stunt early this morning.  Tommies on our left 
went over.  Took some more trench early hours and captured 
numerous prisoners of the 4th Guards Reserve Regiment.  
These Huns don't  show fight but surrender easily.  We're 
supposed to go to Acid Drop Camp for three day spell 
tomorrow night.  Hope it's true.  No snow today but last two 
days were constant small snowstorms.  Our food still very good  
- not all issue stuff though.  If we go out tomorrow night it'll be 
about time as we'll have had 13 days in.  Previously we always 
did four days or less on this Somme front. 
 
March 11th.  Tonight we left the cellar Aid Post in Le Sars 
about 10pm and went up the Bapaume-Albert Road around the 
Le Sars cutting (sunken road) and along Williams Alley 
communication trench.  Before we got as far as Martinpuich, 
Fritz hurried us along with some large size shells.  The trench 
had been blown in in places during the day and we didn't think 
it healthy to stop and rest and talk about the stars as the Doc 
wanted to, as bits were whizzing uncomfortably close.  Getting 
out of the alley and traversing Martinpuich on the duckboards 
we carried on across country still on the duckboards to Villa 
Station (Decauville Light Railway).  Here at the road a drink of 
soup at the Australian Comforts Fund kitchen kept by the 
Brigade Padre and we carried on still.  The Doc had his horse 
waiting him here and he gave us each a ride in turn and we felt 
grateful as we were puffed and blown and spent and tired etc. 
 
Down through Contalmaison and past Scot's Redoubt and Acid 
Drop Camp to the Bécourt Camp at Bécourt where we arrived 
early in the morning.  Today was as merry a day as I've spent.  
About 1pm a call came for the Doc from Brigade HQ.  He and I 
went post haste as we thought some aviator required attention.  
(Fritz brought down five of our planes today and we brought 
down 3 of his).  But it was a buried party of 2nd Pioneer Bn 
chaps who were in an old cellar in Le Sars when a great big 
shell lobbed on top and blew it in.  Five came out dead and one 
alive.  We were there five hours as only two could dig at once.  
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The spell of waiting our turn was employed in trying not to 
mind the shells with which the Hun strived to destroy us if he 
could.  All the afternoon the shells were landing close around 
and we all were expecting one to land clean in on us and bury 
us as well and I might say the situation was rotten but the 
digging act went on all the same of course.  But fortunately 
none actually hit us although some were very near. 
 
March 12th.  Paid 40f.  Had a good sleep in this morning in the 
hut at Bécourt Camp where the whole Battalion are out resting 
after the 13 days in.  No one knows our future though rumours 
of the going out from the Somme district of the whole of 
Australians are all about.  Rained today but not too cold.  Turks 
have been kicked out of Baghdad. 
 
March 13th.  Rained again.  Took patient to Bécourt Chateau 
(ruins where 2nd Field Ambulance are).  This is where I passed 
through wounded last July.  96 at Sick Parade today. 
 
March 14th.  Raining again.  Fritz has evacuated Loupart 
Wood and Grevillers Line trenches from where he could 
observe our movements in Le Sars.  Took patients to Bécourt 
Chateau again.  Another large Parade.  Rumours of moving to 
Warloy - a rest area soon.  Our battalion may have to go into 
our line again though.  Nobody knows. 
 
March 15th.  Chambers and I went up to the place at La 
Boiselle where No. 3 Section of A Coy was all killed last July 
30th.  (Same day as I was buried).  We put a cross over Chalkpit 
and straightened it up.  Also Bob Payne's and Clark's graves. 
Fine summer day the first of spring. 
 
March 16th.  Misty day.  Went to Bécourt with Chambers to 
2nd Field Ambulance. 
 
March 17th.  Sunny day again.  Was crook last night late and 
slept in today missing Sick Parade.  Was burled up before 
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Captain this evening for writing against the military system etc 
in a letter home.  Will not say anything more here about it. 
 
March 18th.  Sunny day once more.   We  entrain to Albert  
this afternoon.  Order out this evening to be ready for hour's 
notice to move.  Germans have vacated Bapaume and retired 
behind.  We may be beyond ourselves shortly. 
 
March 19th.  Battalion moved from Bécourt Camp.  A,B, C 
Coys on front line ( a two days trip from the line is beyond 
Bapaume) going to Gordon Camp.  Jack, Bert and Freddy 
accompany Doc to front line.  Scotty and Jim go with water 
carts as especial care has to be taken owing to rumours more or 
less true of the Hun poisoning them.  I go to Gordon Camp 
looking after the sick who stay behind, it being my turn to have 
a spell from the line as I've been up last two.  After seeing all 
our things loaded on, G. S. Wagons arrived at Gordon Camp 
about dark.  Sharing  hut with 25th sick and AMC chap of that 
battalion.  D Coy is here and goes on fatigue clearing up the 
Bapaume-Albert Road where the Hun has evacuated.  He made 
big craters in the road 40' deep in places by mines and these, 
together with shellholes, have to be filled in.  Chaps on fatigue 
say that Bapaume is a wreck.  Cold day. 
 
March 20th.  Sick Parade and feet washing day.  Cold and 
patchy rain and snow.  Yesterday's rumour about advance on 80 
mile front is true.  Peronne, Chambers, Noyon, Roye, Nesles, 
Lassigny and 80 villages are in our hands besides Bapaume.  
 
March 21st.  Snowy and cold windy day.  Patch of sunshine.  
Went to 1st Field Ambulance at Bazentin via Mametz Wood for 
drive and light diet.  The 21st and 23rd got a goodly number of 
casualties, out before Bapaume.  Approaching a village old 
French suddenly gave them well directed machine gun and 
77mm shrapnel. 
 
March 22nd.  Sunny - cold and windy. 
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March 23rd.  Very cold, windy. 
 
March 24th.  Extremely cold and windy.  Went to railway by 
Bazentin through Mametz Wood and got a few sandbags of 
coke and charcoal. 
 
March 25th.  Warm and sunny as the wind dropped.  Had a 
bath at the Divisional Baths by Contal-Maison.  Heavy gunfire 
in the distance.  Lots of little birds about in flocks evidently 
returning after their migration before this winter.  See some 
stray little birds about, black and white like a magpie with a 
long tail. 
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DIARY NO. 7 
 

GORDON CAMP, CONTALMAISON, FRANCE AND 
SOMME 

 
1917 

 
 
 

March 26th.   Nothing of import today down here at Gordon's 
Camp.  Battalion took village of Lagnicourt, 6 miles past 
Bapaume, and repulsed three counter attacks.  Only one 
casualty.  I was not up there this time as it was my turn for a 
spell and so I was in charge of sick at Gordon Camp.  This 
evening I set out for an ambulance car to take a patient with a 
temperature of 105.6F.  Field Ambulance shifted from 
Contalmaison so I was forced to cross country to Pozières; 
pretty rough going for a couple of miles and found the 5th Field 
Ambulance.  Here a cocky major told me to go to Bazentin to 
get a car, that being my Clearing Station.  I felt wild and 
marched back to Gordon Camp puffed and done by my hurry.  
Sent a runner then to Bazentin to the 1st Field Ambulance a 
couple of miles opposite way to Pozières to get a car.  Car came 
alright, later on, and we carried the patient down for a couple of 
hundred yards to the main road on a stretcher.  Very hard job on 
the slippery duckboards wet with the rain and mud.  Wind 
awfully cold too. 
 
March 27th.  Battalion were relieved today by the 4th 
Divisional Aid Post; was at Vaulx Vraucourt this time.  
Battalion went to Bazentin Camp. 
 
March 28th.  Received parcel of books from London.  
Battalion moved from Bazentin Camp to Scot's Redoubt South 
Camp; also we Details from Gordon Camp.  I went after an 
afternoon Sick Parade on a bike trip to some ambulance for 
light diet.  Got some at Bécordel.  Walked nearly all the way 
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back as roads are too sticky and military bikes too solid to ride 
under the circs. 
 
March 29th.  Just about teatime again I went to Bécordel in the 
springless Maltese Cart - a misery - and got more light diet and 
drugs.  This Scot's Redoubt Camp South is about a mile from 
Fricourt and same from Contalmaison.  
 
March 30th.  Parcel from home and Florrie [cousin Florrie 
West].  Rainy and windy, no sun, as usual.  Sick Parade early 
for Doc to go to Amiens.  Then he missed and we are to arise 
early tomorrow again. 
 
March 31st.  Rainy, windy. 
 
April 1st.  ALL FOOLS DAY.  Rainy and windy.  Paid 40 f.  
Parcel from MM.  Sent 5f for more books. 
 
April 2nd.  Bomb school fatality.  Lieut. Parkes wounded and 
L/C Handley killed by premature burst of Mill's bombs here 
near Scot's Redoubt Camp South.  Rainy, windy and heaviest 
snowfall I've ever seen came about 4.30pm. 
 
April 3rd.  Cold and windy again.  Gathered wood.  Aid Sick 
Parade.  Two of our balloons brought down today by Fritz near 
here. 
 
April 4th.  Sick Parade morning.  Scotty not well and in bed.  
Went to 6th Field Ambulance at Bécourt in afternoon for drugs.  
Wood gathering and a walk to La Boisselle Crater in evening 
with Humph.  Met some 3rd Division Artillery by the crater.  
Freddy and Bert gone on leave to Amiens for a day.  Rainy, 
snowy day. 
 
April 5th.  Fine, sunny, Spring day.  Sick Parade as usual this 
morning.  Jim Humph crook.  Saw football match of 6th Bgde 
Machine Gunners on a field full of shellholes from last July's 
advance and very near the great crater (La Boisselle) and on the 
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return brought back a bit of an old German dugout for the fire.  
Beautiful day. 
 
April 6th.  Day began fine and ended rainy.  Mud everywhere 
once more.  Four Fritz planes over here about midday.  Our 
anti-aircraft guns shelled them and the little white puffs of 
smoke away up in the blue, which was bursting shrapnel, 
showed all around them.  They manoeuvred until they wanted to 
return home and then went.  They are superior in the air now.  
Yesterday's paper had one of theirs brought down by us and five 
of ours missing.  Seen news like that for many weeks now.  Last 
night we heard half a dozen bombs being dropped, probably on 
Albert which is about  away.  Got a parcel from George 
Edwards in Brum [cousin in Birmingham] today.  Cake, 
sardines, mince pie, saveloy, chocs, cheese, toothbrush and 
powder and writing pad.  N.T.B.  (Not too Bad). Night 
operations (sham) put off on account of rain.  Australian mail 
in.  No papers though. 
 
April 7th.  Cold, windy day.  Snow fell during night and is 
lying everywhere.  Mud also lies around.  A year today since 
we, the first Australian Battalion, took over the Armentieres 
trenches from the Tyneside Scottish (20th Northumberland 
Fusiliers).  My three diaries I sent home last September (No. 1, 
Egypt-Gallipoli; No. 1 France and No. 2 France) were posted in 
Wales somewhere, but I've heard nothing of them getting home 
yet.  No. 3 France has arrived home.  It was posted in London, 
Nos 4 & 5 have also been posted in London, but I have not 
heard of them getting home yet.  More letters today - February 
5th, Broken Hill.  Hut full of patients again.  Freddy Hahn 
crook.  Inoculated a few hundred of the Battalion old hands who 
had not been done for 12 months.  Typhoid and para-typhoid 
vaccine.  We Detail were all done.  Did ourselves.  All were 
inoculated in the left breast. 
 
April 8th.  Had a rotten day, my head and left breast being 
painful.  Jack was also crook with it and Freddy is not yet 
recovered from his indisposition.  We saw numerous large 
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bombs explode on Albert this afternoon by German planes high 
up in the air - too high to see.  Hear four Australians were killed 
while about to set off for their English leave.  I also hear that the 
50th Bn had very heavy casualties up past Bapaume.  40 were 
captured and then the Huns are supposed to have said "Finish 
B------ Australians" and then turned a machine gun on them and 
only two were left to tell the tale.  Also hear that the 10th Bn 
had hopped it and taken some villages in same area which is 
where the 27th were lately - last time in the trenches.  Plenty of 
aeroplanes (Fritz's) about this evening too.  Searchlights all over 
the sky.  Band concert at 27th Bn HQ this afternoon by 7th 
Bgde Band. 
 
April 9th.  Windy, cold, rainy day.  Did a lot of inoculations to 
7th Bgde HQ this morning. Freddy still crook.  Scotty and 
Humph in Amiens on leave.  147 reinforcements came today.  
Battalion over strength.  Big push started Vimy way. 
 
April 10th.  Cold, snowy squalls and rainy half hours with short 
bursts of sunshine.  Windy all the time.  Hear we're off up the 
line again on 13th next Friday.  Heard a long convoy of big 
motor lorries passing on the road outside this hutment last night.  
Took half an hour or more to pass and was probably going up to 
the front line with shells etc.  Yarn about that there are more 
shells stacked up front now than ever has been before.  
Something about to be doing evidently.  The Australians 
continue to take villages before Cambrai and the Canadians 
have taken the Vimy Ridge.  1st and 3rd Armies are in the big 
push up that way.  Our Army down here is the 5th.  4th Army is 
further south and I think by St Quentin where we join the 
French. 8,000 prisoners and 50 guns are the total of captures at 
Len's push in today's Divisional messages.  Came out fine for 
last of today.  Got Australian mail (partly) of February 20.  
Cavalry gone up Bapaume way past here so they say.  140 
Stretcher Bearers were sent up from 6th Field Ambulance to 
forward area yesterday. 
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April 11th.  Snowy day, cold and windy and rainy.  Extremely 
late winter.  Got it on good authority that the British Army 
Ration is to be reduced soon.  Small enough as it is.  Hear 4th 
Australian Division has been knocked back up past Bapaume. 
 
April 12th.  Snow and wind and rain and no sun.  We leave 
Gordon Camp on Saturday morning - the whole 7th Bgde.  The 
4th Division are supposed to have been cut up the other day.  
They took three villages in front of Cambrai - the village of 
Riencourt, Hendecourt and Bullecourt.  They got knocked back 
out of the captured villages to their starting point and sustained 
heavy casualties.  We, the 2nd Division, are to relieve them.  
7th Bgde will relieve the 13th Bgde as Reserve Brigade and do 
fatigues for a week or 10 days. 
 
April 13th.  Cold morning but sunny afternoon.  Went to 
Fricourt Baths after dinner with Jack and Jim Humph. and got 
bath and good clean change of singlet, shirt and socks.  Then 
Jim and I went to Bécourt Chateau (4th Field Ambulance, S.A. 
Section) and got drugs and dressings.  Came home to Camp at 
Scot's Redoubt South and after tea, Scottie and I went into 
Albert.  Took us 55 minutes straight across country and we got 
there about 7.15pm.  Bought some eggs and smoked fish and 
then came back to Camp around the road through Bécourt.  
Very tired, went to bunk. 
 
April 14th.  Freddy Hahn evacuated to hospital.  Left Scot's 
Redoubt South Camp at 8.30am and followed our Maltese Cart 
and Battalion.  We went to Contalmaison and turned left and 
headed for Albert and at La Boiselle took a sharp acute angled 
turn to the right onto the main Albert-Bapaume Road.  Then 
straight up to Bapaume through Pozières and Le Sars.  At 
Bapaume (wrecked by Huns in their retreat) we turned left and 
then along the main Arras-Bapaume Road and through 
Fauvreuil and then we camped on the green country where the 
Battalion is supposed to stop for 10 days' fatigues.  It was a fine 
day and coming up the main Albert-Bapaume Road to the latter 
place was not too bad a march.  Altogether we marched about 
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16 miles today.  From Albert to Bapaume is 19k (nearly 12 
miles).  The Staff Sergeant, Master Cook, being slightly (more 
or less) inebriated fell off the water cart he was riding on and 
the wheel grazed his leg and crushed his big toe somewhat.  
Carried him on to our destination and then evacuated him to 
hospital.  I counted 9 disabled "tanks" on the way up the road.  
One was called H.M.L.S.  (HisMajesty's Land Ship) Tonight's 
the Night  and another was H.M.L.S. Bing Boys (a popular 
musical show in London).  I've also seen Cafe au Lait some 
months ago. 
 
The craters Fritz blew in the main crossroads of the Albert-
Bapaume Road have now nearly all been filled in except one 
about 40' across.  Bapaume, a town of 3,000 inhabitants, 
previous to the war, is now a wreck like Ypres.  But Fritz ruined 
it himself by pulling down the houses so we wouldn't find 
billeting facilities when we took possession of the town.  And 
we didn't. 
 
April 15th.  Cold, rainy, north-windy day.  Early this morning 
the Squids attacked our lines and pushed back the 4th Division a 
mile and recaptured part of Lagnicourt and a number of our 18 
pounder field guns.  We got 20 prisoners out of it and I saw 
them being marched through Bapaume this morning.  Later on 
the 5th Bgde (part of 2nd Division) counter-attacked and took 
the whole of the lost ground and about 200yds more.  Also 671 
prisoners.  The guns we lost were retaken.  Heavy firing going 
on this morning and this evening.  We got orders this morning 
to be ready to move in 15mins.  Later on, the order was 
rescinded.  This afternoon, A & B Coys went up the line as 
wiring or carrying party.  The Arras battle prisoners according 
to 14th paper, were 17,000 and the captured guns were 160 
including 80 field guns, 28x5.9" guns and 8x8" guns.  Scottie 
and I are attached to the water carts for purifying etc.  We 
accompany the carts and see the chloride of lime is put in the 
water to sterilize it.  I saw about 70 being marched down to the 
cage (German prisoners, I mean) and Scotty saw 240, so he 
says, and everyone is agreed that with specs on and small 
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physique, they are a sorry lot.  Fritz put a number of big high 
velocity naval gun shells into Bapaume during last night and 
today.  Some dropped near the water point while we were in 
Bapaume awaiting our turn to fill our cart. 
 
April 16th.  Began a real fine sunny day but after dinner it 
came over cloudy and rain set in about evening.  Fritz put over 
some beauties from a 9" naval gun into Bapaume today.  
Armour piercing they are and one landed within 50yds of our 
place here.  And a terrible sound of incredible swiftness it 
seemed.  Fortunately it was a dud, and went down so deep in the 
ground no one could see the bottom, and didn't go off.  Got 
several loads of water today - all from the Peronne Road Water 
Point.  The Sugar Mill Water Point in Bapaume was lobbed by 
one of the pets of Fritz, 9" ones, like came near us today.  
Oranges again today which are a welcome addition to our diet.  
Potatoes don't eventuate though.  Gave our packs in today so 
we're once more ready for the fray. 
 
April 17th.  Cold, grey, windy (very) and rainy day, and light 
sunshine occasionally.  Heavy firing by our guns tonight.  
Supposed to be an attack to straighten sides of a salient by 
Noreuil, Lagnicourt, etc. early tomorrow morning.  Sunday's 
affair is said to have resulted in many German dead.  One of our 
Sergeants saw 800 dead, buried by 17th Bn and it is thought to 
be over 1000 or 1500.  Fritz put some more 9" naval gems over 
into Bapaume today.  I went for usual loads of water at the 
Peronne Road Water Point.  Got parcel of books from London 
that I sent for.  Jack crook today. 
 
April 18th.  French taken 10,000 prisoners in engagement on 
25 mile front Soissons-Rheims.  British prisoners so far in Arras 
battle - 14,000 and guns 194, with 60 mortars and over 200 
machine guns.  Our guns going heavy today here in front of 
Cambrai.  Weather extremely cool with blusterly winds and 
snow and rain and hail.  No sun today.  Went on cart for water 
to Sugar Mill Water Point today some number of times.  Went 
for walk with Jack this afternoon to Bapaume Cemetery and 
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saw German graves there and the monument erected by French 
to General Faidherbe and the French who fell in the great 
victory over the Hun in 1871.  The Fritzer has also erected one 
alongside with the Iron Cross inscribed on it.  Germans are 
numerous in this cemetery.  One old French vault has evidently 
been the recipient of an H.E. all to itself.  Anyway it's ruined. 
 
April 19th.  Dull, threatening, cloudy day.  No rain but no sun.  
Did usual trips on water cart to Bapaume and at 7.30pm moved 
out with Battalion - with water cart - for Noreuil.  After passing 
Fauvreuil and Beugnatre we halted by Vaulx-Vraucourt. Scotty 
and I - the two water men, went ahead a bit to see the old possy 
the carts were in last trip Battalion was in the line.  Place had 
been knocked about since.  On returning, we found travelling 
kitchens (cook) were standing unhorsed and no drivers while 
the water carts were both gone.  We were stumped.  Didn't 
know where to look for them.  After asking the gunners of a 6" 
howitzer battery nearby that was belting shells into Fritz, we 
made for the 27th Field Ambulance near.  We knew Maguire 
there, a former batman of our Doc, who left us last December.  
We couldn't find him so we found a couple of motor drivers 
there we knew and got a cup of cocoa each and sat by the fire in 
the cookhouse an hour or two.  Then not seeing any prospect of 
getting anything else and not knowing where to go, we left and 
squeezed into a Ford motor ambulance car - a small car that 
only carries two stretcher cases at a time.  We dozed there in 
our overcoats and a blanket we found but with wet boots and 
sox, it was a fairly miserable night. 
 
April 20th.  Awoke from a small doze in the ambulance car and 
hopped out and by luck struck the 27th Transport Sergeant who 
directed us to the 27th Transport Lines where we found the two 
water carts which are not being used until orders come, as their 
horses are being taken in a limber, owing to shortage of horses.  
Two of the AMC detail were here and we pigged it with them 
today in a tent.  Bert Chambers, Jim Humphries, Doc and  
batman are up the line in the Noreuil Aid Post.  Fritz brought 
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down some of our aeroplanes about here today.  Weather dull 
except for a couple of hours sunshine after dinner. 
 
April 21st.  Cool, windy day, mostly dull.  Fritz had four or five 
balloons up for observation and one of his aeroplanes came 
over.  Went to Bapaume for water at the Town Hall Water 
Point.  It's a 4k journey from here near Vaulx Vraucourt.  Jack 
crook. 
 
April 22nd.  Fairly good day with sun pretty frequently 
showing himself but a cold wind.  Fritz aeroplanes very busy.  
Been over here nearly all day.  Dropped bombs on Bapaume 
and set fire to one of our balloons about 1pm.  About the same 
time, Fritz put up a terrific shrapnel barrage on the right and he 
had 10 observation balloons up that I could count,  to watch it.  
This evening heavy firing broke out on the right and reports that 
gas was about over there were about.  Artillery of both sides 
very active all day.  Went into Bapaume this afternoon and got a 
sandbag of coal at an A.S.C. Store as these nights, one must 
have a fire and I've got a real bonny little stove made with a 
pipe sticking out of the tent with a most terrific draught.  By 
yesterday's paper, I see the French have now taken 19,000 
prisoners and over 100 guns on their offensive.  This makes 
33,000 prisoners and well over 300 guns by the Anglo-French 
since the 9th inst.  Jack not too well.  The water cart horse 
kicked me in the knee yesterday and it's making me limp today.  
Pretty sore. 
 
April 23rd.  Parcels from home and Dorothy Nouse.  Fine day, 
windy.  Still at Transport Camp near Vaulx-Vraucourt.  Various 
and numerous enemy aircraft about.  One of our balloons had a 
barrage of shrapnel fire around to protect from five Hun aircraft 
that were about.  Heavy artillery firing all last night. 
 
April 24th.  Very fine day - First good day of the year.  
Artillery active, aircraft very active.  Fritz continually over our 
lines and our anti-aircraft guns shelled them all day.  Australian 
Mail March 6th in.  Went to Fauvreuil for water today.  
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Tommies took 2,000 prisoners on the left night before last and 
Fritz counter attacked on our 1st Australian Division - they say 
by mistake.  Air engineers blew up Fritz wire with ammonel last 
night by pushing tubes 10' by 2 1/2" under the barbed wire and 
then firing it. 
 
April 25th.  ANZAC DAY.  Attack which was to have taken 
place this morning by 2nd Division and Tommies put off for 
some reason.  Very heavy artillery actions during night.  Dull 
day - not cold though.  Went to Bapaume for water in morning.  
Got third lot of books from London and papers from Australia. 
 
April 26th.  Overcast day, but not cold.  Went into Bapaume in 
morning for water and got bag coal as evenings continue to be 
cold.  New gun of Fritz's plonked some 9" armour piercing 
shells over our way about 7pm.  Evidently searching for a 
battery of our 6" naval guns near here.  Most of the shells 
dudded, only a few going off.  Heavy bombardment on our left 
this evening about 10pm, still going at 11 when I write. 
 
April 27th.   Fine day.  Heavy bombardments on left.  Went to 
Bapaume for water. 
 
April 28th.  Sent 5f for more books.  Fine day.  Went to 
Bapaume for water.  Some aeroplanes doing beautiful airstunts 
and spirals and volplanes etc near here. 
 
April 29th.  Very fine, warm day.  Voted for three opposition 
Senate and one opposition House of Representative Candidates 
in Federal elections today.  Saw a Fritz aeroplane with beautiful 
red body drive down one of our old fighting machines which 
was of the kind that were supreme in July 1916.  Not now 
though.  That Fritz aeroplane was brought down minutes later 
by one of ours. 
 
April 30th.  Saw one of our planes come down having been hit 
by shrapnel while up.  Pilot mortally wounded and observer also 
wounded.  Fine day. 
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May 1st.  Fine day.  Went to Vaulx-Vraucourt for water.  Still 
at 7th Bgde Detail's Camp near Vaulx-Vraucourt.  Battalion still 
in front line in front of Noreuil.  Been there 12 days today. 
 
May 2nd.  Fine day.  Left the 7th Bgde Detail's Camp this 
afternoon and went to 2nd Division Detail's Camp near 
Biefvilliers.  Stunt to come off tomorrow morning.  Fritz's wire 
blown up by ammonal last night. 
 
May 3rd.  Heavy bombardment by us this morning at 4am.  
Terrible it sounded.  The 5th and 6th Bgdes of our 2nd 
Australian Division hopped over the top and attacked.  The 
Tommies on the left and right also hopped.  Somehow Fritz got 
wind of what was on and bombarded our lines half an hour 
before we attacked.  6th Bgde reached third objective beyond 
Riencourt alright.  5th Bgde (NSW) were stopped by heavy 
machine gun fire and their 19th Bn sustained heavy casualties.  
Then the 28th Bn of the 7th Bgde who were in Reserve, came to 
their help and they reached the third objective beyond Riencourt 
also.  Then they had to wait there for the Tommies on the left 
who were an hour and a half late.  Owing to this, all had to fall 
back to the second objective in Riencourt.  The 27th had already 
had 13 days in the front line and sustained 40 casualties by that 
time.  26th Bn (Qld) had had 10 days and then three out and 
went in as reserves tonight.  I heard from our Divisional HQ 
today that thousands of German dead were lying about.  We 
have had big casualties too (in 5th Bgde mostly).  This is as 
much as I know up to 1pm today.   
 
Gas alarm here at 12.45.  Nothing same though.  Graves of 
soldiers in parapet - bones green coming out - clothes mildewey 
etc.  Old equipment, sheets iron , not much wood left.  Woods, 
if any, torn to the ground by shellfire.  Old bullets and cartridge 
rifles, old clothes lying about, tin hats, bones with holes in 
shellholes, water in tins of all kinds and lots of bottles.  Barbed 
wire 3/4" loophole iron.  Bombs, flares, mills, German rifle, 
telephone wire, sandbags filled and now nothing, large crater in 
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distance.  Later.  We never held any of the villages that we were 
supposed to take - Riencourt, Hendecourt and Bullecourt. 
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DIARY NO. 8 
 

FRANCE: BETWEEN BIEFVILLIERS VILLAGE AND 
BAPAUME TOWN 

(SOMME) 
 

1917 
 

 
 
May 4th.  Left camp near Biefvilliers (near Bapaume) this 
afternoon and, with other "duds" or Details of the 7th Bgde, 
went to the dugout with the German trench mortar bombs at the 
camp between Bapaume and Fauvreuil.  Aeroplane of Fritz 
dropped a bomb alongside just after tea.  Bert Chambers and 
Jim Humphries came down from the Aid Post by Noreuil just 
after tea and, after tossing, Freddy Hahn and Bob Scott went up 
and took their places.  Battalion has been in front line 15 days 
so far.  Fine day. 
 
May 5th.  Still at the old German dugout.  Rained a bit this 
evening.   
 
May 6th.  Battalion were relieved by 25th in front line and went 
to "Supports" only half a mile back from the front line.  Been in 
front line for 17 days which is far too long.  Luckily the 
weather's been fine. 
 
May 7th.  Still on Water Cart - me - and living in German 
dugout.  Rained today. 
 
May 8th.  Battalion were relieved by 54th at "Supports" this 
evening and came out to the camp where we Details, who didn't 
go "in", are.  They had 19 days in and near front line.  The 
result of the fighting on 3rd May and since is that the 6th Bgde 
took object two and 5th Bgde didn't.  6th Bgde had to fall back 
and evacuate the positions they took (Riencourt village).  Our 
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Brigade (7th) were reserve all the time but held front line and 
the 28th Bn hopped it and helped 5th Bgde. 
 
May 9th.  The ones of the Battalion who were up the line this 
time went by train from Bapaume (light Decauville railway 
called Anzac Light Railway) to Bazentin today and went to 
camp at Scot's Redoubt South where we left on 14th April last.  
I, being one of the ones who was supposed to march the 12 
miles, didn't do so but got a ride on a very fast little Signal 
Section Motor as far as La Boiselle and walked the remaining 
couple of miles.  Got to Scot's Redoubt before the rest.  Very 
fine weather and actually hot. 
 
May 10th.  Paid 50f today.  Fine and hot.  Awful rumour that 
we're going back to the line again (2nd Division), instead of 
going out for our spell as we all thought. 
 
May 11th.  Fine and hot.  Went into Albert this evening.  Only 
three miles away.  I'm on Water Cart today.  Rumour of 
yesterday still hanging about. 
 
May 12th.  Hot and bonza.  Jack Edwards in Amiens today 
getting vegetables for Battalion.  I'm still on Water Cart.  
Vegetables out of 27th Canteen profits. 
 
May 13th.  Hot and good today.  On Water Cart.  Still at Scot's 
Redoubt South.  Thousands of big beetles flew around tonight 
and heavy thunder crashed later on and torrents of rain fell 
during night. 
 
May 14th.  Cool today after last night's heavy rain.  Had a bath 
today.  First for over a month.  Violent shower about 5pm.  
Summer rain though and only clears the atmosphere. 
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GERMAN CROSS ON GRAVE   
 

 
near Fricourt (Somme)   

 
May 15th.  Cold and rainy this morning but came out fine after 
lunch.  We are still at Scot's Redoubt South and I am with the 
Water Carts. 
 
May 16th.  Rainy and cold all day.  A number of men from 
each Battalion in the Brigade were drilled thoroughly and 
dressed very well and sent as our Brigade's (7th) part of the 
Corps Royal Guard to King Albert of Belgium who visited this 
front today.  The guard went to the town of Albert just visible 
from here.  I saw Birdwood (our Army Corps Commander) in a 
car with the Belgian king this morning pass by here.  A small 
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Australian flag flies on the bonnet of Birdwood's car.  This is 
because he is Commander of the 1st Anzac.  Other English 
Army Corps Commanders fly a cross of St George while 
Douglas Haig flies the Union Jack.  Our 4th Division has gone 
away from the Somme area to the north somewhere to join with 
the 3rd Division and the new 6th Division (lately from England) 
and form the 2nd Anzac.  What the New Zealanders are doing I 
cannot say.  Our 1st, 2nd and 5th Divisions form the 1st Anzac 
and are still in the Somme where we've been since end of last 
October.  Paid 40f.  
 
May 17th.  Cold and rainy again.  As Doc, who is now a Major, 
went on his second English leave the other day, we share Major 
Culpin with the 28th (WA) Bn.  He has sent all our sick cases to 
hospital.  10 today and 5 yesterday. 
 
May 18th.  Today was fairly fine though no sunshine.  No rain 
fell.  We were all busy packing this morning, up at 6 sharp, and 
blankets all rolled in bundles of ten and placed in a heap by the 
road by 6.30.  Then we had Sick Parade at 8 after a bit of 
brekker.  Then from 9 till nearly 10 we did nothing except hang 
around and wait for our Maltese Cart which turned up at 9.45 
and we packed all our boxes and goods in it and returned to the 
hut for a few minutes.  Then at 10.15, all hands in the Battalion 
fall in.  As soon as we are in line we, of HQ Details, form fours 
and march off leading the Battalion.  Very soon Scot's Redoubt 
South is left behind and we tramp along the Contalmaison-
Fricourt road.  The road is a little sticky as yesterday's rain has 
had no sun to dry it up but still the spirits of the Company are 
high as are we not going out for a spell?  Anyway, that's what 
we think.  We had almost lost hope of ever seeing the green 
country and the villages any more as we've been in the 
devastated Somme area since February 1st.  Previous to that 
we'd had two spells out of the pounded ground to the unbroken 
country (still the Somme) behind the lines.  End of January we 
had 10 days in Buire and last November-December we had a 
fortnight in St Vast.  All these places are in the actual Somme 
but not where the fighting has torn up the grounds. We don't 
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know when we'll leave the Somme front altogether and we've 
been here since July 20th (about) except for 6 weeks at 
Steenvoorde and Ypres in September-November. 
 
So the boys march along happily enough around the corner 
before we reach Fricourt and up the first hill for the day.  It's not 
a high one so we don't blow much and then on top we have a 
spell to adjust our packs after the half hour spell of marching.  
A few minutes and on we go. 
 
A big hill confronts us but we attack it unalarmed.  The 
Battalion stretches out behind us, each company 100yds apart 
and marching in fours.  They range about half a mile long and 
look like a centipede slowly crawling along.   No rest on this 
hill as we are to march the usual 50mins and then have 10mins 
rest.  The first spell was only to adjust packs.  Down the hill 
past Bécourt Chateau and Wood and then the going is hard for 
the next hill is the longest and hardest of the lot.  On our left as 
we go up is a large plot - about a couple of acres of little white 
crosses.  "Divisional Rest" our irrepressible chaps call it.  Really 
about 1500 British soldiers who have died of wounds lie there 
and the graves date back to August 1915.  The majority though 
are from the Somme push of last year.  A lot of Australians lie 
there, some of the 27th among them.   
 
We pass and the soldiers hardly notice it as the sweat is rolling 
down from them.  And, anyhow, the sight is familiar enough.  
Death, graves and crosses are common.  This terrible hill takes 
it out of them and plenty of puffing and blowing is to be heard 
long after the brow is crossed.  Then on reaching Albert our 
Brigade Band is waiting for us and, getting in behind A Coy, 
accompanies us through the town playing a merry tune and the 
marching suddenly becomes "Guardlike" and the delightful 
swing is maintained until the band leaves us the other side of 
the township.  Then we have our second rest of 10mins and sit 
and blow and smile and drink our water and recover. 
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Once more we start up, about noon is the hour, and for the next 
50mins we trudge along passing the Ancre River and the lake 
on our right.  It looks cold though and wind makes little 
wavelets on its surface.  Presently we reach and soon leave 
behind us four big heavy guns.  They are 12" howitzers and 
have a great number of tractor engineer and motor lorries and 
R.G.A. men etc hanging around them as their great size requires 
a perfect camp around their tail.  Earlier today we passed a 6" 
gun battery of 60 pounders - 4.5 field guns.  And in Albert I saw 
some 6" guns being repaired.  One cannot move without seeing 
guns in France.  Right on through Aveluy and to the left we 
went and, after going up another hill, having a third rest of 
10mins from 12.50 to 1.00, we went through Bouzincourt and 
beyond until passing groups of Fritz prisoners on the road 
working, we halted within cooee of Senlis, our destination.  
After a few minutes we arose again and about 2pm marched 
into our billets - we AMC having a bon hut or Nisson hut same 
as the whole Battalion had at Scot's Redoubt Camp.  There are 
thousands of these huts erected and used now and in the winter 
they were our protection from the weather. 
 
We must have done about 8 miles today which is not much but 
the weight of the pack and not being in trim for marching, not 
having done any lately, we were slightly tired.  However the 
country around here is green and the roar of the guns up beyond 
Bapaume (22 miles away) can be heard so we are enjoying the 
anticipation of a rest - a thing the 2nd Division really has earnt.  
After something to eat we did about 50 chaps' sore feet and 
went for a walk in the streets of the poor little village and then 
back to our hut and so to bed. 
 
May 19th.  A fine day and beautiful out here in the green 
country.  Humph, Freddy, Bert and I went for a walk after tea 
over to the village of Henencourt about 2.8k away.  Nice place 
with plenty of trees and a chateau. 
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May 20th.  Fine again today.  Jim Humph, Freddy and I went 
again over to Henencourt after tea.  Plenty of Sick Parade work 
of a day. 
 
May 21st.  Rained hard this morning and our hut began to leak.  
Luckily the wetness cleared up after dinner so I went for a walk 
on my pat.  Had a look at the village (Senlis) church and 
churchyard.  It is pretty full having numerous graves of French 
soldiers killed in 1914 and 1915 on the Somme front (some at 
La Boiselle) before the British took it over.  Right in the corner 
of the graveyard is a grave marked with a cross and on it "X. 
Allemande" meaning "Some German".  Most of the French are 
from the 118th Regiment.  Family vaults, as usual, abound.  A 
great avenue of elms runs down the centre and is shady and 
quiet. 
 
 

Biscuits 
 

Hard as a brick, chippy and thick. 
Used as a missile, effective and quick. 

Fit for the Huns, cheaper than guns, 
'specially the square ferroconcretey ones! 

Gritty and rough, terribly tough,  
They don't even soften when made into doughduff. 

 
 

Bully Beef 
 

Flavor you have none, 
Yet we eat you by the ton. 

In three long years you lose your charm, 
Yet you nerve the strong right arm 

Beef! 
 
May 22nd.  Nothing doing. 
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May 23rd.  Fine day.  Nothing doing.  Bill in Amiens.  Expect 
I'll go next pay day. 
 
May 24th.  Another fine day.  Jim Humphries went to Amiens 
last night.  I walked across to Henencourt again tonight and 
found a lot of 2nd Bgde (Victoria) of the 1st Division there. 
 
May 25th.  Old Bill had to walk halfway home from Amiens 
and Jim lobbed back this morning at 5am after walking the 
whole 30k, starting last night at 7.30pm.  Freddy and Bert went 
today.  Scotty had three days in Amiens.  I'll go pay day or 
after. 
 
May 26th.  Fine weather - all quiet.  Parcel from Nellie 
Duncan. 
 
May 27th.  Another sunny day.  Birdwood gave out decorations 
this morning.  We beat 28th Bn at cricket this afternoon.  Pellew 
did top score and Colman took most wickets.  Our team beat 7th 
Bgde HQ the other day by about 10 goals to 2.  Some team and 
some Battalion the 27th.  £100 has been sent by 27th Bn 
Comforts Fund to the Battalion here for sports and things which 
is real good of the SA people. 
 
May 28th.  Another sunny day.  Rain came up after tea though, 
accompanied by thunder and lightning.  Still on Water Cart in 
the village of Senlis where the battalion are. 
 
May 29th.  Fine day.  Parcel from George at Birmingham. 
 
May 30th.  Boxing this evening.  27th had one win and a bye. 
 
May 31st.  TWO HORRIBLE YEARS OF INCESSANT 
WARFARE TERMINATES. 
 
June 1st.  Drew 50f today.  Fine day.  Left on a trip to Amiens 
at 5pm.  Cross country to Albert.  Missed the sure ride, the 
8.30pm postal bus.  Then went around to the station and by luck 
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caught a goods that was just ready to go.  So we lobbed into 
Amiens about 11.30pm and not knowing where a room could be 
got in the dark and military johnhops being prowling around for 
we, us and co who anticipate the time on the pass.  So we had a 
quarto of boiled eggs each and slept on the floor of the Y.M.  
Just threw ourselves down and snoozed till 6am.  More eggs 
and a wash.  Then, the Y.M. closing at 7am, we sallied forth. 
 
June 2nd.  'Twas bright and sunny and some icecreams and 
cool drinks went well during the day.  Had tram ride and a bath 
and couple of feeds - so really enjoyed myself.  Bought a book 
or two and some papers, PCs and came home by the special 
leave train at 8pm.  Got to bed at 11pm in Senlis. 
 
June 3rd.  Bright and sunny.  We beat 22nd Machine Gun Coy 
at footer. 
 
June 4th.  Fine. 
 
June 5th.  Fine. 
 
June 6th.  Fine.  Major Brownell, the 27th Bn Regimental 
Medical Officer got decorated with the DSO for work at Noreuil 
(Bullecourt).  I reckon the two orderlies who were with him of 
our detail, Bert Chambers and Jim Humphries, also deserve a 
decoration as he got one.  We played the 28th Bn at football this 
evening.  They won by 12 points. 
 
June 7th.  WAR NEWS - OFFICIAL.  Message received 
from 3rd Army begins - "2nd Army attacked this morning at 
3.10am from south of Douvet to north of Ypres-Comines canal.  
Attack is proceeding satisfactorily and first objectives were 
captured up to time.  The advance is continuing.  We have 
captured Messines and are in outskirts of Wytschaete and hold 
the line along the Damstrasse and through Battle Wood". 
 
WAR NEWS - OFFICIAL (Later).  7th June.  Following 
message received from 3rd Army begins:  "2nd Army attack 
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extended from St Yves to Mount Sorrell south of Armagh 
Wood.  Reference 1/40,000 map, line now runs as follows: U90 
and BU3 along eastern outskirts of Messines village hence 
032.B.26., C25., B.19.6.,  Hospice Chateau Farm, Dame-Strasse 
Chateau, 04D18, then north-east to Ypres-Comines railway 
about 135B73.  Number of prisoners not yet known.  Our 
casualties light.  Tanks reported to be doing excellent work.  
Attack progressing well.  Mines were successfully fired at Zero 
ends." 
 
WAR NEWS - OFFICIAL  7th June.  Following from 3rd 
Army begins "2nd Army has captured Oostaverne and has 
entered Oostaverne line.  Enemy counter-attacked on 2nd Anzac 
Corps and was crushed by artillery fire.  Prisoners up to date 
over 4,500 and several guns.  Contact patrols report bodies of 
enemy surrendering.  Enemy casualties are reported to be very 
heavy".   
 
Fine day with threatened rain and thunder constantly. 
 
June 8th.  Dull day, fairly cool.  Battalion away on a Field Day, 
manoeuvring etc.  Hill 60, which worried us at Ypres in October 
last was blown up yesterday. 
 
June 9th.  Today was dull and cool.  After Sick Parade and 
between whiles most of we detail played cricket.  About  £16 
out of the profits of the 27th Canteen was spent on cricketing 
tools by Major Chalmers while he was in England last week.  
He got six very good bats (about 30/- each) and stumps, pads, 
balls and, indeed, all the set in proportions.  Played till we were 
tired.  This afternoon the Battalion were marched over to 
Ribemont (about 5 miles away) to see the football match - 10th 
Bn v 27th Bn.  Both are South Australian Battalions and the 
10th had a record of 64 matches played and 64 won.  Then to 
make our chances look rotten, we (27th) lost to the 28th (WA) 
the other day.  But our team played a slashing game and 
actually beat the "famous tenth" by 19 points.  Scores were 7.12 
to 5.5.  Parcel today from Sam Simpson.  Early in the week a 
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rumour was floating around that we were moving up to 
Bapaume again to relieve the 5th Division as Reserves.  Now 
the matter has apparently dropped. 
 
  "Did yees iver hear tell o' Long Barney, 
  That came from the groves o' Killarney? 
  He wint for a king,oh, he went for a king, 
  But he niver kem back to Killarney 
  Wid his crown, an' his soord, and his army!" 
 
June 10th.  Today our cricket team beat the 28th Bn.  Scores 
were approx 27th Bn 89 runs, 28th Bn 47 runs.  Lieut Ron 
Harwood about 14.  Very fine sunny day.  Jack Edwards has 
gone for a fortnight at a rest place on the coast of northern 
France.  Eight went out of the Battalion today.  Last lot was 13 
a fortnight ago.  Before that 19.  Trench fever still continues to 
run unabated through the Battalion.  All the other battalions are 
the same.  We've evacuated to hospital from our Battalion, the 
27th, 73 cases during the last three weeks here at Senlis, mostly 
trench fever.  The fever comes on with temperature and pains in 
the head, body and limbs, especially the shins.  The temperature 
stays up for a couple or three days and then drops for perhaps 
four days.  Then there's a relapse and you go up again for a few 
days and down again.  This may occur about four times and the 
usual course of the disease is about three or four weeks.  Never 
heard of anyone dying of it though some get to Blighty.  Some 
of the cases stay in our Aid Post and don't go away. 
 
June 11th.  Fine day.  Sent home a parcel of souvenirs.  
Terrible peals of thunder and vivid lightening flashes tonight. 
One clap was absolutely worse than any explosion I've heard in 
the war.  Rained heavily later on.  (Jack Edwards gone on the 
rest fortnight at St Valery near the sea at the mouth of the 
Somme River). 
 
June 12th.  Fine day and rain late in evening.  Rumour about 
Bapaume about again.  Sent home letter re splosh. 
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June 13th.  This morning a message from Sir Douglas Haig, the 
Commander-in-Chief, was given by Commanding Officer of the 
Battalion - same to all other units.  It was not read because it 
wasn't written down and was not printed.  By word of mouth he 
sent us a message that "The end of the war is nearer than we 
think.  The British Foreign Office has information that the last 
five months' heavy punching has made Germany feel it and in a 
very little time we should beat her as she is crumpling now".  
Now this is alright to hear - if we can rely on it.  If it's not only a 
gag to cheer up the troops' spirits it will be good news.  But one 
is not to know.  Can only hope for the best. 
 
On same parade we were told we were entraining on Saturday 
the 16th.  Where wasn't said but rumour has it that we'll entrain 
at Aveluy near Albert for Bapaume.  Rumour about going north 
Armentiere way seems to have died away though we reckon we 
may go there after Bapaume.  The 27th lost at cricket to the 
26th this afternoon by 6 runs, the scores being 89-83.  Rained 
last evening. 
 
June 14th.  Holiday for France.  Played cricket and knocked 
about generally after Sick Parade.  Field day for Battalion 
today. 
 
June 15th.  A Coy played B Coy at cricket this afternoon.  A 
won by 6 wicket and 5 runs.  We AMC will very likely form 
part of a 27th HQ team.  We leave for Bapaume tomorrow 
morning, march to Varennes and entrain.  Leave here at Senlis 
at 8.30am.  Nice warm hot day. 
 
June 16th.  Since May 15th this Battalion has sent to hospital 
sick numbering 124.  Mostly the very prevalent trench fever.   
 
MOVE from Senlis to Bapaume today.  Left at 9am, marched 
4k to Varennes in the sun which seemed burning hot as no wind 
was about.  Sweat poured off everyone.  Somehow everybody 
felt this march more than any this year and, in fact, since last 
August.  Entrained at Varennes and at 11am left for Bapaume in 
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covered-in iron trucks - not too crowded and nice and cool in 
the breeze, both sides being open to the wind.  Passed through 
Beaussant and Colin Camps and then up the Ancre valley past 
Serre, Grandcourt, Puisseau and Miraumont.  At Achiet-le-
Grand we came in alongside a hospital train, a long one, loaded 
with wounded, and just off to some base hospital - Rouen, Le 
Havre, etc.  We then backed out and finished up at a good hat to 
Bapaume.  At Miraumont we passed a train full of 32nd Bn.  
Disentrained at Bapaume and marched along the Cambrai road 
for about a mile and camped in some tents and lean-tos.  
Rumour says we're here for a fortnight and then are going north.  
We relieved our 5th Division here so they can go out to Senlis 
and district for a spell.  We are Reserves. 
 
June 17th.  A year today since we left the Armentieres front.  
Good quiet place that was, and comfortable both in and out of 
the trenches.  Another warm day today.  Just did Sick Parade 
and played cricket and read.  Two Ozzy letters last night of 
April 16th.  Expect more though.  Ordinance Corps Coys all 
went up to the front line this afternoon to get acquainted with 
the pozzies.  Match at cricket this afternoon between A & D 
Coys. and B & C Coys.  Won by B & C Coys.  Later on "Other 
Ranks" v  Officers was won by the former.  Heavy thunder. 
 
June 18th.  Sick Parades and cricket filled in the day.  
Australian mails of four weeks arrived.  Parcel from Florrie.  A 
Coy beat D Coy at cricket today.  Rained a bit.  Paid 40f today. 
 
June 19th.  Rained heavily this morning and flooded our Aid 
Post.  Fixed it up a bit later.  Dull and thundery all day and 
isolated showers.  Went into the town (what's left of it) of 
Bapaume this morning. 
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June 20th. Rainy. 
 
June 21st.  Rainy.  Field manoeuvres again by Battalion.  Sent 
5f for books to Fogles, London. 
 
June 22nd.  Fritz chucking lot of big navy shrapnel shells at a 
balloon near here.  Rainy.  More manoeuvres.  Doc went to 
Paris on leave.  Received parcel of books from Stoneham, 
London. 
 
June 23rd.  A shower of rain but otherwise fine.  Supposed to 
be a push out by Bullecourt early today.  Lot of artillery going 
anyway.  Fritz aeroplane over today.  Battalion on manoeuvres 
again up near Fremicourt.  Last week we've been up early every 
day.  Reveille at 4am today.  Feel sleepy all day as one can't get 
to sleep till late at night because it keeps light so long.  Our roof 
of tarpaulin (of a sort) leaks and if it rains during the night we 
have to dodge the rain drops.  Keeps waking you up.  As we're 
only Reserves we expect a bit of sleep.  Different in the front 
line, of course.  All Australian mail in now except parcels.  
Have got letters and papers alright of all April. 
 
June 24th.  Sent a book "The Soil" by Zola to Fred.  Fine day.  
 
June 25th.  Cricket. 
 
June 26th.  Fine day.  Went for a walk to Bapaume this 
afternoon and had as many red and white currants as I could eat.  
Also a couple of strawberries.  Brought home some cherries, 
gooseberries and rhubarb for stewing, and red currants.  Got 
them all in Bapaume private garden.  Of course, Bapaume's a 
ruin and no civilians live in it.  Full of "swaddies" and a couple 
of French "poilus".   Saw an ammunition dump of ours go up 
near Vaulx-Vraucourt this evening about 5.30pm.  Huge black 
pall of smoke and a terrific rattling explosion.  Counted 9 Fritz 
balloons up and 18 of ours about 6pm.  Gets dark about 10pm 
now. 
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June 27th.  Rainy with bursts of sunshine.  Fritz shoving big 
naval shells into Fremicourt along the Bapaume-Cambrai road.  
Had to dodge raindrops that fell through the tarpaulin roof last 
night.  Bomb accident today.  Chap called Beinke wounded by 
rifle exploding.  He died later. 
 
June 28th.  Cooks played Transport Section cricket tonight and 
won by 1 run.  After a fairly fine day a terrible rainstorm with 
violent wind passed over about 9pm.  Tents were blown down 
and we had to hang all our weight onto the medical hut to 
prevent it blowing away.  Took 10 men to hang on to the 
Sergeant's Mess.  Our medical hut was flooded and as usual, 
some came through the tarpaulin roof.  We slept on stretchers.  
While it blew the wind was furious bending the elm trees on the 
Bapaume-Cambrai road which runs past the camp.  Doc 
returned from Paris today. 
 
June 29th.  Fine again today and the ground is drying up.  Sick 
Parade at 5am again as the Battalion was once more out on field 
manoeuvres.  Transport section played the cooks a return match.  
Cooks won. 
 
June 30th.  Cold, bleak, rainy, windy day.  Went to Bapaume to 
the "Cooee Coves" concert party.  Not too bad but might have 
been better as, altho' they were Ozzies, there was only one 
Australian turn - a recitation that I could hardly hear.  Wasn't 
too good at the game, the chap, either.  Pictures were alright 
tho. 
 
July 1st.  A year today since the Somme offensive began.  
Cold, same as yesterday with rain and wind.  Was paid 30f 
today and out of that 20 went on debts.  So I exist on 10 until 
about the 15th inst.  Wouldn't let me draw more than the 30f 
(£1/2/-) because that's all that was due to me in my pay book. 
Rotten luck. 
 
July 2nd.  Warmer today and sunny.  Fritzer plane overhead 
Bapaume about midday.  Was in Bapaume then where I 
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procured about 7 lettuces for a franc and tres bon ones too.  
Never see any greens hardly so I pounce on them when I can.  
HQ easily beat transport at cricket this evening.  I scored and 
umpired at different stages of the game.  Battalions of the 
English 48th Division continue to pass up the road towards the 
line to relieve the English 29th Division who are supposed to go 
north with us - when we go.  Rumoured we'll leave here on 
10th, and also on 15th of the month.  Hope so.  Since we, the 1st 
ANZACs left the front here the 4th English Army Corps has 
had it.  We're only reserves here now.  Lime juice is issued now 
but it's so rotten not many will drink it.  Gas alarm this evening 
but nothing came of it. 
 
July 3rd.  Nice and sunny today.  Supposed to have been a 
Brigadier's inspection today but never came off.  Rumour the 
other day that Fritz broke through at five places between 
Cambrai Road and Arras.  Also 100 of our guns were said to 
have come back through Bapaume to check him.  Heard no 
more about it though.  27th beat 28th Bn for the third time at 
cricket.  Lots of troops (Tommies) continue to pass by 
throughout the day.  That rumour of Fritz breaking through is 
probably the occasion when he pushed the British back a bit at 
Lens.  Went for walk to the Peronne Road this afternoon. 
 
July 4th.  Sick Parade at 4.45am as A Coy off to shooting.  
Rain set in about 6am and continued steadily for some time.  
Another gas alarm last night but I never woke up.  Didn't matter 
as there was no gas here.  This evening, after tea, a team of HQ 
details were taken by motor lorry over to the Peronne Road 
where the 2nd Division Ordinance Corps had invited us to play 
a scratch match at cricket.  I scored.  Rumours about that 
Colonel of the 26th Bn has been shot by one of the 26th men.  
They don't like him, I know.  First rumour said someone fired 
one night and by mistake knocked his batman or runner.  Then 
the shooter was said to have another go another night and got 
the Colonel. 
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July 5th.  Cold, dull, windy day.  Talk still continues of our 
moving north to Belgium.  Near Dixmude we're supposed to go 
and a big hop over is rumoured.  Doc's always talking about it.  
Everyone reckons we're going.  An English Army Corps is 
being relieved in the front line here near Bullecourt etc and 
battalion after battalion of English and Scotch troops move up 
to the line past us every day.  Bands of all sorts leading them.  
Seems strange to be Reserve behind the sector of another Army 
Corps.  No Australians in the line here.  Must be something big 
in the wind shortly for us.  By the look of the weather and the 
small amount of warm sunshine we've had - only a few weeks, I 
guess winter will be closing in before we've recovered from the 
last.  We'll feel these cold winters in after life I reckon with a 
fine crop of rheumatics etc.  
 
July 6th.  Not feeling too good today.  Our Aid Post, which is 
of blankets, is being pulled down today because the Battalion is 
short of those articles at the present.  Hessian is being put up to 
replace the blankets.  It's a fine sunny day this, and Fritz 
inaugurated proceedings by setting one of our observation 
sausage balloons on fire early this morning.  Big black smoke 
pall and an observer coming down lightly on a parachute was all 
there was to be seen a few seconds later.  That's the second 
British sausage I've seen burnt.  Saw four Fritzer ones in five 
minutes near Messines last June twelve months.  As for 
aeroplanes, I've seen two of ours downed on Gallipoli and three 
in France.  Saw one Fritz come down and one that was too far 
off to distinguish.  Came down in flames near Delville Wood 
about Christmas time last.  A.D.M.S. (Assistant Director of 
Medical Services) of 2nd Australian Division came to our 
Battalion today and inspected the medical equipment.  Received 
one out of four books I sent to London for. 
 
July 7th.  Inspection of Battalion by Brigadier of the 7th Bgde - 
which we form a part of - today.  My pants being worn out I 
understudied a sick man and put the morning in in bed.  Did me.  
Got good information today that the 2nd Division will be 
Reserve  Divvy in the expected big attack up north in Belgium 
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shortly.  We'll take points that resist the first big attack.  Of 
course, we'll get our cut of the job as much as the other 
divisions.  Australia has now five divisions in France, 1st, 2nd, 
& 5th are the 1st ANZAC (Army Corps) and the 3rd & 4th and 
a N.Z. Division form the 2nd ANZAC.  The 6th Division is in 
England and is formed of old hands mostly.  Our Mounted 
Division is operating in Sinai . 
 
July 8th.  Rained nearly all night and almost throughout the 
day.  Mud everywhere.  A year ago today the battalion started 
marching to the Somme battle.   
 
July 9th.  This morning about 10am we found ourselves near 
Bancourt village (ruined like all in the path of Fritz's retreat).  
The day was dull mostly and with slight showers and occasional 
bursts of sunshine.  A cool breeze was blowing down here 
below, but up in the sky, raggedy white clouds, like rain clouds, 
scudded across the background of dark black.  In between the 
two sets of clouds a third lot, also white and very billowy, 
travelled in the opposite direction.  Evidently two adverse 
currents of air.  We were there because our Brigade was 
Reserve in a Divisional sham attack.  Here, 9k behind the actual 
firing line, we practise the real thing.  One can't  forget the war. 
 
The entire Battalion (being one fourth of the Brigade) had 
marched - and of course we Medical Detail too - from our camp 
near Bapaume on the Cambrai-Bapaume road along the road 
towards Cambrai as far as Fremicourt.  Of course, I only point 
out Cambrai as our direction as that city is 25k to the east and 
well in German territory, the front line of trenches being only 
9k to the east of us here.  Well, when we got as far as 
Fremicourt village (usual ruined place, but with a few of the 
tiled house rooves left on) we right wheeled as far as the place 
near Bancourt where we awaited orders to move forward.  
Being Reserve Brigade, we had a few hours hanging about and 
we had constantly to be putting our rubber waterproof sheets 
over our shoulders to keep ourselves dry.  To get warm we had 
a snack of bread and bully beef and pickles and played cricket 
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with a lump of stick and jam tins for balls, like any lot of kids 
might.  But we enjoyed ourselves and had numerous innings 
and bowls etc.  You can knock a lot of fun out of the most 
unlikely things when time hangs on the hands. 
 
Soon afterwards, at about 1pm, we moved up behind the 
Maltese Red Cross Cart and followed the Battalion.  Crossed 
the Boulencourt road and then the Peronne-Bapaume Road.  On 
then to a ridge and met our companies who had done the attack 
on the villages of Ligny-Thilloy, returning.  No casualties so we 
all, the whole Battalion, and in fact the entire Division went 
home to their various camps.  Rumour that we won't leave here 
near Bapaume for another fortnight. 
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Barrack Room Ballads     Rudyard Kipling 
Beyond the city        Arthur Conan Doyle 
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DIARY NO. 9 
 

FRANCE 
 

1917 
 

 
 
July 10th.  Camp on main road, Bapaume to Cambrai, three 
quarters mile east of Bapaume.  A cool windy day.  Bert and I 
went into Bapaume and he stayed at Q.M. while I went on to the 
5th Field Ambulance some way down the road to Achiet-le-
Grand and got drugs and dressings.  Coming back I passed 3 
battalions and a Machine Gun Coy of the Manchester Regiment 
who were going towards Achiet-le-Grand probably from the 
front line.  Had a good old tuck-in of roast meat and potatoes 
and boiled green beans for dinner in Bapaume.  Bit of luck 
striking it.  Had just got back to our camp about 2.30pm when 
Fritz, the dirty dog, began sending 9" little pets from his naval 
gun somewhere into Bapaume.  That is half a mile away.  You 
could hear the gun go off loud and plainly as though only half a 
mile away when really it must be 10 miles at least.  He hasn't 
sent any into the town since we got up here from Senlis on 16th 
of last month, until today.  Did so last time we were around here 
though in May and April.  He puts them near the railway station 
and sugar works.  Terrible row they make and are armour 
piercing shells. 
 
Got a book, "Jerry", from Fred Slee today.  Only took 85 days 
(twelve weeks) to get here from Victoria.  Fritz aeroplane over 
this evening very high.  Driven away.  
 
July 11th.  A fine sunny day.  After dinner Scotty and I went 
into Bapaume to Q.M.'s for kerosene.  Coming home we 
collected some rhubarb in gardens of the deserted, ruined old 
town.  Stewed with a light pudding I got a cook to make this 
afternoon and the resultant tea was tres bon and no error.  First 
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pudding I've had like this since I left home nearly three years 
ago.  More 9" shells into Bapaume this morning.  They reckon 
old Georgie Rex [King George V] was to come this way today 
and that Mary Regina [Queen Mary] was seen in Amiens the 
other day; also the Staff Captain young 'un [Edward Prince of 
Wales] who has a lot of medals that he never won is about 
somewhere.  27th Bn Signallers played 7th Bgde HQ at cricket 
this evening.  Our score was 167 and the Bgde lot were all out 
for 19.  Fritz put over more big 9" shells into Bapaume this 
evening.  A lot going on English leave now.  4th & 5th 
reinforcements and up to 7th have been going. 
 
July 12th.  Day was fine and warm.  After tea the QM's cricket 
team made up of some HQ details visited the 17th A.S.C. and 
played their team.  Dooce of a lot of insects about now crawling 
all over a man when he's lying down.  Earwigs compel you to 
plug your hearing orifices up with cotton wool.  Great big 
spidery looking spiders lope across your chest or head, they're 
not particular which, and beetles and cockroaches consider it a 
joke to climb the side of the tent and drop in your mouth like an 
enemy plane bombing London.  So do I consider it a joke, a 
huge one, to catch a lot of the liveliest earwigs and beetles and 
infuriate them by imprisoning them for a few minutes in a 
matchbox and then toss them over to the Sergeant.  He's a 
terrible man, our Sergeant.  A regular fire-eater.  Drinks blood 
and eats his enemies raw.  However, we hope to tame him down 
in time. 
 
July 13th.  A day of fine warm satisfying sunshine.  This 
evening B Coy played HQ at cricket. 
 
July 14th.  Looked like rain this morning and, indeed, a stray 
shower did come down.  After brekker and Sick Parade I went 
to 5th Field Ambulance for drugs etc.  
 
July 15th.  We had hard luck, we AMC Detail.  Adjutant of the 
Battalion issued an order that we were to parade at 6.15am at 
Battalion HQ, shaved and dressed.  This is about reveille time 
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and we certainly didn't appreciate it.  If words and thoughts 
could kill and slaughter, well someone would be shellholed 
today.  Unfortunately we have not the power and must tamely 
submit to the brick wall of military tyranny.  Heaven help 
Australia if the cursed conscription of persons is passed and 
made law.  Sick Parade and brekker and then I went with the 
Battalion to a Memorial Service at Flers to those of our lot who 
were killed there on November 5th last year.  About 150 lie 
there including friends, mates and pals.  Padre Gallop made a 
speech after reading the lesson and doing some praying.  All 
over this place there be the boys of all units, Australians, 
Canadians and Tommies, all mixed up.  Found the graves of 
pals who fell on that patch Guy Fawkes Day when our Brigade 
attacked and took the Fritz trenches, and then were pushed out 
owing to one battalion not turning up and to shortage of bombs.  
These men who fell lay there in the mud till the Huns fell back 
from these positions last February. 
 
A terrible lot of the little crosses have only the simple 
inscription "An unknown British soldier".  Lots of British and 
German rifles, equipment, cartridges, machine gun panniers, 
etc, lie all over the place, partly hidden however, by the waist-
high graves which grow in profusion on this field of dead.  
When we were there last November it was only mud, deep and 
thick and sticky, full of shell holes, and not a blade of anything 
green about.  A large varnished cross was erected today "To the 
Officers, NCOs and men of the 27th Bn, AIF who fell at Flers 
on November 5th, 1916.  After toil cometh rest".  It is about 10 
feet high, and is a prominent mark.  Right underneath it sleep 
some of the boys who died that day.  My friend, Cpl. Harold 
Smitham, is one of them.  Our sector of the battlefield stretches 
widely to right and left of the cross.  Harold Highman and 
young Kiessewetter lie to the right a little way.  I felt 
considerably tired when I got back late for dinner and chafed 
nasty.  However, I felt satisfied at having gone. 
 
Last night, about 2-3.30am, a heavy bombardment sounded to 
the left and north, up beyond Bullecourt, I should say.  Rumours 
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today that some Tommies "went over the bags" last night, took 
2000 prisoners and drove Fritz back considerably.  We were 
paid today and I drew 40f (£1/9/4). 
 
July 16th.  Sent Ness a birthday present.  Up again and on 
parade by 6.15am, same as yesterday.  Don't have to do it any 
more though.  A team of Tommies played A Coy and were 
easily beaten.  Doc, Major Brownell, has gone back to 
Tasmania.  Came and said goodbye to us all and thanked us for 
our work with him.  Anyhow, he's gained his crown and a 
D.S.O. while with us.  New Doc is Capt. Ross from some base 
hospital. 
 
July 17th.  Sick Parade 5am for A Coy to go out to Flers Range 
for field firing.  Sent 10f today for some books to London.  A 
clique of us are in it.  Scotty the Runner, Rosevear of the 
Signallers who was buried with me at La Boiselle almost a year 
ago, Ack Roberts and Will Walters, also Sigs.   
 
July 18th.  Partly cold and rainy and partly sunny.  They call it 
summer, so they say.  I've only seen three weeks of it so far this 
year.  Went into Bapaume today and visited the Brigade Band 
and the QM Store for sugar for light diet. 
 
July 19th.  Today was cold and windy threatening rain.  Was a 
good day for the route march though.  Bert Chambers, Jim 
Humphries and myself represented the Medical Detail behind 
our Maltese Cart (behind the battalion).  Rest of the Detail 
stayed at home.  Starting from the camp, which is situated on 
the Bapaume-Cambrai Road about half mile from Bapaume.  
We marched into Bapaume, turned to the left and along the 
Peronne road.  Traversed this for some miles going through 
Boulencourt and Le Transloy, then left the main road and turned 
to the left onto a side road for a mile or two further.  After going 
into the village of Rocquigny we again left-wheeled and then 
right-wheeled and across some bad, muddy, third class roads 
(unmetalled).   
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Wandered about the countryside and between hedges and into 
mud, skirted the village of Barastre and then turned left again 
and passing within cooee of Fremicourt, we reached a main 
road again, the Bapaume-Haplincourt one this time, and swung 
down it into Bancourt where the brigadier was.  He of course 
was there to note the effect of the march on the troops.  Left this 
village without stopping as villages don't concern us, and swung 
across country again and onto the main Bapaume-Cambrai 
Road and proceeded along it towards Bapaume till we reached 
our own camp once more.  Came in from the opposite direction 
to that which we left it from.  We left camp at 8am and arrived 
back about 1pm.  Did 12 miles and had the customary 50mins 
marching and 10mins spells.  In orders tonight that the steamer 
"Mongara" carrying our mails which left Adelaide on May 
22nd has been sunk.  More stiff luck. 
 
July 20th.  Went to 5th Field Ambulance this morning for 
drugs which I placed in the Maltese Cart.  Owing to hard fate, 
the luckless iodine did its usual act - busted.  On way home I 
called in at the QM's and used my nut and got dinner there.  
Best place I know for dinner.   
 
July 21st.  Cool day.  The three who remained at home on the 
route march day before yesterday had the extreme pleasure (I 
don't think) of leaving this camp at 12.30pm just after midnight 
and followed the call of "jooty" to a wet, damp Aid Post 
somewhere in France a fair distance away.  Came back at 6am 
next day. 
 
July 22nd.  Rumours getting persistent that we leave Bapaume 
for pastures new up in Belgium very shortly.  A pretty fine day 
this, and Battalion all asleep this morning.  Mr Newell's team 
played the 2nd Division Ordinance a return match.  I, as usual, 
scored.  Sent home three diaries (Nos. 6-8, France) today per 
Blighty leave chap. 
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July 23rd.  Fine, warm sunny day and cricket matches were all 
the go during the afternoon.  At midnight we go forth on more 
da-- night manoeuvres. 
 
July 24th.  Another fine day.  Received a book from Foyles in 
London.  At 12 midnight last night we were getting out on 
parade.  Three quarters of an hour later the Battalion moved off 
to the scene of the stunt.  The Medical Detail were there except 
Freddy Hahn and old Bill.  Anyhow, we five formed what Yank 
Mitchell would have called "a bunch of huskies".  Luckily we 
did not have to repeat history by not finding "B.H.Q. nohow" 
for after numerous and varied wanderings around the vicinity of 
Bapaume, over to the upturned concrete tank and down the 
Peronne Road we turned off into the fields and made for the 
scene of battle.  We had been halting here and stopping there 
and sitting down in another place and we all felt cold.  No one 
brought an overcoat and I felt glad I'd thought to bring my 
waterproof sheet as the dew was very heavy.  At last, just as 
daylight dawned, the 5th and 7th Bgdes charged (27th was 
reserve battalion of the 7th Bgde).  The first and second 
objectives were taken and rifle firing and machine gun work 
and artillery barrage was extremely heavy.   
 
The B.H.Q. with us in our Aid Post was in a sunken road near 
Boulencourt, lined with deep German dugouts.  It had been an 
artillery possy and must have been somewhat exciting at times 
for the Huns there as the ground was pitted a good bit with shell 
holes.  About 6am the 6th (Reserve) Bgde passed us in artillery 
formation going up to take over the trenches newly captured by 
the other two brigades.  After this, we moved away towards 
home but were again halted on a crossroads where we sat down 
for a few hours, most of the Battalion dozing off in the sunlight.  
Again we moved off, and passing through Villers-au-Flos, 
reached home about 9am.  Had brekker and went to bunk and 
slept all day. 
 
A year today the 1st Division took Pozières village and we (7th 
Bgde of the 2nd Division) were in Warloy Baillon waiting to 
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take our turn in the line of the historic Somme Battle.  Today 
was warm and breezeless.  Good day for Australians.  I received 
a parcel from Dorothy Nourse and we heard that an Ozzy mail 
was coming tomorrow.  Maybe or maybe not.  Rumour about 
today that we leave on Saturday (four day's time) to march to 
Senlis - 17 miles.  Yesterday's rumour was that we were going 
on Thursday to Rubempré, a few miles further. 
 
July 25th.  Looked like rain this morning, but at 8am when Jim 
Humphries and I accompanied the Battalion on a trench 
bombing stunt out at Thilloy, other side of Bapaume, the 
weather was still dry.  However we had hardly reached the 
place and deployed when down came the gifts of old Hughie.  
We were quickly wet through as no-one had brought their 
overcoat or waterproof sheet.  When we were thoroughly wet 
the rain stopped and the troops got on the go.  At 1pm all 
returned to camp.  The affair was not a success.  The Colonel 
(nicknamed during summer "Sandbag Jimmy" and in winter 
"whaleoil", of that ilk) reckoned that "not an Officer appeared to 
know anything about the clearing of a trench".  B Coy got lost 
and so tomorrow morning at 5am the stunt is to be done again.  
Divisional Commander was there.  I found about a dozen 
mushrooms which should go well in soup.   
 
Rumour for today is that we march to Miraumont shortly.  This 
place is in the Ancre Valley and about 7-8 miles away from 
here.  We're to go through St. Pol and Bethune district in the 
train and on to Cassell which is travelling northwards.  When 
the Colonel came back from his fourth English leave (he has 
also had a Paris leave) the other day, he said the Battalion had 
gone to the dogs during his absence.  That's his opinion but no-
one else's.  After tea this evening heavy rain fell following upon 
loud thunder and great lightning flashes.  We were as usual 
flooded out.   Rumour now says our destination is Renescure, a 
village near St Omer.  Saturday is still favourite for shifting.  
June 17th Australian mail is reported almost here.  Tres bon  as 
our last, of May 23rd, was sunk on the Mongara .  
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Just across the Cambrai-Bapaume Road in front of our camp 
there passes a line of light railway, Decauville track it's called.  
Traffic is constantly going up towards the trenches and back 
towards Bapaume.  All sorts of engines are employed.  Large 
and small oil locos; a half a dozen or more small steam engines 
ply constantly up and down dragging loads of barbed wire, 
rations, duckboards for next winter, some troops and there is 
usually a Red Cross car on for bringing down wounded from the 
front line Aid Posts.  Night and day this 2' gauge line is being 
used as this is a war of railways as well as weapons of murder.  
About a quarter of a mile further across, the broad gauge line to 
Fremicourt and Vaulx from Bapaume runs and is connected to 
all the lines in France.  This also is always busy. 
 

 
 
Fritz, with his 9" shells from the naval gun has at times dug up a 
few hundred yards of line at Fremicourt and, at Bapaume 
railway yard, he shoved one through a railway engine.  A big 
gun of ours goes up some mornings on the railway past us to 
Vaulx and from there devotes its attention to dear old Fritz and, 
the gentle Hun disliking this, returns the fire during the day. 
 
July 26th.  A quiet day and nothing particular doing.  Nice and 
warm. 
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July 27th.  Another warm day.  Bombing stunt again this 
morning by Thilloy (practice) and Old Bill and Bert Chambers 
went as AMC representatives.  Some Australian mail which had 
dodged Fritz tinfish came today dated May 17-27th.  Operation 
orders for moving tomorrow, came out today.  The Battalion 
Transport moves from this camp at 2.30pm and the Battalion 
itself at 4pm and proceeds some miles to Miraumont, down the 
Ancre Valley where they are to entrain by 9.45pm.  We are 
going to Renescure near St Omer, I think.  Been there before 
and a nice place it is too.  Had a good old bath today but 
couldn't get a change of clothes at the Boulencourt baths where 
we went.  Rumour says we'll be in a big stunt up in Belgium 
within 9 days.  Others make it a month's time. 
 
July 28th.  A fine hot day, very muggy.  Spent morning 
packing up our stuff and loading the Maltese Cart.  The 
Battalion was engaged in pulling down and rolling up tents, all 
except D Coy who were remaining behind us to clear up for 
Brigade HQ. 
 
MOVE at 2.30pm.  Scotty and I and Freddy Hahn moved off 
with the transport section.  Freddy was riding in the big horse 
ambulance wagon with all the "can't marchers" as his foot isn't 
healed yet.  Scotty was with Maltese Cart and I accompanied 
the Water Cart.  The Battalion itself moved an hour later and 
passed through Bapaume, Bullemer and Irles, and, after an 8k 
march, we arrived at Miraumont.  It was extremely clammy 
although the heat could never have been as bad as what we've 
had in Egypt and at home.  The marching however, causes one 
to get the salty sweat running down the face and, getting in the 
eyes, makes them sting.  'Twas the one hot day you might say, 
since we went to Bapaume 6 weeks ago today.  At Miraumont 
the transport was put aboard the open trucks awaiting it.   
 
Meanwhile the 26th Bn being loaded, pulled out for their 
destination.  I made a billy of tea, and after the Battalion 
arrived, went with Jack for a stroll around the smashed-up 
village.  No villages or towns from Albert to the front line are in 
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anything else except ruins.  The River Ancre - well known by 
name to the whole world - trickles through Miraumont.  It is 
quite 2yds wide here and, at Albert further down, gets to the 
great width of 4yds.  The fatigue work around Miraumont is 
done by the 18th Bn of French Indo-Chinese.  They are like 
Chinese but very dark.  They had a trumpet and fife band which 
played a tune over and over again while the 26th Bn were 
awaiting their train to draw out. 
 
The troops were put in the usual closed-in, iron cattle trucks (40 
hommes, 8 chevaux).  Rather than be crammed in one of these, 
Jack, Scotty and I went on the open truck where our Maltese 
Cart, Water Cart and cookers were.  Departed from Miraumont 
at 10pm thus leaving the Somme area, having been down there 
for over 12 months less 6 weeks in Ypres district last 
September.  I had a severe headache and immediately settled 
down to sleep with overcoats thrown over me.  Our train rattled 
(slowly as military trains usually do) through Albert, Corbie, 
Amiens and onwards towards the north.  When I woke up it was 
. . . 
 
July 29th.  . . . and broad daylight.  We were just in St. Pol, a 
big industrial town.  During the morning we passed near 
Bethune and the coal and iron country.  Here we were about six 
miles from the front line.  Lillers, Berguette, Thienne (where we 
first detrained in France), Morbecque, where our first billets 
were in March 1916 and into Hazebrouck.  Onwards and 
branched to the right up the coastline as far as Bavinchove, the 
station for Cassell which is a town up on a hill nearby.  Here we 
detrained amid pouring rain.  Battalion lined up, had a drink of 
cocoa from our Australian Comforts Funds on the corner and, 
after standing half an hour with full packs and all ammunition, 
rifle, equipment and accessories, the Colonel, on his horse, led 
off.  He was alright on the neddy and no pack to carry but the 
poor swaddies were tramping down the cobbled road for much 
more than the proper 50mins before the first halt was called. 
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I walked with the Water Cart and Freddy, in the Red Cross Van, 
riding.  Bert was with Scotty by the Maltese  Cart.  Rest of 
detail were with HQ Details at head of line.  Well, we did 8k 
which was only 5 miles and therefore not too bad and if it hadn't 
been for the Colonel making the men stand for the half hour 
before the start, all loaded up, no one would have fallen out on 
the march.  We were to go to Renescure and our Billeting 
Officer got good billets there but after holding them for 24 hrs 
for us against a Colonel of 54th Bn (5th Division) it was 
discovered by the said Colonel that it was not our (2nd 
Division) billeting area.  So the billeting party had to find more 
room.  No billets being available, tents were put up for us a mile 
other side of Renescure.  Meanwhile a message was delivered to 
our Colonel telling him, while on the train, to go another way.  
So we were diverted onto the line Cassel way and had to march 
the 5 miles nearly to Renescure when we could have got out of 
the train only a mile away on the Renescure line.  More military 
marvellous brains.  Nobody over a Captain ever walks and hang 
anyone beneath that rank anyhow.  Our tents are near Le Croix 
and a mile north of Renescure village.  Plenty Feet Parades.  
Went for walk first evening. 
 
July 30th.  Tonight twelve months ago we six, Jack Edwards, 
Mick Rodda, Laurie Harris, Rosevear and myself were buried at 
La Boiselle (Somme).  Rained off and on and was dull all day.  
No summer any more as far as I can see.  We're now - all the 
Australians - special "Shock Troops" and always are to do the 
storming of positions.  Went for walk nearly into Renecure after 
tea and on way home called at a farmhouse and had some beans 
and spuds and then got home to Camp about 10.30pm (quietly 
and unobtrusively as it was after lights out).  Was on Water Cart 
and feet dressing Parades all day. 
 
July 31st.  Another dull day.  Battalion on Route March this 
morning and a crowd of feet dressing after dinner time.  I call it 
dinner "time" as you get no dinner for dinner only "tea straight".  
Farms and elm trees and small pasture paddocks and plots of 
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wheat, spuds, silver beet, etc are scattered around this country 
up here.  We're 20 miles from Belgian border. 
 
August 1st.  Rainy all day, heavy, and mud getting thicker 
where the 700 men of B, C and D Coys are tramping all day.  
Our tent and cart are in B Coy's lines.  We're all behind a 
farmhouse with the Battalion's transport at the bottom of the 
yard.  Along the hedge by our cart is a brook, a tributary of the 
Lang Becque, a stream near here which was a yard wide the 
other day.  With this rain, it's 3yds wide and pretty deep.  Was 
on the Water Cart all day going to the distillery at the ancient 
Abbaye de Woestyne near here.   
 
This evening Bob Scott and Old Bill and I went for a stroll 
around the back roads of the district.  Went into various 
farmhouses and followed the light railway and then the big 
main line (Hazebrouck-Calais).  Saw two monster naval guns 
over fifty feet long and of a calibre I should say of 15", going 
up to the line on specially built trucks.  Each took up about 
three huge trucks.  A hospital train also dashed past from the 
line full of wounded.  About nine of them went through today, 
all full of wounded.  A lot of the casualties are gassed men as 
Fritz has been using a new gas - some call it "mustard gas".  It is 
reported to blind one for 48hrs and perhaps have bad effects on 
the eyes afterwards.  It also takes the skin off, with the slightest 
friction turning the place yellow.  Our present gas helmets are 
no good as it gets thru them.  They say there's a terrible lot of 
these gas casualties.  The gas comes over in gas shells and a lot 
have been put into Armentieres where I hear the civilian 
population have left.  Hazebrouck, 18m from the line, has been 
shelled with long range naval guns.  Must be 15" I reckon.  
Civilians killed.  Cassel has also been shelled.  Luckily we are 
so far, 12 miles from Hazebrouk and about 30 from the front.  
To resume our walk.  We passed through Ebblingham seeing a 
lot of the 5th Division and then took a different road home 
having an omelette each on the way.  Saw a half a dozen Red 
Cross cars coming down the main Cassell-St. Omer road this 
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morning full of dirty looking freshly bandaged Tommies and 
Jocks.  From the Flanders Battle they were. 
 
August 2nd.  Still raining and persistently heavy too.  Camp 
getting indescribably sloppy.  For the middle of summer this is 
like what the soldier wrote: "Dere Bil, This is a bugger".  I'm 
getting wet sox, boots, mittens and part of pants and overcoat.  
Can't dry 'em anywhere.  Chased Water Cart again today and 
did another walk to Ebblingham after tea.  All the country is wet 
and the lanes are muddy as hell and still raining.  Couldn't get 
across the Lang Becque tonight easy.  Usually jump it but can't 
do 4yds with no take-off and deep water to catch you if you 
slip.  Had to walk a good way and find a footbridge - plank.  
Report now of Flanders Battle is 5,000 prisoners.  Bollebeke 
village taken by French.  St. Julian won back by Germans.  
Battle is on a 15m front.  Steenstraete taken by British.  Our 2nd 
Anzac Corps (3rd and 4th Divs and N.Z. Div) are in it.  Fritz 
bombarded Hazebrouck again today and last night.  To hell with 
this persistent rain. 
 
August 3rd.  Rained all day again - the 6th day of constant 
wetness.  Followed the Water Cart which is alright.  I don't 
mind it.  Stayed in camp during evening and wrote letters. 
 
August 4th.  Three years of war!  At 11pm we start fourth 
year.  Oh hell.  Seventh day of rain.  Seemed like clearing up 
this morning but heavy downpours again this afternoon.  Went 
to Renescure for a stroll this evening.  Stopped raining for a 
time again.  Orders of tonight state that the mails posted in 
Adelaide from June 1st to 14th have gone down in the 
torpedoed Mooltan.  Fritz seems to have a down on our mails.  
Up to date we've lost - by ill chance or enemy - the following: 
 
 Nov. 18th, 1915, our Xmas mail going to Australia  
 was sunk by a storm almost as soon as it left   
 Gallipoli. 
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 Nov. 1916, our mail coming from Australia and   
 containing a lot of Xmas things was torpedoed in  
 the Mediterranean Sea, R.M.S. Arabia. 
 May 1917, R.M.S. Mongolia was mined off India   
 with a fortnight's mail aboard from us for    
 Australia. 
 June 1917,  R.M.S. Mongara was torpedoed with mail  
 for us from Australia. 
 July 1917, R.M.S. Mooltan  torpedoed with fortnight's  
 mail on for us from Australia. 
 
August 5th.  A dull rainless day.  Followed Water Cart job all 
day and went for a stroll in evening. 
 
August 6th.  Another dull day and no rain.  Battalion had a 
route march of 6hrs today.  Went into Renescure with Bert after 
tea and coming home called at a farmhouse where we know the 
people.  The young son, a lad of 18, is now there after being a 
prisoner in Belgium for 2 years with his mother who is also now 
here on the farm.  They are practically refugees.  In dumb show 
and broken English and our broken French they explained what 
they had undergone in Valenciennes during German occupation 
and before they were returned to France via Switzerland. 
 
August 7th.  A fine day with sun shining this afternoon.  Saw 
one of our aeroplanes defunct, being towed rapidly along the 
main road from the front towards St Omer (8k away).  Chasing 
Water Cart all day.  Got parcel from Auntie Lily [Lily Lockyer, 
Kadina, a Kay relative]. 
 
August 8th.  Rainy and fine mixed.  Went into Renescure with 
Bert after tea.  This is only a village of a few hundred people 
and is about a mile from here.  We were in it for a night last 
year, July 1916. 
 
August 9th.  A shower of rain.  Some sunshine.  Gathered some 
blackberries along the Renescure railway after dinner.  Went to 
7th Field Ambulance with Jack and had tea there and spent 
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evening with Allan Maguire and Jack in Renescure.  Fritz 
dropped numerous bombs and fired eleven 15" shells on 
Hazebrouck. 
 
August 10th.  Windy and sunny.  Long lines of "Tommies", 
transport of some division, going along road in direction of St 
Omer.  Still a water chlorinator.  Went into Renescure this 
evening with Freddy Hahn.  Fritz is reported to be dropping gas 
bombs on Hazebrouck today.  I heard some big explosions there 
today as of big shells.  Reported a large number of casualties 
there today and civilians leaving the place.  Armentieres said to 
be pretty well levelled.  Got book from Blighty today that I'd 
sent for. 
 
August 11th.  Rainy and fine in turns.  Scotty saw A.D.M.S. 
and goes away to Blighty tomorrow with crook heart.  No more 
active service for him.  I chased Water Cart as usual.  Rumour 
we leave for line next Tuesday. 
 
August 12th.  Parcel of May 28th from home.  Fine with some 
sun and wind.  Scotty left this morning.  First of our Detail to 
get right away.  We've had 8 doctors up to now, Brownell being 
with us longest - 15mths.  Scotty, Jack, Bert, Freddy, Humph 
and myself have been in Battalion all along and lasted out the 
Docs.  When we left Australia on May 31st, 1915, the Detail 
consisted of Corp. Dickinson and Freddy Hahn, Jim Humphries, 
Rob. Scott and myself.  The Medical Orderlies were Lt. Corp. 
Jack Edwards and Lance Tamblyn.  Then Jack was made Lt. Sgt 
- still orderly - on Gallipoli.  In Egypt later, Tamblyn transferred 
to Medical Detail of 7th Field Coy Engineers.  When we got to 
France, Len Sieben from original stretcher bearers, took his 
place.  At Toutencourt (Somme) Len transferred to 2nd 
Division Signallers.  Bert Chambers took his place.  Then at 
Pozières, poor old Dicky transferred to Infantry and got 
reported missing.  Not seen since.  Jack Edwards was 
transferred into Medical Detail and made Corporal and carried 
the Lance Sergeant's stripes.  Captain Brownell who was with 
us longest and won a DSO and was made Major, left us at 
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Bapaume for Australia last month.  Now Scotty has left.  About 
time all the old Detail got away.  Bert Chambers (No. 44) left 
Australia as our Doc's (Capt. Marshall) batman so has been with 
us all along. 
 
August 13th.  Bert Chambers went to 2nd Army Rest Camp 
somewhere on the coast of France near Boulogne for a 
fortnight.  I went down to dentist at 7th Field Ambulance other 
side of Renescure village and left my plate to be fixed with two 
teeth that broke off eating biscuits.  Battalion was on a long 
route march and went nearly to St Omer.  Had a swim in the 
canal and returned home to billets about 4pm.  Did about 14 
miles.  Battalion Band went with them.  Brigade Band has been 
broken up and each battalion got its own players back.  We did 
a lot of sore feet as usual after the Route March.  After tea Jack 
and I went for a walk around some back roads and came out on 
main Cassel-St Omer road at La Nieppe, a little village about 1k 
from our billet-camp.  Had a look at the church there - a 13th 
century style - and came home.  Just as I was getting to bed a 
chap in C Coy broke his leg low down by the ankle by his pal 
jumping on it while doing some acrobatics.  Doc saw it and then 
I fixed him up with splints and evaporating lotion and he stayed 
with us the night and will be evacuated tomorrow. 
 
August 14th.  More rain during night.  A fine day yesterday 
and guns going like hell last night.  Train loads of wounded 
going through Renescure towards coast again.  This rain may do 
harm up the line to the new push.  This August is frightfully 
wet.  Some say it's the gunfire which has been incredibly heavy 
the last few months.  Must be thousands and thousands of guns 
being used up the line now.  Although we are 26 miles away we 
can plainly hear the rumble and crashes and flashes at night.  
This evening more heavy soaking rain fell.  Got wet going to 
the YMCA tent of our Brigade near the Ancient Abbey of 
Woestine now a distiller and sucrerie and Water Point for 
military.  At the YM I stayed for a French lesson and a 
lecturette on St Omer.  Rained all the time and I got more wet 
coming home to Camp.   
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Jack got two days leave today and went with a Broken Hill 
chap, Lieutenant in 60th R.O.D., on a motor spin about the 
country.  I'm doing the book work while Jack's away.  This 
evening I saw another three of our aeroplanes being rapidly 
hauled per motor towards St Omer from front line.  Most of the 
air fighting takes place behind Fritz's line and an air mechanic 
told a chap yesterday that "you ought to see the string of broken 
planes behind the Hun lines".  That may be but I know you can 
see some of ours being taken for repairs to St Omer almost any 
day along the main road. 
 
August 15th.  Heavy showers this morning.  Sun out a bit.  Paid 
40f after dinner.  After tea I went down to the YMCA again to 
the French class and further lecturette on St Omer.  By paying a 
franc I entered the YMCA circulating library. 
 
August 16th.  Fine windy day.  Saw another one of our 
aeroplanes pass along the St Omer road damaged.  After dinner 
I went to the 7th Field Ambulance and got my teeth.  Bill 
Haggerty of the Detail went to Blighty for his 10 days leave 
today.  Hear Jack Edwards transfer to the R.O.D. has been 
stopped at Division H.Q.  Stiff luck for Jack. 
 
August 17th.  Fine day.  Fritz aeroplanes busy.  About 10pm, 
constant flash of anti-aircraft shrapnel of ours to be seen over 
Hazebrouck way.  Evidently Fritz planes that way on bombing 
raid.  Fritz plane over St Omer today while I was there.  
Nothing appeared to happen and he went away with some 
shrapnel after him.  Ours and Fritz's balloons have all been 
shifted back further from the front owing to long range firing 
with high velocity shells from naval guns.  All sorts of yarns 
about re when we're going in the line.  Some say September, 
others that we'll not go in until late (about end October or 
beginning November) as we're being kept as WINTER TROOP.  
We've been lately "Shock" or "Storm Troops" and later known 
as "Pursuit Troops".   
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When the Fritz's plane was sailing over St Omer today about 
dinner time, the excitement among the French was intense.  
Women all poured into the street and gazed upwards and some 
got field glasses.  I went for a day into St Omer on leave.  Had 
various feeds and strolled about and went into gardens etc.  Saw 
churches and statue and arrived home again about 10pm.  Costs 
2d in train from Renescure each way and takes 10mins 
travelling.  About 8k away. 
 
August 18th.  Another fine day.  Went to a lecturette on French 
literature with Jack at the 7th Bgde YMCA this evening but the 
talk didn't come off as the chap wasn't well.  Be on Monday 
night.  More pushing up the line and the guns are roaring.  
Lively near Lens also. 
 
August 19th.  Jack Edwards went on his second English leave 
today.  Fifteen months since his first so he is entitled to it.  Very 
fine day: warm and breezy.  I do the books while Jack's away.  
Humph, Freddy and I are on our lonesome again.  Some patchy 
Ozzy mail came in today of about June 1st-5th (only 2 3/4 
months).  Been having some tres bon  dinners of spuds and 
beans lately.  Fried chips, mashed and roasted, all sereno.  
Freddy and I went for a walk to Le Nieppe and came back 
through the fields after tea. 
 
August 20th.  Dear old Ness's birthday [15].  A really fine still 
sunny day.  Warm and bright.  Some more scraggy ends of 
Australian mail came in.  Fritz aircraft busy last night and 
constant shrapnel flashes to be seen in direction of front 
(Armentieres way). 
 
August 21st.  Fine warm day again.  After tea I went and heard 
part of a talk on "French Literature" at the YMCA nearby.  
Battalion had photo taken today.  Another really good fine day.  
Big Sick Parade because Battalion was on a route march.  After 
the lot came home we had a feet Parade.  I went to the YM 
again after tea and heard a further part of the lecture on French 
literature.  Our Battalion held a concert with a farce in it at the 
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Church Army Hut near here tonight.  Could have been better, 
but was not too bad, so I hear. 
 
August 22nd.  A fine warm day.  Enemy aircraft over our lines 
and very near our camp tonight.  I think they were raiding St 
Omer (6 killed and 90 wounded). 
 
August 23rd.  Unfortunately we Medical Detail - now reduced 
to three - had to go with the Battalion on the Divisional 
Marchpast before General Birdwood, in command of the 1st 
Anzac Corps, today.  Did miles and miles and miles of 
marching and waited for hours in rain in a paddock before the 
actual marchpast on the bank of a canal beyond Renescure.  Got 
home after dinner.  Hang the inspections, reviews or 
marchpasts; whatever they call them.  They're no good to us.  
We're WAR WEARY.  That's the latest phrase.  Birdwood was 
smiling as he talked to our Colonel, but he could afford to as he 
doesn't take as much risk as the boys and gets all the kudos.  I 
think this demonstration heralds some fresh work for the Army 
Corps (1st, 2nd & 5th Divisions).  After tea I went to the YM 
and listened to the French lesson.  Parcel from Jessie Watt 
today. 
 
August 24th.  Filled in the day at Sick Parade, making out 
reports, establishing a tent as a "Blue Light Department", 
cleaning up, etc.  After tea I went with Jack Ross of the Orderly 
Room to a lecture on "Napoleon" by a chap called Peake at the 
YM of our Brigade near the Abbe de Woestyne near here.  This 
chap Peake is YM rep with the 5th Bgde and in civil life, is a 
lecturer of history at an Australian University.  He did the talk 
tres bon  this evening even although cramped by having only an 
hour. 
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August 25th.  First thing after Sick Parade was over we went 
down to Renescure and had a bath.  About the roughest baths 
I've seen and felt yet in the military.  You had to undress in the 
open and come out and dry yourself there too, and dress after 
the bath.  The underclothes we got in exchange were all 
secondhand and not much good and with the cold wind 
blowing, altogether the baths were absolutely "No Bon ".  
Owing to looking and marching so well in the front of Birdie 
the other day, the 27th has to represent the 7th (Saucy Seventh) 
Brigade in an inspection by Doug Haig next Wednesday.  
Weather was dry with a cold wind. 
 
August 26th.  Bert came home from French coast rest camp.  
Troops on Church Parade this morning as usual on Sundays.  
Weather is cool but dry and creek here has ceased to run.  After 
tea Jim and old Tam and I went for a walk towards Renescure.  
Things very slow - finish money. Some Ozzy mail of June 28th 
in. 
 
August 27th.  A wet day.  Began raining last night and still 
continues.  Thermometer must have dropped a lot too.  Had a 
tres bon  dinner cooked on our primus.  With our ration of 
rabbit and potatoes and beans, the two former roasted, we 
stuffed ourselves full like the Eskimos and then did our black 
fellow act and lay down to it.  Too miserable to wander about 
though.  Went to the French literature class at the YM after tea 
but as he didn't have it, I came back and wrote letters. 
 
August 28th.  Wet and blowing like the devil.  Bit of sun 
showing through the clouds about noon.  Big white ones 
scudding across the heavens like hell all day too.  Some NZ 
engineers went past our billet this afternoon towards Renescure.  
They said they came from Ploegsteert and Steenwerk.  Rumour 
we are leaving here for line in 10 days time.  After tea Bert and 
I went over to Lebrun's farm near the railway line by Renescure 
and spent the evening talking pigeon English-French with 
Armand, Cyrille (who is home on leave from the Chemin des 
Dames - in the 155mm Artillery) and Mere  and Pere  and petit  
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Armand, the baby.  Armand, a lad of 17, and his old grey-haired 
mother, were prisoners for two years in the German part of 
France near Valenciennes by the Belgian border where the 
family resided before the war.  Marie, a daughter, lives at the 
farm too and works in an estaminet or village inn nearby. 
 
August 29th.  Very windy and some cold driving showers.  No 
sun out at all.  Winter seems to be setting in.  Bert and I went 
over to the farm again after tea.  We had some supper there of  
soupe, pommes de terre  (potatoes) and wee scrap of meat as 
they don't go in for flesh much, and a couple of cups of coffee, 
or cafe , as they call it.  Battalion was inspected by Sir Douglas 
Haig today.  I was not there. 
 
August 30th.  Cold and windy and dull again.  This morning 
we shifted across the road from where our tent was - in the mud 
- to a grassier patch.  After tea Bert and I went across to the 
French farm again.  A Belgian soldier - a cyclist - was there.  
They're all decent people.  Funny to hear us talking in half and 
half language though.  We had salad which was tres bon .  
Aeroplane landed in a paddock near here today.  Aviator was a 
young V.C. chap. 
 
August 31st.  Cold day as usual lately.  Stopped home all day 
and after tea Bert and I, as usual, went to the farm.  A good stew 
we had this time and of course, cafe.  We haven't been getting 
all this for nothing though.  We take them things. 
 
September 1st.  English leave from today will be 14 days 
instead of 10.  ('Twas only a rumour).  Jack and Bill came home 
from Blighty leave today.  A cold, dull, cloudy, shivery  day.  
Slight showers.  Want extra clothes soon, I'm thinking.  Was 
paid 40f.  Got a small parcel from Sam Simpson. 
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September 2nd.  Received parcel from M.M.  Sent letter and 
francs to George Edwards at Birmingham for cable to Ozzy for 
cash.  Windy day and little sun and threatening showers.  
Rumours various about going up the line.  One said that we 
were moving up as reserves in 10 day's time.  Another says we 
are going "toot sweet" into the line by Glencorse Wood.  Some 
heads said to be betting we'll all be out of France in two month's 
time. 
 
September 3rd.  A grand day with sunshine all the time and 
large white fleecy clouds slowly rolling across the sky.  A real 
autumn fine day.  Last night was cloudless as to the sky and a 
big bright harvest moon was shining which induced Fritz to 
send over some of his aeroplane squadrons.  All the evening our 
own machines were buzzing about perhaps going on bombing 
stunts.  Soon as we'd got to bed other buzzings sounded.  Twas 
Fritz machines.  Several loud detonations sounded not far away 
and we afterwards found out they were bombs being dropped 
less than a mile away.  Soon the night became lively.  Machine 
guns rattled and anti-aircraft thundered and together with the 
"plonk, plonk" away up in the sky as the shrapnel burst and the 
bright flash with each explosion made things and people 
wakeful.  An "Archie" came up near our billet on a motor lorry 
and fired time after time.   
 
We hear today that a lot of casualties occurred in St Omer 
owing to bomb dropping by the Black Cross planes.  Besides 
the air-raids Fritz has been practising with a 13.5" gun during 
the night.  He lobbed several of these huge armour-piercing 
shells from his naval gun - probably on a railway - onto the 
vicinity of Renescure by the railway line.  About four lobbed 
within 200yds of the railway and one went in the moat of the 
chateau where Brigade has it's headquarters.  Another plonked 
into a field next another chateau and some arrived by the 7th 
Field Ambulance, other side of Renescure.  
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Today Jim went to a school on chiropody and trench feet at a 
village called Corbonne to the 6th Field Ambulance for 3 days.  
Bert and I went to the farm again tonight and had a mungy 
[Manger = to eat] and pleasant evening. 
 
September 4th.  A fine day once more, quite as good as 
yesterday.  I went to the ambulance on dental matters again.  
We had a large Sick Parade, of feet mostly, owing to the long 
route march yesterday.  The battalion did 27k.  Rumour - pretty 
dinkum - that we leave for forward area on Saturday.  7th Field 
Ambulance say they think they're going on Friday.  Big Brigade 
stunt tomorrow.  May have to go.  Reveille 4am.  No bon.  
Aeroplanes of Fritz's over again last night and our "Archies" 
echoes would have woke the dead.  Shrapnel was hurled to the 
sky as though by a machine gun and searchlights played busily 
around, their long shafts of illumination sweeping the skies 
from almost every point of the compass.  The night before the 
shells landed very close to the Ambulance.  They are very large 
and must have been fired from a distance of 26 or 29m at least.  
We're at least the former number of miles from the trenches.  
Won't be next week though.  After Bert, Bill and I went over to 
the farm and had supper of potato stew.  Aeroplanes up again 
from Fritzland. 
 
September 5th.  Another fine bright sunny day.  Battalion with 
Jack and Freddy out on manoeuvres.  Bill & I on Water Carts 
and Bert at home.  Last night aerial activity again.  Enemy 
planes once more taking advantage of the brilliant full moon 
and cloudless sky and stillness.  Heavens again full of shrapnel 
bursts from all directions and our "Archies" must have been 
very busy to make the Pandemonium.  Some pieces fell very 
near our tent from the shell bursts in the air and made 
unpleasant noises on contact with the ground. 
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September 6th.  Nothing much doing.  I was awakened during 
the night to be told I'd go on leave tomorrow instead of the 10th.  
HURRAY! 
 
September 7th.  At 8am I went down to the paymasters at 
Renescure and drew 40f.  At 11am we eleven going on leave 
left the billet and went to the station of Ebblingham, a distance 
of a couple of miles.  Train came along about 1pm and we 
passed through St Omer, Wimereaux and reached Boulogne at 
5pm.  Disentrained, marched up the streets to St Martiges Camp 
called "One Blanket Hill".  Very stiff going up it for the 3k or 
more.  Stayed there the night. 

 
 
 

BOOKS BOUGHT 
 

 War of the Worlds     H G Wells 
 Daughter of the Storm    Capt. Frank Shaw 
 First Hundred Thousand    Ian Hay 
 Hurricane Island 
 The Pretenders     Henrik Ibsen 
 The Drums of War     H de Vere Stacpoole 
 Quinnies      Vichell 
 The Riverman     E S White 
 Thirty Nine Steps     J Buchan 
 The Fossickers     Glanville 
 The Summer Lady     Mrs Norman 
 Modern Utopia     H G Wells 
 The Blue Bird     Maeterlinck 
 Nana       Emile Zola 
 Cabbages and Kings    O'Henry 
 Love among the Artists    Bernard Shaw 
 The Private Papers of Henry Ryecroft  George Gissing 
 Short Stories     Guy de Maupassant 
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RUSSIA 
  
 MAXIM GORKY - evidently dinkum. 
 KERENSKY - Gorky says he's weak - not quite dinkum. 
 MILIUKOFF - Constitutional demo. 
 TSERETELLE - Socialist - dinkum. 
 CHKEIDZE - Socialist - dinkum. 
 PRINCE KROPOTKIN - Kerensky's cabinet. 
 PLEKHANOFF - Not quite dinkum. 
 CHERNOFF - ? 
 LENIN - Capitalist press of Britain says he is a German spy. 
 TROTSKY - Arrested I.S. leaders. 
 DUNACHAPSKY - Led middle July counter-revolution attempt. 
 CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRATS (Lawyers, doctors, etc) NOT  
  proletariat. 
 NOVOYE VREMYA ("New Times") Not dinkum. 
 MAXIM GORKY's paper evidently dinkum. 
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DIARY NO. 10 
 

ST. MARTIN'S CAMP – BOULOGNE 
 

1917 
 

 
 

September 8th.  We arrived here at Boulogne last night about 
5pm and marched up the steep hill to St Martin's Camp.  Tea 
and went to bed and today we lined up with the mob and had 
our leave tickets stamped.  Then we marched down to the boat 
and at 2pm the old paddlewheeler drew out and began her hour 
and a half dash for England across the Channel at Folkstone.  
We were escorted by about 11 destroyers and had a number of 
other troopships and hospital ships with us.  The latter have Red 
Cross painted on them now.  Got to Folkstone sereno, each one 
of us wearing a cork jacket on the trip.  Smooth but dull 
passage.  No sun.  Caught third train up to London and arrived 
at Victoria Station at 7pm.  Then marched the Ozzies to 
Horseferry Road, our HQ.  Here I changed some French money, 
had tickets stamped again, had wee bit to eat at Comforts Fund.  
Then a change of clobber and hot bath and I emerged into the 
street at 9.30pm with a two days growth of beard on.  Barbers 
shut at 9pm Saturdays and I had to go to Islington with it on. 
 
September 9th.  Shave Sunday morning was my first job.  
However I slept in late as it was tres snaget  to get in a good 
bed.  I'm writing this in November so I hardly remember much 
of what I did do.  I know I went out to Poplar in East London 
and saw Auntie & Uncle, Polly and Will West and Nell, Florrie 
and Mabel.  From there we four, girls & I, went and saw Lill 
and Bill at their house.  Bill Smith is a policeman.  He married 
cousin Lill.  On my way out to Poplar, while I was waiting at 
corner of City Road and Old Street for a car bound eastwards, a 
couple of oldish chaps came along looking excited and 
brandishing their arms "They're coming, they're coming" they 
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were crying.  I naturally asked what.  "Oop there", they pointed 
to the sky.  Then I guessed it was an air raid that had been 
signalled.  Everyone appeared to go silly.  Foreigners, women 
and children were making in different directions but most 
towards the Old Street tube station.  Soldiers appeared to be the 
only calm people in this street.  The trams kept running alright 
so I continued on my way to Poplar.  By the time I got to the 
Blackwall Tunnel, where I disembarked, the scare was over.  
The Tunnel had been full during the past half hour though. 
 
September 10th.  Arose at 10.30am.  These civilian beds are 
just the very thing and hard to get out of in the morning.  I went 
to our HQ in Horseferry Road, Westminster after and had 
dinner at the War Chest Club at 4pm.  Best in London at the 
price - 3 cousins & me.  While there I saw a chap called 
Mulligan who was an original 27th Bn chap whom I knew.  He 
was waiting on the tables at the club as a consequence of a 
wound in the leg he received at Pozières in August 1916.  He 
had left the 27th Bn at Moascar in Egypt in 1916 early and 
joined the 2nd Pioneer Bn.  Coming from the vicinity of the HQ 
I strolled towards the embankment by Westminster Bridge 
where I saw a bomb hole by Cleopatra's Needle.  Good sized 
hole in the pavement but nothing to rave about.  Another hole 
was alongside Charing Cross Hospital where three of the 
Australian working in London HQ were killed while calming 
some women during an air-raid.  Went to the Commonwealth 
Bank but no cash had arrived.  (This cash,  £10 of it, came on 
26th Sept after I'd left London 6 days).  Met Ethel [married to 
cousin George Edwards] at Victoria this afternoon. 
 
September 11th.  Went to the bank again.  Nothing doing.  Saw 
Ethel off at Euston this morning by 9.20 train to Birmingham.  
Got colours sewn on by a tailor - a Jew in Liverpool Road.  Not 
a tailor's bootlace he wasn't but his conversation was interesting 
and we had a cup of tea and bread in his back room.  Went for 
walk on Embankment to economise cash.  Had 1/- dinner at AIF 
War Chest Club. 
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September 12th.  Arose late as cash is short.  Went to Club for 
dinner and then took the 3rd bus No. 11A to New Broad Street 
where our bank is, close to Liverpool St Station.  No money yet.  
George wrote from Brum saying he'd cabled alright.  When I 
got home to Brookby St at 3pm Will [cousin Will Edwards] was 
there, up from Eastbourne for his 10 days sick leave.  He's a tres 
bon and merry chap.  Full of spirits and song.  Never be 
downcast with him.  We had an evening out together. 
 
September 13th.   Will and I went to visit Aunt Polly and saw 
all except Nell.  I then started off for Hampstead Heath on my 
own to have a look at it.  The bus I took (Highgate) stopped on 
account of the funeral of the tram driver who had his leg blown 
off in air raid last Tuesday.  (He stopped his car before he died.)  
Had a long following of conductors, drivers, and conductresses.  
When we got past (it was by Finchley) and got out to Highgate 
it was too late to go to the Heath and so I walked a mile and 
caught a tram to Victoria.  In evening went to amateur concert 
of a certain Orpheus Society. 
 
September 14th.  Went and saw Auntie Lizzie and Uncle 
Arthur and Jessie Talbot.  I had seen Uncle Bill Telfer first 
night at Auntie Emmie's.  As usual he made a great fuss of me 
and made a date to have what he called a "Shevoo" but 
unfortunately I was in Brum when it came off.  No money at 
Bank today.  I saw Plague Spot on City Road where the victims 
of the plague were buried hundreds of years ago.  Now it's an 
asphalted square with trees and seats and a fence.  Also saw 
John Bunyan's grave and those of John and Susannah Wesley 
on City Road. 
 
September 15th.  Bill and I went to Birmingham by 9.20 train 
from Euston arriving at New Street Station about midday.  
Good old George and Ethel met us and took us first to some 
lunch and then around the town a bit to see principally the Civic 
Building.  We all then caught a tram (not half so good as 
Adelaide trams) to Birchfields.  We had then the best dinner I've 
had since I left home.  After dinner we all went for a walk to a 
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place called Perry Barr where we saw a church, old English, and 
looked at a graveyard.  After tea we all went to a play where 
George had reserved seats for the four.  It was called "The Land 
of Promise", a Canadian thing.  I've always heard the provinces 
run down in the London papers but the theatre and the play 
were both just the thing. 
 
September 16th.  Will and I and Ethel and George [Will & 
George are brothers] all went  "awalking" on Sunday morning 
down to the Park and got a splendid appetite (I did anyhow) for 
the meal which was too good to be described.  People in civilian 
life might think accounts of common feedings things not 
important enough to relate, but for the swaddie, used to other 
things, a good meal is an event.  Apres dinner off we "tootled" 
to Sutton Coldfields, a place near Brum.  Here we strolled 
around the lake and through the bush and out on the rugged 
country beyond, among the gorse and heather.  My!  It seemed 
more like out wild country there and would do me down to the 
ground for a ramble.  I regretfully left that place and turned 
tootsies homeward again to Birchfields. 
 
September 17th.  Alas, hard fate.  Will and I had to be gone 
from the Midland metropolis this afternoon.  Before we went 
though all the four of us were snapped together and we had a 
last lunch in Birmingham.  Good old Ethel and George.  No one 
could have given us a better time and I'm going to see him most 
certain next leave. 
 
September 18th.  Nothing particular, only hung about for no 
money had come. 
 
September 20th.  The day the Australians hopped into the 
fighting again.  This time on Westhoek Ridge in the Battle of 
Polygon Wood east of Ypres.  At the same time as the 27th Bn 
and indeed all the 1st and 2nd Divisions and other troops on an 
8 mile front hopped it, I was leaving London.  Uncle George 
saw me off at Kings Cross Tube from where I was whirled to 
Victoria.  Left soon by return leave train and on arrival at 
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Folkstone we were soon shot on board a boat and crossed the 
Channel at the "toot".  Off the boat and up a great hill to a 
different camp from what we went to going over to England 12 
days ago.  Had dinner and tea and at 10pm we left it again and 
marched down to the station of Boulogne.  Got a First Class 
carriage by luck and slept all night while we travelled.  Went 
through by Calais and St Omer but I was asleep. 
 
September 21st.  Arrived at Caestre about 7am and all 1st, 2nd 
& 5th Divisions Details disentrained.  On the station I was told 
the 1st and 2nd had hopped the top the morning before and 
taken all objectives.  We Details from leave tramped a mile or 
two down a road and found our respective Battalion Details' 
Camps.  I got to the 27th Details alright and had dinner there.  
Then I had orders to go to DHQ office at 2pm.  I hung about 
there till about 3.30pm.  A Captain of the Pioneers took charge 
of us (engineers, pioneers, AMC etc) and we proceeded to 
Caestre Station our packs being carried.  About half an hour 
afterwards we arrived at the station and while awaiting a train 
up towards the line we ate a wee bit of bread and cheese.  While 
there, three hospital trains passed coming down from the line 
and containing a lot of wounded including Germans.   
 
After we got away we passed a train loaded with several trucks 
full of German prisoners and also a light railway train with 
mixed wounded.  Passed through Godewaersveld, Boeschafe 
and arrived at Poperinghe at 6pm.  Here the Officer-in-Charge 
gave the three AMC of us directions as to how to get to a 
medical base and told us to "git".  I, not belonging to a Field 
Ambulance however, made my way to the 27th Bn Transport 
Lines near Dickebusch getting a ride most of the way - some 
miles - on a Canadian motor lorry.  On getting there I found 
three of the Medical Detail there - Bert Chambers, Freddy Hahn 
and Jim Humphries.  The Battalion is due out of the line this 
night after two days in.  Jack Edwards, Bill Haggerty and the 
new man, Harry Giles, were with the Doc at the Battalion Aid 
Post on the Westhoek Ridge.   
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It was just dark when I arrived at Dickebusch and I was just in 
time to see a Fritz plane burn down one of our balloons.  A 
sudden crackling of a machine gun made me look up and there, 
about 1000' up was a Fritzer diving at the balloon and firing as 
he did so.  Immediately the three observers in the balloon 
hopped out with their parachutes.  Then one end of the balloon 
caught alight and in a second the whole mass was aflame.  Half 
a minute after only a dark cloud was there.  "Sausage" was fini.  
Of course our anti-aircraft guns straight away opened up and 
machine guns were firing at the enemy  plane from all over the 
shop but he got away.  Half an hour later some Fritzers came 
over again and one was caught in the combined glare of six of 
our searchlights and they kept him there and followed his 
movements across the sky for about 10mins.  He shone a 
beautiful silvery colour and showed up grand.  Our "Archies" 
gave him a warm time as did the various machine guns about.  
You could see the tracer bullets flying upward like points of 
flame towards the Fritzer, he constituting a sort of apex of a 
cone of projectiles.  He got away though.  They say two of our 
machines collided near here today.  Was just thinking of getting 
between a blanket when orders came round we all had to shift to 
a certain Halifax Camp near Ouderdom.  So away we went with 
the Maltese Cart and two Water Carts.  Got there about 
midnight and went to bed in a low hut.   
 
September 22nd.  At 5am the Battalion arrived home from its 
48hrs in the trenches east of Ypres.  Bill Haggerty of our Detail 
was wounded by a piece of shell penetrating his back and 
entering his lung.  He is a game old chap and walked to the 
ambulance-collecting station.  He was standing in the doorway 
of the Aid Post which our Detail shared with the 25th Bn Detail 
and was speaking with satisfaction of the terrible barrage of 
shells we were putting over into Fritz's line when - plonk, and 
old Bill staggered back hit.  We all slept till about noon and 
then did Sick Parade, had tea and went to bed again later on. 
 
September 23rd.  Up at 4am and brekker of rotten bit of bacon 
and indifferent tea, Sick Parade and load up the Maltese Cart.  
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Then off we went past Ouderdom east of Reninghelst and to a 
camp a mile or so further on.  Sick Parade and hang about.  We 
move on again tomorrow.  Go in line again in about 10 days, I 
think.  In this latest affair the Battalion entered the trenches on 
the night of the 19th.  At 5.40am, after a most furious five hour 
bombardment by our artillery, the 1st and 2nd Divisions of 
Australians, some Scotch, South Africans and English attacked 
on an 8 mile front.  Our two Divisions attacked with 16 
battalions, 8 more being reserve.  The 27th Bn took the second 
objective.  The 28th Bn (WA) took the third objective (Nun's 
Wood) and Glendone and Polygon Wood were part of the 
objectives of the two divisions.  For the results, the casualties 
were very light, less than 150, I believe, for our Battalion.  One 
of my friends in particular, and a Barrier boy, Tommy Ritch, 
was killed.  He was one of the best.  Later: casualties were 30 
killed, 120 wounded.  Prisoners about 3,000 for whole advance 
- 8 miles long.  Terrible lot killed of the Fritz's and with our 
awful artillery bombardment I can quite believe it.  The 
concrete cupolas used by Fritz for machine gun positions and 
called by us "pillbox's" are often turned right over by our heavy 
projectiles.  The fate of the occupants can be imagined.  Latest 
rumour is we'll be out of the line for 3 weeks.  I went into 
Poperinghe this evening for a walk.  Had no cash but I can't be 
bothered sitting down unless I'm tired out.  Besides I didn't feel 
like writing.  When I got back from Blighty I found a parcel 
each from George and Peg awaiting me and a number of letters. 
 
September 24th.  Here we are again.  The Battalion just out of 
a terrible battle and now they're all polishing up the web 
equipment and brassware again.  Oh, Army Red Tape, what a 
damn foolish lot of heads control you.  The weather has been 
fine for weeks now except for one drizzly day on the 19th.  
Lucky for the push it was fine and dry.  The artillery is 
constantly plugging away still, occasionally opening out into 
bursts of heavy drumfire to get the Bosch dazed.  And I'll guess 
it doesn't half do so.  We don't like standing the German 
artillery but how the hell he stands ours I don't know.  He has 
counter attacked the positions and boys took and been knocked 
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back three times so far.  The Colonel of the 27th Bn read out 
congratulatory messages this afternoon from the 2nd Army 
leader and from the 7th Australian Brigade Head.  Added his 
own.  He's proud as a peacock but it all means more slaughter.  
And he promised us to have another go at the Hun very shortly, 
to wipe out and get even for the Flers stunt November 5th, 
1916, he said. Fritz planes continually coming over today and 
being fired at by our Archies.  No airfights though, that I saw, 
and none of the Bosch planes brought down.   
 
Australian papers and parcels and a few letters of July 17th in 
today.  Saw by the paper that another of the mails coming from 
Australia was sunk off New Zealand by explosion in the 
forehold.  More stiff luck.  Our Battalion has done a lot of 
fighting since leaving home.  On Gallipoli we had a quiet time 
only having about 50 casualties, not including sick of which 
there were 400, for we arrived after the very heavy fighting 
there.  Then our first experience in France was pretty quiet.  
Three months at Armentieres produced only about 115 
casualties.  But we woke up at Messines in Belgium for, with 
only half the battalion, A and D Coys in the line for 8 days, we 
had 89 casualties.  Then we marched long and often and arrived 
at the Somme.  Here we followed the 1st Division into battle.  
Pozières on August 4th 1916 was productive of 408 casualties.  
Jack Edwards and I and poor old Dickie were among them (on 
Gallipoli Jim Humphries was wounded).  After Pozières we left 
the Somme and went to Steenvoorde in France near Belgium 
where we had our first spell - 3 1/2 weeks.  Then a week in the 
front at Zillebeke by Ypres.  Not many casualties there.  We 
then did our marching again and arrived on the Somme once 
more. 
 
On November 5th, 1916, the boys hopped the top again and 
received a bad time.  About 315 casualties and record number 
of killed, missing (about 150).  From this we kept on the 
Somme district until July 28th, 1917.  In November 1916 we 
spelled a week at St Vast and went into the line again at Flers.  
We were there 3 times.  Then we went in at Le Sars twice in the 
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middle of winter (Flers 3 times, Le Sars twice and Warlencourt 
constitute our winter trenches).  Then at Warlencourt (Malt 
Trench battle) when Fritz began to fall back, the 27th hopped 
over again and had another victory and 100 odd casualties.  In 
March, 1917, the Battalion fought at Lagnicourt and had a win 
and only 50 casualties.  Later in April-May the Bullecourt 
attack was responsible for about 100 casualties.  After this, the 
27th and, in fact, all the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Divisions were out of 
the line till September.  They badly needed the spell too.  Now 
we're back again and on the 20th September 1917, the 27th was 
over the top at Polygon Wood east of Ypres.  Great victory and 
196 casualties.  Be in another shortly, I reckon.  Hang the war.  
About time it finished.  The Battalion had raids at Armentieres, 
Messines and Ypres all in 1916.  Only the Messines one was 
successful.  Four of the Detail have been wounded and one 
killed.  Bert Chambers went on English leave today 
 
September 25th.  A continuance of the present fine, sunny, 
autumn weather.  Rumour had it that the 4th and 5th Australian 
Divisions were to attack, with others, early this morning.  I don't 
think it came off however.  This morning I went and had a bath 
with the battalion in some Divisional Baths in Reninghelst.  
Under clothing for exchange no good, so I never changed mine.  
Since the 21st I've been in Belgium as I crossed the border out 
of France in the train from Caestre to Poperinghe.  This 
evening, Harry Giles and I went over and visited the 7th Field 
Ambulance at Waratah Rest Camp.  I had a snack there and then 
we made our way per a motor lorry to Poperinghe.  We had no 
money but were interested in walking along the streets of this 
fair-sized town.  It has a good few churches and fine old 
buildings, and has been damaged a bit, near the station mostly, 
by Fritz's shell fire.  It is 11k from Ypres and about 17 from the 
trenches as now constituted.  The place was crowded with 
troops of all kinds; a big flash kilty pipers and drum band 
marched around the Grande Place  playing.  Shops of all kinds 
were open and doing good biz.  All the streets of course are 
cobbled.  I noticed unused tram lines.  Walked home the 3 miles 
to our Camp about 8pm, watching our searchlights looking for 
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old Fritz who had some aircraft up over our territory for we 
could hear his bombs dropping. 
 
September 26th.  Bit dull today but still some sun shone this 
morning.  Rumour said our two Divisions, 4th and 5th, were to 
attack this morning.  I think they did so as some wounded were 
seen coming down and I heard they took their first objective 
successfully.  I went to the ADMS in Reninghelst this morning 
with a chap to be examined and called for drugs at the 5th Field 
Ambulance coming back.  The total casualties for our latest 
stunt, of the 20th inst. at Polygon Wood were 15 wounded, 40 
killed and a few missing.  3 or 4 Stretcher Bearers have been 
recommended.  By the boys, the whole affair was looked upon 
as one of the most clean, complete and successful stunts yet 
done.  Fritz simply had no chance, his defenders being almost 
blown to pieces before we attacked, so that his "pillbox" 
machine gun cupolas of concrete were easily captured.  One 
sergeant had his mate killed and, being incensed at the fact, got 
going some.  He came to a blockhouse (pillbox) and threw in a 
couple of bombs but no one came out.  So he then chucked in a 
smoke bomb and out tumbled Fritzes to surrender.  But as fast 
as they did so, he bayoneted them off and was only with 
difficulty stopped from doing to the lot, the same.   
 
The Colonel was said to have done well in organising the 
consolidation, that is, the digging in and strengthening the 
captured positions.  A German message dog was captured and it 
had some details on it of a counter attack to come off.  And so, 
the artillery waited until the Germans were massing and until 
Fritz put 32 field guns in Polygon Wood to cover them, and 
then, crash, bang, wallop and the counter-attack vanished in 
smoke.  Another time a long string of motor lorries full of 
Fritzes was seen going up bringing troops for counter-attacking.  
So our artillery waited until a favourable time and then placed a 
very close barrage of shells at each end of the column.  Then 
into the middle they plonked 8,000 gas shells.  Our artillery is 
certainly the superior and I should by no means like to be 
knocking around the German lines.  The aircraft, I think, is 
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about equal.  Today's rumour is that the 1st and 2nd Divisions 
go into action again in about 8 days' time. 
 
The five Australian and one New Zealand Divisions are, with 
others, now Shock or Storm Divisions.  When the 4th and 5th 
who attacked this morning come out, very probably the NZ and 
our 3rd will have a go.  Then we'll relieve them and have 
another go.  So they say.  The 27th Bn is in the 2nd Division.  
The Diamond Bastards.  Our brigade is now called The Saucy 
Seventh.  Our new 6th Division in England has now, I hear, 
been broken up for reinforcements for the other five.  Wind was 
blowing towards the trenches this evening which is in our 
favour as regards gas.  Owing to it, we couldn't hear the gunfire 
but I saw a lot of flashes which I think indicates a Fritz counter-
attack. 
 
September 27th.  I hear the 4th and 5th Divisions' attack was 
successful.  Some reports state they have advanced 800yds.  
Our attack of 20th September was successful in pushing Fritz 
back 1,500yds.  In yesterday's attack the 4th Division simply 
walked over with stray scraps but the 5th had to fight for it.  
Don't know the casualties yet.  A lot of German prisoners have 
come in to the Reninghelst compounds so far.  Ypres is said to 
be full of them too.  Don't know on how long a front the attack 
was.  Fine sunny day again this.  Must enjoy them now while 
we do get them.  Be winter weather soon.  Just what I thought 
has happened.  Beside polishing up all their brasswork and 
scrubbing the equipment, the poor old swaddies have had to put 
nice clean covers on the steel helmets and now they're falling in 
to the roll of the kettle drum again.  And we are told we'll be in 
the line again in a few days to avenge Flers even more 
thoroughly than so far done.   
 
The bloodlust is a terrible thing.  Some of our fellows went mad 
on the 20th.  Fritzes didn't show much fight on our sector - the 
artillery barrage had been too thorough for that.  But some 
chaps showed the surrendering Fritzers no mercy.  They were 
bayoneted as they emerged from the pillboxes.  One chap 
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jabbed two with the bayonet and on the third insertion, the 
bayonet came undone from the rifle and the unfortunate German 
ran away for a short distance clutching at the steel which had 
penetrated him right thru the chest.  Then, to complete the 
incident and make it semi-comic - to onlookers - the swaddy 
chased him yelling "Gimme back me bayonet".  The plaintive 
way in which he is said to have cried out for his departing 
bayonet made a certain amount of humour.  Certainly the 
soldiers have different senses of humour to people at home and 
different ways of expressing themselves.  The horrors of war in 
which they exist do this.  When they, we I should say, return 
home, we'll be the same as other people - almost. Reports of 
fresh batches of prisoners from yesterday's fighting continue to 
come through. 
 
September 28th.  Dull and fine weather mixed today.  The 4th 
& 5th Divisions' push resulted in whole of Polygon Wood (east 
of Ypres) being taken and other parts on a front of 6 miles.  
Depth about 1,500yds.  Prisoners 1,650.  Australians took 600 
of the prisoners.  I see a lot being marched past our camp here.  
Went into Poperinghe this evening with Harry Giles.  Coming 
back we missed a Fritz bomb or two by a short distance. 
 
September 29th.  Inspection battle order this morning.  Couple 
hours standing like mummies while Colonel found fault with 
everyone.  After lunch Freddy and I went to 7th Field 
Ambulance and got drugs and dressings.  In the evening Jack 
and I went for a walk.  Coming home we had anxious moments 
as some Fritz aeroplanes were over and bomb dropping.  Piece 
of the shrapnel from our own shells fired at a couple of enemy 
planes caught in searchlight fell around us. 
 
September 30th.  Liveliest night had yet in aerial activity.  
With a full moon showing on a cloudless and windless sky 
enemy aeroplanes kept constantly coming over and dropping 
huge bombs.  Not only one at a time but several and they'd let 
drop half a dozen bombs at once shaking the earth.  Principally 
looking for dumps and railways I think, but some fell 
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unpleasantly close to our liking.  Up till when I went to bed I 
had counted seven big Gotha planes caught in the beams of our 
searchlights.  Some got a lively time but none were brought 
down that I saw though it's rumoured one was near Poperinghe.  
Anyhow we had no sleep up to the time the moon set, about 
3am or later, I reckon.   
 
Then reveille was half an hour earlier than usual for we moved 
up towards the line again today.  Left the camp near 
Reninghelst about 9am and marched umteen miles.  Shouldn't 
have gone so far but the Colonel lost us and we wandered 
around in figures of eight etc and arrived pretty well dead beat 
at a bivouacing ground near Dickbusch and Ypres at about 1pm.  
Then Freddy and I (we are the two going into the line this time 
as AMC) went across to a cooker we saw, a Tommy one, and 
asked them for a drink of tea.  They said no.  They were a 
Leicester Labor battalion.  I couldn't see an Australian cook 
turning anyone down like that without explaining why they 
couldn't give it.   
 
The aeroplanes last night killed and wounded men and horses 
all over the country.  Very heavy gun firing up towards the line 
Ypres way this morning early.  I saw two Barrier chaps I knew 
today who I'd not seen for years - since I left Broken Hill, in 
fact.  First was Billy Heslop.  I was marching and someone 
called out "Good-day Reg" and, on looking round, I saw him.  I 
wasn't sure for the moment who he was but I called out 
something.  Then after he'd passed I jerried that he was Bill 
Heslop.  Couldn't fall out then as the Colonel was immediately 
behind us.  Bill was driving a limber and had on the circular 
blue colours of the 4th Division Engineers.  After we'd 
constructed some dugout bivvies in a bit of a deep trench under 
a hedge and row of trees to get some protection against 
aeroplanes which dropped about 300 bombs last night, I went 
for a stroll on my own after tea.   
 
Passing a 'Pigeon Corps' I saw a chap, Edward Nankivell, whom 
I knew in our Lodge in Broken Hill.  We had a long chat 
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together and strolled about the neighbourhood.  Near the 5th 
Division HQ I saw numerous latest style "tanks" - no wheels at 
the back.  Some went up the line tonight too.  Ted Nankivell is 
really in the 5th Pioneer Bn and is attached to the Pigeon Corps 
of Anzac.  During this afternoon, Fritz has been popping big 
shells from a naval gun over at the observation balloons near 
here.  Never hit any though.  I believe our battalion is 1st 
Supporting Battalion in the next 'hop over'.  We go into line - 
supports - tomorrow night and maybe in for 48hrs if the attack 
is successful.  On the other hand, we maybe in for 4 days and 
have to go in and help our brigade or part of the 3rd Division on 
our left if anything happens to them.  The 25th are to take 1st 
objective, 26th the 2nd and we are the 1st supports and 28th the 
2nd supports.  1500yds is what we ought to take.  Attack may 
take place on the 4th.  Not sure though.  Hope it's much sooner. 
 
October 1st.  During last night old Fritz was over well and 
often with his bombing planes.  I felt tres bon  though and had a 
sleep under my wee carved out place in the old trench.  His 
bombs were dropping everywhere.  A lot of our planes were up 
engaging him and some of the chaps used their rifles on Fritz.  
None brought down.  Wasn't the fault of a lot of West Indian 
niggers in a Labor battalion by us though, as they reckoned that 
all the planes humming around were Fritzers and fired on them 
all.  They are a humorous lot and all dark.  Very heavy artillery 
firing early this morning and during the morning.  A fine day 
same as it's been for weeks past now.   
 
At about 8pm Freddy and I, as Medical Detail, accompanied the 
Battalion up to the forward area.  We marched along various 
roads through Ypres past the railway station and Cloth Hall, 
both more wrecked now than they were last year, as indeed all 
the city of Ypres is.  Passed out through the Menin Gate and 
along a road then turned off onto a track through the shell-
pocked fields.  Along the duckboards - Fritz being marvellously 
quiet for once - over ridges and down valleys, through shell 
hole and mine crater scattered country, the earth all tossed and 
turned up by shells and mines - by old Fritz trenches now blown 
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in by our tremendous artillery - we went, our guns continuously 
and constantly plugging away.  At length we reached HQ at a 
pillbox standing high up on the crest of Westhoek Ridge, called 
Kit and Kat.  This was about where the Battalion scattered itself 
into holes and trenches etc and made bivvies as comfy as poss.  
We had to make an Aid Post or at least pick a possy and sleep in 
it for the night.  The 27th being Support Battalion is not right in 
the line.  We are 2500yds behind it and just in front of a lot of 
the guns. 
 
October 2nd.  Pretty cool last night, clear sky and moon at the 
full.  Plenty Fritz planes overhead.  Guns plugging away all 
night.  Fritz chucking some back - mostly 5.9".  Last night, after 
we got here, the Doc, Capt Burnard of Naracoorte, S.A., got a 
message that Brigade HQ wanted him and an orderly.  So he 
and I started off with a runner for guide and, dodging Hun 
shells, got to the HQ of the 7th Bgde where we found half a 
dozen 28th Bn wounded and the doctor of the 33rd Bn (3rd 
Division) attending them.  Bgde Captain wanted Doc to remain 
at the place temporarily.  He wouldn't though and so we came 
back.  Had a cold night and was woken out of a doze about 
daylight by a barrage of ours.  Little 18 pounder near us was so 
very snappy as to almost knock one's head off with the 
concussion.  During the day there was only one casualty - a 28th 
Division chap.  Don't expect many here in supports, anyhow, 
altho Fritz sends 5.9" shells over regularly all day & night.  In 
the afternoon our artillery opened up again and Fritz replied.  
This evening German planes were over bombing the guns. 
 
October 3rd.  Rained during the night.  Came in on us.  Put 
oilsheets over us and rushed out of our bivvy and hunted around 
to get something to make a waterproof roof with.  Did a bit 
towards it and came back and sat up against the wall the rest of 
the night, the water dripping off the oilsheets.  We sat on the 
rations to keep them dry.  Then Fritz opened up and we got all 
we wanted.  His 5.9" shells lobbed around all over the place and 
pieces flew all around our bivvy which is proof, I think, against 
shrapnel, but nothing else.  Day has been cloudy and sunny in 
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turns.  Seems to be the breaking of the fine weather.  We gave 
Fritz some "hurry-up" at 1.30 and practically all the afternoon 
we were plugging away with our artillery. 
 
October 21st.  Since I last wrote in this book much has 
happened.  A sunny cool day and the Battalion is in 
Steenvoorde where they've been billeted in surrounding 
farmhouses since the 10th.  That was the day we came out of 
the line by Zonnebeke at 5am.  Freddy Hahn and I had, together 
with the Doc, Capt. Burnard of 7th Field Ambulance, and Bert 
Pearce, a Stretcher Bearer, accompanied the Battalion into the 
forward area on the night of October 1st.  We stayed at a 
position by Kit and Kat Pillbox on the Westhoek Ridge on the 
night of the first and during the 2nd and up till the evening of 
the 3rd when we shifted to Brigade Pillbox, a long and roomy 
place with a number of rooms in it, further forward.  At Kit and 
Kat, Freddy, Bert and I had made two Aid Posts, as best we 
could, having only scratch materials and our own labour.  Fritz 
also shelled unpleasantly close once or twice and we were 
flooded out by rain one night.  Luckily it never rained much.  
The guns were all just behind us there then.   
 
At Brigade Pillbox, where we went on the night of the 3rd, we 
never had much rest.  The details and doctors of the 25th and 
28th Bns besides us were there and the place was crowded.  
From the time of the stunt on the morning of the 4th, 6am, we 
were going continuously for about 48hrs binding up the 
wounded as fast as they came in.  Germans were there in large 
numbers mostly wounded and some chaps got large hauls of 
souvenirs, watches, wallets, etc.  But one can't leave off 
dressing wounded to "rat" German prisoners.  It's not the thing 
anyhow.  The attack was successful being on a front of 8 miles 
in front of Ypres and along the whole front, the two objectives 
were taken: 1,500yds was the depth.  The 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
Australian Divisions and the New Zealand Division attacked in 
line with many other British Divisions to right and left.  In all, 
over 4,000 prisoners were taken.   
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On the evening of the 6th October we were expecting to be soon 
relieved, our attack being over and counter attacks beaten off.  
But no.  We were told the Battalion was going to go to Supports 
for a day and then go in on the left and relieve some Tommies 
for 24hrs.  Then we'd surely come out.  Well, about 4pm, Doc 
said we had to have an Aid Post more forward and he had, 
during the morning, looked around and found one suitable place 
in a cellar in a cordial factory in the ruined village of 
Zonnebeke alongside the church only a remnant of which was 
left standing.  So Freddy, Bert and I, loaded up with gear, 
burled up the duckboard to Zonnebeke.   
 
Here we found our spirits falling immediately.  Of course, Fritz 
was chucking a few plongers about but that is only a natural 
state of affairs.  What depressed us was mostly that the cellar 
was on fire and filled with smoke.  All around lay dead 
Germans and an odd Tommy or two and along the track an 
Australian.  They were lying in all  attitudes and with all sorts 
of wounds.  A German Machine Gunner lay alongside a 
smashed gun and he was also smashed.  In the very entrance, 
sloping down to the cellar, was one Fritz half burnt and his 
stomach hanging out.  While inside, when we got in there, was 
another charred absolutely and only a wee scrap of his back not 
burnt.  Clothes had disappeared, burnt I suppose.  Then on a 
bunk in the cellar was another German lying dead and no marks 
on him that we could see.  The place was too full of smoke to 
stop inside though and we got out.  Lying around outside were a 
number of flammenwerfer or liquid fire projecting apparatus.  
They were tanks fitted to the back for a man to carry a hosepipe 
and nozzle to squirt  the flaming material at its object.  Perhaps 
that  had something to do with setting the place afire.   
 
Anyhow we reckoned the place too full of smoke and we picked 
up our traps and returned to the Brigade Aid Post.  Explained to 
the Doc and he sent Bert over to some ADS nearby to see some 
Major Hutchins in charge of Ambulance Stretcher Bearers and 
ask him to send a relay of bearers up to form a Post to relieve 
our Battalion men of their long carry.  But he sent back to say 
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that Ambulance Bearers could not go further forward than the 
RMO was and so our Doc said we'd all have to go up again to 
the cellar in Zonnebeke.  So this time we had eight stretcher 
squads and our own party and we reached the place again 
without mishap, Fritz making us duck once though by whistling 
some machine gun bullets around us.  Was dark when we got 
there and we soon settled down for, strangely, the smoke had 
died down though the fire still glowed.   
 
Slept in with the Fritzers that night and next morning set to 
work building another Aid Post on top in a ruined room 'cause 
Doc wanted it there.  But having a couple of patients to dress up 
there and some shells landing too close, the Doc decided to 
transfer operations down under in the cellar.  So we all got to 
work and a party of engineers and infantry providentially 
turning up, we sunk bricks in the 18" of water that composed 
the floor and filled it up.  Then the door was enlarged to admit 
stretchers and the wall on one side closed right up shutting off 
the fire which was by this time giving forth smoke in huge 
volumes again.  The dead Fritzers were dragged out and the 
place made into a very comfortable Aid Post with plenty of 
room and you could stand upright in it.  We had just finished 
that far when the RMO and Detail of the 17th Bn came along 
and relieved us and we immediately "got" and were away down 
the Zonnebeke B track towards Brigade Aid Post at the toot.   
 
Here we enquired where the 27th were going as we had not 
been in touch with HQ of the battalion for some time.  We 
expected to go right out then as we'd done more than our 
whack.  But we were only told to go to Railway Dugouts.  So 
we went there, a matter of a couple of miles further back and 
where we were housed in a dugout or tunnel said to be miles 
long.  It was all branches and turnings and little rooms.  This 
was the tunnel they dug to blow up Hill 60.  It took about all our 
Brigade and Tommies were also living down it.  Well we had 
one night's sleep and then next afternoon at 2pm Sick Parade 
started and only three of us to do it and 130 came along, nearly 
all feet trouble.  Terrible rough time we had.  Right up till after 
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9pm we worked.  During the evening we were told we must be 
ready to go up to supports again at 3am.  The men were not fit 
and were all dog-tired and played out and their feet were 
absolutely unfit.  Incipient trench feet was showing.  Doc only 
evacuated 18 to hospital though.  He then sent a note each to 
Brigade HQ and the ADMS at DHQ that 60% of the men were 
unfit to go in the line without a week's rest.   
 
But it all made no difference.  The Battalion moved up again at 
3am on the 9th to support another attack.  This attack was not so 
successful as the one on the 4th as the troops were too tired and 
too few.  Over 2000 prisoners were taken.  We Medical Detail 
had reached a pillbox where BHQ took their place and we 
established an Aid Post there just before the barrage opened for 
the attack.  The place was called "Halfway House".  We 
remained there till about noon dressing wounded outside when 
orders came for the Battalion to move forward and take over the 
old front line.  So we went forward too up to the Cordial 
Factory cellar in Zonnebeke.  Here we found crowds of men, 
wounded and otherwise.  The Details of the 20th and 25th Bns 
and some others were there and there wasn't much room for us.  
The Doc got inside the Aid Post but we three of the Detail 
hopped into an adjoining cellar.  When the wounded wanted a 
drink at this place they were given sodawater of which there 
was stacks.  Some had French and some German labels.   
 
We remained there till 5am on the next morning, the 10th, when 
we were relieved.  The 4th Division relieved the 2nd Division: I 
think the 49th Bn was the one that took the 27th's place.  
Anyhow we departed at the "igri" down the duckboard track 
only halting when away back near Kit and Kat to pinch a couple 
of tins of "Maconochies" from an unattended cooker.  Further 
along we sat down and heated them up and had some brekker of 
them.  Then we pushed on.  All along the track we passed dead 
mules and horses, bogged and shot.  The mud was terrible 
especially by the course of the Steenbeck River.  Our casualties 
I believe are just over 200 this time.  We got to the Belgian 
Barracks in Ypres during the morning, a tired straggly looking 
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mob, in ones and twos, drifting in there through the Menin 
Gate.   
 
At the barracks we had a feed and a snooze and about 6pm 
marched off.  Just before though, Fritz worried us a bit by 
throwing over a number of big 9" naval shells.  Would have 
been stiff luck to be killed at Ypres, 7 miles behind the line after 
doing 9 days up with all the shelling.  We marched a couple 
kilos and then got into motor buses and were taken to 
Steenvoorde about 18 miles behind the line where we now are.  
The weather hasn't been bad but some rain has fallen and mud 
very easily collects and won't dry up easily.  The other day Bert 
Chambers, who has just come back from English Leave, and I 
went across to Godewaersveld about 6k away and where we 
used to visit while we were stationed at Steenvoorde last year in 
September.  Freddy Hahn got a cold and lost his voice by the 
time we came out of the trenches and he has gone for a fortnight 
to the 2nd Army Rest Camp at Ambletuse near Boulogne.  The 
Battalion is supposed to go into the line again on the night of 
the 26th October for trench warfare only. 
 
October 28th.  The Battalion went into the line as Supports 
yesterday, going into the position they captured on September 
20th.  HQ was to be Albert Redoubt, a pillbox our C Coy 
captured.  With the Doc, as Medical Detail, are Bert Chambers 
and Jim Humphries.  Jack Edwards, Harry Giles and myself are 
with the transport of the Battalion between Dickebusch and 
Ypres.  Freddy Hahn is at the 2nd Army Summer Rest Camp 
still at Ambletuse near Boulogne.  While we were "out" at 
Steenvoorde, 18 miles from the line, where we spent from 11-
26th October, the Battalion was paid  £5 for Xmas presents 
besides two pays of 40f ( £1/9/4) each on the 11th and 15th 
October.  You could draw all this if your paybook was in credit.  
Mine not being, I could only draw 60 and 20f.  The boys had a 
pretty good time at Steenvoorde with all this money. 
 
The weather was changeable but cold all the time.  There were a 
lot of sunny days but no warmth in the sun.  The nights were 
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invariably chilly.  We had a few days' rain and the place was 
always muddy.  On the 26th October we arose from our humble 
couches, the floor of earth in our tin shanty, and after partaking 
of a hasty brekker and loading the Maltese Cart, we set off at 
8am.  Marched through Steenvoorde and a mile out along the 
Poperinghe Road where we were put into motor-buses - 20 in 
each - mine was a charabanc.  The motor bus convoy of the 7th 
Bgde - our 4 Battalions - set out and passing through Abeele, 
crossed the border of France into Belgium, continued along the 
main Poperinghe Road till almost at that town, then switched to 
the right and did a semi-circle around and joined the main road 
the other side.   
 
We then headed for Ypres passing en route the almost ruined 
village of Vlamertinghe.  The buses entered Ypres and took a 
right turn past the station and Belgian Barracks and Cloth Hall, 
all ruins, and passing down the Rue Lille, passed out through 
the ramparts by way of the Lille Gate and crossed the moat and 
pushed on down the Lille Road till we de-bussed somewhere 
about 1 1/2 miles from Ypres.  We then marched towards 
Dickebusch and, after taking numerous turnings of the very 
muddy and busy roads, we were taken into a paddock off a 
"corduroy" road and told to bivvy for the night.   
 
Now, it had rained during the previous night and coming along 
in the buses and no sun shone all day.  Then the heads (I blame 
DHQ) had the supreme nerve to tell us to bivvy in that paddock.  
A space of ground with no cover on it.  Mud and shellholes all 
full of water covered it, except for where a few sandbags were 
built up here and there in low walls about 2-3' high and with no 
roof on any of them.  Most had water inside.  There was no 
question of a board floor in any.  Absurd to think about that in 
Army Bivvies.  Anyhow, that's where the 27th Bn - the boys 
who do the fighting and work same as the other infantry, were 
dumped on this wet evening in late October - the beginning of 
winter in France, and told to get into those abandoned, unroofed 
sandbag structures.  Just before dark some tarpaulin - or alleged 
tarpaulin - covers to the bivvies were issued but not enough and 
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the floors were mostly water anyhow.  This being all that was 
done for them officially.  I saw the boys doing a bit for 
themselves unofficially.  Some Bow or Nissen huts were going 
up nearby and a whole procession of chaps went across and 
came back laden with bits of corregated iron roofs and board 
floor squares of the huts.  The whole paddock quickly became 
covered with iron put up in all shapes and manners.  So the boys 
had some shelter, but a very unsatisfactory one.  And 50yds 
away, in a Bow Hut that would have held 30 men, a lone Staff 
Captain, of the 15th Bgde, I think - lived in state.  Some of the 
signallers and runners and observers of HQ were shoved into a 
series of gunpits with good rooves on. 
 
Although we AMC should have a little room or cover if we are 
to do any work, still we were told to shove ourselves in 
anywhere.  We did so.  For 3mins we were in a pit with twenty 
other chaps; then we found a nice little place with four knocked-
up beds in and big enough to do dressings in and house we five 
AMC.  But we hadn't been in it five minutes when a couple of 
Flying Corps chaps came in - they were of the observation 
balloon - and told us the place was theirs.  So we, with the best 
grace we could command, said alright and we'd get out as soon 
as we'd eaten our snack which we'd had laid out in front of us.  
They said "Righto", but before they could move out along came 
our Billeting Officer and in a loud strident and bullying voice 
told us all to "Clear out!" as that place was for four A Coy 
officers.  Any available good place is always grabbed by the 
officers, they never hesitating a moment in kicking other people 
out.  So we had to get out and the balloon chaps never got it 
either.  I hinted darkly in a loud voice about the fate of four 
officers of the 24th Bn (Vic) who turned out some privates from 
a dugout in a trench on Tara Hill near Albert just after the 
Pozières battle last year.  They got a shell in during night and 
the whole four are now in the adjacent cemetery.  
 
We AMC crowded in then with the 20 blokes in the gunpit.  Of 
course, no work done though.  No possy to do it in.  Next 
morning, the 27th October, after brekker and early dinner, the 
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battalion moved off to the trenches, Jim Humphries and Bert 
Chambers accompanying the Doc, while Harry Giles and I set 
out to look for our Transport Lines and construct a bivvy as 
there was no shelter there.  Jack Edwards was to follow with the 
Maltese Cart.  I got directions from one of our Water Cart 
drivers and off we went.  Of course, we took a shortcut along a 
light railway line and after walking miles and making enquiries 
by the dozen, found ourselves in Dickebusch.  Harry then said 
he knew the way from there as he'd been there before.  So we 
ploughed through mud and water across fields back towards 
where we'd come from and came out just by our Transport 
Lines only we weren't quite sure and, meeting the Pay Sergeant, 
he reckoned the place was "along this way" and so we followed 
him and were once more led astray.  Eventually got to the place 
though.  Then we found a loft and bunked in it.  Part of a ruined 
deserted farmhouse, it is.   
 
Next morning I set out and after visiting our QM nearby, started 
with four patients to find a Field Ambulance.  These 
confounded Belgian roads are so twisted and winding that I 
never knew where I was going.  Went one way for nearly a mile 
and then was told an ambulance was at a ruined place I could 
see in a wood called Cafe Belge very near our loft where we 
live at present.  Well, the patients and I struggled there picking 
up another patient as I passed the QMs.  Got to the place where 
the 7th Field Ambulance were and after hanging about a bit 
were told there was no doctor there, only an Ambulance 
Transport Base and no doctor would come there.  So I got 
directions to go to Belgian Battery Corner where an ambulance 
was.  It was now dinner time and, rain coming on and being 
near home, I came to the loft, got my overcoat and had dinner, 
getting some for the patients too.  After dinner, we continued 
our peregrinations in the opposite direction.  Went a couple 
miles and found the place and got rid of the patients.  Saw a 
dozen chaps buried and fresh limber load come in to the 
cemetery by the Belgian Battery Corner.  Saw the grave of Lt 
Col Pye of the 10th Bn who died in our Aid Post on October 
4th.  Then I came home and had tea in the loft.  The Battalion is 
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to have 7 days in supports, 7 days in the front line and then 7 
days in Ouderdom as reserves.  The Transport Lines - where the 
horses and limbers and carts are - is about 7 miles from the 
front. 
 
November 3rd.  Yesterday, we Details not in the line this time, 
shifted from the QM and Transport over to a camp of Nissen 
huts by Belgian Battery Corner, about a mile towards Ypres 
from our last place.  The Battalion came out from the line about 
midnight to this camp after spending 4 days in supports and 2 in 
actual front line.  Lot of gas about this time:  all from gas shells 
of mustard gas old Fritz kept continually sending over.  
Casualties including gas cases about 98.  Both Bert Chambers 
and Jim Humphries, the two of our Detail who went up, got a 
bit of the gas and were coughing and vomiting a lot.  Battalion 
starts fatigues tomorrow on roads - 6.30am.  Australian mail of 
end August came in this week. Our transport supplied part of a 
Brigade Fatigue which took horses up to just behind the front 
line the night before last and fetched out a German 77mm 
(whizz bang) gun, captured by our Brigade (7th) on October 4th 
last. 
 
November 6th.  Looks like rain today. Heavy dark clouds but 
no actual wetness.  Went to the "Kookaburras", a show or 
concert party run by the 1st Division.  Been a few 4.2" long 
distance shells from Fritz on the roads about here last day or so.  
We have two naval guns mounted on trucks on railway near 
here.  They are very big - probably 12" - and were continually 
firing this morning for some hours.  No trouble from Fritz 
planes since last entry.  The "Kookaburras" are not bad.  They 
are in charge of a South Australian lieutenant from the 10th Bn.  
Lindsay Kemble, the female impersonator, is of the party and is 
not bad.  One chap in particular sang Tosti's "Goodbye" very 
feelingly.  Other very good items were "Excelsior" by six of the 
party and "The Yellow God", a recitation.  In the Belgian 
Battery Corner Cemetery near here there are a lot of Australians 
buried.   
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Last week a naval shell from Fritz lobbed in among the graves 
and upturned two.  Am sending today for another lot of books 
from Miles of Islington.  Last lot haven't come yet and neither 
has the money,£10, I sent to the bank to put in my paybook and 
forward me.  I sent about it on October 2nd and have heard no 
more.  I re-awaked their memories the other day with a second 
note.  Damned slow, the Commonwealth Bank in London. 
 
November 8th.  Rather exciting day this in the air.  'Twas a 
cloudy dull day punctuated with bursts of beautiful sunshine.  
Taking advantage of the visibility procured during these flashes, 
Fritzer planes came over our line in numbers.  There were 
numerous air battles and I hear four Fritzes were brought down.  
May be so or not but I saw one near here.  There appeared to be 
a couple of German planes up high and two of our little fast 
Prad fighting machines engaged them.  One small one hung on 
to the tail of the enemy aeroplane like glue.  Dodge as he would, 
our little chap followed on his tail and eventually contrived to 
bring him down.  The way he descended was absolutely 
sickening - especially to the crew of the falling plane.  The nose 
seemed to point straight down and keep like that.  But the tail 
wobbled around in horizontal circles and swiftly the machine 
crashed to the earth.  Then later, a Fritzy arrived suddenly over 
one of our balloons and in a few seconds out went the observers 
with the parachutes and flames came from the old balloon.  
Napoo finish sausage balloon and the Bosch sailed swiftly 
homewards.  Only a black pall of smoke denoted where a few 
minutes before had hung a large observation balloon.  Rained 
after tea.   
 
Last night German aeroplanes came over as usual, bombing.  
Dropped a goodly number near us here at the Belgian Battery 
Corner Camp.  At one time during the night 8 searchlights were 
directed up and 6 planes could be seen.  Hardly an anti-aircraft 
gun fired but the machine gun fire was deafening.  These 
machine guns are mounted on posts in the open by the hutments 
and a gunner is always on guard and ready to fire into the 
heavens at any enemy plane.  These guns keep planes from 
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coming down too low as a rule.  We were paid 40f the other day 
being the fortnightly pay!  I ordered and paid for a copy of the 
book of C.E.W. Bean's on the part Australasia has played in this 
war. It is to be sent home same as the Anzac Book was. 
 
November 12th.  Today was fine and sunny and slightly warm, 
not cold, I mean, until about 3pm.  Gets dark about 5pm.  We 
have tea at 4.15 now.  The heavy guns have been bombarding 
constantly and, roaring like Thor's bull or sounding, I should 
say, like the strokes of Cyclops' hammer only more constant 
than he could ever have played his hittar.  Rumour has it that 
this two days of heavy gunfiring is because the British have lost 
Passchendaele Ridge and village.  Only rumour so far though.  
One wild tale was that the British had broken through and 
stoushed Fritz's coastal army in Belgium.  The idea that we may 
go to Italy has not gained any force.  I really don't think it will 
come to pass.  The other yarn was that we'd go next Friday the 
16th to Wallon-Cappel near Hazebrouck.  Now another one 
crops up - that we're going to Bailleul and thence into the 
trenches at Ploegsteert near Armentieres.  The looked-for spell 
of rest seems to fade away. 
 
We (27th Bn) are now in billets about 3 1/2k west of 
Steenvoorde and 1 1/2k from the village of Winizeele. 
Steenvoorde, where we've now been close to or in 5 times and 
know well, is a small French town of over 4,000 people, 
situated between Ypres and St Omer.  We, as first class troops, 
came here from the forward area, by Ouderdom (near Ypres), in 
motor buses on the 9th.  Sent home a couple of coins as 
souvenirs the other day.  Australian mail of 20th September 
came yesterday.  Jim Humphries went on English leave (14 
days) yesterday also.  I hear another Ozzy mail - Xmas one 
closing here November 1st was sunk.  Envelopes are 5d each 
when procurable.  Been rainy for some days until today and the 
ground is wet and soggy and mud is thick everywhere.  I went 
for a walk on my pat into Winizeele and kilometre and a half 
from our billet the other day.  Not much there except usual wee 
shops selling chocolates etc.  Only one place with any stock of 
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groceries in at all and those dear.  Winizeele keeps up a little 
church though with spire and all complete. 
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DIARY NO. 11 
 

STEENVOORDE – BELGIUM 
 

1917 
 

 
 
November 14th.  A cold misty, chilly day.  Looks as though 
snow may be expected any time.  Our guns (which have been 
bombarding like hell for last four days) have ceased almost.  
Rumours of capture of Roulers and 10,000 prisoners taken float 
around.  Believe 'em when I see it official.  Football match 
between A and D coys today.  Won by D Coy by four points. 
 
November 20th.  Weather remains dull and no sun.  Rain not 
much though.  Not too cold.  On the 16th we left the billet 
(AMC a tent) 3 1/2k other side of Steenvoorde and marched to 
the little village of Berthen.  To get there we went into and 
through Steenvoorde, Godewaersville, over the steep, high hill 
called Mont des Cats whereon is a monastery converted half 
into a hospital and around which some very stiff cavalry 
fighting took place in the early days of "la guerre".  They say 
the body of a German Prince is buried there, killed while 
fighting at the monastery.  After we'd crossed the summit of this 
steep hill we descended to the valley below wherein was the 
little village of Berthen where we put up for the night on a brick 
floor under a farm barn's loft, by the chickory roaster.   
 
On this first day's march of 13k, we all (of the Detail) 
accompanied the Medical Cart and Water Carts, except the 
Sergeant who rode in a lorry.  We only walked behind the carts.  
We never ride.  Berthen is only a little quiet place of a few 
hundred people  and a couple of shops with practically nothing 
in them and a few beer estaminets which were well patronised 
by the "swads" as they said the beer, although dear, was good.  
Could get some good coffee there though and that night, after 
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going 2k to a Belgium refugee's wooden hut "La Cominois" for 
a dinkum feed of eggs and chips at 4f between us, Bert and I 
came home to bed (on a cold brick floor) filled up to the 
skuppers with cafe et lait  from the little shop on the corner.  
Next morning, the 17th, the Sergeant getting up early and 
catching his motor lorry for defectives, the rest of that Detail 
with the exception of Jim Humphries on leave in England, and 
Wolfgang who never jerried, went on an independent order, 
unknown to the Sergeant who was no doubt enjoying his ride in 
the "Sick, Lame and Lazy" motor.  Together with a cobber of A 
Coy we all proceeded first to guzzle more coffee and then along 
to the main road where we caught a motor lorry that happened 
to pass us and proceeded gaily into the town of Bailleul, a place 
of 13,000 people, shelled by Fritz with big plonkers 
occasionally, especially on market day we discovered to our 
intense interest.  We also suddenly remembered that the day, 
Saturday, very probably was market day.  Anyhow, while there 
a couple went sampling the Brasserie products.  Bert and I had 
fish and chips. 
 
We walked the rest of the way to our destination, Neuve Eglise, 
(a village of 3,000 people before the war) because we didn't 
want to ride.  Called at various YMCAs and had tea, cocoa and 
biscuits.  Then by the time the Battalion arrived at the village of 
Neuve Eglise, we had found our billet which was pretty good 
and comfortable in a house that the people had left owing to 
bombardments.  No shells now though and only about half the 
population of the village is living there now.  We found our 
billet very comfortable, the best since Armentieres in April-June 
1916.  Armentieres, by the way, is now only 8.5k from us at this 
village.  We are at a quiet front and expect a time of 
comparative peace after the Ypres salient pushing of the last 
two months.  Our Brigade (7th) is here behind the line as 
Support Brigade and drill and sports fill in the time.  Our 
Division (2nd) is really having a spell and the 5th and 6th Bgdes 
are away out at and around Hazebrouck, 18 miles from the 
trenches, but we are up here 4 miles from the lines doing 
buckshee work but it's really quiet so one shouldn't grumble.  
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Yesterday Arthur Hendley and Harold Pope came to see me, 
both from 3rd Division Artillery.  Haven't seen Art since 1910 
and Harold for over two years. 
 
The other day two Xmas cards were issued to each man in the 
27th Bn as a gift out of Regimental Funds.  They are designed 
from the Battalion and are very well done, having the Battalion 
colours on the outside with Gallipoli, France and Belgium on a 
scroll around them.  Inside are the names of the actual battles 
the Battalion has fought in and Gallipoli.  Only two were given 
to each and I, for one, would have had a dozen if they could be 
bought.   
 
November 21st.  Had a bath and clean change today at the 
Palmer Baths - Military Baths, of course.  Dull day inclined to 
drizzle rain.  Rained last night.  Things very quiet and hardly a 
gun to be heard.  Good front this and we're 4 miles behind the 
line here in Neuve Eglise.  Expect a new Doc again (Capt. 
Matheson) - our 10th doctor. 
 
November 23rd.  Sunny today and certainly not cold.  Very 
thick white mist last night until the moon came up when it 
seemed to dissolve.  Today I can see the towers and church 
spires and factory chimneys of Armentieres from the village of 
Neuve Eglise here, perched on this hill.  Armentieres is 8.5k 
away by road.  If there was no mist about one could see the 
factory chimneys and spires of the city of Lille, 217,000 people, 
now in the hands of the Germans.  I saw it last year from Neuve 
Eglise hill here when being July, the weather was fine.  
Yesterday a chap that I know went into Armentieres.  He says 
there are absolutely no civilians there now, that he saw anyhow.  
Almost every house is damaged or destroyed there.  Not many 
soldiers there either.  This chap got as far as the railway gate 
near Armentieres statue by the Rue Marle where we lived when 
not actually in the trenches in April-June last year.  When he 
reached that far some Tommy MP on patrol at the railway 
warned him to nick off as Fritz shelled pretty often there.  I may 
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go up there myself shortly.  Got some end-August, beginning-
September mail yesterday from home. 
 
November 24th.  Harry Giles, who took Scotty's place in our 
Detail, was transferred back again to the 7th Field Ambulance 
today.  He changed with a chap from Gawler called Les Harris.  
Windy, slightly cold, dull day.  A competition in football - 
Australian Rules - Soccer, Rugby began today.  Hear we go into 
the line on 15th December. 
 
November 27th.  Fine day yesterday during the morning but 
very cold during afternoon and evening.  Late at night 
snowflakes were mingled with rain and 'twas getting extremely 
cold.  Played a match at football yesterday.  Very good and 
exciting but the umpires let too much roughness pass 
unperceived. 
 
November 28th.  Day with a few hours sunshine, otherwise still 
and cool.  Played 26th Bn football.  A captive balloon of ours 
broke loose during the afternoon and pursued by innumerable 
shrapnel shells from our antis it drifted higher to the east over 
Fritz's line and finally disappeared.  A squadron of German 
aeroplanes kept dodging over our way behind the scattered 
clouds most of the afternoon.   
 
Proclamations by William Hughes' Government were this 
afternoon posted up all around the billets calling on the 
Swaddies to vote for Conscription December 20th next.  They 
are about 4' x 3' and innumerable smaller ones are also posted 
about.  Hughes is once again playing his dirty tricks of using his 
position of authority to give his side of the case and not giving 
the other side a chance to do likewise.  I, for one, am going to 
vote NO. 
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December 1st.  Today, after a few days sunshine it blew up 
cold and this afternoon, watching the match, I was chilled 
through and through.  Two raids on the front we're behind took 
place last night.  Two 3rd Division raiding parties went over at 
the same place at 5pm and 1am.  The match 27th v  44th Bns 
took place today.  Had bath yesterday and was paid 40f today. 
 
December 6th.  Been fairly sunny and very cold lately.  Frost 
all the time and today the pools of the village have 1 1/2" of ice 
on.  One keeps one's hands in the pockets (of his own trousers) 
these days.  However 'tis vastly better than a week ago when 
strong cold winds penetrated one through and through.  
Yesterday and today were bright and sunny and a lot of aerial 
activity was in progress.  In the morning a Fritzer came across 
and was fired at by our antis and by the machine gunners who 
levelled their guns futilely at the enemy aircraft.  However the 
enemy aircraft kept flying along at a uniform rate and 
eventually went home.  Then all day you could see (from our 
high elevation at Neuve Eglise village here) the heavy black 
shrapnel puffs of Bosche anti-aircraft gunfire directed at our 
aeroplanes over the enemy lines.  During the afternoon four 
German propaganda balloons drifted across our lines from the 
direction of Armentieres and loosed some consignments of 
papers printed in French.  They then rose higher and pursued by 
a few desultory shots from our antis, reached a higher air 
current and appeared to go back over Fritz's lines again.  I don't 
think anyone was in them.  They looked like spherical balloons, 
red in colour, of the old type one sees so often in pictures 
(Montgolfier type).  I had a look at one through an observer's 
telescope and got a good view of it.  Saw three bundles of 
papers dropped though not near enough to here to procure one.  
They came fluttering down from a height of probably 6,000', 
like a flock of pigeons which indeed I first thought they were. 
 
Found out today that the subject of the printed matter was a list 
of people in French villages behind German lines killed by the 
British gunfire.  Also it was stated the French were fighting and 
dying for the sake of British territorial expansion.  Mentioned 
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the Russian collapse and called on "the great French nation" to 
cease fighting for hopeless aims.  Went on to say that the 
English people never knew what they were fighting for.  Was to 
have been a match in A grade yesterday against 7th M.G. Coy. 
 
December 10th.  A fine, sunny day broken by rain.  Yesterday 
'twas rainy.  We played 7th Bgde HQ football on Saturday.  The 
Frog that we dress every day who dropped a barrel of beer on 
his foot is now quite well and works all day humping more 
barrels about.  Bert and I go and dress it every evening still 
though.  We all went to the new movie show in an old battered 
convent schoolroom the other evening.  It's run by the 2nd 
Division.  We had two hours' hearty laughing.  The next 
evening a picture was put on of the King's visit to France.  But 
from what chaps told me who were there, the picture got a 
hostile reception.  And I agree.  The way he, in his motor, flew 
past us in Warloy-Baillon village on the Somme in August 1916 
at a pretty decent pace, disgusted all of us as we'd been marched 
on to the road and lined two deep on either side of it, his 
apparent disregard and the haggard look he wore turned us all 
up.  No good to us going there and taking up some of our spare 
time when we didn't care a tinker's damn really for him or the 
snobby little kid in the closed taxi following behind.  Some 
officers cheered but no sound from our boys except one chap 
yelled out "What ho! George". 
 
I think we join the line on the 14th.  Good place, I believe.  Jack 
Edwards is off to Paris on leave soon.  Got a parcel from Emmie 
in Islington of the things Mum sent, some notes totalling 20f.  
These notes I sent for Ness and Cuth's birthdays and they 
couldn't be changed in Australia under 2/6 each so they sent 
them back to London for me to get underclothes etc from 
Emmie.  I sent a serviette ring souvenir from Ypres to Emmie 
today.  There was a concert last night in the picture hall by the 
7th Bgde Party which was very good they say.  Another one on 
Tuesday and again on Thursday.  Rugby match between 5 & 7th 
Bgdes on Wednesday. 
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December 11th.  Went to pictures again tonight at 2nd Division 
cinema nearby.  Was pretty dull and cold today and looked like 
rain.  Jack went to Paris today.  Enemy artillery pretty busy on 
the sector in front of us these last few days and especially 
tonight (Messines sector).  Yesterday afternoon half a dozen 
Gotha aeroplanes came over and dropped some "coolers" 
around Erquingham and L'Epinette, a few miles on our right.  
Today, after waiting for months for my money it came per 
Chief Paymaster and entered in my paybook.  I cabled for it at 
3/- a word on September 5th.  Had leave and came back to 
France on September 20th.  No money.  On September 26th the 
Bank in London wrote me that it had come.  So on October 1st, 
being just off up to the Ypres front for 10 days (Battles of 
Zonnebeke, October 4th and 9th) I wrote for the money.  On 
November 6th I wrote again and once more on 26th November.  
So today, after three months, I get it. 
 
December 13th.  Our Battalion football team played the 32nd 
Bn today.  Sun never showed today and 'twas cold and misty 
and dull.  Yesterday I took a chap to see the ADMS at 
Ravelsburg, a small hamlet near Bailleul.  The ADMS wasn't in 
so we pushed on to the city of Bailleul and had dinner there and 
a look around.  The meal was pretty cheap, only 2 1/2f for 
steak, chipped potatoes and two eggs (eggs are 4 1/2d each to 
buy raw for us at any rate).  As I had changed my note from 
London Headquarters and got  £10 (275f) I was cashed up.  
After purchasing a book or two of which a very poor selection 
in English is obtainable, we wended our way homewards per the 
Armentieres road.   
 
Rode by motor lorry a good way both going and coming.  We 
had just turned the de Seule  corner after drinking a cup of 
coffee in a New Zealand YMCA  and were gone on a few 
hundred yards when we heard the loud inconstant buzzing of 
aeroplanes overhead.  Soon our anti-aircraft guns began to open 
up and in a few moments a perfect fusilade was sounding.  The 
sky being covered by clouds with patches of clear here and 
there and the sun alternately shining and being hidden, it was a 
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great day for aircraft.  And true enough, they were up there - 14 
great Gotha planes and they weren't long in beginning business.   
 
Very shortly we saw a great cloud of smoke and dust like an 8" 
shell explosion appear up on the Neuve Eglise hill.  Then four 
more in perfect alignment across the road and into the fields 
near the 28th Bn camp.  By the time the report - a terrific one it 
was - of the first bomb reached us the third great explosion had 
taken place.  Then within a few seconds another three dropped - 
one being right in the middle of the road where we'd have been 
if we hadn't gone in for a drink at the YM.  It hit the cobbles fair 
and square, missing the last of the 44th Bn (WA) huts by a mere 
20'.  But it made a small hole - only 3' deep and scattered the 
cobbles all ways.  Killed four 5th Division artillerymen and 
blew the front of a motor lorry almost off.  I saw this and nine 
chaps wounded as we were about 400yds off when it occurred.  
I heard later that 17 chaps had been killed and 70 wounded at 
the 28th Bn camp.  To wind up the day Bert and I went and saw 
the match of Rugby between 5th and 7th Bgdes.  I heard later 
that three of the German aeroplanes were brought down.  We 
voted on the conscription question the other day.  I voted, as 
usual, NO. 
 
December 16th.  Yesterday Bert, George, the Doc's batman, 
and I with Bert Pearce, the Stretcher Bearer Corporal and 4 
Stretcher Bearers left Neuve Eglise about 11am and caught the 
light railway tram (2' gauge) from Romarin siding and rode past 
Ploegsteert through Ploegsteert Wood to the terminus where the 
cooks of the Battalion do their cooking for the unit in the line.  
From here we walked along the sap (trench) (St Yves Avenue) 
past Bn HQ and into Ultimo Avenue to the crater where some 
dugouts, including the Regimental Aid Post, are.   This crater is 
about 120yds across at the top and is perhaps 50' deep.  Was 
blown on the eve of the June 7th stunt here for Messines Ridge.  
Water is at present in the centre and forms a lake about 25yds 
across.  We took over from the 39th Bn and 3rd Division 
Victorian lot.  Went to bed about 10pm.   
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Today Bert Pearce, George Pearce, Snowy Deering (A Coy 
chap) and I went down to Red Lodge, a couple of miles behind 
and got some supplies - tinned peas, apricots, biscuits, towel, 
soap, chocs etc.  We all, including Doc (Capt Matheson of 
Sydney) put in some francs for these and as this is the quietest 
front we've been on for twelve months, we can cook these 
things.  Brought our rations back too, though these were minus 
any meat or veg.  Where they got to I don't know.  Had a quiet 
time so far and no casualties on this our first day.  Only two 
companies in the line.  Last battalion here had only 3 killed and 
none wounded during their 9 days in the line.  I think we will 
have 8 days in here.  Fairly cold and ice on the water of every 
post and the great crater every morning.  Few flakes of snow 
today.   
 
Bert Chambers and I have going to the pictures at the 2nd 
Division Cinema which was 50yds from our Aid Post in Neuve 
Eglise.  Went three times and to one concert which was tres bon  
and broke the monotony for that week.  The football helps, too.  
Have got all my Xmas cards away and can now await answers 
and etc at my leisure if Fritz doesn't cut up rough.  Very little 
shelling goes on about here.  A few bombs at the outposts of the 
front line.  It's only held in outposts in shellholes.  A few big 
shells - 8" - go back to the reserves and our guns chuck some 
back. 
 
December 17th.  Morning broke snowy and the ground was 
covered almost with the white cursed stuff.  It came out sunny 
but still cold during the afternoon and the snow disappeared.  
Bert Chambers and Bert Pearce went out scouting today and 
returned with tucker and a couple of newspapers and coke so 
that as we had raw meat to cook, we fared well.  For tea we had 
fried bacon and boiled potatoes and peas.  Also apricots and 
custard which is high fare for front line work.  There is 
somewhat more shelling today on both sides.  Our aeroplanes 
were dropping bombs on a trench mortar possy after dinner and 
were fired at vigorously by the machine guns.  After tea our 18 
pounder batteries were shelling his searchlight position.  
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Whether any good was done I don't know.  We had the DADMS 
(Deputy Assistant Director of Medical Services) up to our Aid 
Post on a visit just as we arose from slumber about 9am (being a 
quiet "home") and the Doc took him around the position.  Then, 
later on, the ADMS (Assistant Director Medical Services) 
himself (Colonel Shepheard of South Australian) came around.  
He was previously PMD (Principal Medical Officer) of South 
Australia.  (RAP is Regimental Aid Post.) 
 
December 21st.  Weather has continued cold and frosty, 
everything around being continually white with frost.  Ice is on 
all water and our crater should be ready for sliding if anyone is 
game to venture across its 30yd diameter of surface.  Rumour 
that we come out to billets on Monday night instead of Sunday.  
That will be Xmas Eve.  Also said the raid of our Battalion is 
due for Sunday evening.  Bert Pearce and I went out from the 
trenches to Romarin where the Battalion transport is, the other 
day.  We tested four samples of water from the trenches here.  
Today Bert Chambers and I went for rations at the cook's place 
at Dead Horse Corner.  While there we tested the water there 
and found it alright.  The cook's break the ice to get the water.  
We do a good bit of knocking around these saps and 
communication trenches about here.  Tonight Fritz gave us a 
shell along side our Aid Post which put the acetylene gas lamp 
out.   
 
The frost looks very pretty; all the dirty old barbed wire and 
timber and stray sticks and other objects look like beautiful 
white flowers.  One has to wear gloves and this leather jacket 
and everything else.  We wear sandbags instead of puttees here 
up the line.  It helps to prevent the circulation of the blood in 
the feet being interfered with and so helps to ward off trench 
feet.  Received a Christmas card and a parcel (latter from 
Central Mine) this week so far.  Only one casualty of our 
battalion evacuated this time to date and no trench feet. 
 
CHRISTMAS DAY.  Snowy and real European Xmas weather.  
Windy and frosty and hail and snow all today.  We left the 
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trenches yesterday after nine days in during which we had but 
two slightly wounded and none killed.  The 25th Bn relieved us.  
We came out to a camp in Romarin village near Neuve Eglise.  
We lived better up the Aid Post this time than ever before.  We 
had roasts and fries and custard, fruit, peas, potatoes (roast and 
boiled) onions, (roast, boiled and fried).  So we had nothing to 
complain of and as it froze hard all the time we had no trench 
feet.  The 26th Bn on our left had about 30 wounded.   
 
As it was a quiet front we had several visitors up the line.  The 
DADMS the ADMS and the DMS.  Also a yankee officer and 
the Lord Provost of Aberdeen who came in naval uniform.  
Someone gave him a squid (German) steel hat and made him 
pleased as pleased could be.  Jack came back from Paris while 
we were up the line and had the time of his life, he says.  
Rumours about that we go to the Field Ambulance and leave the 
27th Bn.  Dirty point if we who are original men of the 27th Bn 
have to leave it and go to a Field Ambulance.  
 
Tonight a large fatigue party of 2 1/2 companies got strafed by 
Fritz.  Casualties not yet known.  Everyone in the unit got a gift 
from some Australian last night.  Mostly from Victoria.  They 
were little cardboard boxes filled with things from "Ozzy".  
Paid Jack back 80f yesterday.  Les Harris went wild tonight on 
some rum.  Nothing much for Xmas dinner today.  We must 
"tout sweet" home for next Xmas. 
 
December 29th.  Snow fell last few days and yesterday was 
particularly cold, there being a wind across the frozen country.  
The ice is thick everywhere and icicles hang from every roof.  
We're still in Romarin.  We're keeping a hospital now, extra to 
our ordinary work and have six patients so far, diarrhoea and 
trench feet.  Two casualties tonight (one killed).  There were 
seven the other night (five killed) on fatigue. 
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1918 
 

January 1st.  Pudding and cake today and curry all the week.  
Still frozen. 
 
January 2nd.  Battalion went up the line today to possy 
opposite Warneton same as we were in for 9 days a week ago.  
Freddy Hahn and Jim Humphries went up this time.  We Details 
left behind went to our Transport Lines, the 28th Bn taking over 
our camp. 
 
January 3rd.  Bert Chambers, Joe Harden and I went to see 
Herb Muller in 2nd CCS at Steenwerk.  While there we saw the 
show or pantomime "Dick Whittington" run by the 2nd 
Division, Anzac Coves.  Very good. 
 
January 4th.  Parcel from George.  Jack Edwards, George 
Gale, myself and Bert Chambers (first three Broken Hill chaps) 
went to Neuve Eglise this evening and saw the "Cooees", a 3rd 
Division concert party.  Very good.  Jim fell on ice at crater and 
came down from line.  Cut his eye. 
 
January 5th.  Jack Edwards went up line in Jim's place.  Cold 
still and frozen. 
 
January 7th.  Papers from Fred (Slee) in Broken Hill.  Rained a 
little last night and thawed some of the frozen ground thereby 
making it muddy.  Freezing again tonight.  Went for a bath 
today to Divisional Baths and got a change of underclothes.  
Rumours about that our Division goes to vicinity of Boulogne 
for reorganization on 17th inst.  All the other Australian 
Divisions have been there.  The 5th is there now.  Further 
rumours that the Australians are going to Egypt and Palestine.  
Said to have originated with General Birdwood.  Les Harris 
came back from Paris today and went up the line to the Aid 
Post. 
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January 8th.  During last night a 3" fall of snow took place.  
Went to picture show across the road tonight - YM show.  Very 
cold one felt there though and stamped  our feet all the evening! 
 
January 13th.  A fine sunny day today.  The Battalion left the 
front line after seven days in (from the 9th) and came to Red 
Lodge dugout.  This is a couple of miles behind the trenches.  I 
came up from the Transport Lines where we "duds" hung out 
this time, and joined the Battalion on the 10th.   The frost ended 
on the 11th day.  The Battalion was paid again.  I drew none.  
Must save to go to "Gay Paree".  Very muddy about now and 
great clods of sticky and clayey Belgian soil adhere to one's 
boots in hundred weights.  Our Detail was lucky in getting away 
from the crater Aid Post when they did.  Next night the 25th Bn 
had a number of casualties.  Total to date about 40 in three days.  
All the "bivvies" in the crater were blown in and the "Ultimo 
Sap" torn about by 5.9" and 4.2" shells.  Went down to Romarin 
to our transport lines for footwash soap.  Les went with me.  
This evening Fritz chucked a few 5.9" shells around this way.  
Saw nine of the 25th Bn awaiting burial in a little graveyard 
near here today. 
 
January 15th.  Three years since I joined the AIF in Adelaide.  
That was 1915.  [3 days before his 20th birthday].   In 1916, I 
was in hospital in Alexandria, Egypt.  In 1917 I was in Delville 
Wood on the Somme and today I'm at Red Lodge near Messines 
in Flanders.  Wet and mud reigns supreme around here. 
 
January 16th.  Today, two years ago,  I left Ras el Tin hospital 
in Egypt and rejoined the battalion at Tel-el-Kebir.  The front of 
our bivvy slipped down tonight owing to the rain rotting the 
sandbags.  About a ton of mud slid down and blocked the 
doorway.  Railway irons and timber were all mixed up in the 
clay and effectively stopped our egress. 
 
January 18th.  Reached age of 23 today.  Fourth birthday in 
the A.I.F.  Three years ago I was in Ascot Park, Adelaide.  Two 
years I was in Tel-el-Kebir, Egypt.  Last year, on 18th January, 
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I left Buire (Somme) for first English leave.  A cold day but not 
so cold as it has been.  Plenty mud and no rain.  Got a parcel 
from Emmie. 
 
January 19th.  Parcels from George and Aunt Lilly.  No rain 
today but overcast and cloudy.  Plenty mud about.  Saw one of 
our balloons get loose today.  Our shrapnel burst all around it 
but never appeared to hit it.  It finally disappeared in the clouds.  
Three of our aeroplanes appeared to swoop on it.  Nothing 
happened though so I suppose Fritz has it now. 
 
January 22nd.  Fairly bright sunny day.  Plenty of artillery and 
aerial activity.  Half a dozen Fritzer 8" shells landed about 
150yds from our position at Red Lodge here.  They make a 
terrible row, this size shell, and cause huge holes and fling dirt 
and pieces for hundreds of feet into the air and hundreds of 
yards around.  A large number of them fell near Hyde Park 
Corner and in Ploegsteert Wood - about half a mile away.  Our 
aeroplanes and the Squid ones were up in numbers today and 
had some boxons.  Thousands of shrapnel bursts around both, 
the sky being well dotted with the smoke balls from the bursts.   
 
Les and Freddy and I went for a stroll up the summit of Hill 63 
which we are bivouacked on.  Saw well over into the German 
lines.  Comines, a fair sized town, could be seen about 6-8 miles 
away.  Could also see Warneton which being only half a mile 
the other side of the trenches, must be well blown about.  The 
silvery line of the River Lys could be traced flowing from 
Comines way through Marneton and across the country to 
Houplines, Armentieres, Erquingham and beyond.  Armentieres 
and Houplines stood out well, the factory chimneys and towers 
of churches and high buildings showing up particularly plainly.  
Lille was not visible today.  Too hazy on the distant horizon.  
One tower in Comines shows out grandly.  It is very high and 
surmounts some big building.  I would be interested to know 
exactly what is is.  However, as Comines is now, and for the 
last three and half years, in Hun possession, I cannot say. 
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Yesterday, Les and I went for a walk down to our Transport 
Lines at Romarin and saw Buck Chambers who is there while 
we are here at Red Lodge.  No room for him up here although I 
think the Old Man would like to think of a pretext for getting 
him up here.  As he was about to set off to Nieppe with Alf 
Burgess, we accompanied him.  Didn't stay there long though.  
Just saw the church which is well bashed and ruined inside, and 
then Les and I returned by ourselves, rest having gone on ahead.  
After various cups of coffee at French and Belgian cafe joints 
we returned to transport with intention of humming tea.  But a 
large squad of visitors (neutrals mostly) having "arrove", we 
though it better to go home to Red Lodge with a tin of sausages 
in our pocket which we did.  When we got home we found a lot 
of 8" shells had been lobbing around the Aid Post.  Rumour we 
leave here on 28th and go to near Boulogne on French coast 
with the rest of the 2nd Division. 
 
January 23rd.  Today the sheepskin gloves like last years were 
issued.  Also definite instructions for we AMC Detail, or Water 
Personnel, to report to 7th Field Ambulance by 15th February.  
Transfer immediately put in to 27th Bn to be infantry. 
 
January 26th.  Anniversary of Founding of Australia.  Our 
transfers evidently were alright for they appeared in Routine 
Orders at 7th Field Ambulance and 27th Bn, and they've been 
incorporated in Part II Battalion orders.  We still carry on as 
Medical Detail of 27th Bn as infantry men instead of Army 
Medical Corps.  Of course, something may turn up to put us 
back but I don't think so.  Been dull and cool today and we 
resumed the fire - oak tree as fuel.  This oak forest we're in and 
which extended up the slope of Hill 63 on which Red Lodge is 
situated, is of fairly large extent.  It is about 2 x 3/4 miles, and 
although undoubtedly thick and shady in summer, is very thin 
and leafless now.  The trees are by no means big in girth or 
height.  King Albert of Belgium went hunting at times in its 
precincts.   
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Yesterday, after having a bath at Divisional Baths nearby during 
the afternoon, went to Neuve Eglise, a matter of perhaps 3 1/2 
k, to meet Bert Chambers and go to a concert with him.  But as 
the appointed hour was 4.30pm and my time of arriving at 
Marie's (the destination) was an hour later, I found Bert gone 
home to Romarin.  So I invested 1/2f and went and saw the 
concert.  The party was called "The Bandicoots".  A 10th Bgde, 
3rd Division lot they were.  Not much of a concert though.  
After, I went down to Romarin, about 3k, and saw Bert and then 
walked home again to Red Lodge - 3k.  So it was about 10k trip 
and just nice and on a moonlight clear night, what could be 
better.  Heard that the moon enabled Fritz to go over and bomb 
Calais though.  Dropped some near here too, at Dead Horse 
corner, half a mile away, and got some chaps. 
 
We have to have blankets rolled in bundles of 10 by 6.30am 
tomorrow as we're to carry one each and send one each per lorry 
to the camp near Locre where we move to tomorrow.  Couple 
days there and then we entrain for a district near Boulogne 
where we'll undoubtedly go into heavy training for the "Spring 
Handicap".  Palestine yarn seems to have died away.  Peace talk 
is now running wild, but unfortunately I cannot see my way 
clear to believe any of it.  More likely to end in 1919 than this 
year. 
 
3rd Division, whom we relieved in this sector on December 
15th, relieve us here tomorrow.  Received Xmas parcel from 
home today with half a pipe - some mistake - (remainder of pipe 
was in a sock), tin tobacco, peanuts and jolly good cake made 
by Mother and best I've tasted since leaving home.  Also tin 
cream (luxury) and one of salmon and some chewy and 
butterscotch and a pair of much needed sox.  Even the cloth 
wrapper is of use for we use that for a dish washer.  Must tell 
them to cut out the cheddar cheese as no one ever eats it and we 
always get a tin in parcels.  Gets chucked out in the end.  Dried 
apricots were tres bon  too, and were eaten immediately. 
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A year ago I was in Scotland on leave.  Fritz chucked over a lot 
of 8" stuff near here yesterday, keeping it up all day. 
 
January 27th.  This morning after rolling the blankets and 
getting packs ready, brekker and Sick Parade, I left Red Lodge 
with our Medical Maltese Cart loaded with the medical gear and 
went to Romarin where the Battalion Transport is.  Here Bert 
Chambers and I loaded more stuff on it and set out for Locre 
about midday calling in at Marie's in Neuve Eglise en route.  
Our Doc went on Blighty leave today and a Capt. Shannausy 
took over for the term of his leave.  Seems a cheerful cove so 
far.  From Neuve Eglise, Bert and I went independently through 
Dranoutre to the hutment in Locre.  Very good Camp this, with 
ablution huts, etc and better than majority of camps.  Names and 
numbers of troops entitled to wear brass "A" on their colours 
were taken the other day.  To wear an "A" must have been on 
Gallipoli.  Very misty today.  Hardly see a hundred yards ahead 
on account of a thick white mist.  Got a bit cooler too.  We had 
a pretty big hut about 30' by 30', and it got chilly with only we 
AMC detail in it. 
 
January 28th.  A very fine bright sunny day - good enough for 
an Australian winter's day and that's saying a lot.  Football 
match twixt 27th and 48th Bns won by 27th by 20 points.  
Another new doctor tonight - Capt. Piggett. 
 
January 29th.   The battalion left Locre near Belgium, at 10am 
after a last hot meal - stew - at  9.  We marched 4 1/2 miles to a 
siding across in Belgium called de Kennerbeck.  Here we had a 
wait of a while and then we entrained along with the 28th Bn 
and left the station at 1.20pm.  Passing through Bailleul and 
Hazebrouck - the last mentioned being well knocked about near 
the station by the 15" shells Fritz chucked over during last 
August - we kept a good lookout, Bert and I, and by luck, saw 
Mama outside her little "maison" at Renescure where we were 
often on visits last August and Sept.  Bert cried out "Hullo, 
Mama" and waved frantically.  For a moment she just waved in 
an ordinary manner, and then, oh then, she suddenly saw who 
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we were and she galvanized into life straight away.  By this 
time we, however, had got out of sight and we relapsed back 
into our seats, well pleased to have seen dear old Mama - the 
one time prisoner in Germanized Belgium.  This family comes 
from near Valenciennes by Belgian border.   
 
Then we passed by Arque, just missing St Omer, and going 
through Lumbres and at last, about 5.30pm, we disentrained at a 
small place called Lottinghem.  We might easily have gone on 
to a station called Desures and detrained there and the march 
would have been shorter to our billeting area, but that would not 
do.  We had to go the long way.  Since 9am we had a tin of 
bully between three in the train and now, at Lottinghem, we 
were put in a field in the dark and were given a quarter of a cup 
of cocoa each.  Not much to get after nothing since 9am and 
before a long march.  About 7pm we started off and marched 
for the regulation 50mins with 10min spells per hour and we did 
the 20k in 4 1/2hrs.  By the finish of these kilos I and almost 
everyone, I might say all, were staggering a bit.  Indeed I felt 
somewhat giddy at the finish through lack of tucker.  However 
no tucker was available that night and we went to bed in some 
straw above the pig sty we were to have slept in.  It was a clean 
place though as we found the inhabitants of these parts much 
better than the places near the line in Belgium and Somme etc.  
Slept like a log and awoke at 10am very hungry.   
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January 30th.  Immediately set out looking for something 
which we got soon after at a little estaminet on the corner of the 
one cross road in the village of Bellebrune where we were.  
Here we got a couple of eggs and some coffee which somewhat 
allayed the pangs.  Soon after, on getting the rations from the 
Quartermaster we had some more.  After this lunch, Jack 
Edwards and I set out for Cremarest village, 3k away, to 
establish an Aid Post in a more central position than at 
Bellebrune.  You see, the companies being widely scattered, we 
had to put our Post in a position easily accessible to all.  C Coy 
was about 1 1/2k from Cremarest, B and D practically in it, 
while A was 4k away.  So for A and HQ, we ran a Sick Parade 
at Bellebrune extra to the general one at Cremarest.  We got a 
billet on Wirwigners Road, half a mile from the village, and got 
a small room about 15'x12'x7' with a cement floor and huge 
fireplace.  Here we were to run Sick Parade and had our meals.  
Slept in a barn ("grange") where we found plenty of livestock, 
don't mean fowls or cows either.  In the small room we do our 
cooking, burning bundles of hedge clippings bought off the 
farmer here at 2d each.  Don't last long either. 
 
The country around here is a welcome change from the battered 
and scarred districts around the battle line.  Here we are out of 
sound of the guns, some rumbling and have heard coming from 
the other way - coastal side mostly - from the anti-aircraft guns 
and bomb dropping of Fritz on Boulogne and Calais.  The 
aspect of the country here is indeed pleasing to us, though some 
of the swads would rather be in a more populous district.  Here 
are all hills, not quite as big as the Adelaide Hills but quite as 
thickly covered in forests.  On our right (facing north) is the 
Foret de Desvres, and on the left, the Foret de Boulogne.  The 
roads are not bad and follow the valleys mostly, though, of 
course, a number of hills on them cannot be avoided.  The 
weather for the first few days of February was very good and 
bright and sunny.  Not at all cold.   
 
We get our rations and meat raw and cook them here 
augmenting them with carrots bought at the farmer's here at 1d 
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for about four big ones.  Some days we roast them and 
sometimes they get boiled.  We take it in turns at cooking.  
Also, every day a different one goes up to Bellebrune - he is 
called the Bellebrune Courier - to do Sick Parade there at 10am.  
Later it was altered to 8am, my first morning on, worse luck.  
Had to arise at 6.30am and, after a lightning drop of cocoa made 
on the primus, set out and get the 3k to Bellebrune done by 
8am.   
 
This latter village has but 194 inhabitants and two estaminets, a 
church and a chateau.  This chateau is old being erected about 
17th century.  Forget exact date.  After the 8am Sick Parade at 
Bellebrune, the Doc goes by horse down to Cremarest and does 
another there at 10am.   
 
February 2nd.  I visited the village of Wirwignes.  It has about 
600 people, a church and four estaminets and a few houses.  
Plenty of coffee at 3 sous a glass.  Biere and vin  are also 
procurable at all these French village estaminets.    'Twas pay 
day today and I forbore to save cash as I have been doing lately 
and drew 40f.  Les Harris, the latest recruit in our Detail, was 22 
today and he celebrated it in style with champagne.  We helped 
him home, Freddy, Jim and I. 
 
Feb 3rd, Mum's birthday, I was Bellebrune Courier.  Jack went 
on his third English leave and went to Ireland today.  Put in a 
day afterwards in getting boots and breeches mended.  In 
evening, we strolled through Cremarest village.  Population of 
this village is over 500 only with the usual church, a few houses 
and three estaminets.  We did a bit of cockying today here.  Bert 
pitchforked the hay up to the old lady who put it through the 
thresher.  The old man tied it after going through and I stacked 
it.  Crop must have been poor as he only got two bags of wheat 
from 2hrs going.  The thresher is driven by a horse in a 
treadmill.  He has to go as he'd get hurt if he didn't as the floor 
slips back with his weight.  To give him an occasional rest, the 
old lady put a brake on. 
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February 7th.  Old Cuth's birthday.  He is now 13 years old.  
The 3rd was dear littler Muvver's.   Was Bellebrune Courier 
again.  Yesterday was cook.  Today is wild and stormy with a 
driving rain quite different to the beautiful sunny and bright 
days of the past week.  I'm writing this in the little village of 
Bellebrune, a place with but 194 inhabitants in the Department 
of Pas-der-Calais.  As I'm flying orderly today, or Bellebrune 
Courier as we call it, I am at present - 8am - in a little coach 
house at the farm where we do Sick Parade for A Coy and HQ.  
Doc and I do this Parade and then he hops aboard a horse and 
goes down the long hill to Cremarest (595 people) where the 
main parade of sick is held by rest of Detail.  I arise at 6.30am, 
on days like today to get to Bellebrune here from Cremarest by 
8am for it's nearly 4k distance. 
 
After dinner Bert and I went into Desvres, a town about 5k 
away.  We followed the winding roads which lead through the 
forest of the same name, resting here and there on heaps of road 
metal and parleying with anyone we happened to see or meet.  
Our "Bonjour, Madam” invariably gains for us a cheerful 
answer.  Even the girl with a club foot near one village hailed us 
cheerily.  Desvres, where we went, is a town of over 5,000 
inhabitants where cement, crockeryware and footware are 
manufactured.  From a distance on the high ground where our 
billet at Cremarest is, about 4k away as the crow flies, the town 
appears to nestle in a valley between long ridges of hills.  You 
can plainly see the factory chimneys of the establishments 
devoted to the manufacture of crockeryware, cement and 
footware.  At the back of the town, great quarries show out in 
bold relief in their whiteness.  When you reach the town though, 
you find the main street laid out up a steep hill.  You get quite 
puffed climbing this thoroughfare.  The bottom of this hilly 
street is a dirty quarter and various and far from sweet are the 
smells rising therefrom.   
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On our return homeward we felt like some coffee and found 
some trouble in finding a place.  We turned down at every turn 
until a woman pumping water gave us the oil as to a place 
across the road.  So we hopped in and got as much as we 
wanted.  There were two real nice girls there too, and we, as 
usual, made friends.  Found out on another trip in, their names.  
The two we first met were Isabella, about 24, and Louisa, 16, I 
should say.  Very cheerful girls and real French.  None of your 
Flemish style about them.  I do know some nice Belgium kids 
though.  On our second trip in on the 12th, we met the rest of 
the family.  Maman and Papa and the eldest girl, Juliette and the 
little boy, Emile.  Also a couple of cousins from St Omer.  One 
was a dear little girlie of about 11 called Blanche and her 
brother, about same age, was Georges.  This second time we 
were given pancakes (called crepes) and Isabella sewed my new 
colours on my tunic as she is a dressmaker.  We will go there 
again.  Bert and I have good friends now in Renescure, Neuve 
Eglise and Desvres.  First and last places are in France, other in 
Belgium.  Weather all this time is windy, cold and rainy at 
times.  On week ending the 8th I got a number of parcels.  Peg, 
Mum (a registered one), church and Jessie Watt all sent them. 
 
February 10th.  Was cook again today.  Les went back to 
Ambulance today in accordance with new rule that no AMC 
men to be attached to combatant units.  B class man can be.  
After dinner Bert, Bill Humphries and Charlie Moyle (the great 
SA wicket keeper) both of A Coy, Freddy and self, all went out 
rabbiting with pistol and shovel and sticks.  After a very 
exciting (I don't think) afternoon, Charlie and I wandered 
homeward with the catch - four fair-sized animals.  The rabbits 
here in the forests seem all to live by themselves and burrow 
into a blind end.  So we dig them out and come down to them 
and they can't go any further.  So we pull 'em out by the hind 
legs and crack 'em across the neck, making them la mort.   The 
shovel was distinctly useful.  The sticks never got a hit and 
Charlie Moyle was made carrier of game as he let a rabbit get 
away through not sticking to his post at a hole.  Freddy was 
greatly disappointed and riled too at its escape.  Charlie came in 
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for plenty of advice.  Bert's Fritzer souvenir automatic pistol 
wouldn't go off so was no good for the hunt.   
 
On the way home, Charley and I, ahead of the rest to get the 
game cleaned and on to cook, got slightly out of our bearings 
through following a hare's tracks.  I ruined one trap but as 
nothing was in either of the two we saw, we never pinched any.  
We wandered out of the Foret de Desvres where we were game 
hunting and came upon a part of the countryside we never 
knew.  We crossed innumerable paddocks and tracks and 
through gates and over hedges until we found a farm and 
enquired of an old woman the whereabouts of Cremarest.  All I 
could say was "Cremarest?" and point all around the compass 
with an enquiring look.  She soon "compreed" and smiling, 
showed me the track.  Saw a fair little waterfall here.  The fall 
was about 20' and was in three streams.  Part of River Selles.  
Soon I knew where I was and 'twasn't long before we were at 
the billet again.  However, before we quite got home, feeling 
dry, we called in at an estaminet and exchanged a rabbit for a 
couple of coffees.  (Later I found the price of rabbits is 4f each).  
So the three rabbits left were what we had boiled for tea and 
they never went down bad. 
 
February 11th.  I was Bellebrune Courier again.  From now on 
Freddy takes it up for good, living up at the farm in Bellebrune 
and making attempts to be pally with the daughters of the farms 
and a fat old man whose chief concern is a pair of boots.  He 
has written on a piece of paper a sentence laboriously culled 
from his Dictionaire  to this effect.  "Will you get me a pair of 
new tan boots if you please. I will give your 4f for one and 8 for 
two".  Freddy almost got bluffed by his persistent attempts at 
the deal.  Freddy can't get the boots for him and it worries him, 
the constant demands by the old man.  However, he has now 
had a row with the farmer and told him "boots par bon - 
napoo".   Battalion sports today. 
 
February 12th.  Bert and I went into Desvres again today after 
dinner.  I was again cook.  This is the day we had the crepes and 
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I had the colours sewn on and we made this acquaintance of the 
whole family in the cafe shop.  Weather still dull. 
 
February 13th.  We're still in this hilly part of France - 15k 
from Boulogne and between the Foret de Desvres and Foret de 
Boulogne.  Our intended month's spell from the front line is half 
over; I wish there were weeks upon weeks to go.  
 
Doc Mathieson back from blighty leave.  Got Jack Burr on our 
strength today from D Coy - stretcher bearer.  Twelve months 
ago today, he and I were the two AMC to go up to the Le Sars 
Aid Post with Brownell for four days (a la Somme ).  Program 
for those four jours : Aid Post amusements - fire balls - 
gathering bombs to repel counter attacks if any, and meal a la 
Ritz  by Brownell, Captain RMO, 27th Bn.   
 
Russia declared peace two days ago.  May we do likewise at the 
"toot".  Old man will be back from Blighty leave in a few days.  
Deep groans!!!.  Our Battalion football team beat the 28th Bn 
today by several goals. 
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CREMAREST (PAS-DE-CALAIS) 
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February 16.  A fine sunny day.  A trip to Desvres today.  
Bought broom, had feed etc. 
 
February 19th.  The first of the two days chosen for the 
Brigade Sports proved bright and sunny.  Although 'twas no 
later than the end of winter, the brilliance of the sun's rays 
would have led one to believe the season of spring had well 
advanced.  The scene of the fete was truly pastoral.  Imagine in 
a small valley between low, but fairly steep hills, one flat 
expanse of grass covered ground.  Around it as on the hills 
above, irregular clumps of oak and elm trees.  Not a leaf on any 
of these, of course, but on the hedges which surrounded the 
ground wee, small buds had just commenced to burst forth - the 
heralds of coming spring.  Although so sunny it was pretty cold 
and one needed to keep moving and tramping about to warm the 
toes. 
 
There was a variety of events enough to please all comers to 
military sports.  And several competitions were in progress all 
the time on different parts of the ground.  There was an 
enclosure for officers - a thing I do not approve of - and right 
next to it three brass bands took turn about in enlivening the 
proceedings by music which would have been deemed real good 
at any large country sports meeting.  Various booths and 
canteens were doing a very successful biz all day in stray 
corners and parts of the enclosure "de la fete".  I'm afraid a 
pretty large amount of beverage was consumed during the day 
and the scene around the Sergeants' Mess after the lunch 
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interval resembled more the picture of No-Man's-Land after a 
battle.   
 
Thousands of empty bottles lay around the grass and floated 
down the stream which flowed through the grounds and all 
along its banks lay the casualties of the day, in all attitudes.  
One case we AMC had to attend to as he suddenly was taken 
with an alcoholic fit and it took the combined power of several 
swads - themselves partly under the influence - to carry him to a 
nearby barn.  Here the MO administered an injection and he 
quieted down.  But it would be a mistake to think everyone was 
so, for, for all the screwed ones that one couldn't help noticing, 
there were the thousands of quiet, orderly sober lads enjoying 
themselves in watching their favourite runners and jumpers 
endeavouring to capture the premier events of the day. 
 
The whole of the 7th Bgde participated in these sports.  The 
blue and white diamond of the Western Australians mingled 
with the black and blue of the 25th Bn and the men of South 
Australia were easily picked out by their diamond of blue and 
brown.  The 26th Bn, the Queensland and Tasmania mixed unit, 
wore their blue and blue.  The Ambulance was also there 
wearing the chocolate diamond we used to in our Detail.  
Machine gunners, signallers, trench mortars infantry, engineers, 
ASC and Army Medical, all jostled together, and rubbed 
shoulders and by their proximity to one another extracted 
whatever fun and noisy joy possible from the day.  These events 
all help to keep up the morale of the army and I think the length 
of the strife needs counter-acting somewhat and in some such 
way if we cannot have an immediate peace. 
 
The events came off successfully.  The running tracks on the 
grass got very muddy and could have done with several loads of 
creekbed sand as could the kicking off place of the football 
kicking and long jump respectively, but otherwise there was 
nothing that could be growled at.  The stretcher bearing was 
carried off by the vingt sept  battalion (27th) who have done so 
at all the sports of the 7th Bgde since inception.  The 25th Bn 
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ran second and the 7th Field Ambulance was last as the 5th 
were at Senlis last June when the 27th won it.  The high jump 
fell to us also, Brand winning it with a leap of about 4'9".  
Conditions were bad.  The 440yds race also was labelled 27th 
Bn,  Bush Thompson winning and Jo Churchitt an easy second, 
both places being to our unit.  In the 100yds we went no good, 
the 26th Bn pulling off the event.  Our hopes had been centred 
on Wilson.  We only managed to score a third place in the half-
mile as Bush Thompson never timed his final run too well.  The 
same position also fell to us in the rifle grenading but I noticed a 
28th chap doing some tres bon  work, one bomb from over a 
hundred yards landing directly on the cap on the stick which 
was centre of the target.  In the hand-bombing etc. 
 
February 18th.  It is a thousand days since we left Outer 
Harbour of Adelaide on the old S.S. Geelong Troopship A2. 
 
In the evening, Bert and I went across to Wirwignes - 2 1/2k - 
and had an amusing time trying to parley - and partially 
succeeding - a little French with Margurite, the schoolmaster's 
daughter, and old Madam of the Estaminet.  The village of 
Cremarest is over 2000 years old according to the brigade 
YMCA chap.  The present church, a very square heavy towered 
building, was built in the 11th century.  An older one was a few 
hundred yards away nearer the little River Liane or Selles which 
flows eventually into the sea at Boulogne.  The Romans were in 
Cremarest and during the time of Henry VIII of England when 
he was beseiging Boulogne, foraging parties raided the village 
and stole from the inhabitants and the church.  Two hundred 
years ago in the reign of Louis XIV of France, the villagers, for 
some reason, rose and destroyed the Chateau and its inhabitants 
for which reason Cremarest now has no chateau.  The name has 
frequently altered and was then Cremarest. 
 
March 8th.  It is fifteen days since I entered anything in this 
diary which has become more of a journal lately.  We have just 
returned to the forward area after our five weeks spell around 
Cremarest, near Boulogne, and it's now 6.30pm and just getting 
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dark.  I inscribe this under the blankets.  Since about 23rd 
February, I and Jim Crow (our latest Medical Detail) have been 
attached to and living with the Battalion Transport Section so 
we could keep an eye on things in relation to water supplies.  
Some days we followed the water carts about chlorinating the 
water.  Other times we visited the companies independently 
with bottles of bleaching powder solution and inspected wells, 
springs and streams galore.  So today I accompanied the Water 
Cart on the trip from Cremarest-Bellebrune district to here at 
Korte Pyp Camp near Neuve Eglise.   
 
The majority of the transport, except for four travelling kitchens 
and one Water Cart and a mess cart were sent up to the forward 
area here by road making a 4 days trip of it and landing here 
tomorrow, bar accidents.  They did same way going down to the 
rest area on January 29th last.  Jim Crow and self were told to 
accompany them on the road this time and it would have just 
done me grand as I have some French friends at Renescure 
where they billet the second night.  But, unfortunately, although 
I arose and got ready early and had my kip all packed on top of 
the water cart on Wednesday morning, at the last minute I was 
told that Jim Crow would go with that Water Cart and I was to 
await the other one and go by train with it on the Friday.  I 
made a few concise remarks to the wide sky but argument is 
useless so I just did what I was told - waited for two days and 
did it well too.   
 
So last night, as we were to leave the billet at 2am, we none of 
us went to the "roses red" but stayed up before the fire.  Felt 
sleepy of course about twelve.  If I had been merely staying up 
playing cards I would not have blinked at all.  But that is the 
way when you have to stay up.  You'd give a quid to go to bed.  
Well we got away about the time - 2am - the night being clear 
and the sky bright and starlit with no moon, however.  Did 
couple kilos down to Cremarest and then we halted to take the 
officers Hotel de Ritz cutlery and crockery etc on the Mess 
Carts: when the four cookers and Water Cart and Mess Cart 
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were all ready, we pushed on again.  Was five or six kilos then 
to Desvres, through the forest, the way Bert and I always go.   
 
This Desvres is a longer place than I had thought it, and it took 
us quite a while to pass right through the main street to the 
station where I'd never been before.  Although it was about  
4am and not light at all, I noticed lots of lighted upper house 
windows and at the door of "our" little Estaminet I plainly saw 
my harum scarum girl, Louise.  So of course I howled out 
farewell in best French.  We reached the station de Desvres 
about 4.30am and it was not yet light, the stars still twinkling in 
the black vault.  Then our troubles with the cold began.  It had 
frozen during the night and try as one would, he couldn't get 
warm.  I gave it up and lay down half asleep and dozed for a 
while.  But I couldn't do any good and got up again and 
wandered about and kicked my feet and jumped about and 
danced and ran and skipped and felt half asleep all the while: 
and everyone was doing likewise.  We found to our disgust that 
our train never went till quarter to nine.  So we continued to 
knock about till the horses and vehicles had been all entrained 
when we entrained too.  For a while I was in the horse truck, but 
was nearly asleep when a horse almost trod on me and so I 
changed quarters and went into an empty horse truck.  During 
the journey I dozed a bit.  Looked out at Lumbres and then at 
Hazebrouck.  Missed waving to Mama at Renescure.   
 
We disentrained at Bailleul about 1pm and after the usual 
amount of muddling about we got away and did the 6k to Korte 
Pyp Camp by about 4pm.  This is the camp we had in June-July 
1916 before we went down to the Somme.  The place is 
changed though.  Trenches are dug in the Parade Ground.  A 
track for a railway runs right through the place.  Fresh huts are 
up and the old canteen is but a skeleton.  But the greatest 
changes are in the boys who form the Battalion.  In June 1916 
almost all the original Battalion were with us.  It was before 
Pozières when we lost 408.  Before Flers (325 lost), 
Warlencourt, Lagnicourt, Bullecourt, Polygon Wood and 
Zonnebeke.  With all these battles gone in between the Unit has 
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changed out of all recognition.  The cobbers we had here two 
years ago are gone, most of them.  Our Corporal, poor sod Vick 
Dickinson, who was missing at Pozières, Harold Highman and 
Harold Smithan, both lost at Flers.  Roy Lamb at Zonnebeke, 
Tommy Ritch at Polygon Wood and host of other cobbers.  'Tis 
heartbreaking to think of them but one doesn't want to give too 
much time to thought such as these or he'd be downcast all the 
time. 
 
March 11th.  Very curious this evening.  As I was returning 
from Romarin Station where I'd gone to see Art Hendley in the 
30th Battery of 18 pounders (3rd Division), I crossed some 
fields of ploughed land and, as I was trudging my way I sneezed 
a few times.  I thought I had collected a cold and began to think 
of quinine in vast quantities.  I continued to sneeze and had 
accomplished about thirty before I reached our camp at Korte 
Pyp.  There, everyone was sneezing violently.  It was strange 
and the yarn got about that it was a bit of sneezing gas from 
Fritz which had drifted over.  I will endeavour to find out.   
 
At the moment of writing a hefty barrage is starting slightly to 
our right and up by the line.  We are about 4-5 miles behind the 
line here.  Every night or early morning this week there's been a 
very solid barrage somewhere or other within hearing distance 
of here.  Last night it was round Armentieres way (8.5k) where 
the Bosches raided the Welsh Guards and took about 20 
prisoners.  While conveying them to the German lines though, 
the unarmed Welsh suddenly broke loose and took all of the 
Fritz's arms from them and killing the lot, returned to their own 
trenches with the loss of three men.  A really fine exploit in the 
circs.   
 
There are a lot of guns in this Messines sector now and one 
particularly heavy one is firing every few minutes and shaking 
our hut here with a jerk.  Must be over a mile away too.  The 
other morning a big barrage sounded on the left and later I 
heard that Fritz had attacked east of Ypres on a mile front.  He 
succeeded on only a quarter of it in breaking into the English 
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line and pushing the Tommies back.  Then the Yorkshire Light 
Infantry attacked and drove him back again and captured 
300yds further in than the German line was before.  And last 
week three enemy attacks - small affairs really - were made on 
the French lines in Aisne and Champagne.  One was successful, 
I believe.  In Belgium too, the Hun came across on the Belgians 
but got driven out again later with the loss of 116 prisoners. 
They say he raided our 24th Bn (Vic) last night but although he 
laid a very heavy curtain of fire across the Australian lines, he 
was repulsed before he reached our trenches.   
 
This is different to a raid here made last week on the 10th and 
13th Bns as they were changing over.  In that affair he captured 
some including an OC of a company, a Major.  But he is said to 
have left the Commander of the raid and four men in our hands 
and 23 dead Fritzes were counted in the wire next morning.  He 
raided the 39th Bn of the 3rd Division too.  They are a Victorian 
lot that we relieved opposite Warneton on December 15th and 
who relieved us at Red Lodge on 27th January.  He is reported 
to have killed all their outposts - about 80 men.  Of course, the 
Australians have had their victories in these raids as well as 
their losses.  The 1st Division had a very successful one getting 
prisoners and a machine gun.  And the 3rd Divvy did a good 
one one night killing 50 Fritzes.  Next night they attempted 
another at the same place but came a gutzer.   
 
Anyhow I've heard of 3 good Aussie raids lately.  S'pose we'll 
have one or more when we go in.  Hear we go in about the 20th 
inst.  Yesterday the fatigue parties we send up to supports to 
work struck trouble. The gentle Bosche shelled them and caused 
18 casualties, 3 killed.  Some more were affected with gas too.  
Another fatigue of 3 platoons of A Coy is up at Red Lodge and 
doing three shifts of mining, and heavy work it is they reckon.  I 
hear we are preparing defences in front of Bailleul, the city of 
13000 people, 6,000k away.  Does that mean we expect Fritz to 
break through or only a measure of precaution? 
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Today I left the Water Cart job.  Charley Moyle took over and I 
devoted this morning to taking him to Emu Camp by Neuve 
Eglise and giving him points on the job (but not of pointing on 
the job).  After dinner we washed a Water Cart out.  Now Jim 
Crow and Charley Moyle will do the water job and I take on the 
dressings again.  Start off with a 6am Sick Parade tomorrow 
same as others have done last two morning to enable fatigues to 
get away early.  All clocks here were shoved forward an hour 
last night at midnight.  Saw some Aussies tree cutting nearby 
today.  They did the gap on our side and then cross-cutted with 
the saw until the elm came down with a crash.  They do a lot of 
them about here.  The trees are about 2' in diameter and 50' high 
and are used for duckboard making, I think.  Two anti aircraft 
guns are about 40yds away and occasionally give a few bursts 
to any Fritzes which may fly across.  But all the enemy aircraft 
over our way last few days have been very high up indeed.  He 
shelled Steenwerk the other day I hear. 
 
March 12th.  A real sunny day again but with a cooler breeze 
blowing.  This evening Bert and I went across the road to the 
Church Army Hut where a concert was given by the 7th Bgde 
Concert Party.  This lot are very good and have an orchestra 
attached of about a dozen string and reed instruments.  The 
songs included "Garden of Roses" and "Roses of Picardy", well 
sung, both of them.  The orchestra gave two very good 
overtures "High Jinks" and the old favourite "Cavalleria 
Rusticana".  A farce and various comic songs from English 
revues and one in particular, "Where did that one go to" from 
"The Better 'Ole", contributed to much merriment.  Altogether, 
the show helped a lot to make one forget the war for an hour or 
so which is the main object of these concerts, cinemas, football 
matches etc.  Just after tea I saw a Fritzer balloon come down 
near Neuve Eglise.  It had broken away I think and floated over 
our lines and our aeroplanes brought their machine guns to bear 
on it and set it in flame.  At least the gas burnt but the envelope 
itself looked much like a large piece of tarpaulin falling through 
the air.   
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I didn't see Art Hendley at the 30th Battery horse lines last 
evening as he was up with the guns.  I received some papers 
(Manchester Guardian, Herald, Daily News and Nation  from 
George Brum [Edwards, Birmingham] this week.  And also a 
few Miners  and Truths  from Fred [Slee].   
 
Tonight, after getting home from the concert and as I was sitting 
writing in this diary, being the only one up, the Doc came in and 
said, "Ha! Telfer.  A job for you as you are the only one out of 
bed".  So off I tootles with him and taking bandages, lint, cotton 
wool, primus, liniment and hot water in a bowl, also 
hypodermic syringe and needle and morphine solution.  I found 
that Lieut Clarry Moore, the Norwood toeballer, had sustained a 
twisted tendon beneath the knee.  So for a couple of hours I just 
put hot foments on, one after another.  Finally, after rubbing the 
chest and back of a Barrier Captain (in the middle of the night) I 
got back to my hut to bed.  Another very heavy barrage along 
the line tonight by the sound of things. 
 
March 13th.  Fine and sunny again today, but came up cold 
and windy this evening.  Put morning in on duty and spent 
afternoon writing letters in YMCA hut in this camp.  This 
evening the Doc departed to a school for 10 days.  Just after 
dinner time a German aeroplane sailed across the sky leaving 
behind a trail of smoke or a sort of whiteness.  For half an hour 
this smoke hung there in a vast horseshoe shape, so still must 
the upper air have been - thousands of feet up.  Then a curious 
thing happened.  Right along the whole extent of the smoke trail 
there appeared a sort of flash or quivering ray which travelled 
along right to the end and then vanished.  Time after time one 
started along, puzzling everyone and all were out looking at the 
sight.  One chap afterwards reckoned it was Edison's new rays 
to put airships out of action.  But as Fritz made the smoke I 
don't suppose Edison had anything to do with it.  Half an hour 
later I saw right across a cloud and, mind the day was sunny and 
warm and only a hazy mist hung over the ground to obscure 
vision, all the colours of the spectrum. I really cannot 
understand it.  
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I heard that the 5th Pioneers had bad luck in Nieppe yesterday.  
A large shell landed in the town and curiosity led a crowd to 
gather around.  Then another lobbed dealing out iron rations to 
a lot in the gathering.  Then just after, as a company was being 
dismissed, three more arrived (Later:  It was the 2nd Pioneers 
and casualties were about 10 killed and 20 wounded.)  Four big 
shells lobbed in the square at Bailleul yesterday.  As showing 
shortage of certain materials, here is extract from today's orders: 
"All tins emptied must be sent to Divisional furnace to be burnt 
for the solder and all cardboard and waste paper must be 
collected and put in bags and sent to Division". 
 
March 14th.  Raid last night by the "squids" who came over at 
the 1st Division.  It was no go though and Fritz left double 
figures dead and ditto prisoners; very few of the raiders getting 
back to their own line again.  A few nights ago our 5th Bgde 
raiders went across and got four prisoners.  It rained last night 
and today, no sun showing until late in the afternoon.  'Twas 
fairly cool too.  Went up to Neuve Eglise this afternoon with 
Jim Humphries to see Syd Curyer in the 10th.  But we came a 
gutzer.  We had got there and enquired for C Coy.  Got directed 
there and then found it was the 13th Bn and not the 10th.  
Confusion arose because the colours are same shape and 
somewhat similar.  10th are an oblong with light blue beneath 
and dark blue above.  The 13th are just the opposite. 
 
March 15th.  Pay day today.  I drew 20f (14/8) out as I'm on 
the save stakes for Paris leave.  I sent a cable home for cash for 
same purpose at 9d a word which cost 9/9.  Had a sudden 
callout last evening just after tea.  The whole Battalion except 
those away at Estaminets, were in line at the toot  ready to 
proceed anywhere sent.  We AMC also.  But thank kind fortune, 
it was only a test "stand to" and so we very soon were back in 
our hut playing crib again.  This evening Bert and I went up to 
Neuve Eglise and saw our friends at the corner house (Marie 
and her mother, the winker).  They are a pair of wags these pair 
and full of laughter and fun.  Cup of coffee for each of us soon 
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as we lobbed.  I got some papers (Heralds and Nation) from 
George today and Reynolds from Auntie Emmie.  Not so cold 
today and the sun shone out again.  The front is very active just 
now especially on our right down past Armentieres way.  Very 
heavy shelling sounds around that way.  Nieppe gets a lot of 
shells now too. 
 
March 17th.  Fine again and sunny same as yesterday.  Went 
for a walk down the road towards de Seule this evening with 
Jack and Jim Crow.  Got turned back at the border of France 
and Belgium though by Tommy Military Police.  Not allowed 
across into France without a pass.  We didn't particular want to 
go into France and so we turned back again.  Night before last a 
very heavy bombardment broke out down past Armentieres 
way.  Seems to be a lot of gun fire down that way lately.  Indeed 
the whole front had got pretty active with raids and artillery and 
aerial work.  There are a lot of balloons up, both ours and 
hostile ones.  Fritz dropped a couple of bombs by a dump near 
here this morning and a few minutes later all you could see was 
flying dust and blue cloth.  You see the Chows happened to be 
working there.  A lot of back area fire comes from the Bosche 
lately.  Today I noticed heavy shrapnel, both "Woolly Bears" 
and the white smoke variety all day long over towards Nieppe 
and Pont de Seule way.  A lot of the land in this camp area has 
been dug up by the "swads" for potato planting.  I notice a lot of 
it being tramped down again by other swads walking over it. 
 
March 19th.  A damned miserable rainy day with practically a 
continuous shower.  Mud galore and if you walk outside the 
door you're extremely lucky if you don't slip on your head.  
Hardly see a mile today, as beyond that, a whitish mist obscures 
everything.  It is not cold though.  Hear we're not going in the 
line tomorrow.  Be a day later instead.  One of our former 
Medical Officers, Capt. Mackay, who was with us at Ypres in 
October 1916 and at Battle of Flers in November of same year, 
came to see us today and we had a talk over old times.  Last 
night I went and heard Padre Major Rolland of the 4th Bgde 
give a very interesting talk on "Unknown Australia".  He knew 
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what he was lecturing about as he'd been a bush missionary up 
in Central and NorWest Aussie.  Told us about the pearl 
fisheries and also of the good nature and bravery of the people 
of the Centre of our great continent. 
 
March 22nd.  It was two years yesterday since we landed at 
Marseilles from Egypt.  These two years in France and Belgium 
seem like ten.  Can see another year here.  It's a great day this.  
Nice and warm and sunny with the light of early spring.  Bush 
hedges and trees are putting forth green, the grass and the corn 
is springing up, birds sweep across the sky chasing the insects 
that the warmth has brought around and altogether the weather 
much resembles May at Armentieres in 1916.  Indeed this town 
is only about 5k in front of me and I can see it in the distance 
with its towers and chimneys.  Although Fritz has well smashed 
Armentieres, still stacks are hard to hit and very many still 
stand.  Jack Edwards, Bert and self are with the transport and 
QM's sections near Nieppe in Courcelette Camp now.   
 
Yesterday the Battalion moved up the line in front of 
Ploegsteert Wood, just north of Armentieres.  Freddy and Kim 
who are up as detail this time, went up the day before.  Fritz 
raided the 26th Bn on the 27th's left last night.  Details of the 
result are lacking so far.  Furphy flying around that the Bosche 
attacked daybreak yesterday on a big front between Cambria 
and St Quentin and also on the French.  Will hear what 
happened soon I s'pose.  So far he's reported to be knocked back 
everywhere.  Nothing official yet though.  Our Battalion 
relieved the 17th (NSW) in the line this time.  The 5th Bgde 
became reserves and the 7th take over the line.  Aussie mail in 
of January 28th.  None for this chicken yet.  This month is 
anniversary of the formation of the Commune in Paris 1871. 
 
Going back a little, might be just as well to note down a few 
things I saw or heard during February out at the rest area behind 
Boulogne.  The weather got cold and windy, rainy, snowy and 
freezing about the last fortnight of the month.  Jim Crow and I 
at the water job, did a lot of walking about.  19k one day, 17 the 
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next, then 10 for a couple of days, 15 & 12 on following days, 
all chasing behind the Water Carts or going to see water at 
different companies.  On the very cold days we sometimes got 
into the back room of the Bellebrune Estaminet and sat Cafe 
dranken before their fire.  It was misery to be outside.   
 
On 23rd February Bert and I went into Desvres again for fourth 
time.  I liked to go in there - 6k - because I could get a book or 
two at the only bookshop by a creditable author.  While out on 
the spell January 29-March 8th, I read a good few books I got in 
this town.  Mostly French and Russian writers such as Zola, 
Erchmann-Chatris, Maupassant, Balzac, Maxim Gorki, Dumas, 
Daudet and Poe.  Then struck a volume of our new Aussie poet 
Leon Gellert.  In the evenings while at Transport Section, it 
being too cold to sit down on floor of billet to do anything, I 
would go to the schoolroom in Bellebrune, which the YMCA 
hired each night, and there write a letter or read a periodical 
alongside the stove.   
 
While in Desvres one day, Bert and I had an amusing 
experience.  We entered our usual little Estaminet, Grocer's and 
Draper's shop (all combined) and were greeted with uproarious 
howls from a quartette of young French boys, all nearly stung.  
One was singing some French song and every now and then the 
whole four would join in for about a line and then he'd carry on 
again.  One could distinguish "Departee la guerre" but nothing 
else.  Then another sang in fair English "Are you from Dixie", 
but with frightful effect on the tune.  We went into the back 
room to have our coffee and see Isabella and Louise and 
Juliette, as to sit down among those drunken kids was certainly 
unwise.  In fact we only stayed a very little time and soon 
"emsheed".  But we found before we went that they were drunk 
because that day the new young conscription of 18 years old 
were medically examined and so brought in to be ready to go, 
perhaps at once, to the firing line.   
 
Well, we went across the street, an awful steep cobbly street, to 
another Estaminet we knew of and visited Marie Louise and her 
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mother the the kids.  In the back room by the fire we sat down 
again and ordered a coffee.  But alas we'd hardly settled when in 
came the mob we'd left over the road.  They settled in the 
outside room and began to consume again, but one happening to 
get up and seeing Buck and I, nothing would satisfy them but 
we join them.  This we protested against but alas they grasped 
us willy nilly and out we staggered to the front room and sat 
down with them.  Poor kids of 17 and 18.  They were glad to go 
to war I think and laughed and joked and sang in French.  Or 
perhaps they got drunk because they were sad at leaving home.  
They seemed very young to be drunk like that.  We couldn't talk 
much to them as they couldn't parley Anglaise,  and we were no 
good at French so all we could do was to shake hands and give 
them cigarettes.  Freeing ourselves at last we went forth into the 
street again and wandered around the Grande Place  and into 
various highways and byways and on our return, ran into a little 
procession of these youths for the furnace of Mars.  They were 
gaily and perhaps most likely, all drunk and marched four 
abreast up the street singing and shouting.  The leader has a sort 
of banner flying and all wore a tinsel rosette of red, white and 
blue - the French tricolour.   
 
On 27th February Jack Edwards, Jim Humphries, Jim Crow and 
self all went to Henneveaux, a village 7k from Cremarest where 
we were given a lecture on water duties.  Were shown springs, 
wells and streams, water cart and how to test water for 
impurities, all of which we knew.  Then we returned the 
distance as we went, on Shank's pony.  March 2nd was the 
anniversary of the battle of Warlencourt where the 27th Bn took 
Malt Trench and lots of prisoners and trench mortars and 
machine guns and lost over 100 in casualties.  My pals Billy 
Martin and Snowy Reynolds went under there.  Got Aussie mail 
of end January on that date too.  While out on the rest I drew 
60f but since I've got back to the forward area again I'm saving 
for Paris.  On March 3rd, Bert and I went into Desvres for the 
last time.  These frogs haven't much idea of cleanliness.  At the 
house-farm of the old potgutted Mayor of Bellebrune - 194 
people to Mayor-it over- they killed a cow and extracted a calf 
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from it, cut it up and left, the calf, blood etc on the ground in 
front of the door for five days that I know of.  As I went there to 
see Freddy Hahn often, he being Bellebrune Aid Post keeper, I 
naturally had to see it every time.  And it was there when we 
left and handed the billets over to the 33rd Bn (eggsacooked 3rd 
Division). 
 
March 23rd.  Well here they are: the furphies of Fritz's 
reported offensive down on the Somme.  Someone tonight saw 
a brigade of artillery tootling off from the sector here and he 
says two went last night.  All towards the Somme.  Fritz is 
reported to have advanced between Cambrai and St Quentin.  
Also to have taken Reims which is within 77mm range of his 
line.  So not very many miles.  That would be on the Aisne 
which is part of the French front.  Now another rumour says that 
Fritz attacked with 15 divisions (another says 24) and had taken 
Bullecourt and Lagnicourt.  We are supposed to have put a box 
barrage around him and inflicted 23,000 casualties.  Furphy 
around that Fritz got as far as Vaulx which is perhaps 4 miles 
behind the line by Bullecourt.  Taken 200 guns and plenty of 
prisoners so runs the yarn.  Doc Mathieson returned from the 
school and told me that 64 doctors had gone down to the 
Somme from the 4th Army to which we belong at present.  I 
believe that item and am sure a vast number of casualties must 
have occurred.  One astounding yarn was that Fritz had 
penetrated 12 miles and was on the road to Albert.  Believe all 
this when I see it in officials.  It's a fine bright moonlit night and 
already a number of Hun planes have been over.  Didn't drop 
anything tho so far.  Was a good day today and yesterday also. 
 
March 24th.  Well the yarns continue again this morning.  The 
3rd Division, which was having a spell near Boulogne where we 
were a couple of weeks ago, is reported to be now at 
Steenvoorde where they can entrain for anywhere - probably the 
Somme - at Godewaersveld.  New Zealand Division said to 
have gone down there to the Somme also.  What is true is that 
all leave men for England and Paris have come gutzers.  All 
leave is stopped and men going were turned back at Steenwerk 
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(this end of the railway) and some were on the boat to cross the 
Channel at Calais and were sent off again and marched back to 
the leave rest camp and, after 3rd Division men were sent off 
somewhere on their own, the rest were taken to train and shot 
back to their battalions.  They say that men arriving at Victoria 
Station in London were turned back from there and also anyone 
on leave in Great Britain from France who hadn't done seven 
days of their holiday.  Perhaps things are looking serious.  Fritz 
is said to have attacked on 50 miles front.  What I think pretty 
dinkum is that he thrust in about 4 miles at Bullecourt taking 
that village (what remains) and Lagnicourt and the line is now 
before Vaulx-Vraucourt.  Germans claim 200 guns and 16000 
prisoners.   
 
Another yarn which seems wild to me is that at St Quentin he 
succeeded in breaking through and going in 18 miles.  I haven't 
seen any papers yet and those who saw yesterday's French one 
say nothing was in it.  Might be censored, of course.  It's 
another bright, shiny, warm day.  Fritzers were over all night 
long in the bright moonlight.  Never bombed about here though.  
Leave men returning, somewhat downhearted, say he gave them 
two raids at Calais and one at St Omer as the train passed 
through. 
 
1pm.  Saw following on 28th Bn notice board this morning.  
"Following from 2nd Army, 23rd March, 9.40am.  Official from 
GHQ, 11.45pm 22nd March.  Fighting west of St Quentin and 
near Templieux le Guerard where he's attacking towards Roisel 
and Villers Faucon and between Canal du Nord and Heninel.  
West of St Quentin he made progress.  Position still obscure.  
At Roisel believed stopped.  North of Canal du Nord he took 
Vaux-Vraucourt.  Driven out by counter attack.  He made 
progress towards Henin sur Coteul.  South of St Quentin our 
line withdrawn last night to line of Crozart Canal.  We also fell 
back from Flesquieres salient to conform to our line north and 
south". 
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March 23rd.  Following from 2nd Army timed 1pm.  "3rd 
Army heavily attacked on 22nd March.  Enemy advanced in 
dense masses.  Columns 4 miles long on Bapaume-Cambrai 
Road.  Three divisions of enemy advanced against 200yds.  
Broken through at Beaumetz and trying to at Vaulx-Vraucourt.  
3rd Army repulsed nearly all attacks.  Casualties light.  5th 
Army had a hard day and was forced back to a line north and 
south Nurlu, Tincourt, Lancourt, Monchy-Lacache, Molinaux, 
Roby-le-Grand, Ham, St Simon, Somme River, Ferchier, 
Barasis.  30 enemy divisions opposed to 3rd Army.  50 to 60 
divisions opposite 5th Army of which 55 have been identified.  
Royal Flying Corps crashed 21 enemy aeroplanes on 21st and 
lost one only.  On 22nd they crashed 26 enemy planes and lost 
two.  German wireless claims 16000 prisoners and 200 guns". 
 
The other day Fritz shoved a shell or two into Neuve Eglise a 
couple miles away.  One entered the place where our Battalion 
orderly room was when we were there November-December 
last year.  Another battalion (13th) was in it and some casualties 
are reported.  He has shelled the village again a number of times 
since.  Wonder will Marie Duflos and her mother and father 
(the chap who dropped barrel beer on his toe and we dressed) 
shift away.  She lives right on the cross-roads where he shells 
and the shell that crashed the orderly room was only 20yds 
away.  She told Bert and I last week that she never cared for 
shells.  We said "but you might be killed".  "No matter", she 
reckoned.  If I was a civilian you wouldn't find me anywhere 
near the trenches.  She's only 4 miles.  I'd be 400.  Her mother 
has a wound in her leg that she showed us.  It happened in 
Neuve Eglise church in early days of war.  About 50 casualties I 
believe of people who were at early morning Mass.  Marie and 
her people were in village all the time before the Fritzers 
invaded and while they were in possession and ever since.  She 
comes from the next village, Dranoutre.  Latest furphy is 25,000 
prisoners and 400 guns are taken by Fritz.  An official I saw on 
28th Bn board this evening stated that the 124th English 
Brigade had repulsed 6 attacks including two cavalry charges.  
We say that with some Allies, help and some reorganisation we 
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have almost brought the advance of the enemy to a standstill.  
Not only have all the leave men been returned since the attack 
but also men from schools all over the place.  And the raiding 
parties have been sent back to their units.   
 
Fritz was over again in his planes tonight and our machine guns 
in this district fired at him from all points, the tracer bullets 
lighting up the path of the projectiles with moving points of fire.  
Fritz is reported to have 50,000 casualties in his attacks of the 
first day, 22nd. 
 
March 25th.  Blew cold piercing wind all day under a dull sky. 
In the evening it began to rain pretty heavily.  Rumours that 
Fritz has got right to Le Transloy (on Peronne-Bapaume Road) 
and we've fallen back 15 miles all along the battle front.  
Rumours also of something doing up here in Flanders.  Leather 
jerkins, sheepskins and leather gloves and one blanket per man 
handed in to Quartermasters today.  With one blanket we are 
now on the summer blanket strength. 
 
March 26th.  Today is the anniversary of the Battle of 
Lagnicourt when the 27th took a sunken road from Fritz during 
his great Somme evacuation.  His rear guards inflicted nearly 60 
casualties on A Coy.  Other companies had hardly any 
casualties at all.  It was the Battalion's fourth battle.  Today is 
cold with a north wind and a pale sunshine gleaming 
occasionally.  Wind dropped this evening.  In our continuous 
crib tourney, Charlie Moyle and I are equal - 13 games each.   
 
Grave news and true from Fritz's offensive locality.  He has 
reached Montauban after an advance of 30m and he claims 
30,000 prisoners and 600 guns.  Also General Gough of the 5th 
Army, the southern end of our line, has been removed and a 
French general is in his place.  Our aeroplanes dropped 11,000 
bombs on the Huns day before yesterday including the bombing 
of a German column four abreast and four miles long marching 
down the Cambrai-Bapaume Road.  All reports say Fritz has 
lost extraordinarily heavily.  As the Bosche has returned to 
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Montauban in three days, covering the country it took the 
British eight months to take, I expect he has all our Aid Posts to 
which all our memories of the Somme must cling.  Two at 
Pozières, one at Flers, one by Guedecourt, three at Le Sars, one 
at Vaulx and one at Bullecourt.  Fritz must have also taken Billy 
Hughes' square mile where the Australians are buried from 
nearly all our Divisions at Pozieres.  I hear we'll very likely 
have a "stomach on" with the Bosche soon.  The French 
Reserve Army of 40 divisions, some of which were relieved by 
American Troops and have had a rest, are said to be going to 
batter at Fritz from below St Quentin.  And the Reserve British 
Army will very likely biff him from the north of the Third Army 
front by Arras and Vimy, then the two Allies should take him in 
the flanks.   
 
They say the 3rd Army made a much better stand than the 5th 
Army.  The 3rd Army had the Canadian Divisions, however, 
and the Guards and other good divisions.  General Birdwood 
was on English Leave and was recalled the other day and as the 
sea was too rough for shipping across the Channel, he came 
back in an aeroplane.  He will very likely take charge of one of 
the armies here.  We are in the 2nd Army at present and under a 
good man, General Plumer, who was with our Italian Army.   
 
Fritz has shelled Bailleul so that the inhabitants have mostly 
fled.  He uses 15" naval gun armour piercing shells.  Blew the 
tower of the town hall down and has generally stirred Bailleul 
(13,000 people) up.  Our Division (2nd) and the 1st have taken 
over between them the front held by the 5th Division who have 
gone along with the 3rd and 4th New Zealand Divisions down 
to the Somme.  They are called the 10th Corps and have an 
English Division in with them.  We'll be down there shortly, I 
am sure. 
 
Today Jack Edwards, Lance Sergeant of our Detail, went to a 
job in the Pay corps at 2nd DHQ.  He has been with the 
Battalion (like Bert, Jim, Freddy and me) ever since it was 
formed almost 3yrs ago.  Only one of the Detail is again in 
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Aussie, as yet, and one is in England now, wounded.  One 
transferred to infantry and was killed a week later, and three 
have been on wounded list and returned to duty.  Two have 
returned to Ambulance whence they came, and one has gone to 
Brigade Signal Section and other to Engineers.  The past and 
present personnel of the detail are as follows: 
 
ORIGINAL DETAIL 
 
Capt. Marshall.  South Aust. Doc, left Australia with us and 

left us on Gallipoli, ill.  Was with us in Egypt. 
 
1080 Corp. V K Dickenson.  Of Black Forest, left with us.  

Was in Egypt, Gallipoli, France and Belgium.  Transferred 
to infantry and was killed at Pozieres a week later (August 
1916) 

 
1060  Jim Humphries, Kadina, of original Detail, left us on 

Gallipoli, wounded.  Returned to battalion on Lemnos 
Island. Still here. 

 
1059 Freddy Hahn, Adelaide, original Detail.  In Egypt, 

Gallipoli, France and Belgium with battalion.  Still here. 
 
1020 Bob Scott  original.  Was with detail right through Egypt, 

Gallipoli, France and Belgium 1916.  Returned to Aussie 
August 1917. 

 
1081 Myself, Broken Hill, original, still going.  On wounded 
list once at Pozieres, 1916. 
 
1001 Lance Corporal Jack Edwards, Broken Hill, original, 

always with battalion.  On wounded list once.  Now at 
APC, 2nd Division, March 1918. 

 
1000 L.L. Tamblyn left Aussie with Detail.  Was in Egypt and 

on Gallipoli with us.  Left battalion and went to Engineers 
in Egypt March 1916. 
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Capt. Bennett, Qld doctor.  Had him for awhile on Peninsula. 
 
Capt. Kelsey, Qld doctor.  Was with us for a time on Gallipoli. 
 
Capt. Cameron, WA doctor.  Joined us on Gallipoli, 

accompanied us to Egypt and France.  Left April 1916. 
 
1058  Len Sieben, original Battalion man.  Stretcher bearing on 

Gallipoli.  Was with Detail in France for a while in 1916.  
Now in Division Signallers (Engineers) 

 
Capt. Brownell, Tas Doctor.  Was with us 15 months (April 

1916-July 1917).  Got DSO and Majority while with us.  
Now in Tasmania. 

 
44 Bert Chambers.  With Detail at moment of leaving Aussie 

and in Egypt and Gallipoli.  Swaddied in France for a 
while.  Still with us in Detail. 

 
Capt. Mackie, NSW Doctor.  Came to our detail in October 

1916 and also in November 1916 as relieving Doctor to 
Capt. Brownell. 

 
Bill Haggarty.  Was stretcher bearing in battalion for a while.  

10th Rein.  In Detail long time.  Wounded in back 
September 20th 1917.  Still in England. 

 
Capt. Francis.  Relieving Doctor for Brownell at Senlis in June 
1917. 
 
Capt. Ross.  Vic Doctor.  Took over when Brownell went to 

Aussie in July 1917. 
 
Pte. Giles (Wolfgang).  Came from 7th Field Ambulance in 

September 1917 and left in November. 
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Capt. Barnard.  SA. Doctor.  Joined us in September and left 
in November 1917. 

 
Capt. Mathieson.  NSW Doctor.  Present MO. 
 
Les Harris.  Gawler, SA.  Was with us from November 1917 to 

February 1918.  Now in hospital in France 
 
Harold Crow (Jim) of Fowler's Bay.  Joined Detail for water 

cart February 1918. 
 
Capt. Poulton.  NSW quack.  Relieved for few days March 

1918. 
 
Charles Moyle.  Great SA wicket keeper.  Joined our Detail 

March 1918. 
 
Capt. Shannessey.  Relieved for a day or two January 1918. 
 
Capt. Piggott.  Relieved for a while when Doc on English leave 

January-February 1918. 
 
Capt. Chapman.  Relieved at Senlis in June 1917. 
 
Capt. Culpin.  Relieved at Scott's Redoubt in May 1917. 
 
March 27th.  Another cold dull day.  The fire in the hut which 
we share with the 4 company QMs (A,B,C,D) and their staff is 
indeed a boon such days as these.  I hear the Battalion has had 
one casualty so far.  They've been in the line east of Houplines.  
Armentieres for five days up till tonight.  I think 8 days is the 
spin this time.  Our Battalion patrol in No-Man's-Land last night 
were sent out with all distinguishing colours and numerals off 
and they had to hand in their paybooks and discs and any letters 
or other matter in their pockets before going out on the patrol.  
Aussie mail stuff for me today of January 4-13th from Mum, 
Ness and Cuth.  Also an enquiry from Australian branch of 
BRCS in London re Tom Bentley killed 20th September 1917. 
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A chap told us this evening that today he heard Major General 
Smyth, VC of our (2nd) Division say to one of our Battalion 
Majors that although Fritz had 800,000 bayonets more than us 
on the western front before the great attack (6 days ago) he 
hasn't got them now.  And that the position is satisfactory down 
on the Somme now.  General Foch is, I hear, the French general 
who superseded Gough in command of the 5th Army.  Fritz is 
reported to have shelled with 15" shells, Amiens station and 
successfully too.  He is reported to have a gun that can fire 75 
miles and he is shelling Paris with it.  Not sure about it yet. 
 
March 28th.  A wild, windy, cold, rainy, squally day.  No sun 
at all showing.  Fritz said to be as far forward as Corbie on the 
Somme.  Rumour says that the enemy is stopped in his advance 
14k from Amiens.  That is the distance Corbie is from Amiens.  
I heard that our 3rd Australian Division was fighting at Warloy 
Baillon and that our 4th Division and New Zealand Division 
have had great and heavy fighting and done well.  The 1st 
Division is out of the line up here in Flanders and I think we 
will be out and down to the Somme next week.  A yarn 
circulating is that the Yanks gassed Fritz on the Somme 
advance and that a million Germans are hors de combat.  They 
say that Foch, the French General who is commanding our 5th 
Army, is starting today.  Rumours are about too that Haig is to 
be superseded.  Our Battalion has had three casualties so far 
while in the line this time.  Two killed with a pineapple bomb 
and wounded. 
 
From "Gumleaves"  by Trooper Bluegum. 
 
  Gumleaves a burning 
  Waft sweet incense o'er me; 
  In the firepot the ashes gleam red 
  While vistas of childhood 
  and youth stretch before me. 
  I live in the days that are dead. 
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Medical Detail, A Coy, 27th Bn, 1917, France 
Dad, back row, 2nd from left 
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March 29th.  Well, latest of the push on the Somme is that 
Fritz has at last been stopped on a line Albert-Bray-Chaulnes-
Roye.  Where the line of the advance joins the old line, both 
north and south of the push, I don't know.  News of the 3rd and 
4th Australian Divisions is that they, with other various 
divisions, were ordered to dig in in a new trench line.  They did 
so and awaited Fritz's attack.  They repulsed four attacks and 
then advanced and are reported to have taken the villages of 
Ville-sous-Corbie, Dernancourt and Buire-sous-Corbie.  I've 
heard that the tower of the basilica at Albert with the Madonna 
on it has been shelled and knocked down.  Rumour had it while 
we were on the Somme in 1916 that when the Madonna fell - 
and it was already half down and only wired up by the 
engineers - the war would be over.  The attack has been going 
on for a week now and Fritz has taken more in that time than we 
did in the space of July1st, 1916 to March 1917.  A Staff 
Officer told a chap tonight that the stoush would last about 6 
weeks and the end of the war would not be far off.  How he 
knows though is more than I can tell.   It's a cold windy rainy 
day today.  I hear we move to the Somme battle in a few days.  
The battalion will come out from the front line on 1st April, I 
think. 
 
March 30th.  Rained all day but was not cold.  I saw one of 
Fritz's aeroplanes come down this morning. He was very low 
and flew over our camp and was fired on by anti-aircraft guns 
and machine guns and engaged by our aeroplanes.  It appeared 
that he made some mistake and fired into his propeller thus 
damaging it and compelling him to descend.  He landed well 
behind our lines throwing out his compasses and maps etc 
before landing, but they were recovered by us.  Fritz shelled the 
aeroplane all day - never hit it though and tonight our RFC 
mechanics conveyed it to their aerodrome.  We were  paid today 
and I drew 20f.  See Fritz has advanced 60k and has a line 
Albert, Bray, Montdidier, Noyon, La Fere.  All sorts of fresh 
wild rumours float around.  One is that we are going to start an 
offensive just south of Armentieres and we Aussies will be in it.  
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Also that 3rd Pioneers have been brought back from the 
Somme.  The 3rd Division has taken Millencourt village near 
Albert and the 4th have also done splendidly, getting cut up a 
bit though.  Fritz attacked around Arras day before yesterday 
and was knocked back.  Today Birdwood told 25th Bn he 
expected them to hold on to the line up here in Flanders at all 
costs.  Our Battalion had two more killed and two wounded last 
night in front line.  We chucked gas in cylinders over into the 
Bosches again last night. 
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April 1st.  A fairly fine day.  Great broken clouds drift across 
the sky.  A Fritzer took advantage of this fact to come over 
fairly low down - perhaps a thousand feet up - and he was 
plastered and peppered at, and streams of machine gun bullets 
tore at him, anti-aircraft shrapnel burst in neat black splotches 
all around him but he escaped the lot and went towards home 
out of my sight.  Had a bath at Papot Baths this afternoon and 
got a clean change of secondhand clothing.  There are a lot of 
Tommies about - the 25th Division from Lagnicourt which the 
Squids pushed them out of. 
 
April 2nd.  A cool day with a slight breeze.  Not warm enough 
for me.  We shifted today (Buck and I with the QM staff) to 
Korte Pyp Camp again.  Only a couple of kilos.  The 11th 
Cheshires of 25th Division spent last night here.  They left the 
place in a pretty dirty state too.  The Battalion leaves the 
trenches tonight and I believe we shift off on motor buses to 
Godewaersveld early tomorrow where we'll entrain for "la 
Somme ". 
 
April 3rd.  A dull cool drizzly day.  We arose to move from 
Korte Pyp Camp at 7.30am but never moved off till 1pm.  Spent 
morning in a quick packing and then an unpacking.  Then we 
packed again, loaded the cart and, when we moved off with the 
Battalion, the driver of the Maltese Cart was endeavouring to 
back the mule into the shafts where it didn't want to go.  We 
marched across to the Neuve Eglise road, about 1k, and there 
sat down awaiting the motor buses while our Battalion Band 
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rendered selections.  About 3pm our cars came along and we 
"bussed" and were on the point of moving off, crammed full, 
when the OC of A Coy came along and put a couple of chaps 
aboard our bus and into the charge of the guard who had a few 
chaps under arrest for various military offences.  The two 
additional fellows were Aussies but of which unit we never 
knew.  They said the belonged to the 1st Division Artillery, 
camped near Kemmel but they had no colours on, no paybooks 
or identification discs and so had been somehow grabbed by our 
Brigade and bundled under guard till enquiries were made.  
Buck, Freddy, Jim and I sat on the tailboard of the bus swinging 
our legs over and viewed everything that happened behind the 
column as we passed through the countryside. 
 
First we headed into Neuve Eglise keeping a lookout for Marie 
as we passed their place.  But no-one was looking.  Then we 
went along the road past Dranoutre and Locre and after leaving 
the "boob" past Locre behind we took a left wheel and up over 
Mont Noir.  Shortly after we crossed the border from Belgium 
into France (where I might state the good old Somme is).  Then 
we ran down and into Meteren and "de-bussed" just a kilo or so 
past on the main Baileul road.  The Battalion soon moved off to 
their billets and we HQ details, after a bit of hanging about, also 
got going.  Did a few kilo and had a halt to let the heads find 
out where they'd put us and then off again and, to wind up with, 
we AMC got possies in a Bow hut with the band.  As soon as 
we had chucked our things down, all of we AMC cleared out to 
find some "mungee" [manger  = to eat].  After a lot of looking 
we got a cup of coffee and a bit of French bread and butter, then 
for the rest of the evening, we sat in an estaminet and listened to 
a penny in the slot music machine.  The tunes were quick 
French dances and some of the lads hopped up and had a round 
or two with the girl or among themselves.  I got the rations from 
the QM later and then Jim and them having got the blankets, we 
had supper and retired to bed. 
 
April 4th.  Another dull cold drizzly day.  Those two chaps 
who were forcibly detained on the bus yesterday were placed in 
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the Battalion clink and a guard kept on.  In the darkness one of 
them suddenly rushed away and the sentry fires and the fellow 
fell dead, shot through the head.  His cobber shortly after tried 
to get out but one of the guards chased him and brought him 
back.  I'm not sure yet what these two men really were.  Some 
say they were deserters for last twenty months.  I know a 
number of men do live around the area the Corps happens to be 
in who are not with any unit.  They have cleared out and often 
stay away for months and months dodging the Military Police.  
They are very often scoundrels who live well by entering the 
two-up rings you'll find at any unit after payday.  Their process 
is to knock around in cliques and spin the "nob" or "grey" 
(double header or tailer).  By this means they rob the swad of 
thousands of francs and then many of them clear out to Paris 
and have a good time for a while.  Some get caught of course 
and all the escapees from units are not robbers. 
 
This morning we did a small Sick Parade and fixed up some 
dressings having to upset our cart to do so.  Then after dinner 
we went for a walk around the roads, had cafe at a little house 
and I wound up the afternoon by going to Fletre with George 
Gale of Broken Hill.  All I did there though was to get a loaf of 
the flat French bread to boost up our rations for the Somme 
track which we begin tonight sometime.  On our way home to 
our draughty hut last night, Buck, Charley Moyle and myself 
called at a farmhouse to see if we could get some eggs or bread.  
We knocked.  No answer.  Knocked again and louder.  No 
reply.  Then Charley banged on the door and then someone 
approached.  I called out "Bon soir, Madame " before it was 
opened, but it was a young girl of about 18 who opened.  We 
hastily corrected ourselves "Bon soir, M'selle ".  "Bon soir, 
Monsieur ". "Have you any bread?"  She looked puzzled.  "Du 
pain, M'selle "  we repeated.  She shook her head.  We looked 
pained and grieved.  Buck rubbed his tummy and said 
something about "little Mary".  Charley said "But we're hungry.  
Come from trenches last night".  The girls looked slightly 
interested but not much.  She turned her head and said 
something and two more girls came to the door.  One was about 
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20 and the other possibly a couple of years older.  They made a 
nice picture as they stood together in the doorway.  "So you 
come from trenches?" one said.  "Oui " we answered "and are 
going to the Somme to take it from the Bosche".  "Oh, the 
Anglaise pas bon ".  "They run away" said the eldest in her 
English and French mixed.  "English no good" said the 
youngest.  "Oh" I replied "some good".  She agreed with this.  
Then Buck said "You hard-hearted and we're empty tummied".  
They giggled at the way Buck rubbed his tummy.  So he was 
encouraged to go on.  "We leave the trenches last night at -" he 
hesitated.  "Houplines" I put in.  "Oh, yes, Houplines" Buck 
went on "and we go down to Somme demaine  to help French at 
Noyou".  "Noyou?" the three said together.  Evidently Buck had 
said the right word for after repeating it two or three times they 
said something and one went back into the house.  "Australian 
soldat hungry" began Charley.  "French soldier hungry too" the 
girl said.  We agreed and laughed and the girls laughed too and 
then the other girl came back with half a loaf of French bread 
which she put into my hands saying "Souvenir".  We all 
laughed again and "Merci-ed " her till we reached the gate.  
They evidently were highly amused and so were we.  As 
"bums" we had got on alright. 
 
"Tis now the first of June, the month of roses, and I've to catch 
up an interval of a couple of months wherein many interesting 
things have occurred.  Until this last week I've had no time 
being continually on the go and therefore have written nothing 
in this book.  However, I will now begin from end of March and 
carry on a daily account of my small troubles, etc, once more. 
 
April 5th.  We began our moving very early today.  At 1am we 
were at Meteren; at 9pm we'd reached the village of Allonville, 
Somme.  Some hundreds of miles away by rail.  I had snatched 
a few hours snooze in the hut at Meteren and although I didn't 
agree with this continual night moving I was fairly lively at 1am 
when we fell-in in fours on the road.  We soon moved off and 
marched along absolutely beastly lanes - I shall not honour 
them by applying the appellation of roads to their extremely 
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rutty, rough and muddy surfaces.  Anyway, along these 
"highways" we trudged for a couple of hours and finally wound 
up by getting aboard a train of cattle trucks at Godewaersveld 
Station.  In these iron boxes on wheels we were crammed, each 
man getting very nearly as much space to himself as did the 
occupiers of the Black Hole of Calcutta.  We could hardly turn 
and all sat up.  No one had room to lie down.  We had just been 
packed nicely and to everyone's satisfaction except our own, 
when a callout for cocoa was  made.   
 
So everybody came out again and raced down the lines to the 
shed where a Comforts Fund gave us half a cup each of cocoa.  
I thank the people of Aussy for it but 'twas not enough to go 
into lyrics over.  Well, we finally managed to jam in again in in 
our "luxurious carriages" and the officers, I presume, were 
safely in their 1st class coaches which they always travel in, 
when we left the station at about 3.30am.  From then on till 6pm 
we existed as best we could.  Sometimes we'd snooze a few 
minute but one woke up pretty soon to shift a limb which had 
got cramped, but finding this utterly impossible, we usually 
lapsed again into a coma.  I happen to know what stations we 
passed through having twice before travelled this way, but I 
never really took much notice of the surroundings.   
 
Leaving Godewaersveld we passed through Hazebrouck and St 
Omer and then headed for the coast.  Touching the sealine at 
Calais we turned south and followed down the coast.  Passed 
Boulogne, Etaples and Abbeville where we were in the Somme.  
Then we turned inland again along the river of the same name 
as the Department "La Somme" till we reached Amiens, the big, 
chief city of the Somme and which has a population of 96,000.  
Many a merry day we've spent in it before we went north to the 
battle of Ypres. 
 
Now we disentrain at the station de St Roch, and forming up, 
march away.  Right through Amiens main streets we go.  It 
seems marvellous.  Fancy letting us go through the town.  Must 
be some mistake.  Why, on the occasion of our first arriving at 
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the Somme on July 1916, they marched us from a little siding 
on one side of Amiens right around the city in a gigantic half 
circle to a squalid village miles away on the other side.  Now 
we go right through it.  I know why.  The Bosche shells the city 
now and it's lost its value.  It's liable to become part of the battle 
front any day now.  So we are graciously allowed to march 
through it.  Perhaps the selfsame danger also makes the noble 
citizens, who previously only exploited our pockets, line the 
streets and shout and cheer as we go by.  Our Band leads us 
through and the stirring music may also partly account for the 
behaviour of the Frogs who, scenting the possibility of Fritz 
taking Amiens, feel quite grateful to us Aussies as we march 
through.   
 
Anyhow, out they tumbled.  Everyone left in the city must have 
stood along the footpaths cheering "les brave Australiens ", 
who'd come to sacrifice some more blood on the already 
crimson fields of the Somme.  Men, women and kids ran 
alongside our bands and here and there we could see girls and 
women crying.   One fellow ran out of his shop - a Tailor's 
establishment, I believe, and excitedly waved his hat "Heep, 
Heep, Hoorah!" he yelled and the crowd took it up.  A little 
further along from the door of a Cakeshop out rushed a 
respectable citizen who carried a basket on his arm and, Oh, 
wonder of wonders!!, he insisted on giving them to the troops as 
they passed by.  I was the recipient of a cake about a pound 
weight.  Other chaps got chocolates and other things.  We were 
amazed and walked along as in a dream.  The French giving 
something away for nothing - marvellous!  But perhaps for once 
they are regarding our services as something worth at least a 
few francs.   
 
At last we got through the town.  Some women and girls 
followed us a good kilo past and along the road.  Then we 
halted for a spell and sat down on the roadside.  Then we 
pushed on and after a march of about 5k reached the very dirty 
miserable mucky village of Allonville about 9pm.  Here we 
AMC got a room in a house with HQ which was at least 
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comfortable.  Although 'twas then after 9pm a couple of us 
strayed around and looked for some coffee for the train ride was 
devoid of sustenance.  We found a house and although going to 
bed, the Madame and Monsieur delayed that and made cafe for 
us.  Another instance of how hospitable the French become 
when they think the old Bosche is on their heels and we're the 
only ones to drive him off.  Of course we paid for this but last 
time we were on the Somme in 1917 we'd no more have got it 
after 9pm than a ticket to Aussie. 
 
April 6th.  After a good night's rest we arose and girded on our 
equipment and strode forth to find the Hun.  The Doc and Buck 
went with the leading column and the rest of us accompanied 
the Maltese Cart.  We fully expected to come up with Fritz and 
open fighting by night.  But we were very many miles from the 
line Fritz had taken up and although we tramped all day until 
1pm and then later on at 4pm went forward again we never 
quite caught the "Brutal Bosche". 
 
To get to Daours where we halted for eating at 1pm we passed 
along various country roads and through the village of Bussy 
des Daours.  In Daours we hung about for three or more hours 
looking at the damage the Tommies had done to the furniture of 
the poor little houses left by the peasants in their hurried flight.  
Also some of the lads got at cellars where wine - red and white - 
was stored, and large quantities of le vin blanc  a sort of 
equivalent to "pinkie" was consumed.  Some of the troops were 
drunk when they started off.  Put drink anywhere within reach 
of the boys and, by gosh, they'll not refuse the opportunity.  It's 
one of the war's effects. 
 
Moving on about 4pm we, with the Maltese Cart, reached the 
next village - La Neuville - about 6pm. Here the Transport and 
QM's Department were halted and Jim and I unloaded the 
Maltese Cart and took what we would want in event of a scrap 
with the Bosche.  Then Freddy having gone ahead during the 
day with Buck, Jim and I proceeded to pack our sandbags of 
dressings we'd picked out in the limbers that conveyed the 
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rations up to the Battalion which was forward of the village we 
were in.  I thought I'd find our Aid Post in a fold of the ground 
by a hill out on the plain country somewhere and the Battalion 
all around it.  But to my surprise, I found when I'd gone along 
with the ration limbers for a couple of kilometres that we were 
entering the town of Corbie, a big place with streets and streets 
of shops and a big church.  The crossroads here and all along 
the track today were mined as were the bridges, with engineers 
standing on guard ready to blow them up in case of a German 
advance. 
 
Anyhow I went right into Corbie and found our Detail living in 
a house, No. 31, which was absolutely the most comfy joint I've 
been in since I left home.  It was an ordinary house, furniture 
and all complete, and the fire hardly out and with a dinner on 
the table gone cold, showing how quickly the inhabitants must 
have fled.  The Germans only stopped a few miles from Corbie.  
We immediately made a good tea.  Cooked spuds of which 
there were plenty and made tea and found sugar, coffee, coal 
and kerosene etc all to hand.  Above our table on which was a 
cloth, was a hanging lamp better than any I've seen at home.  
This lighted soon as it was dark and sitting around the festive 
board, dressed in civilian clobber, discussing a hearty meal, we 
looked a happy mob.  There was Sgt Bert Pearce, the Stretcher 
Bearer Sergeant, Buck Chambers, our Lance Corporal, Jack and 
myself.  Buck was dressed in a white shirt and tie.  Bert had a 
flannel on, open at the neck and a civvy cap upon his napper.  
While I was attired in a frock coat and bowler hat and flash 
shirt.  Our strides were under the table so we looked just like a 
lot of Frogs having tea in our own house.  Indeed, that's what 
one bloke thought, for he burst our door open and said "This the 
-", then he stopped.  He had plainly disturbed some respectable 
French citizens at their evening meal.  So he apologised and 
was withdrawing but we all laughed as we didn't jerry quick 
enough that we'd fooled him.  That, of course, put us away and 
he came in.   
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Out in the street we could hear the troops in the dark and in the 
heavy soaking shower which continued all night, knocking 
around looking for and indeed finding plenty of booze.  Now 
and again someone would come in our place dressed up like a 
chap at home going to a wedding, top hat and all complete.  
They'd just bob in and then dash out again.  Just showing off 
what they'd found.  They were all like kids, ourselves included.  
We spent a very comfortable evening having coffee and toast 
for supper and then retired to bed on a real bed with mattress 
and an eiderdown which was certainly comfort. 
 
April 7th.  Next morning we were up and doing by 8am.  
Breakfast disposed of - fried meat, potatoes and tea - we did a 
small Sick Parade and then packed our bags ready for the next 
move.  We had marched about 14k the day before and today we 
were to do many more and end up in a less desirable spot (20k).  
During the morning the troops found a fresh store of the "cup 
that cheers" and in spite of the fact that a lot of wine was run 
down the gutters to keep the men sober, the fresh lot they found 
got many unsteady on their pins again.   The Distillerie they 
found was just at the rear of our house and I saw hundreds of 
men leaving with bottles and bottles of all imaginable kinds of 
drinks from Gin and Brandy to Fraize, Prunella and 
Champagne.  Nearly all the swads filled their water bottles with 
cham and when we eventually marched out about noon a good 
many were staggering.  And along the road they began to fall 
out.  One company was so affected that although they were to 
have taken over a part of the front line that night they were 
unable to do so.  The Colonel, who wouldn't take or touch a 
thing in Corbie, said he'd put in the line a company he could 
trust which was of course D Coy.  Some of the other companies 
were missing for days - nay, weeks.   
 
Well, we left the city of Corbie about noon and, passing again 
through La Neuville, we skirted along the Ancre River to 
Bonnay, a dirty little village full of troops and left the river and 
crossing the main Albert-Amiens road at Franvillers, continued 
across country roads till we reached the neighbourhood of the 
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village of Baizieux where we halted, the whole Battalion, in an 
orchard.  Here we had tea in a pouring torrent of rain and, as a 
wind was blowing coldly, we felt none too cheerful.  We were 
about 4 miles from the Bosche and he kept up a regular string of 
high velocity shells - whizz - bang - into the village.  He got the 
28th Bn Adjutant and my pal, Len Sieben, was wounded.  He 
was in the 27th detail before Pozières in 1916.  Now he's in the 
2nd Division Signals. 
 
As it was getting dark we silently, a platoon of 30 men at a time 
and in file, marched out towards the trenches.  Going into the 
line is pretty well the same every time.  Sometimes the weather 
is warm - others cold.  You may get rain or snow, or it may be 
icy, but whether you walk on ground or along duckboards your 
feelings on approaching the front line are much similar one time 
as another.  We marched cheerfully along for a couple of miles 
and then, during a short halt, orders were passed along that "all 
lights must be put out".  Immediately fags and pipes are 
extinguished and we go forward in a much more hushed mood.  
All around the guns are firing and here and there the enemy 
shells come whistling over to burst in sudden flash and roar.  
One's lucky if none go near you.  Well, soon the enemy flares - 
Fritz uses vastly more than we do - seem very near and then we 
get into single file to follow little tracks and so keep along till 
we reach our positions.  Machine guns are "rat-tat-tatting" and 
occasionally a rifle is fired and shells burst.  Of course, on a 
lively night thousands of shells may be flying through the air 
and machine guns rattling all over the place and all coloured 
flares - red, green, white, etc - soaring upward giving some 
message to the rear lines. 
 
But this night was fairly quiet.  On the right, some shrapnel was 
bursting where the 3rd Division was holding the line but our 
sector fortunately was alright.  The Doc, Bert, Buck and I, who 
constituted the Detail this trip, reached the quarry in the road 
where HQ and the Aid Post were, about midnight.  We were 
pretty tired as we'd tramped 20k that day.  Our course since we 
detrained at Amiens two days before was in the form of ∑ .  
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We'll know this country even better than we do now before we 
finish with it.  When we were by Bonnay today, five Fritzers 
flew over and dropped a couple of bombs near La Neuville 
behind us.  Then tonight, while we were waiting in the orchard 
just after the rain storm, a Fritz plane came over fairly low 
down and although he got hell from our anti's and machine 
guns, he just leisurely flew homewards apparently not hit.   
 
I saw a real bonza sunset tonight.  There were clouds across the 
western sky and one in particular in the middle took my 
attention.  'Twas just like the map of Australia.  The edges were 
tinged with gold for the sun was directly behind it.  Rays from 
old Sol shot out in all directions and made a dazzling show 
which I will remember for some time. 
 
April 8th.  The position the 27th are in now is a portion of the 
new front line between Buire and Dernancourt.  It is the edge of 
Fritz's late advance when he attacked on the 50 mile front and 
pushed the English troops back from Cambrai and St Quentin, 
through Bapaume and Peronne and finally was stopped by fresh 
troops - among them our 3rd, 4th and 5th Divisions of 
Australians.  Last night we relieved the 50th Bn, a South 
Australian unit of the 4th Division, and the 28th Bn who share 
the Aid Post with us, relieved the 52nd Bn on the left.  The 
whole 2nd Division took over from the 4th Division.  Our 5th 
Bgde (17-20th Bns) is away down south at Hangard Wood 
fighting with the French Moroccans, a black lot and good 
stoushers.  The artillery is evidently not too strong here yet as 
Fritz has not brought it up through the country he advanced over 
- 30 miles or more - and so it's mostly light stuff, 77mm and 
4.2" that worry us.  The 50th Bn had three attacks in the 
fortnight they've been here and they advanced a little.  They had 
a good few casualties from machine gun fire and our Battalion 
is burying a good few 50th and 52nd men lying about by our 
front line. 
 
The Aid Post is not too good.  Indeed I never expected much of 
a place at all here on this new front.  We are in a galvanized 
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iron shed about 30' long and 4' wide and 6' high, up against the 
wall of a chalkstone quarry.  The floor is wet and the place is 
too crowded as both the 28th and 27th Bns have a Doctor and 
Details in it.  I lay down at 2.30am and got up at 6am.  Didn't 
sleep though.  'Twas cold.  The rations come up in limbers after 
dark to the quarry here and fatigue parties convey them to the 
front line a thousand yards further on.  No casualties today. 
 
April 9th.  I snoozed a bit tonight from midnight till 4.30am 
when Fritz shoved over a hefty barrage.  Started with 77mm 
shells (whizz bangs) mostly and then 4.2" were used.  Then he 
mixed gas and high explosive together.  Some lobbed very close 
around our chalk pit and one hit a heap of bombs in the pit.  It 
chucked the bombs hundreds of yards in all directions and put 
our candle out with the concussion.  It was decidedly lively 
while it lasted and it kept us up close against the wall nearest 
the quarry face.  We got some casualties from the 
bombardment, of course, but only one gas case, Jim Humphries' 
brother.   
 
Fritz was pretty busy all day with his artillery.  I find out we are 
on the edge of a barrage line where he always drops his shells 
and not very far from another barrage line.  I believe he's firing 
a lot of our own shells from the guns he captured during his 
advance.  Anyway, some of the shells don't sound like his usual 
ones.  A patrol of ours got in Fritz's road last night in No-Man's-
Land and three are missing.  We had our gas helmets on this 
morning during the strafe for a couple of hours.  You bet one 
looks after his helmet in these days.  About 9am Bert Pearce 
and I went with water tins to the Battalion Cookers on the 
Amiens road a couple of kilos back.  We also procured some tea 
and sugar for hot drinks at the Aid Post for wounded.  Nearly 
every wounded man whom we dress gets one unless we are too 
busy.  While we were there by the cookers Bert had a shave but 
I guess he didn't feel too steady as Fritz was plonking 5.9" 
shells around and the pieces kept whistling by.  At the bottom of 
the gully he was very heavy with his shells using phosphorous 
and HE as well.  Blew some trees down on the road and made 
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big holes there.  He had previously shelled the Company QM 
Sergeants and their staff out of that gully and they were 
certainly wise to go. 
 
In Lavieville, a village nearby, he shifted some of our horses 
and transport by dropping a good few shells over.  Certainly he 
was busy today.  I have collected  a few of today's furphies: 
 
 1.  Between 20 & 30,000 Yanks landing weekly in   
 France now. 
 2.  French have still 30 divisions in reserve. 
 3.  Ostend taken by British force landing on Belgian   
 coast. 
 4.  Battalion to be relieved from trenches tomorrow   
 night. 
 
Probably Nos. 1,2 & 4 are right.  No 3 was that attempt to block 
the Ostend harbour. 
 
April 10th.  Tonight the 27th Bn was relieved by the 
Queensland Bn, 25th, and came to reserve positions about 2 
miles behind the line around St Laurence Farm.  I came out 
about 1pm and found the AMC possy, a dugout in an old trench 
in a wood near the farm.  It is between Franvillers and Bresle 
village. 
 
April 11th.  The first fine day for some time.  Fritz planes were 
over at various time, one being particularly low about 6pm.  He 
was pursued by one of ours.  Fritz fired through his tail and our 
one swerved away.  But he may have done so because our 
machine guns and anti-aircraft guns were firing at Fritz and it 
would be distinctly annoying to be brought down by your own 
side in a crooked shot.  We had a part of a leg of mutton roasted 
today.  We do it ourselves and with spuds it was NTB.  This 
morning Buck and I slept in until 10.30, a great idea.  The alarm 
clock we saved in Corbie woke us at 9am but we heeded not its 
insistent calls.  The Doc's batman came up from the Dud Camp 
today so there's five of us together now. 
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April 12th.  Another fine day.  Bert Pearce and I went to 
Henencourt, a village about 5000yds away at 1pm and got some 
dressings.  We dodged some shelling as both before we got 
there and after we left, the old Hun strafed the place.  We struck 
up a friendship with the Field Ambulance cook and had a dinner 
of stew and a good drink of tea.  All the civvies have left the 
village and the Ambulance is in the chateau.  I remember going 
there of an evening for a walk from Senlis last June.   
 
The civilians have left all these villages which have come near 
the trenches now Fritz has advanced.  You see plowed fields 
and paddocks sown with grain.  In some, the crops are up and 
waving green.  In furrows the farming machinery, like plows, 
harrows, etc. lie just where the peasants left 'em when they 
heard Fritz was coming.  Various swads stray around the hills 
and vales with their rifles looking for game.  The stray 
partridges, pheasants, quail, rabbits, hares, etc meet with a 
rough time.  Fowls and pigeons all go the same way as did a 
veal, I mean a calf, which was, however, later on, veal.  We had 
a joint of it and roasted it.  Tres bon  while you can have it. 
 
April 13th.  Cold dull day.  Did a few dressings.  All was quiet 
and nothing doing. 
 
April 14th.  A cold dull windy day.  Rained last night.  Along 
with Bert Pearce, I went to Baizieux for splints and dressings.  
'Twas only a kilo and a half there but the wind nearly blew us 
away and the going was hard.  We brought back a squad of 
Ambulance Bearers.  During the afternoon, Bert and I continued 
our activities by placing huge uprights of green elm in the 
dugout to replace the ones taken out by someone.  Owing to 
these having been extracted all along the dugout, about 20yds 
have fallen in, only the two ends being still habitable.  We put 
them in because we didn't like the idea of the roof falling in on 
us.  We had visitors to tea: RSM and Tom Whelan.  Chops and 
spuds proved acceptable. 
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April 15th.  A dull chilly day.  We heard we were going in the 
line again today but it's put off till tomorrow.  Got some Nations  
and other papers from George in Brum.  Got parcels from home 
today with sox, hanky and sweets.  Jolly good of Mum and 
them at home.  I hear the 1st Division have gone north again to 
help in the offensive Fritz is putting up around Armentieres.  
Heard a heavy bombardment north of us today and last night. 
 
April 16th.  Dull chilly day.  About 7pm we went in to the line 
again relieving the 25th Bn.  The Battalion so far has had 3 days 
front line and 6 days Reserves.  Had a quiet walk up tho heavy 
laden with dressings.  Got some more papers from George in 
Brum. 
 
April 17th.  Had a busy night here in front line Aid Post which 
we share with 26th Bn now.  The battalion we relieved, 25th, 
had bad luck as Fritz plonked a lot of HEs among them while 
they were going out.  We treated about 12 of 25th and 6 of 26th 
wounded and I know about 13 chaps were killed.  None of our 
Battalion were hit, by good luck.  Saw some horrible wounds 
among those of tonight.  One chap had his eyes both torn out by 
a shell fragment passing across his face.  His foot was nearly off 
too.  Another chap had his leg blown off below the knee.  He 
was very cheerful though and eyed his splints all with a roving 
eye.  We see plenty of these sights and get used to them.  Some 
chaps get gashes all over them and are truly awful spectacles.  
Anyhow I got no sleep last night at all.  Fritz was putting stuff 
over too close.  He's using our own guns he captured, 4.5" 
howitzers, and he got plenty of ammunition for them. 
 
We spent the day (Doc, Bert, Buck and I) in gouging out a lot of 
barrow loads of chalk from the quarry face to make a dugout.  It 
had 12' of chalk over our head so when finished, it should be 
good.  But must get timber or it'll be unsafe.  Another dull day 
but not cold.  Slight rain.  Fritz put about 200 5.9" shells into 
the old Edgehill CCS yesterday.  It's immediately behind our 
front line near Dernancourt.  Today I noticed a lot of his 5.9" 
stuff lobbing on the Amiens-Albert road, tearing things up.  
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Also along a ridge a mile behind us.  It's more 4.2" and the 
captured 4.5" stuff he puts around us here at the quarry.  We're a 
thousand yards behind the front line outposts.  I hear he has 
Bailleul and Neuve Eglise now.  Wonder how Marie and her 
mother with the twinkle in her eye is.  She used to slap us in the 
face with dishcloths or anything.  She was a wag and was 
wounded in the skin early in the war while at Mass in Neuve 
Eglise church.  Papa was the chap whose foot was festered 
owing to a barrel of beer falling on it and Buck and I dressed it 
for weeks last Nov-Dec.  All the villages around here are 
deserted by all civilians.  Buire, Ribemont where a dead civvy 
was found, Henencourt, Bresle, Lavieville.  All are full of 
troops only. 
 
Some of the swads found a barrel of le vin blanc  in Buire 
which is less than a kilo behind the line.  A specimen called the 
"Badman" was discovered in the cellar curled around the barrel 
and hopelessly drunk after two days' absence.  I reckon a lot of 
this goes on in these recently evacuated areas. 
 
April 18th.  Cool day and dull.  Things fairly quiet.  A few 
casualties only. 
 
April 19th.  A day of mixed weather - snow, sun, fairly warm, 
rain, hail, sleet and coldness.  In spite of the mild winter and the 
small amount of snow this year, the last fall of it is a day later 
than last year.  Our little bivvy in the quarry face now has one 
set of timber in and is not too bad.  We do our Hans Vogel at 
times and I have already taken 6 tickets at 1d each in case of 
trouble.  Which foregoing remarks will probably mystify most 
who read this.  Artillery was heavy up north last two nights.  
Only fairly active at present around here. 
 
April 20th.  A day which although cold was alternately sunny 
and dull.  Fritz was supposed to attack here today according to 
intelligence reports.  Nothing doing though.  Got some Aussie 
mail of early February in a heap today. 
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April 21st.  At 3am our side put up a practice barrage on a 
Corp's front.  They believed Fritz might be massing for an 
attack.  At 5.30am we put over another.  Of course Fritz replied 
and made things very uncomfortable but we only had one killed, 
a Trench Mortar chap.  It was funny to watch the "Hans vogel" - 
the dugout.  Although we dug it for these sort of emergencies, it 
was full of strays before we could get into it.  So we stayed 
where we were.  Two shells landed very close and chucked dirt 
on our roof and put our candles out.  After the 5.30 
bombardment one chap was still in our Hans Vogel and 
wouldn't take hints to come out.  So a 28th Detail chap up with 
a pick and advanced into the hole.  "Come on, Digger", he said.  
"I'm going to do a bit of picking".  So he had to come out.  Our 
Aid Post was very untidy after the strafe as all the bottles etc 
and candles and everything went flying.   
 
It was a fine day and warm enough for comfort.  Furphies that 
Tommies take over from us has died out and now we think the 
3rd Divvy is.  (But the Tommies 18th Division did).  Hans 
Vogel has now three sets of timber in and is about 4' in under 
the rock.  It measures about 3'6" x 3'.  I shall sleep in it - room 
for two. 
 
April 23rd.  This evening a very heavy bombardment opened 
on the left to our north.  I hear it is the Welsh Division hopping 
over by Aveluy Wood, north of Albert.  The firing died down 
after a couple of hours.  It was a fine day.  I stayed up all night 
and passed time away playing crib and wrote a letter.  I'm up in 
case of casualties but all seems quiet on our sector.  After 
midnight, heavy firing again broke out on the Welsh Division 
sector to our left.  Continued till dawn.  We get plenty of spuds 
now.  Some one brought us half a bag from the CCS behind our 
lines.  (That's Casualty Clearing Station).  It belonged to the 
Tommies and was evacuated hurriedly when Fritz advance.  On 
March 21st it stood about 30 miles behind the lines.  Now it is 
only a few hundred yards.  All the gear of a hospital was left 
and now our B Coy is salvaging some every night.  No lights 
can be struck and no one can move about during the day so I 
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suppose that's why the swads bring down things which don't 
seem much good.  But a lot of useful gear is saved.  Beds, 
bedding, dressings, drugs, bowls, pots, cutlery, plates, mugs, 
lamps (acetylene), screens, underclothes, slippers and other 
things too numerous to mention.  In all we saved (27th Bn)  
£418 worth.  I think a percentage of this will be credited to our 
Regimental Funds.   
 
One thing brought down was a broken winded piano, some keys 
missing but still a tune of sorts could be rattled out and on the 
return from every trip each night, the swads would sit down in 
the open and have a bang at the old goanna whether they could 
play or not.  One evening just before dark all was quiet.  Some 
of the boys were playing cricket (near the front line too) with a 
rubber ball, others were pinking to the line, others sat in deck 
chairs saved from the hospital and one bloke regaled himself 
with music at the piano.  All of a sudden a shell whistled over 
and burst very near the pianist.  The mob around the quarry 
scattered and the music halted for a moment, a pause, and then 
"Where did that one go Herbert? Where did that one go?", the 
tune burst forth from the music machine.  I guess that chap was 
a real humorist with remarkable presence of mind.   
 
Today the English navy blocked Zeebrugge Harbour and tried 
to do so at Ostende.  Also a general strike of all men in Ireland 
today as a protest against conscription. 
 
April 24th.  The 28th Bn were relieved last night by 26th Bn.  
Don't know why the 27th were not relieved instead of the 28th 
for we came in a day before the 28th.  And we did 12 days in at 
Houplines by Armentieres and the 28th did none there.  The 
25th have only done 6 days here and none at Houplines and 
we've done besides our 12 at Houplines, 11 here so far.  Our 
Battalion did get a small relief last night as a 3rd Division 
battalion took over in a new arrangement and our Battalion is 
now in very close supports which is just as bad as being in the 
front line.  We AMC stay in same Aid Post as before.  Had a bit 
of sleep last night - four hours - and then woke up as Fritz was 
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kindly putting over gas shells into the areas behind us and the 
wind very likely would blow it back on us.  It didn't as it 
happened, but we have to be careful.  The 38th Division 
(Welsh) I hear had another go for the Aveluy Wood last night.  
Big bombardments up there (north of us) and to the south of us 
last night.  In fact bombardments are so common as to be hardly 
worth recording.  I heard this morning that Fritz has taken a 
village - Villers-Bretonneux near Corbie, last night.  I thought 
the battalion was being relieved tonight and was up early to as 
advance to the next dugouts we were going to.  But, after 
getting ready, I heard we weren't going.  Drizzly rain set in this 
evening.  
 
April 25th.  Third anniversary of Anzac Day - the Landing on 
Gallipoli.  See the 4th and 5th Divisions in the Villers-
Bretonneux affair, the other night, took 600 prisoners and had a 
success.  Been sending a lot of dressings down to Freddy at our 
transport lines from stuff salvaged from the hospital. 
 
April 26th.  Tonight the 27th were relieved from immediate 
supports and went to supports a couple of kilometres to the rear.  
It's just behind a fairly high ridge.  Here we are among the guns, 
4.5 and 6" howitzers.  So far we've only had 24 casualties in 
27th this time.  Soon as we got to our possie tonight, Bert 
Pearce, Buck, George Pearce, the batman, and I went hunting at 
an abandoned aerodrome for galvanized iron to build a little 
shanty.  After a fairly exciting amount of dodging of shells we 
returned successful.  I took some red, white and blue canvas 
from the planes left there as souvenirs. 
 
April 27th.  A quiet day.  Still in supports out on the hillside.  
Only played cards and went to the cookers today. 
 
April 28th.  Cool dull day same as yesterday.  Rain again this 
evening.  Guns very active tonight.  Still in support position.  
Bert Pearce (Yorkes Peninsula he comes from) and I went to 
Franvillars this afternoon and got some stuff from the 3rd 
Division Canteens.  It's about 4k away.  Got a bottle of Aussie 
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tomato sauce - first since I left home - and undoubtedly a prize.  
Today our Battalion Water Cart got punctured by a shell while 
drawing water at an old factory in Ribemont.  The two horses 
were killed, the two drivers wounded, and Charley Moyle, of 
the Water Detail, shaken up severely.  Played Solo whist this 
evening with Doc, Bert and Buck.  One thing here in the 
supports, one can get a sleep of a night. 
 
April 29th.  Had a quiet day.  Guns busy.  Weather dull. 
 
April 30th.  Dull cool day.  The Division was relieved on this 
front tonight by the 18th English Division and we marched out 
about 10pm to Bavlincourt about 13k away.  Tired and sleepy 
and slept in a barn. 
 
May 1st.  May Day.  Up at 10am, being tired, and moved to 
Pont Noyelles at 2pm, a distance of only 5k.  Saw a good few 
Yanks about.  At Point Noyelles, after tea, Charley Moyle and I 
went up the hill by the village and had a look at the Memorial of 
the battle of Pont Noyelles fought in 1870.  It is four sided and 
has a railing around.  The four sides have inscriptions as under: 
 

A la Memoire 
des 

Francais 
Morts pour la defense 

de la Patrie 
23-24 Decembre 

1870 
 

Monument Erige 
par 

Souscription Publique 
en Souvenir de La 

Campagne 
de l'armee de la Nord 

dans le department 
de la Somme 

Pendant l'invasion Allemand
1870 

Battaile 
de 

l'armee du Nord 
General Faidherbe 

contre 
la 1ere Armee Allemont 
General von Manteffel 

 

 Mutile dans la nuit 
du 22 au 23 Mars 1903 

Ce Monument 
a ete restaure 

Par les Soins du 
Souvenir Francais 
en Octobre 1904 

 

 

 

Around the top of the column was the inscription in Latin: 
 

"     Mors illorum immortalitate plena est" 
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and further up: 
 

"Resurgent primi" 
 

In the valley by the roadside the dead are buried - some of them 
at any rate - and the names and regiments inscribed on a small 
stone pillar. 
 

May 2nd.  A very fine warm day - I tried it on my centigrade 
thermometer and it registered 24C in the shade of a tree by the 
roadside.  That is 75.2F.  We left Pont Noyelles at 2pm with 
Maltese Cart and proceeded by the Amiens road through 
Querrieux to Rivery, a suburb of Amiens.  Here the whole 
battalion and 7th Bgde HQ were billeted in the huge buildings 
of the Hospice St Victor which is devoid of civilians now.  All 
the hospital staff, patients and nearly everything in it have gone.  
There are various blocks of buildings  - Infirmerie, Jeune Filles, 
Jeune Garcons, Femenine, Adults Major, Ophthalmique  etc.  
We AMC had an operating theatre in the Ophthalmique  
buildings as an Aid Post.  Everything was convenient.  The 
floor was tiled, the walls painted with white enamel.  The place 
had tables with glass covers all over the room and shelves and 
cupboards and water laid on (which ran sometimes), and 
electric light, which was cut off.  Sinks and basins and bottles 
etc and a whole library of Ophthalmologique  works in French 
were in the next room and here we found a fireplace which we 
used to cook our meals on.  In another room was a perimeter 
and a radiograph apparatus and we found several eyes in spirits 
about the place.  Altogether a very interesting and handy show. 

During this evening enemy aeroplanes came over and dropped 
bombs on Amiens and very close here.  The concussion of one 
blew a hole of a couple of yards square in the huge 15' x 15' 
window (plate glass) of our operating theatre.  There was heavy 
anti-aircraft gunfire and more bomb dropping during the night.  
At 4am old Fritz put some big shells over into Amiens. 

May 3rd.  A year today since the Battle of Bullecourt, the 2nd 
Bn's 5th battle.  Fine weather today.  After this morning's Sick 
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Parade which was the first we've held since 19th March in 
Belgium owing to being continually in the forward area or 
moving about, I went to the 7th Field Ambulance with the Doc.  
It was about 1k towards Amiens.  Here I procured a water tester 
for our one was "blown up by shell fire" officially.  
Unofficially, we lost it.  The houses down that way are almost 
all damaged by the bombs and shells of old Fritz, walls being 
blown out and rooves having huge holes in, the electric tram 
wires down and streets littered with rubbish except for a track in 
the centre.  Heard some more great shells whizzing overhead 
into Amiens proper about 10am.  This afternoon the battalion 
was paid for the first time for a month.  I drew but 20f.  Freddy 
Hahn went up with D Coy today to a village 7k away where 
they went as Corps reserve troops.  Jim still with "duds". 

May 4th.  Were to shift at 1.30pm today but didn't.  This place 
will do me.  Plenty "shiccers" about as booze can be salvaged 
from deserted estaminets around here.  In A Coy, in Amiens on 
picket, one man was badly wounded by a comrade owing to 
booze.  A lot of men are being evacuated with temperatures - 
sort of "dog's disease".  We are now the Counter-Attacking 
Division.  That is, if Fritz manages an attack on our Corps front 
to make any progress we are hopped up to drive him back. 

May 5th.  Rained all night.  Dull but warm.  Our Band gives us 
selections here now while we're out of the line.  When we go in 
again they'll go to the Dud Camp as usual.  They are pretty good 
now and have a new cornet player from the Adelaide Salvation 
Army Band, a good man.  Played "House" all the evening. 

May 6th.  Another very fine day.  We got some gifts of chocs, 
cocoa and biscuits today from the Australian Comforts Fund.  
Temp in our operating theatre today was 13C.  In the sun it 
registered 42C.  Had a look at the hospital clock up the stairs by 
the roof today.  It strikes every quarter hour and works by 
weights. 

May 7-10th.  Still at Hospice St Victor.  Weather alright.  Got 
Aussy mail of early March.  Plenty work as everyone seems ill 
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and we've sent 60 of our Battalion alone away this week.  And 
we're doing dressings all day long. 

May 11th.  A dull day - not cold and good for marching.  The 
Battalion left the Hospice St Victor d'Amiens today about 10am 
and marched to a position in a gully near La Houssage, a village 
between Albert and Amiens.  Bert Pearce and I, however, 
hopped aboard a motor lorry and rode nearly all the way.  As 
the 2nd Division has now relieved the 3rd on the sector to the 
right of where we were last time and the 5 & 6th Bgdes of the 
2nd Division are in the line, we, the 7th Bgde, are Reserves.  So 
as the last brigade which was reserves here, was shelled out of 
the village near here, we set to and dug bivvies in the various 
bands of earth that abound in this Somme country.  On our way 
here we had an interesting talk with a Yank of the 6th Regiment 
of US Engineers.  He guessed the United States had a million 
and a half troops here in France, mostly in the south.  I later on 
met some 11th Field Ambulance fellows who told me that Jack 
Scott, late of our 19th AMC in Citizen Forces, was killed at 
Ypres.  And also that Harry Wallace of same lot was now an 
officer in 43rd Bn - a South Australian lot in the 3rd Division. 

May 12th.  Rainy all day.  We have salved a stove which must 
have come from the deserted village and, after resisting an 
attack by the officers' cook to appropriate it, we made good use 
of it to cook our meat, tea, etc.  Bonnay, a village half a mile 
from us on the Ancre River, gets shells of a fair size every day 
near their church and we sit down up here in security and watch 
the explosions with interest.  There are a lot of our guns around 
here which fire continually. 

May 13th.  Last night we shifted across the gully and settled on 
the other side.  Some Tommies of a mobile 4.5" battery were 
shifted because they got some shells close from an Austrian 8" 
naval gun and they had lost a good few horses lately.  So their 
VC major made them shift.  So we AMC came along and took 
over their possies.  This VC major had lost his hack the night 
before and he thought the Aussies had pinched it.  It wasn't the 
27th anyway.  But our Battalion Transport did pinch one at 
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Baulincourt a few weeks ago.  One chap dressed up like a 
Tommy and talking like them, he boldly went up to the horses 
and picked out the best one there and took it away.  It was 
hidden in a house while the search was made all around the 
district.  Lucky for the Tommies they did shift as they have a 
cow and a calf they salvaged in a French village and we were 
going to salvage it from them tonight. 

May 14th.  Fritz is doing a hell of a lot of artillery work near 
here dropping his huge 8" how. shells all around the opposite 
hillside looking for our guns.  A lot of fireworks too, go up from 
his front line of a night while our aeroplanes go across with 
bombs.  We could hear the planes and see his lights.  He sends 
these lights up in rows and strings and groups to warn the 
districts behind the line that our planes are coming across.  
During the night Fritz heavily shelled Corbie which we can see 
from here to our right.  The tower of the church is looking a bit 
knocked about. 

May 15th.  Heavy bombing by the Bosch last night somewhere 
close.  He tipped his coolers out in what seemed like drayloads.  
Sick Parade seems fairly busy. 

May 16th.  I see the 2nd Division (my one) has sent away 500 
cases of influenza the last 10 days.  I've had it for a couple of 
days but of course am still here.  I saw a Fritz plane driven 
down by 3 of ours today.  It was a 3 planed one   - a triplane - 
and had a crew of three of which they captured one only. 
 
May 18th.  Today I came back from the forward area to the 
Dud Camp at Berteaucourt - 35k from the line.  I came here 
because the Doc sent me on account of my having had the dog's 
disease.  So Freddy took my place and I took Jim Humphries' 
back here.  I walked to the main Albert-Amiens road and caught 
a limber by La Houssoye and rode to Pont Noyelles.  Then I 
caught a lorry and went to Flesselles and changed into another 
here and came through Vignacourt to Berteaucourt here.  I've 
had 6 weeks in the forward area straight off and am about sick 
of it.  This Dud Camp is composed of a quarter of the Battalion 
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and is here so that if the unit gets wiped out there will be fresh 
ones here to begin another battalion.  Thus we are called the 
Nucleus Battalion (7a Bn). 
 
May 19th.  Weather hot again.  The 27th moved up to close 
supports last night.  Went for a walk to St Leger tonight.  All 
the duds of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th Divisions are around here.  
The 1st is up north in Flanders. 
 
May 20th.  After doing my one solitary dressing this morning I 
went per a motor lorry to Vignacourt (6k) and got a pair of 
secondhand strides from the CCS there.  They had been left by a 
wounded chap.  I was pretty dirty and ragged when I came 
down from the line and so must equip myself a bit.  Can't get 
anything out of these military.  Only Tommy pants are issued to 
the Aussies here now and they're no good.  A lot of wounded 
2nd Division and some of other divisions had gone through the 
CCS this morning and also some German prisoners.  It was 
from the 6th Bgde stunt when they took Ville sur Ancre this 
morning early. 
 
May 21st.  Weather nice and hot still.  Just lazed about all day.  
About 11pm last night dear old Fritzer came over and dropped 6 
huge bombs very near here.  I saw the bursts and was sitting on 
a window ledge at the time and nearly got blown off with the 
concussion.  He also dropped one or two right in the village and 
got an old woman killed and the schoolmaster wounded.  A 
baby was buried in wreckage but unharmed.  The military clink 
happened to be empty as the prisoners were sleeping out in the 
garden behind when a bomb lobbed in and wrecked the place. 
 
The fright of the French civilians is pathetic to witness.  One 
girl fainted and all reckoned the "Boom Booms" as they call the 
bombs no bon.  None went to bed all night.  A German airman 
who was forced through engine trouble to descend near here the 
other day was torn to pieces by the French people, so I hear. 
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May 22nd.  Hot again today.  I went to Vignacourt and got a 
tunic from the salvage dump.  We had to sleep out in a field 1k 
away last night on account of the bombing the night before.  
Too far to go each night so I won't go again. 
 
May 23rd.  Nothing doing today except a bath. 
 
May 24th.  Today I went with Wally Mellish, the Signaller, up 
to the Battalion Transport Lines by La Houssage.  80k there and 
back.  While there some big 8" shells whizzed across and 
lobbed near.  We didn't stay long.  Took us all day and we rode 
all the way in motor lorries - the "soldier's taxi".  It was dull, 
cold and squally today.  Saw lots of tanks, armoured cars and 
soldiers, both English and French today. 
 
May 25th.  Still cool. 
 
May 26th.  Quiet. 
 
May 27th.  Went up to Battalion Transport lines again today 
with Wally. 
 
May 28th.  Weather just the thing.  I watched a cricket match 
between 5th and 7th Bgde officers.  All duds - 7th won. 
 
May 29th.  Wally and I went and saw the "Kookaburras", a 5th 
Division show near hear tonight.  Was very good. 
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May 31st.  Three years today since I left Outer Harbour, 
Adelaide, on the old Geelong .  Today the weather was fine and 
warm.  This morning I merely mended my tunic and wrote 
letters and after dinner went to a photographers in Domart, 3k 
or more away.  I walked there and 'twas pretty hot and he wasn't 
home so I walked back.  After tea, Norm Moffatt of the 27th 
Canteen and myself went to Domart again.  We were lucky in 
getting a ride in a light car driven by a Yank.  How he did 
travel.  We ripped and tore along alright.  Had our phizs taken 
and came back per a motor lorry that broke down en route.  
Started going again though.  Yesterday we didn't have any meat 
or veg and so today we had enough for a slice of boiled beef 
and mashed spuds and salad for dinner and custard for tea on 
account of it being the Battalion's third anniversary of leaving 
Aussie 
 
June 1st.  Another fine day, warm and sunny.  Met one of our 
fellows who came back today from a Yank hospital No. 12 at 
Rouen.  According to him and another chap who came back the 
other day from No. 1 Yank hospital at Rouen also, the 
American hospitals are no good.  I heard that months ago from 
our boys who were wounded and got to a Yank hospital.  It 
appears that they don't worry about you at all.  No medicine was 
dished out that this chap could see and he says that for four days 
a bloke in the next bed wasn't washed and he couldn't help 
himself.  Beds are not made and nothing much else done.  A 
couple of Aussies did what they could for that other Aussie as 
all Australians help one another.  Tucker bad too and no 
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sympathy or anything from either the Yank orderlies or the 
Sisters.  And the silliness seemed worse as our own No. 1 
Australian General Hospital was right next door and had 
Tommies and Portuguese in.  The American hospitals truly have 
a bad name.  But it's only hearsay for me though I believe my 
own cobbers of course. 
 
The Americans around the front here though are a good lot and 
get on well with us Aussies.  Neither we nor they can stand the 
Tommies much.  There are a lot of Yanks about now.  Motor 
drivers, Engineers etc and, down below Montididier and in 
Lorraine on the French front, the American Infantry hold 
positions.  They attacked at Cantigny near Montdidier the other 
day.  And today I heard that a Yank brigade of infantry went in 
the line by Albert last night.  The Yanks will give you a ride on 
their motors anytime if you're going that way.  Last night I had 
a lift of a few kilos on one and he went like the "juce".  It was a 
little light car: he passed everything on the road.   
 
I hear today that over 67 of the 28th (WA) Bn in our Brigade 
were knocked last night by 2 aeroplane bombs in the reserve 
positions.  Around here too I could hear old Fritz buzzing about 
and he dropped some bombs somewhere near.  But our own 
planes were also up, both fighters and bombers, and I reckon 
old Fritz gets a very crook time behind his lines.  Been sleeping 
outside the last few nights and it's alright.  Just heard a couple 
of chaps saying they don't know what they're fighting for.  And 
it just bears out what I put in a letter today.  Chap just saying 
"We're fighting for home, fame and beauty and England.  What 
do we want to fight for England for?  Let's start a nation on our 
own like the Yanks".  Be a good idea I reckon.  Latest news of 
Fritz's push by Rheims and Soissons is that he's taken the latter 
town and is pushing on. 
 
June 2nd.  Was once again bright and sunny.  Sleeping outside 
in the open is real good.  Nothing to report today. 
 
June 3rd.  Cloudy today. 
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June 4th.  A fine day. 
 
June 5th.  Bonza day.  This afternoon the "Duds" of the 28th 
Bn played our Duds cricket.  They scored 12 only in their first 
innings.  Then we made about 70.  Wally Mellish and I again 
went to the 5th Division show, the "Kookaburras".  They keep 
up the grand ideal of a concert party that they showed last week.  
The songs and the girl impersonator, the rags and comic scenes 
were all of the best.  No show I've seen in France or Belgium 
compares with this 5th Division one.  Wish our Division (2nd) 
would get one together. 
 
June 6th.  Another bright and sunny day and 'tis a pleasure to 
be under the trees beside the creek or river, by name the Nievre.  
Only 3-4yds wide but very cold and a fair current.  The maps 
dignify it by calling it a river.  Had a bath this morning again.  
Have had three in three weeks - surely a record for this life.   
 
This evening after tea I caught a motor lorry and went to 
Domart, 4k, and saw the proofs of my photos.  Didn't like 'em 
so will get 'em done again.  The charge is 4f for 6 and then 4d 
each for all over that.  I walked home with Norm Moffat as a 
lorry I chased wouldn't slacken down for me.  Of course it was 
an English driver.  An Aussie or a Yank or Canadian or NZ will 
always pull up for one.  This evening papers and dictionary 
from old George and a T & C Journal  from Mrs Vaughan of 
Hurlstone Park, Sydney.  Bought one of Galsworthey's plays at 
Domart (2.75f). 
 
June 7th.  Bright, sunny and warm.  Bon.  After brekker and 
clean up I did my patient and then set out per a bike to Domart 
to see the photographer.  How free one feels on a cycle.  Go 
where one wills and the way one can see things is in great 
contrast to the small outlook presented from the point of view of 
a pedestrian.  When walking I think the exertion claims most of 
the attention.  But cycling you can relax and gaze around.  The 
Domart church and chateau are both on a sudden rising hill and 
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almost hidden in trees.   The scene is uncommon and I tried to 
get a PC but couldn't.  
 
Today I was lucky in seeing the photo fiend who is a real 
dinkum sort of cove and both his wife and kids are also of a 
better disposition it seems to me than the usual peasant of 
France.  His eldest girl, about 4, is so fat we call her "Bully 
Beef", though I hardly imagine that delectable dainty to be 
fattening.  I had the photo taken again and then started for 
home.  After traversing St Leger I thought I'd turn off and go 
down to another road to get home.  So I did and found I had to 
go miles and miles around.  But however, after passing through 
St Ouen and following a country road I eventually reached 
Berteaucourt all serene. 
 
The 27th have been in the trenches again for a couple of days so 
far.  The rumours of a spell for the Army Corps has for the 
moment, died away.  May crop up again though.  English leave, 
at the rate of four men per Division a day, has started.  As there 
are 12 battalions, 3 Field Ambulances, Engineers, motor 
transport, machine gunners, trench mortars and artillery in a 
division I guess it'll need to be increased to be much good.  Last 
night I saw a US hospital train go through St Leger.  The first 
I've seen and it was a tiptop show. Our Battalion holds the line 
by Morlancourt. 
 
June 8th.  It's exactly three years today since the last of 
Australia - WA - receded from my sight.  Last night it came up 
dull cloudy and threatening rain and a small shower actually fell 
which forced me to sleep in the billet.  Otherwise I would never 
have come in as one feels so much fresher of a morning 
sleeping outside on the ground.  The dullness continued until 
about noon when the sun once more shone out.  I have slightly 
more work now as one patient requires 3 dressings a day.  
Wally Mellish and I went to the picture show run by the YMCA 
tonight.  It is a free show, the marquee being given by the 
"Children of Adelaide Schools". 
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June 9th.  Fine day again. 
 
June 10th.  Slept inside again as it was threatening rain.  It did 
sprinkle a bit today and until teatime was dull and cool.  Played 
cricket after tea.  Rumour that the 27th along with other 
Battalions goes over the bags at 5am tomorrow.  We "Duds" 
being 35k behind the line, of course news is slow getting here 
but I think the news is dinkum.  Yesterday afternoon a very 
heavy cannonade was heard from here and today I hear Fritz 
attacked with 10 Divisions near Montdidier about 40k from 
where our battalion holds the trench line and 55k away from us 
here.  He was, I understand, knocked back with heavy losses.  A 
lot of Yanks of fine physique were seen marching through 
Flexicourt (7k) towards the trenches today.  And yesterday, 
lorry loads of Tommies in battle order were seen going through 
Vignacourt (6k).  Very likely Yanks and French repelled the 
German Montdidier attack above referred.  The rumoured attack 
our Battalion is supposed to make tomorrow is thought to be 
part of the great British counter-thrust at Fritz.  Guns in large 
numbers are reported to be around here. 
 
June 11th.  This afternoon I went with the 27th Band in a lorry 
to Vignacourt  (6k).  The Band was to play a program there 
because the Casualty Clearing Stations were full of 7th Bgde 
Australians.  A lot of 27th are among them because the whole 
Brigade "hopped the top" at 9.45pm last night just before it got 
dark.  All the units engaged got a good few casualties, I believe, 
and the 27th had plenty.  I saw a lot in the two CCSs in 
Vignacourt.  The operation consisted of one Brigade, the 7th, 
going over to attack a position on a hill by Morlancourt, near 
where the 3rd Division did on May 4th.  It was only a minor 
affair but still a battle and as serious in losses as any large 
hopover.  Before the 7th Bgde had the advance, the two 
brigades on left and right (6th on left and a 4th Division Bgde 
on right) made raids and secured prisoners.  Then the proper 
attack took place, the 25th, 27th and 28th and one company of 
the 26th advancing across a No-Man's-Land about 800 yards 
wide and through crops of wheat three to four feet high.  All 
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except the 27th had a splendid artillery barrage in the right place 
but our Battalion had stiff luck as the English Mobile Artillery 
which supported them, put the curtain of fire behind instead of 
ahead where it was intended to keep Fritz's head down and stop 
his machine guns from working.  So a lot of the 27th Bn were 
killed and wounded by the English fire and some say the 
"Flying Pigs", Heavy French Mortars, were lobbing on their 
heels instead of going right overhead and ploughing up Fritz's 
territory. 
 
Anyway the operation, despite the casualties, was a success and 
the position was taken and consolidated.  A lot of the older 
hands seemed to get knocked from what I could see at the CCS 
at Vignacourt this afternoon.  Jock Baker had his fourth wound.  
Sgt Johnny Walker was killed and so was Lieut. A L Woods 
and Lieut. Joe Blackett whose brother, Capt. John, was killed at 
Messines in 1916.  They were both dashed good fellows.  Lieut. 
Bartle of Port Pirie was wounded I hear and Capt. Beddome, 
OC of B Coy was also wounded.  CSM Gil Edwards of D Coy 
was wounded and Curly Bennett, Wallace, Smith, Eyres, 
Masters, an A Coy SB, and Bush Thompson, the runner, and 
Buck Carter, the footballer of Broken Hill.  One chap called 
Sage was wounded and nearly carried out from the dangerous 
area when a shell killed him.  That's stiff luck.  I saw a lot of 
chaps I know to talk to but don't their names.  Barry, a 20th 
reinforcement, was wounded and a chap called Griffith.  I can't 
think of any more for the time.   
 
The chaps told me that our AMC had an Aid Post in a sunken 
road and as they said, "Too many plonkers were lobbing around 
for us, so we got away quick".  Some didn't wait for a dressing 
there but scuttled further down from the line.  But it's the same 
every time we're in a battle.  This time it's Freddy and Jim who 
are up with the biffing.  On October 4-17th it was Freddy and I.  
On May 3-17th it was Jim and Buck and at Pozières (1916), all 
except Jack and I who got buried and sent away before the 
stunt.  November 5-16th it was Jack, Scotty and I, and at 
Warlencourt March 2nd-17th it was Freddy, Jim and I.  So we 
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take it in turns and each do about the same as the rest.  And 
always the Aid Post is in the zone of heavy shell fire.  At 
Lagnicourt April 7th, Buck, Freddy and Jack were in the Aid 
Post. 
 
After Wally and I got back to Berteaucourt and had tea I 
borrowed a bike and went to Domart to get my proofs.  But it 
wasn't finished. 
 
June 12th.  I hear that there were 40 casualties in B Coy alone 
and those are only the ones heard of.  Others certainly there are.  
Bull Green and Sgt Davies and L/C Price died at the CCS last 
night.  Bob Carberry, George Smith, Wally Stone are wounded 
and Abdul Barry.  Weary Sims was wounded and died at CCS 
at Vignacourt.  Rumour after dinner today had it that 440 of 
27th Bn wounded had passed through CCS.  As only a little 
over 6-700 were up the line, that would make nearly all the 
battalion wiped out as the killed and missing would have to be 
added to it.  We had 408 casualties at Pozières nearly 2yrs ago 
and 340 at Flers on November 5th, 1916, but this number 
sounds incredible. I'll believe it when I know more.  During the 
afternoon I went with Wally in a 5 ton taxi to Domart again and, 
after a lot of waiting, saw my proof.  After tea we went to the 
YM movie show but the pictures are same as last time so we 
returned.  I suppose this latest affair will be the Battle of 
Morlancourt or Suilly-le-Sec.  In addition to the names 
previously mentioned, the following are K & W that I can hear 
of in our battalion. 
 
Killed:  L/C Oxer, Keith Davison of Broken Hill, Sgt Duffield, 
Sgt Bill Davies, L/C Darkie Caines, Bert Andrews of Broken 
Hill, Smith, Blinkhorn, Sage, Bird, Sawyer, Cowles, Strange. 
 
Wounded: Trans. Sgt Baldwin, Onga Davis (gas), Johnny 
Sommers (gas), King, Hunt, Carter, Slavin, Buck Carter of BH, 
Sgt Wilson, Murphy, Hawkins, Roberts, Agars, Smith, Hickle, 
Van Heytheson, Schar Speck, Slape, Owen Collins (badly), 
Simons, Stratford, BH, James, Bain, Wallace, Lee, Candy, 
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Mudge, SB, Whyte, Grant, Owen, North, Veitch, Baldwin, 
Capt. Beddome, CSM Edwards, Yon, Daly, Hay, Haire, Pympa, 
Robinson, Pederson, Barton, Evans, Masters, SB, Hank, 
Curnow, Parfitt (since died), Wilcocks, Hammer, Morna, King 
Dugan, Scarman, Potts, Sgt Keynes, Clem Eccelby, Thompson, 
King, O'Dea, Eagle, Vayda, Smith, Corcoran, Dermody, 
Sowton. 
 
June 13th.  The list on the other page is by no means complete 
as a lot more are knocked.  And the 27th have to remain in the 
trenches until the 16th inst, so they say, and they've been in 8 
days now.  Having a fair go of the line. The whole Australian 
Army is, in fact.   
 
It is a fine day and things are very quiet back here at 
Berteaucourt.  Just write letters, play cricket, read and do an odd 
dressing now.  Sent 5f for some books to Miles, Islington.  
Every night, as soon as it is dark, our planes go away from here 
on bombing expeditions.  Dozens and dozens are all the night 
coming and going and except for that one night in May, I 
haven't heard Fritz too near here. 
 
I think our casualties will go about 140 for the latest stunt at 
which the Australians took half a mile on a one and a half mile 
front.  293 prisoners and 30 machine guns and 1 trench mortar 
were also taken as booty. 
 
June 14th.  A dull day, very threatening to rain.  None fell 
though.  Did nothing much today except go to YMCA pictures 
with Wally.  We were paid today.  I don't like the rumours 
about.  Our Battalion is supposed to leave the front line 
(captured positions by Morlancourt) on night of 16th.  The 5th 
Division is to relieve us.  Then, instead of going to Abbeville 
district by the coast for a spell, the yarn is now that we go to 
Allonville - a miserable village near Amiens.  Also, I hear the 
4th Division is to have another stunt - on our right.  They say 
the place where our mob are - in the captured positions - is 
subject to heavy shelling.  The exact casualties of the stunt on 
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the 10th, I don't yet know. But B Coy had at least 65 and A Coy 
32.  The rest is uncertain. 
 
June 15th.  At about 2am last night I had to spring out of my 
blankets and roll them up and dash inside the billet owing to 
rain.  It cleared up by morning though and is fine enough to 
sleep outside again tonight.  I went to Domart twice today and 
got my photos.  Our band played a concert at our backdoor 
tonight.  I only heard four or five items: 
 
 March  Gladiators Farewell 
 Valse  Pink Lady 
 Intermezzo Love Bells 
 Fantasia  Luise Miller  Verdi 
 
June 16th.  Today the whole of the "Duds" of the 7th Bgde 
shifted from Berteaucourt.  I, of course, also shifted.  We left 
about 1.30 and marched through the village - Bands of each 
Battalion leading - and embussed on the Vignacourt road.  Then 
we were whirled along via Vignacourt, St Vast and Livery to 
the wood of Allonville.  Here the Battalion were in small bush 
"mia-mias" and the incoming duds went and joined their 
respective parts of the Battalion.  The 27th had 9 days in the 
line by Morlancourt with a stunt wherein they suffered about 
160 casualties.  They captured 293 Fritzs and 30 machine guns 
and 1 trench mortar during the operations of the Brigade. 
 
This Allonville wood we're in is 17k from the line.  It is about 2 
miles long and it varies in width.  All around our tent are all 
sorts of trees, elms, birch, oak and some like our acacias only 
they are bigger and have white flowers.  Thick undergrowth 
impedes one in walking but it's real nice and cool here.  The 
fields around the district are now a mass of red poppies and, on 
looking closer into the blooms, one sees blue cornflowers 
intermixed with the red of the poppies and the yellow of a 
flower I can't name.  Added to these colours there are beautiful 
patches of purple, red and pink clover and fields of half-ripened 
wheat - contrasts that make a picture worth painting.  I suppose 
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these scenes have often been transferred to the canvas though, 
for it's the same every year.  One has just to turn face about 
though and see the dust clouds in the distance raised by the 
shells lobbing to once more become a war-wearied swad and 
forget the beauty of the scenes around. 
 
June 17th.  Two years today since we left Armentieres shortly 
before went to the first Somme battle.  Last night a few Fritz 
aeroplanes came across and I heard bombs dropping in the 
district somewhere.  One of them got in our searchlight like I've 
often seen before but as usual the anti-aircraft gunners must 
have hit a lot of nothing, a thing they're good at.  Had a Muster 
Parade of the Battalion today at which the Colonel read out 
messages of congratulations from various heads including an 
American General.  The first company cricket match of the 
season was played this afternoon.  The stumps were merely 
pieces of trees - very rough, and the pitch had as matting some 
artillery camouflage netting. 
 
June 18th.  By tonight's orders I see that £50 has been put to 
the credit of the 27th Bn for the men by the South Australian 
League of Loyal Women.  This is very kind of them and the 
boys are duly grateful.  According to the notice, the money will 
mostly be used for cricket materials.  At present most of our 
sports stuff is at Abbeville where it was shifted from Bailleul 
when Fritz advanced up there.  As I hear, we're resting in this 
wood of Allonville till the 29th inst.  I reckon it'd be a good idea 
to get the sports box up here with the unit. 
 
Sick Parade and dressings during the day and trips to Field 
Ambulance for drugs etc fill up the day.  And we usually have 
to put the lights out as soon as we get into bed after dark 
because of the presence of Fritzer planes.   
 
HQ Coy which is composed of Signallers, Observers, Runners, 
Medical Detail, etc. have the best cooks they've ever had.  
Usually our cooks hacked our rations up in a way the worst 
restaurant would be ashamed to imitate.  But at present our food 
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is indeed really presentable and even bully beef is made a 
luxurious item by mixing it with biscuits etc, and frying it into 
"resoles" for brekker, and pudding of biscuits and raisins makes 
the midday meal alright.  Then the spuds get boiled and mashed 
and the joints boiled very often instead of the eternal stew.  
Guess it's all a matter of the way it's cooked and dished up.  We 
all chuck a franc or two into the coves to buy what they can 
with. 
 
June 19th.  Very heavy rains today but only what I expected 
after the very cloudy warm weather we've been experiencing 
last week or two.  It literally poured and rapidly turned the 
ground into a slippery surface and all the trees and undergrowth 
were dripping for hours, all day and night.  The men's mia-mias 
of grass and boughs were soon filled or at least drenched so 
today, later, trench shelters were partly given out.  These are a 
sort of a low class tarpaulin or canvas cover about 15' x 10' and 
is supposed to be waterproof.  I got a bit wet going to the 
Ambulance for germs to inoculate some more swads with.  We 
did a lot before dinner and still have 120 to do.  Got some 
Aussie mail of April 10-20th. 
 
June 20th.  Was very dull and overcast all day though it didn't 
actually rain.  The wicket was sufficiently dry this afternoon to 
permit a match being played, C v  D Coys.  Buck went on a day 
out in Abbeville today which is over 50k away and I carried on 
the bookwork at "Sicky".  Things very quiet.  George sent me 
some more papers yesterday.  I saw a lot of the light German 
machine guns our Battalion captured at Sailly le Sec or 
Morlancourt (it was between these villages).  They will be sent 
to Australia for the museums of war relics.  They have it all 
painted on - where they were taken and by whom.  I find out our 
casualties were 160 in that stunt. 
 
June 21st.  As my fountain pen nib has been dished, I must, for 
a time, recourse to the indelible.  It lasted me since November 
1916.  Will send pen and all complete with 3/- to George to be 
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re-nibbed.  Longest day in the year today, the light continuing 
until about dix heures .  It was a bit rainy today. 
 
June 22nd.  Today the weather cleared up a bit and became 
windy but sunny.  The first battalion cricket match took place 
this afternoon between the 27th and 28th Bns.  In the morning 
we did a lot more inoculations for typhoid and paratyphoid.  
After tea I set out to go to the village of F---- to see old Jack 
Edwards who is now Pay Sergeant of the 26th Bn.  I cut across 
paddocks, through woods and trampled amid wheat fields and 
spuds and mangols and eventually found him around the other 
side of the village I set out for and really nearer to Behencourt.  
I stayed and had a couple hours chat and then walked home by 
road in the moonlight by way of St Gratien having done 16k 
and getting home about 11pm.  Felt tired so went to bed.  We 
had to leave off Sick Parade this morning to attend the 
inspection of the Battalion by Brigadier General Wisdom. 
 
June 23rd.  Another fine though windy day.  Did more 
inoculations and generally did much as usual.  We keep 5 
patients now, they living in a small bivvy made of a trench 
shelter.  After tea I listened to the band, played cricket, did 
some step dancing and singing to the tune of our accordion and 
did some long jumps and finally retired to bed and was edified 
by hearing some officers arguing the point, it being well past 
midnight. 
 
June 24th.  A dull cloudy day and during the afternoon rain fell 
making it very disagreeable for the cricket team.  Jim went to 
Abbeville on leave.  Bert and I, after dinner, caught a 5 ton taxi 
and travelled to Coisy, a village about 4k away to watch the 
match of 27th v  2nd Division.  Last year at Bapaume (July) we 
beat them by 1 run.  This time we had hard luck as they, going 
in first, scored 195.  Then we went in and it began to rain when 
we were halfway through our innings.  In spite of this and of the 
fact that a couple of our men were "run out", "stumped" etc, and 
given out on dubious decisions, we scored 184.  We hope to 
beat them this season again.  For them O'Hara Wood, the 
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Victorian State team man and great tennis player, made 83 not 
out.  Playing for them was also Downs, the South Australian 
State team player.  Capt. Boddone, the Tasmanian crack was 
away so didn't play for them.  On our side, Charlie Moyle, as 
usual played a good game being very smart behind the sticks 
and making a useful 33 runs.  He was just set when a fast ball 
hit his knee and he, not noticing that he was out of the crease, 
was stumped.  He made a couple of fours and five twos.  Frost 
was run out at 36 having made a four, two 3s and 9 twos.  Sgt 
Mills, late of Norwood Footballers Cricket team carried his bat 
for a consistent 27.  Pellew, our international, is in England and 
so we could hardly have his service.  In the bowling, Ginn took 
4 for 61 and Lt. Moore (of Norwood) took 4 for 36. 
 
After we got back from the match I heard the Division is going 
up the line on Wednesday, two days' time, and we were 
expecting to be out until the 29th at least.  I heard some Fritzers 
over last night and bombs dropping in Amiens which is 5k away 
and has had 10,000 shells and bombs dropped on it lately.  One 
house in every 7 has been hit and one in each 27 demolished.  
The cathedral which towers above the town, has had 7 hits but 
from this distance doesn't look damaged. 
 
June 25th.  A changeable day with sun and clouds in turn.  A 
light shower fell during the evening.  Last night I noticed a very 
thick heavy white mist in this wood.  This afternoon I put in the 
time inspecting the Battalion for scabies at the Baths in 
Cardonnette nearby.  We had a bit of a singsong with our 
accordion and a violin tonight.  Heavy bombardment on the 
right last night and again tonight. 
 
June 26th.  A dull threatening day.  'Twas very cold when we 
got up this morning at 6am and had brekker.  We then did a 
Sick Parade packed up and by 7.30am were on the track.  We 
passed through Allonville village along country roads through 
fields of poppies and wheat, and woods and finally, traversed 
the village, Lamotte-Brebiere and crossing the Somme river and 
canal came into Blangy-Tronville where we took over a house 
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as Aid Post from the 38th Bn (3rd Division "eggs-a-cooked").  
This is a sort of reserve position and we move further up 
tomorrow night I hear.  We go in the line I believe on the right 
of Villers-Bretonneux.  From today we start this turn forward 
area work.  Battalion was only out for 10 days and really, the 
spell in Allonville Wood wasn't very far away from the line. 
 
I saw a lot of water lilies in the marshes by the Somme River 
today.  Some were in bud, yellow and white, but none were out.  
Near here is a huge gun of ours which is said to be a 13.5" naval 
on the railway.  Anyhow it fires occasionally and makes a deuce 
of a noise and shake-up, rattling the windows and making one 
jump a bit.  It's supposed to be firing 35 kilos.  The tucker failed 
to arrive at our headquarters' cooks today so we didn't partake 
but we had some bullybeef and bread etc and stewed some 
gooseberries and red currants we found so did alright.  The trees 
have apples on them but only of a small size, principally good 
for ammunition. 
 
June 27th.  We slept last night, Bert, Buck and I, in "le cave " - 
the cellar under the house we billeted in Blangy-Tronville.  This 
village is not much knocked about but the inhabitants have 
evidently all gone as I never saw any.  Our house which we 
three have on our own, is a pretty comfortable joint of five 
ground floor rooms and a cellar and some rooms upstairs that I 
never looked at.  With the exception of a couple of chairs (soft 
padded ones) a stray table or two and a few cupboards and a 
mirror the furniture is "napoo".  In the garden at the back are a 
few apple trees having small green fruit on and a number of red 
berry bushes bearing some fruit almost ripe.  There are no 
vegetables or flowers here at all but I saw some wee carrots and 
some pansies and roses next door.  Really, the season is yet 
early for garden produce.  We will strive to emulate our exploits 
of last August when that month once more arrives.  We pinch 
stuff from gardens, spuds, peas, beans, etc and ease our 
consciences by saying that we are fighting and therefore deserve 
what we can pick up.  What other folk think does not worry us.  
Before we left to march up to the supports position at 7pm we 
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had a game of rough cricket with a sock and a pickhandle and 
barrel as tools.  Helps to fill in time and we swads play at all 
places.  Why, in No-Man's-Land at Messines in 1916, a few 
chaps were heading 'em. 
 
At 7pm we pulled out of Blangy-Tronville and, in parties of 
about 20, the Battalion moved up to supports.  Must have taken 
us about three quarters of an hour only, I think, to get the 3k 
covered and we felt rather warm at the quick going when we at 
length dropped our sandbags of dressings etc at the White 
Chateau, a fine building standing alongside the main road, 
Amiens to Villers-Bretonneux.  The place here is not knocked 
about at all and two of the battalions have their HQ and FAPs in 
the building.   
 
The officers live in 50' dugouts so are certainly safe enough.  
Our Companies are bivouacked in the railway cutting nearby.  I 
think we are the extreme right Division of the British Army as 
we touch up with the French and a battery of French guns are 
down the road here and I saw a lot of Algerians (French 
colonials) in their khaki coloured uniforms passing here tonight.   
 
Just as we arrived here a commotion in the air and a noise of 
ground defence machine guns and AA guns made us all look 
up.  There up over our heads were 22 Fritzers and behind us a 
huge flock of our own planes coming up to a box-on.  One chap 
counted 57 of ours and evidently Fritz and Co also counted 
them for he turned and sped homewards.  I heard a couple were 
brought down.  After dark, some big shrapnel was chucked over 
our way along this main road and we dressed three 25th Bn 
chaps who were wounded on their way up the line.  This time, 
contrary to usual, the 25th and 26th Bns are holding front line 
first and us and the 28th in the supports.  We'll probably do 6 
days here and then go up the front line.  It lies out ahead of 
Villers-Bretonneux which village is about one and a half kilos 
from here up forward.  We also dressed a 38th Bn (3rd 
Division) cove.  Jim Humphries, Bert Pearce and myself are up 
with the Doc this time. 
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June 28th.  A very fine day and warm.  Had a quiet time, not 
much shelling going on on either side during the day.  We put a 
lot over though at night.  We had one case today! A 19th 
Artillery chap during the morning. I got some papers from 
Marie Molloy, Irish Times  etc.  Upstairs in this place, the 
White Chateau, where the officers "bai Jove!" have their mess, 
there is a piano and all luxuriant fittings.  Beautiful chairs and 
pictures and games etc must do a good bit towards relieving the 
tedium of existence for these harassed mortals.  We privates 
don't need such surroundings as we are supposed to be modelled 
on rougher lines.   
 
Our chateau is on the north-western edge of the Bois de Abbe, a 
thick dense wood 3 x 1 1/2m.  The main road which we face is a 
broad highway which runs from Amiens right past us and 
through the wood and Villers-Bretonneux to Peronne and St 
Quentin.  The front of the building faces north and looks down 
on the wide expanse of the Somme River and valley.  
Immediately to our half right - looking north - lies Corbie, in the 
hollow where the Ancre River joins the Somme with the twin 
towers of its XVI century church sticking up out of the trees.  
That was the place where we spent such a good evening on 
April 5th.  Over beyond Corbie the valley of the Ancre River 
can be seen stretching away for miles up past Heilly and 
Bonnay to Ville and Albert.  All the way across the scene from 
right to left stretches the line of trees that (like the Darling and 
Murray at home) mark the great Somme River.  And in every 
direction, twisting and turning and intercrossing and lacing are 
the white trench lines, thrown up or dug out as a defence against 
the oncoming enemy.  A veritable maze these long continuous 
ditches which deface the whole rear of the front system all 
along the line, and even show up 30 miles, and more behind the 
lines.  Here at the White Chateau we are 3000yds behind the 
front line and expect to relieve the 25th Bn there in about five 
days time.  Our position here is 104m high and commands an 
extensive view. 
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June 29th.  Another fine summer's day and things all quiet here 
at the Chateau Blanc .  After tea I noticed a lot of heavy high 
explosive and gas shells lobbing down by the River Somme, a 
couple of miles away, where there are a lot of guns among the 
trees that line its bank.  Things are not at all busy and we do 
nothing much while here in supports. 
 

 
 
June 30th.  Today ends the first half of a year which is, 
perhaps, more bloodstained than even the three preceding ones.  
Once more the bright sunshine tempts the aircraft out and 
swarms of machines fly around.  The German planes don't seem 
to relish coming over our side too much.  When they do they are 
very high.  We do a bit of Sick Parade here and out of about 20 
only two or three are our own Battalion.  We've done 24th, 
25th, 26th, 2nd Pioneer, 19th Battery Bns and others.  Had a 
case about 2am - a 26th Bn chap.  Machine gun bullet through 
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the arm and it had already been dressed by a French doctor.  We 
are on the extreme right of the British Army and our right 
overlaps the French. So we see a lot of French soldiers around 
here, mostly Algerians in a khaki uniform.  There are some 
French guns right alongside us.   
 
This evening Bert Pearce and I went for a stroll a couple of 
hundred yards down the big main road to the Aussie YMCA 
cocoa joint and canteen.  You can bet the front's fairly quiet 
when we go strolling around in supports like this as no 
newspapers had come up by a quarter to nine (it's light until ten 
pm) we came back and looked in at some French 220 mm (=9") 
howitzers or mortiers  as they call them.  They pull them off 
their beds just at dusk every evening and every morning they 
put the gun back.  It's in case Fritz comes over during the night 
as his next offensive is expected somewhere along the British 
front and most likely here in front of Amiens.  These big French 
guns are different to our big guns as they have rubber tyres and 
ours never have.  Also the complete gun has four pairs of 
wheels and ours has only 2 pairs. 
 
July 1st.  Today was bright and sunny - a real summer's day.  I 
drew 30f as it was pay day.  Well, here we are still in support 
position to the 25th and 26th Bns who occupy the front line east 
of Villers-Bretonneux.  The place in the woods here - White 
Chateau, a large residence that has somehow managed to escape 
shellfire - is alright and there is not much work to do for us and 
so far not any shells right round us.  This morning Bert Pearce 
and I, after doing a 10am Sick Parade in which we attended to 
about 20 of the 24th Bn and some 2nd Pioneer Bn and no 27th 
at all, went to the 7th Field Ambulance down the main highway, 
3 1/2k.  We walked nearly all the way and passed a Yank 
dressing station or "Infirmerie" on the way and, after getting 
some Soda Sal and Phenacetin and seeing about a primus stove 
we managed to catch dinner from the cooks and came back to 
our Chateau in the wood in a Red Cross motor.   
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Directly after tea tonight I went across to see if I could find Art 
Hendly in the 30th Bn of 18 pounder guns and Harold Pope in 
the 108th Howitzer 4.5" battery.  Both are 3rd (Eggs-a-Cooked 
Div).  But I found out that Art was away on the Corbie sector on 
two guns that were doing infilade fire and Harold Pope was at 
his horseline near Glisy village about 4k back.  May see him 
later on.  I heard from a chap at the 108th Battery that they 
expected the Yanks to take over their guns, and incidentally, 
this front, on the 18th of this month.  I've also heard that there 
are 5 Yank Divisions behind us waiting to take over from us 
soon.  I suppose the Aussies will then retire to back of 
Abbeville and have a spell and possibly do some reorganising.  
I also have heard that there is to be an attack "to straighten the 
line" on our left and involving the 6th Bgde and one company 
of the 27th (7th Bgde).  Every morning lately from 3.30 to 4-
5am the batteries around here have chucked over gas and smoke 
shells together so that when we do attack Fritz will be used to 
putting on his gas helmet owing to the gas at 4-5am and on the 
fateful morning we will only put smoke but it will look like gas 
and so on will go Fritz's helmets again and, our boys will be 
among him.  But enough of rumours. 
 
Today 4 Yanks, including a Sergeant, became attached to our 
Battalion for instruction.  One is to be a scout.  Two are to be 
observers and one a sniper.  I received a paper and a book 
"Hundred Best English Poems (lyrical)" from old George in 
Birmingham today.  The guns are pretty quiet during the day 
around this front but, of a night, they open out in earnest and 
give old Fritz a lively time, I'll bet.  The boys are getting some 
things out of the village of Villers Bretonneux which did have 
4400 people in it and which is now deserted and nearly ruined.  
Our own cooks got several bags of spuds and rice flour.  Most 
of the swads appear to have brand new sweaters too, taken from 
a woollen mills up in the village.  Our C Coy, who are the most 
advanced of our battalion, are living in cellars in the village and 
have palatial quarters.  Some have pianos, carpets, mirrors, 
rugs, chairs, tables and all you'd expect in jolly comfortable 
private houses.  You can bet they enjoy the unaccustomed 
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luxury of it.  It's like this.  We have for nearly three years been 
living in dirty little squalid dugouts in the mud and with no 
comfort at all.  Now Fritz has pushed the English back 38m and 
made them run, the trench line has been advanced by him into 
the fresh unspoiled country and consequently we are in good 
quarters.  Salvage is a thing we are always on the lookout for 
now and we usually have extra potatoes or meat with our meals 
now.  We don't mind all this good living and are thankful more 
than anything else to the English troops for running away from 
Fritz on March 21st and succeeding days. 
 
July 2nd.  Another bonza bright warm day and really dusty and 
hazy.  Things very quiet.  There was one 27th casualty last 
night, an A Coy chap on fatigue to the front line.  He got a 
bullet in the chest.  Name, Corp Nancarrow.  After tea this 
evening Bert Pearce and I went down the 3-4k to the 7th Field 
Ambulance by Glisy and got some ointment and a primus stove.  
We were lucky enough to get a ride down in a French Army 
light car and came back in a 3 ton taxi.  Rumours still about re 
the attack we expect to do.  I heard from a Tommy, perhaps not 
very reliable information, that 24 tanks had passed up this way 
today.  Another chap told me that Doullens was full of Yanks, 
and indeed every village around there.  The French troops in 
khaki around here I find are Zouaves and not Algerians.  The 
regular French soldier however, wears horizon blue and not 
khaki. 
 
July 3rd.  The weather today was warm and sunny but a 
northerly wind blew up clouds of chalky dust from the plain and 
made it very uncomfortable.  'Twas reminiscent of the old 
Barrier on a good old duster.  The news of the approaching stunt 
grows.  The latest I hear is that our 6th Bgde (Vic) and the 25th 
(Qld) Bn. of our 7th Bgde with four Yank battalions and the 4th 
Aust Division are going over the top at 3.10am tomorrow.  
Perhaps Fritz has an idea about it for he's been shelling the 
roads behind here and up forward today. He killed one of our A 
Coy and wounded 3.  Also wounded one of our B Coy and 
yesterday he wounded one of A Coy.  Tonight he wounded two 
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of the 24th Bn which is about 100 yards behind our R.A.P. here 
in the White Chateau. 
 
I saw another plane come down this evening.  I was by the 
YMCA dugout (hot cocoa and tea) along the road and suddenly 
noticed a parachute descending from one of our balloons.  I 
knew what that was and immediately I looked around for a 
German plane.  Our Anti's began a barrage of shrapnel around 
the balloon, but the Fritzer aeroplanes never got that far for they 
turned and made homewards.  At first I couldn't see any of ours 
about at all 'till of a sudden a whole flock seemed to come into 
being from away high up in the sky.  They looked mere specks.   
Soon a terrific machine gunning broke out and shortly 
afterwards a plane dived and broke into flames.  I am pretty 
certain it was an enemy plane.  It dived and righted itself and 
dived again, all the time flames were pouring from it.  It 
descended at a terrific pace and the last I saw of it was a smoke 
trail above the trees.   
 
Bert and I then went down to see the French 220mm rubber-
tyred gun fire, but on getting there, we found the guns had been 
changed and now some old style, long-barrelled 137mm guns 
were installed.  We watched them firing for a while being 
highly amused at the Frenchies who were a very merry lot.  
They laughed and joked all the time and one old fat-faced 
dumpy looking chap who had about a week's growth on his face 
and who resembled a pirate as much as anything was the life 
and soul of the party.  He would rush and grasp a shell, they 
were about 2' long and over 4" in diameter and fairly heavy, and 
swing it on his shoulder and run to the gun and the bloke who 
fired would take it and shove it in the breech and then push it in 
hard with a rammer.  Then a big bag of explosive which looked 
like spearmint chewing gum in a blue bag as big as a 6lb sugar 
bag was chucked up to him and put in and the breech block 
closed.  He'd then jump aside, grasp a piece of twine a yard long 
and everyone putting their fingers in their ears, he pulled.  A 
great flash and a bang and the shell leapt forth to worry some 
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poor bloke miles away and the great gun took a leap backwards 
and then regained its position. 
 
July 4th.  12.30am.  Well the stunt has come off successfully.  
Several thousand human beings now no longer exist that were 
alright before when the stunt eventuated.  All our objectives 
were gained, it is said and 1600 prisoners reported captured.  
About a hundred tanks partook of the fight and the artillery 
from my own hearing and seeing made an adequate noise.  The 
din was deafening and I thought I'd rather be here in supports 
where the guns are firing from than over in Fritz's lines where 
the shells finished their flight.  They now reckon that only stray 
Yanks attached to battalions of Aussies were in the attack.  The 
4th Division took a couple of guns, I think, not getting many 
because the Bosche galloped them out of action too quick.   
 
So far I hear about 90 machine guns were captured as well.  The 
4th Division are supposed to have taken their objectives 
(14000yds deep including Hamel village) very easily meeting 
not much opposition.  But the 2nd Division front, though 
shorter and of less depth, was the scene of much heavier 
fighting.  Our D Coy of 27th being the extreme right pivot, had 
to dig a new connecting trench to the attack to join on the 
original line.  Next to them on the right was 26th which never 
moved and, on the left, the 25th Bn which had an advance of 
about 500yds.  On their left was the 6th Bgde (21st and 23rd 
Bns in line and 22nd and 24th Bns in supports) and on their left 
again was the 4th Australian Division.  I don't know whether 
any troops to the left again, by Buire, went over.  The 25th Bn, 
the ones directly ahead of us, and which we'll relieve, said they 
went out into No-Man's-Land for 300yds and awaited the 
charge, lying down in shell holes.  Precisely at the moment our 
artillery opened the barrage to keep the Fritzer machine gunners' 
heads down and prevent them firing, the Bosche started a 
barrage too, on our front line.  It looked as though he knew we 
were attacking.  He never got many tho for the troops were 
300yds nearer to him than he thought. 
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July 5th.  Last night German aeroplanes came over about 10.30 
and, dropping flares which lit up the country brilliantly, opened 
their tailboards.  The bombs made a terrific row and huge palls 
of smoke drifted away after the explosions.  He must have 
dropped about 10 on the old railway line nearby wounding one 
chap only.  He then let some more go by the French 137mm 
battery over the road.  This morning he shelled around the same 
battery, pieces flying back around here by the chateau. 
 
Think there must have been a counter-attack by Fritz last night 
on the positions taken by the 4th Division yesterday morning.  
Our guns opened up at dusk and went pretty strong for a couple 
of hours.  This evening we all left the White Chateau Aid Post 
and walked along the railway line up to Villers-Bretonneux - a 
couple of kilos.  Got there about dusk.  Bert and George Pearce 
both slept at the Red Chateau which was forward Aid Post 
before it was shifted to where we are now, a couple of hundred 
yards away in a dugout 20' under-ground. 
 
July 6th.  Another fine day.  We got seven cases in last night 
and the 22nd Bn who share the Aid Post with us, got one.  Ours 
were - 2 of the 27th Bn wounded, and four of the 25th gassed, 
and an engineer (7th) wounded fairly badly.  He had a bullet 
hole just behind the shoulder which penetrated the side and into 
the lungs.  Every breath rattled through the hole and made a 
noise like a piece of cloth being torn.  Doc stopped it up with 
adhesive plaster and tied a dressing on it firmly.  After dinner 
(or brekker) for we slept till 11am as we never got to bed till 
4am! Bert Pearce and I went around trying to get potatoes.  We 
rummaged around a good bit of the village but never got much 
for our pains.  Our artillery very active, plonking away all the 
time, but Fritz kept pretty quiet down our way.  So far, since 
we've been on Villers-B sector, A Coy has had nine casualties.  
Other 3 companies I'm not sure of.  Some Aussie mail of May 
5th is in but none for me yet. 
 
July 7th.  Fine day.  Fritz was pretty lively today with artillery.  
He put a lot of shells into Villers this morning and this evening 
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he opened out fairly strongly around the Aid Post here and the 
Red Chateau with 4.2" shells HE and gas mixed.  I was in the 
Chateau and got quite a sore throat avec  sneezing from the gas.  
He wounded two by the Aid Post.  Just before tea we put a 
furious whirlwind over on to one of his working parties by 
Monument Farm.  Last night I stayed up on duty till 2.30.  Had 
a wounded German who was exhausted  through having lain out 
in No-Man's-Land since the morning of the stunt on the 4th.  I 
had a sleep then till 6am when a sprained ankle and two sick 
cases came in.  About 7am I again essayed a slumber and slept 
till about 10am. 
 
July 8th.  Today was fine until late this afternoon.  Then it 
came up dull and rainy looking and some wetness fell.  This 
morning at 10am, without any bombardment, some of the 27th 
Bn went across on a daylight bombing stunt.  We had no 
casualties.  Fritz surrendered and 17 prisoners were marched 
back, 4 being killed.  In all 1400yds of trench were occupied of 
an average depth of 2-300yds.  Hardly any shots were fired and 
certainly no artillery was used.  During the night old Fritz 
lobbed a good few shells around our Aid Post area and this 
evening he was very busy with 4.2s against the village - Villers-
Bretonneux. 
 
July 9th.  Bit rainy today.  Fritz placed a good few stonkers of 
the 5.9 variety around our Aid Post last night.  Also over in the 
village again this morning.  He lobbed two in by B Coy's cooker 
but hit no-one.  We had one casualty last night - Corp Cother of 
A Coy, an original chap.  He got a bullet from one of our own 
machine guns in the leg through someone neglecting to let the 
gunner know that some of our men were out on patrol.  There 
was another casualty in D Coy during the day.  This morning 
the 28th Bn on our right did a stunt similar to ours of yesterday.  
They are reported to have struck some opposition a lot of Mills 
bombs being used.  How many prisoners and what casualties 
they had, I don't know.  We captured some more last night, 
taking each lot of Bosches that came out to relieve their mates 
in the captured trenches.  So far I think we've taken about 30 
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prisoners, two machine guns and 1400yds of an average depth 
of 500yds.  The 18th Bn on our left have done a similar stunt, 
first night, too.  Old Fritz doesn't seem to do much in the 
resisting line up here just now.   
 
I got some papers from George today.  At present we are 
camped in a deep dugout made especially for our job.  It is 
about 20' underground and has steps leading down at an angle 
of about 35 deg for stretchers with wounded to be carried down.  
There are two entrances, each having three gas curtains to 
prevent this deadly stuff from getting down.  The room at the 
bottom is over 40' long, 10' wide and 7' high.  There are 6 bunks 
arranged like berths on a ship so we can sleep down here.  
There are some tables for working on, chairs, a clock, 
mattresses and mirrors all salvaged from the village of Villers-
Bretonneux nearby which is practically ruined now.  There is 
also a little room opening off the large one in which the Doc 
sleeps.  It has a real bed with sheets, table, washstand, basin and 
vases with roses which are in bloom now.  Also the place boasts 
carpets, mirrors and pictures on the walls which have a covering 
of white cloth.  All are the spoil of the salvage kings - the 
Aussies. 
 
A couple of hundred yards away is a chateau - Le Chateau 
Rouge  - where our meals are cooked by Sgt Bert Pearce and 
George of the same ilk, though no relation.  All the living and 
cooking there is done in the basement which is shellproof to 
anything less than a 1" naval shell, I should reckon.  This 
Chateau is a fine place, the owner evidently desiring comfort 
and splendour.  It is, of course, deserted by the proprietor who, 
from what I have seen was a great fancier of birds.  The 
building is about 60' high and of red brick finished off with 
white stone and coloured tiles.  There are basement, ground, 
first, second and attic floors and each is complete in about all 
things necessary for modern comforts in dwelling houses.  The 
piano is missing and almost all the bedding material but there 
still remains enough bedsteads, chairs and mirrors to show the 
luxury in which the house was fitted out.  On the ground floor 
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in the room opening off the main steps is a splendid fireplace.  
The room must be 25'x25'x16'.  All the walls are of carved 
woodwork dado and the rest a sort of hanging curtain stuff 
fastened to the wall with designs all over it. 
 
The fireplace is about 8-9' wide and 6' high and is well 
designed.  Across the mantleshelf is a Latin inscription and four 
casts of animals one of which is a rabbit and another a fox.  The 
other two I cannot recognise, not being a native of Europe.  The 
dogs which act as hobs in the fireplace are made of brass and 
modelled like two monks praying.  The furniture of the other 
ground floor room is gone except for a billiard table which has 
no pockets and no equipment such as balls and cues to play 
with.  There is a real bonza candelabra holding 20 lights intact 
in one room but it's twin is on the floor and mostly smashed. 
 
The village of Villers-B. which is right alongside, has twice 
been in Fritz's hands since March 21st advance; twice we've 
taken it back.  During that fighting this chateau has been the 
target of a number of shells from both sides.  One room has a 
shellhole in each of the eastern and western walls, a tribute from 
the Bosche and les Anglaises.  There are various pieces knocked 
off the outside of the show but it is not very much damaged 
altogether.  Some of the ceilings are lovely, the decorations 
being superb and the dadoes I mentioned before, being of oak, I 
think, having carvings on which must have cost a fair sum.  
Leaves intertwined, flowers and faces give evidence of the 
home of a moneyed man.  I found his photo and he looks fairly 
old, about 65 I should say and has a kind face.   
 
He appears to be as I said, a bird lover.  The whole place gives 
evidence of this fact.  In the grounds of the chateau are cages 
for birds which, when I went in among them made me think I 
was going through the Adelaide Zoo.  The enclosure must cover 
half an acre and there cannot be less than 40-50 cages, each half 
as large as an average living room.  It is just one huge aviary 
divided into compartments;  and on each wire door is a small 
enamelled plate with a lettering denoting the name, 
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classification and locality of the bird which lived in it.  I saw 
ones showing the former inhabitant was a native of Brazil, 
Japan, Phillipines etc.  Of course, all the occupants have been 
let loose by the owner very likely when he fled himself and 
nothing alive remains there.  I saw one unfortunate bird that 
must have got a piece of shrapnel as it's lying very dead near the 
cages.  It looks to me to be a stork.  My pal, Bert Pearce of 
Mulgowertie (Yorke's Peninsular) said he saw a stray peacock 
vanishing into the shrubbery but I hadn't time to glue my optics 
on it.  Evidently it didn't like leaving the vicinity of its old 
home.   
 
To the left of the series of birdcages lies another enclosure 
surrounded by a high wire netting fence and consisting of a few 
acres of bush with a sort of large summer house in the middle.  
Here he used to keep ostriches so I hear.  Not far from that and 
directly under and alongside the chateau is the fish pond.  It is 
of course dry now, the bottom being a layer of dry cracked mud 
with here and there the bodies of some real decent sized fish, 
now all in the last stages of putrifaction.  The pond is shaped: 

 
 
The island in the centre of the larger end is covered in plants 
and bushes.  I can imagine some people in quiet times of an 
evening strolling out across the rustic bridge and onto the 
island.  There they'd stand and throw crumbs to the fish which 
would without a doubt be knowing enough to hang around 
when their human friends visited them.  Strutting about would 
be the peacocks and most likely some swans would gracefully 
glide up - perhaps even our own incomparable black swans - to 
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partake of the morsels the children and adults would throw to 
them.  Then - but my thoughts were interrupted by a huge black 
Krupp shrapnel relieving its pent-up feelings high in the air not 
far away.  How could I continue to conjure up visions of swans 
swimming when I had to dodge the fact, and the pieces, that 
ironmongery flies without wings. 
 
On the top floor of the house in the attic rooms I saw bags and 
bags of seed for birds - sunflowers and other.  There are also 
books in French and English on aviculture lying around the 
house, together with letters in English from bird authorities in 
Angleterre to the old French chappies.  He must have got his 
money from woollen mills for there is one right alongside the 
chateau as well as others in the village or town, for Villers-
Bretonneux had 4,400 people avant la guerre .  This particular 
mill alongside this is, like the rest, in a pretty crook state of 
disrepair.  Looms and weaving machines are standing, broken 
and rusty and smashed, while all over the floors, and there are 
three stories in each of three buildings, are scattered the 
garments which were in the making, fronts and backs and legs 
and arms and everything else of woollen nature.  There are bust 
and shapes, especially there are hundreds and  hundreds of leg 
shapes to weave stockings on.  These range from wee kiddies' 
size to the absolutely fattest man or woman on earth's 
dimensions.   
 
In the 28th Bn's stunt this afternoon, on the right, the Aussies 
killed about 30-40 Fritzs and took no prisoners.  Casualties to 
our side were, 1 killed, 2 wounded. 
 
July 10th.  A dull day threatening rain.  I got nine letters - 8 
Aussie of May and April.  Last night, while we were pushing 
Fritz back a bit more with B Coy, he raided our D Coy but got 
stoushed back.  Never reached our Post. 
 
July 11th.  Cold almost and no sun.  Raining a little.  The 27th 
Bn were to advance again on the silent stunt idea last night.  
They sent out a strong fighting patrol into No-Man's-Land first 
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though and it's lucky they did so for the patrol got in between 
two Fritzer outposts which began chucking bombs and bullets 
from two ways.  So our patrols got home again with the loss of 
two wounded which is darned lucky.  They might easily have 
come a gutzer on the show.  According to the Daily Mail  of the 
10th inst I see the Aussies have taken 3,785 prisoners in the last 
three months and also 400 machine guns and 38 trench mortars.  
Rained heavily this afternoon. 
 
July 12th.  Rained again today which was succeeded by bursts 
of sunshine.  From 5am and for practically the whole day, a 
very heavy bombardment sounded to our right, away down on 
the French front.  What news we did get was that the French 
had attacked near Morieul which is about 12k from here.  I 
heard they took all objectives which included 2 villages and 
also 1500 prisoners were taken.   
 
This morning the Official Artist for the Division came along our 
way and I watched him while he sketched with a sure and rapid 
series of strokes our Aid Post.  He included the stretchers and 
Red Cross sign and sandbags and even the bloodstains on the 
stretchers.  In fact the whole sketch was absolutely lifelike and 
dinkum and seemed even better and more pronounced than a 
photo would look.  Lieut. Streeton, the artist - from Melbourne - 
then moved along and did a sketch of the 19th Bn cooks nearby.   
 
Seems some rumours about another stunt on this front soon only 
it's to be on a big scale.  Hope it is real huge, if it come off at 
all.  Fritz gave our vicinity a few salvoes of 4.2" just  about 
6.30pm.  We moved from the dugout and Post soon after as the 
25th Bn relieves the 27th Bn in the line tonight.  We then went 
down the couple kilos back to the White Chateau Aid Post in 
supports in the Bois de l'Abbe.  The 26th Bn are sharing it with 
us. 
 
July 13th.  The weather was very changeable today, at one time 
raining a little and then sunshine showing out.  About dark, just 
before the observation balloons draw down, five squid 
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aeroplanes flew across our lines and separated.  Immediately 
our anti-aircraft guns began chucking shrapnel all over the shop 
and just over one balloon, as a barrage.  But soon three of the 
enemy aircraft turned and went homewards while the other two 
flew on into our territory.  Apparently these were mistaken for 
our own planes for the guns ceased firing for a while and the 
planes flew serenely on towards our balloons.  Then all of a 
sudden, the gunners must have jerried for they began literally 
spitting forth shrapnel everywhere in the sky but none hit the 
daring German planes which were by now very nearly up to the 
balloons.  Then out tumbled a couple of parachutes, each 
bearing its man and slowly swayed their way earthwards.  The 
Fritzs then dived suddenly and putting pace.  A few shots as one 
of them flew past the balloon and the pair of planes darted 
away.  We thought he'd missed but sure enough a small speck of 
flame shone out of the top of the sausage and soon the whole 
burst into flames and dropped, a huge black smoking pillar to 
earth, blazing furiously until it almost reached the ground.  
Luckily the two observers, under their parachutes were out of 
the way for the flaming mass fell pretty much like a plummet.  
Soon another pair of observers from the next balloon in line 
were fluttering downwards and a second or so afterwards and 
that sausage was also only fit for the ash heap.  The next couple 
of sausage crews also did their block and hopped out but the 
planes were finished (so were the balloons) and went 
homewards to Fritz territory at a high rate.  Meanwhile balloons 
were being hauled down, hand over 'and, and the archies were 
barking and the ground machine guns cracking but the Bosches 
got safely away. 
 
This morning I saw our Colonel, Brigadier and staff studying 
maps on the table which looks crook.  May be only new 
flyproof seats they're discussing but on the other hand it may 
portend some more deeds of valour.  About all the troops are 
sick of it and nearly everyone is asking "When are the Aussies 
going to have a spell?".  We're always in some stunt or other 
and do long spells in the forward area.  And, if our 5 Divisions 
hold miles of this important active front and do battles all the 
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time, not to mention the Divisional front up by Meteren in 
Flanders, I want to know what the English troops are doing.  All 
the fighting done lately has been done - on the British front - by 
Australians except in two instances, one where the English had 
an engagement near Merris assisted by our 1st Australian 
Division and the other case, where English troops got knocked 
back by Fritz, by Aveluy, north of Albert.  I know the 
Canadians are having a spell but why do our 5 Divisions do all 
the fighting?  Where are the Guards and all the famous English 
regiments so bragged about?  
 
The Germans in the line just now seem a second class lot as I 
think he has his good men in reserve for the next blow.  Wonder 
where it'll come.  S'pose we'll be in it.  I think we go in the line 
again in a few days, even if there is no stunt.  Today I sent 5f to 
Miles Islington for some books per Buck. 
 
July 14th.  Great day in France, here;  of course, as we are in 
the forward area (supports), we don't see any of the celebrations 
but I know the French soldiers about here - we being the 
extreme right of the British Army - have plenty of wine and 
spirits and today, one came in here to the 28th Bn AMC and 
signallers and sold them about 4 gallons of red wine - a stuff 
worse than the pinky one can get at 6d a bottle in Aussie. 
 
Got my books - Bernard Shaw - from Miles Islington today, that 
I sent for on 16th June.  Also received some papers from 
George and Auntie Emmie.  Rainy today with practically no 
sun.  Sent Ness some music I got in a French chateau. 
 
July 15th.  Pay day again.  I drew 20f.  Rained during the night 
a bit.  Fritz chucked shells about too in the dark hours, waking 
me up once or twice.  I went for a bath today to the Divvy Baths 
on the bank of the Somme River at Blangy-Tronville.  The 
change of clothes was no good at all and the water was, though 
hot, very scarce.  But the sun was very gratifying today and 
when walking, as I did, right past Blangy to the QMs and 
transport lines at La Motte-Brebiere, it became somewhat 
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uncomfortable.  There I saw Buck snavell a bit of stew and 
wended my way through Glisy (across the river) to look for Art 
Hendley and Harold Pope.  But as the 3rd Division Artillery had 
just changed with our own 2nd Division artillery I once again 
missed them both.  Then I cut across to the 7th Field 
Ambulance on the main Amiens-Viller-Bretonneux road.  Had a 
hair cut from Harry Giles and tea with him and Reg Dunn, 
bought a few things in the canteen, including a tin of oatmeal 
for Biggie (Bert Pearce) to cook next time in.  I caught an 
ambulance car which took me the 4k up the main road to our 
White Chateau where our Aid Post is.   
 
Here I straightaway got the bad news that Bert Pearce had been 
wounded up near Villers-Bretonneux during the afternoon while 
out fossicking around with Norm Matheson, the Doc.  It appears 
that shells of the good old 4.2 grass cutting variety, lobbed both 
behind and in front of them and when they made off to dodge 
them they ran into a few dozen more and a piece of one hit Bert 
in the back, low down, and passed right through and emerged in 
his groin.  I saw him later as the car took him down past our 
place and he looked cheerful and was sort of half reclining in a 
corner.  I shook hands and, of course, wished him the best 
possible luck.  It may be worse than we think but may be 
alright.  The piece he showed me was as big as a half crown and 
four times as thick.  He and Norm walked around too much, 
with no real good purpose and it was only what could be 
expected.  However, old Bert is one of the best and a real 
dinkum chap. He's as brave as anyone I've seen.  Norm reckons, 
and I concur, that it's an honour to have known him.   
 
Received a parcel of pair sox and tea and sugar from dear old 
Mum today.  The sox I really badly wanted and the tea and 
sugar are muchly appreciated, especially as it's Aussie stuff.  
Old Fritz brought down another of our balloons in flames today. 
 
July 16th.  Rained heavily during the night and pools lie 
everywhere about.  Came out sunny and hot during the day 
though.  I felt really done when I lobbed at La Motte about 
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11.30am, after walking from Blangy.  I got a ride on a G.S. 
Wagon that far.  Went down there to get Bert Pearce's revolver 
and diary out of his pack for him and look after it till he let's me 
know where he's going.  After, I went again via Glisy and the 
7th Field Ambulance and got a ride home on the car again. 
 
July 17th.  Since the last entry we've been busy.  About 10pm 
on the 16th we got a rush of wounded including some stretcher 
cases which were real badly wounded.  Some were French, 
being the crew of a French kitchen which was being driven 
along the road in front of our White Chateau when the shells 
burst in front of it.  These casualties kept us very busy until 
after midnight.  Then about 1am the Bosche began his dirty 
work again.  He threw over gas shells in rapid succession for 
over 2 hours, the total number being estimated officially as 
7000 of all calibres from 77mm to 4.2", 5.9", 8" and even 9.2".  
We were just on the edge of it all and lots just skimmed our 
place, the noise they made as they whistled over being distinctly 
unpleasant.  Some fell within 10-50yds of the building.  So of 
course all the gas curtains were dropped and alarms given and 
no sleep that night.  And a wounded case came in too before 
morning.  Then all day on the 17th we worked on the gas cases.  
It was pure mustard gas he used and it made scores of large 
blisters on any skin which was exposed to it.  The 2nd Pioneers, 
wearing short pants on fatigue, had a lot like that.  So all day we 
dressed burns, gave eye washes and doses of stuff, using the 
great anti-gas remedy, soda bicarbonate.  Right up to 10pm we 
were going, that making no rest for 38hrs and we were some 
tired, I guess.  Managed to get a bit of sleep that night, tho a 
squad of 24th Bn Signallers came in and kicked up a deuce of a 
row.   
 
At 9.30pm on the 17th, the 25th and 26th Bns hopped over on 
the front east of Villers-Bretonneux.  They took the objective 
and secured 2 light field guns, some machine guns and 
prisoners.  The 26th Bn had an easy run, but the 25th struck 
hard luck and had to have a second go for theirs which they 
finally took.  Casualties for 25th about 100.  On the 18th, about 
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5pm, we suddenly got word to get ready to shift up forward 
again.  So in half an hour, behold us trudging once more 
towards our front line Aid Post which had, however, now 
become a Support RAP.  The 19th Bn happened to be with us 
again there.  During the evening, Fritz counter-attacked on the 
26th Bn on our right and in front.  But our balloons and 
aeroplanes had seen him coming up so they slathered him 
nicely, the artillery opening on the unfortunate Huns while they 
were assembling in a wheat crop in No-Man's-Land.  Their 
casualties must have been heavy as the 26th Bn saw numerous 
stretcher bearers carry wounded away under a white flag next 
day.  On our left, on the 5th Bgde front after a stunt the other 
day, there was a sort of armistice during which both sides 
collected wounded, shook hands, exchanged cigarettes, etc.  
Then whistles went and both lots got to their own trenches again 
and resumed the stoushing.  While the armistice was on the 
Germans picked up an Australian wounded chap and our 
fellows secured a German.  But instead of making prisoners of 
them, they repatriated or swapped and each side got his own 
man.  I reckon that Aussie and the Squid wounded who were so 
exchanged, are entitled to refuse to fight any more.  As all 
repatriated prisoners are exchanged on the understanding that 
they will not fight again. 
 
Well we had a sleep on this night of the 18th in the RAP dugout 
near the Red Chateau by Villers-Bretonneux and next afternoon, 
about 6pm, the Battalion was relieved or at least Jim and I went 
out to the White Chateau again, leaving Doc and Tom Lee, the 
S.B. Corporal, to come along later.  That night, 19th, we had the 
first good sleep we'd had for a week or two. 
 
July 20th.  Rained again last night.  We - 7th Bgde - are now 
Reserves of the 2nd Division.   Our Battalion is around the Bois 
de l'Abbe and up to Villers-Bretonneux and our HQ and our 
RAP is in the White Chateau instead of being back at Blangy-
Tronville where the reserves have usually been.  They say, 
according to the intelligence, that the constant small pushes by 
our troops on this front has prevented a German offensive back 
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here.  He has had no luck in his Rheims one and now the latest 
official is that Fritz has been the recipient of a bash by the 
French near Soissons who have captured, so far, 25,000 
prisoners and 300 guns and penetrated 8 miles. 
 
July 21st.  Latest re French push is that they've retaken 
Soissons (or the Yanks did) and prisoners amount to 20,000 and 
400 guns.  The reserve trenches a few kilos behind us are full of 
Yanks and they say most of our other divisions are out of the 
line, so perhaps we are going to be relieved.  Got a parcel from 
Auntie Lily today.  She's a good old stick; biscuits, ginger, 
cheese, sweets from Gordon and Howard.  Weather today just 
fair, not hot and not cold, with some sunshine.   Fritz quiet.  
Dressing of boils, etc, coming in freely all day. 
 
July 24th.  The weather the last few days has been excellent, 
only a few showers breaking the continued sunshine.  Day 
before yesterday I saw the fourth of our balloons to fall a victim 
to a Hun airman in this area.  He was heading homewards 
leaving a smoky pall as a mark of what he'd accomplished.  An 
aeroplane of ours had half an hour before burnt a Fritzer down, 
opposite our lines. 
 
Yesterday evening I went with the Doc across to the Bgde HQ 
of the left French Bgde of the French Army.  In the afternoon, 
Tom Lee and I went down the main road, the 3 1/2k to the 7th 
Ambulance and got drugs, getting a ride home per motor 
ambulance.  Saw oceans of Yanks of the 33rd Yank Divvy 
down that way.  They are attached to the Aussies.  During the 
night of the 22nd old Fritz gassed Villers-Bretonneux and area 
and succeeded in making over 500 at least of the 6th Bgde, 
mostly, casualties.  We only had a few here at the White 
Chateau this time.   
 
Tomorrow, I believe, we move to Blangy-Tronville, 3k further 
from the line and the 26th Bn takes our place, I think.  From 
early yesterday morning, a heavy bombardment sounded on our 
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right.  Was the French making an attack.  Got some T & C 
Journal, Aust. Worker, and Bulletin  from Aussie today. 
 
July 27th.  Weather today and least few days, has been very 
wet, heavy showers continually falling which makes it 
somewhat uncomfortable living in small bivvies under pseudo 
tarpaulins.  On the 25th we left White Chateau and came further 
away from the line to the bit of scrub we now inhabit about 4 
miles from the line. 
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July 28th.  Weather much improved since yesterday's wild 
squally rain.  Strong wind drying up the mud and bursts of 
sunshine help a lot.  The tank rehearsal stunt put off today is 
due for tomorrow.  A German plane came over early this 
morning and dropped some eggs nearby and later some 9.2" 
shells were chucked across near here.  No casualties to us 
though.   
 
July 30th.  Sick Parades 6.30 and 10am.  Tank stunt came off 
yesterday in almost perfect weather.  Troops left about 7am.  
We did Sick Parade at 5.45am. Troops went in motors to other 
side of Amiens and returned during the afternoon.  Methinks a 
real tank stunt looms before us here in the near future.  Very 
heavy connonading all along from and especially to left night 
before last.  Heard the 5th Divvy hopped over and took 1000 
prisoners.  I notice a lot of 4th Divvy (who've just had a short 
spell of fortnight) knocking around to our right.  I believe they 
must be going to relieve the French Colonial Division 
(Algerians) there.  These Algerians are half or mostly Arabic 
and talk Arabic and French.  They dress in khaki and are 
frightful thieves.  They pinch all sorts of things.  Articles of any 
useful kind, useful or not, all same to them - they snavvle them. 
 
Sent Ness a German map as a souvenir yesterday.  Noticed a 
chap with a number over 6600 (denoting a 19th reinforcement) 
who couldn't have joined the Battalion before last October has 
had Paris leave.  Also a chap, late 43rd Bn has had it.  What I'd 
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like to know is where do the original 3yrs 2mths service men 
come in?  Also hear some of the sergeants who've been once, 
talking of going again shortly.  Guess I'll make enquiries at the 
highest quarters if that does happen. 
 
July 31st.  Today is hot with a clammy heat.  The sun shines 
bright and a haze covers all distances.  'Tis a typical midsummer 
day of these parts of the world.  Jim Humphries went to the 
Transport Lines just before we left the "Scrub", and we 
proceeded to go forward to our old position at the White 
Chateau and the 4 Companies went to their old  bivvies from 
where it is intended they'll do fatigues for some days.  After 
Tom Lee and I had got there I signed for the gas clothes and 
later on had a row with Norm over doing so.  The 26th Corp had 
made out the receipt wrongly and I signed without troubling to 
count them.  The number of uniforms was alright but the 
receipt, being wrong, Norm talked and slung dirt for half an 
hour and made me go back to the possy at the "Scrub" to see the 
26th Corp and get the receipt back and take the proper ones to 
them. This I did, only the 26th Corp burnt the old wrong ones.  
As it's 4 miles there and back and a hot day, I said anything but 
prayers for Norm who is a very suspicious charactered chap and 
very frightened anyone is going to take a rise out of him some 
time or all the time.  Tonight the 4th Divvy take over from the 
French Colonial Divvy on our right.  I can  see more stoush for 
the Aussies.  Rumours are thick re a big hopover shortly, 
August 4th being a hot favourite.  Buck Chambers is to come up 
today and take Jim's place. 
 
August 1st.  Weather bon .  Was paid 20f.  Buck has taken 
Jim's place.  Fritz artillery much busier last day or two.  Saw 4 
balloons of ours brought down in flames this afternoon by a 
Fritzer aeroplane that was afterwards shot down before it could 
get home.  That makes 8 I've seen downed (balloons of ours) 
from the same area of a couple of miles in the time we've been 
in the Villers-Bretonneux area - since June 27th. 
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August 2nd & 3rd.  Rained practically the whole time but was 
not cold, and freshened things up wonderfully.  On the 3rd, Bill 
Haggerty came up, he having been in England since his wound 
on September 20th last.  A lot of activities are apparent behind 
the  line here as though in preparation for a gigantic stunt.  
There are lots of new guns and gun positions being put in 
around here and tanks are in the wood.  Two 12" gun positions 
are being put in near us here.  All night long streams of artillery 
limbers and motor lorries with shells are going past up the road 
and dumps are formed ahead of the present gun positions.  
There are Canadians, Americans and Australians on the front 
here now.  Our 6th Bgde held the line now here with all the 4 
Bns and we, the 7th Bgde, are supports.  Also the 5th Bgde is 
Reserves.  It's a new French idea of holding a divisional front.  
The 4th Bgde (4th Division) relieved the French on our right 
and the Canadians relieve them tonight I believe.  The 13th 
Bgde, of our 4th Division, is behind us.  All these activities look 
as though a stunt is coming.   
 
August 4th.  I don't know how the position stands now.  Got 
books from Miles, Islington.  Sleep has been very disturbed the 
last two or three nights as with so much traffic on the road, 
more casualties have occurred and we've had quite a number of 
chaps, mostly D.A.C. (Division Artillery Corp) in wounded.  
Got turned out of our sleeping room, anyhow, today, as the 6th 
Bgde HQ has taken the White Chateau as their position and we 
are only here still under tolerance and we sleep in the Aid Post 
from tonight, like we did some weeks ago when we were here 
before.  Two years ago tonight, at a quarter to nine, the boys 
hopped the top at Pozières.  Time is getting on.  It's 3yrs and 
2mths since we left home now. 
 
August 5th.  Very wet, heavy rain falling all day.  Received 
parcel from Church in Broken Hill the other day and today 
Pickwick Club  and Attack  from Miles.  Sent cash for more to 
same firm.  Preparations for the big stunt increase.  The two big 
12" howitzers by the White Chateau are nearly in position and 
about 40 12" shells now stacked by one of them this morning.  
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A 3 ton lorry only carries 7 at a time.  Streams of transport go 
along the road at night and, today, being wet and dull, traffic 
was thick.  Fritz very quiet.  Good news of Fritz's defeat by 
Soisonns.  About a month since the last Aussie mail was in.  
Time we got one. 
 
August 6th.  A wet, rainy day with fine intervals.  The 
preparations for the forthcoming big stunt proceed apace.  The 
crowds of motors, lorries, guns, cars, tanks, G S Wagons, 
limbers etc continue all the time to proceed up the road towards 
Villers-Bretonneux.  Fritz gave us a bit of hurry-up this 
afternoon.  He burst a "grass cutter" 4.2 about 10yds from the 
Aid Post and pieces shot through the window.  One piece hit 
Buck but only made an abrasion.  One of the Regimental Police 
had a hit in the leg.  A Canadian Officer had both legs cut off 
above the knees and we dressed him and sent him on to the 
ambulance with a 6th Aust Bgde chap who had a fatal stomach 
wound.  Both these died.  Then a Stretcher Bearer of A Coy and 
a Tommy came in wounded so we were pretty busy for a while.  
The 12" howitzers Vickers 1917 pattern Mark IV are in position 
now by us here at the White Chateau and ready to do their dirty 
work.  Gog and Magog, their names. 
 
Big Stunt - August 8-9th, 13-17th (BayonVillier). 
 
Bussy -  August 17-25th (Sports etc). 
 
English Leave - August 25th-Sep 12th.  Battles of 29th-2nd 
Adlaines-Haut Allaines. 
 
Exclusier on Canal Somme 12th-27th September. 
 
Weather -  mixed. 
 
Sports - Brigade and Divvy sports 
Work - route marches, salvaging, tank stunt, small Sick 
Parades. 
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Amusements  - Brigade and Divisional concerts, boating on 
canal. Met Longman - killed. 
 
Strikes - 21st-25th-19th-37th-2nd-9th Battalions on strike.  Had 
wins. 
 
Food - not bad.  Bread good, jam scanty, meat not too bad, 
augmented by mushrooms and fish (bombed).  
 
Archie Cameron later PMG in Aussie.  Read from the German 
books "Deeds of the Wolf" which I found on the 11th August in 
Vauvillers. 
 
The trip.  Australian transports Matunga, Hitachi Man  and 
gun.  Sailor "Dee".  Laying mines off Gabo Is in Colombo 
under searchlights around Cape Town near Aden, Singapore 
etc.  Australian prisoners on Igotz Mendl   ran ashore on Danish 
shore.   
 
1914 men went home to Aussie in great numbers.   
 
Big 15" gun at Chuignolles visit avec  Jack Hunt. 
 
Move at 6pm from Echisier 11 miles to Courcelles.   
 
September 28th.  Arrive 1.30am after getting lost.  Rained 
during night and next day.   
 
September 29th.  Big stunt starting at dawn.  Move from 
Coucelles at 7pm to Tinecourt 5 1/2k.  Arrive 9.30pm.  In hut 
with some batmen.  Rained a bit and fairly cold.  Heavy 
bombardment during night and early morning; the line 
advanced.  Yank 27th and 30th Divisions broke through 
Hindenburg line, crossing canal.  Then our 3rd and 5th 
Australian Divisions went on over their heads.  By nightful I'd 
heard that Belle-église, Nanroy, Le Catelet, Risoy, Guoy and 
Maeny la Fosse were taken by the Yanks and Aussies.  That is 
only our own immediate front about 9k north of St Quentin.  
The line is beyond that city now.  Up north we got the news the 
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Belgian Armies on 1st-3rd had attacked and taken Passendaele 
Ridge Hill 60 and lower down were within a mile of Cambrai, 
the Canadians doing well at this latter place.  Down south the 
French and Yanks have advanced 10k on their 60k front from 
Rheims to Verdun and captured 10,000 prisoners and 200 guns.  
All going well in Bulgaria and in Palestine (45,000).  We're to 
move but at 9pm we were still at Tinecourt and was raining.  
Yanks trouble Aussies 3-5th Divisions.  
 
October 1st.  Left Tinecourt 10.15am - 9k to Templeux le 
Grand.  Arrived 2pm.  (Hamel - Marquise - Rouel).  Camped 
among big guns and by balloons.  About 4pm a squid brought 
down two of our balloons in flames on our left and got home, as 
far as I could see.  Left Templeux 8.45 pm, roused up after 
getting to bed in temp bivvy.  Dark, rough country, 10k.  
Crossed Hindenburg line without incident.  Went through 
Bellicourt where the St Quentin canal dips under.  After usual 
hanging about we got to new trench at 1.30am where I put in 
the coldest and most miserable night ever.  5.9" all over the 
place both coming up and during the night.  No hot food until 
arrival at Cedrun at 4pm next day. 
 
October 2nd.  Some sun but not enough to warm me up after 
last night.  Thought there'd be a stunt this morning, us being 
Reserve Brigade in trench 2000yds behind line.  Didn't come 
off today but is timed for tomorrow.  Saw a Hun balloon 
brought down in flames straight out in front of us by one of our 
planes.  Spent day in digging a fresh bivvy in trench side and 
being shifted early in morning a few hundred yards from where 
we put in the night.  A number of 5.9s all around during day.  
Whippet and other tanks lying around.  One taken away under 
fire.  We're in the ground the Yanks took on Sunday 29th.  
About 6pm we found a fresh and better bivvy a few hundred 
yards away and transferred ourselves there, Tom Lee, Buck 
Chambers and I who are in with the Doc as Detail this time. 
 
October 3rd.  7th Bgde attacked Beaurevoir (70 casualties for 
27th), (88 for 25 & 28th), (100 for 26th).  Advanced some kilos.  
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27th first won and then supported the Battalions of Brigade.  
6am - relieved same evening.  200 prisoners 27th. 
 
October 5th.  4am, 27th supported flank of 6th Bgde attack on 
Montbehain.  Relieved midnight. 
 
October 6th.  Long fatiguing march to Templeux (12k).  Feed.  
Sleep.  Long range gun.  1 wounded (died).  1 horse killed. 
 
October 7th.  March to Roisel, 7k, 8.30am.  Hang around till 
3.30pm.  No tucker since brekker till 7pm next night.  
Explosion of fire at Roisel.  Arrive Amiens by train from Roisel 
via Peronne at 11.30pm.  March of 24k and no tucker to 
Berteaucourt where I was last May-June.  Now 92k from line 
(then 35).  Marched from midnight till 6am; extremely fatigued, 
nearly dropping.  Slept heavily for four hours and then hunger 
woke us up and we were then given a cup of cafe  by old lady in 
whose loft we slept. 
 
October 9th.  Paid 40f.   
 
October 10th.  Fixing up Aid Post.  Weather dull and also 
changeable.  Little sun, petit  rain.  Bath, change clothes.   
 
October 15th.  Paid 40f - £5 wanted for Xmas Party!  Rained, 
mud.  Bonza billet.  Tom Lee on leave - Detail gone to hospital 
in London.  Received letter August 25th from Home via 
Emmie.  Parcels from Auntie Lily, one from Mrs Vaughan - 
3prs sox, 1 shirt, Comforts Funds.  YM not bad here, writing 
and reading room and library for deposit.  Free cocoa, 
gramophone.  Got better place for Aid Post and ran hospital.  
Villagers all frightened of Spanish Flue. 
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MY DEMOBILIZATION BOOK 
 

PARTE DE FRANCE APRES LA GUERRE FINI 
 

1919 
 

 
Mont sur Marchieme 
 
February 14th 
 
Tis just six months since I entered anything in my journal.  the 
omission was due at first to the constant movements and work 
entailed in the operations of August 8-17th.  Then on 25th I 
went on my 3rd leave to England, the interval being nicely 
filled by a short indisposition caused by the anxiety of the 
kindly military that ......  This necessitated my watching the 
ceiling of my bivvy for some time afterwards as I have the 
misfortune to always take inoculations badly.   
 
When I returned from leave I did not have the heart to worry 
about catching up again and a further excursion forward 
towards Berlin adding a large quantity to the already bulky 
sheaf of notes I was absolutely bluffed by the task of getting 
into the running of things again.  So it remained till now for me 
to put down the numerous trials and incidents, humorous and 
serious both, which I wish to remember and forgetting is so 
easy.  
 
After missing my turn to go home with the first 7th Field 
Ambulance draft on January 8th, through being in Brussels, I, 
and with me, Buck, had to wait for over five weeks, kicking our 
heels in the heavy frost which marked those weeks, with what 
patience we could muster.  With disappointments on the 
January 15th, 24th, and February 2nd drafts, in which the 
Ambulances got hardly a player, and a knock back when we 
applied for a transfer to the 27th Bn to which we've been 
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"attached only" for over four years, we managed to get going 
along with a hundred other ambulance men of our 2nd Div on 
February 18th. 
 
On the 17th Feb, after days of expectation and a lot of medical 
examinations etc we were marched over from Mont-sur-
Marchienne to Marchienne au Pont, a distance of 2k, 
experiencing the first practicable change in the military attitude, 
for our heavy packs, with three blankets, were carried on a 
General Service Wagon.  Arrived at the 2nd Division 
Reinforcement Wing in a large house bearing a huge placard 
"Australia Villa", we were handed the much prized 
Demobilization Cards which are to accompany us till finally 
disposed of.   
 
After a roll call and dumping our packs, we set off home again 
to Mont-sur-Marchienne making a note of the instructions to 
report at the Wing again next morning at 5.45.  As a tram ran 
our way, via Charleroi, we trammed it and landed home after 
sundry experiences including knocking down a German 
Prisoner by our tram as we were passing a long column each 
with a big kit bag on his back.  'Twas the bag that saved his life 
for, after a spring like a tiger on him - or so it seemed to me - 
the tram crunched and smashed something under its wheels 
which Buck and I thought was his body but turned out to be the 
tram's lamp, the German slowly and painfully and, I guess, full 
of bruises and certainly of mud, arose and proceeded to limp 
away.  He was required to sign things though by the conductor 
for the necessary enquiry.  I got more of a fright in that instance 
than I'd had for a long while.  Strange as it may seem in a 
soldier, I do not like seeing people hurt. 
 
That night, at our "home" in Mont-sur-Marchienne, was indeed 
a gloomy time to the people, Ms and Mme Guilman and the 
little girls, Fernande and Reina, aged 8 and 5 respectively and 
the old "Mamère", Madame's mother.  In the two months we'd 
been living with them they'd grown quite attached, as indeed we 
were, and they cried at intervals all day, thinking of the 
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forthcoming separation.  I never saw old "Mamère's" face 
looking so clean before for she was constantly washing it after a 
blubber in the back room.  And poor Reina, the Madame, also 
burst out into frequent tears during the day in her own room 
which made us very sorry we were leaving and we felt like 
brutes who were on the point of doing a dastardly act. 
 
However, after the evening, when Buck played "Over the 
Waves" and other tunes they all knew for the last time on his 
mouth organ, we retired to bed for our last night's rest in a 
Belgian home.  We really felt sorry at parting and it was with 
satisfaction that we obtained photos of Madame and the two 
little ones as mementoes.  Oh, that next morning.  After our 
hasty breakfast before 5.15am we dashed off to prevent 
ourselves either bursting into tears or laughter for really I don't 
know which I felt like when the old chap kissed us and his 
rough old whiskers rubbed up against my dial.  Gave me a taste 
of what the girls have to put up with when chaps don't shave 
often and regularly.  Old man crying, Madame weeping, 
Mamère sniffling and the two little ones howling - that was our 
last recollection of the comfortable home and absolutely 
golden-hearted Belgian people with whom we'd associated for 
the last two months, and for fully a quarter of an hour after the 
kissings, Buck and I strode along in the early morning twilight 
without uttering a word.  To those good people and kind souls, 
farewell.  They were indeed the best we'd met on this side of the 
water and we parted with real regret promising a return within 
ten years. 
 
Got to Wing again, scrounged a mug of tea, shouldered our 
heavy packs and set off on a 4k trip to Charleroi station after 
which I felt really knocked up and I never even had the heart to 
appreciate the fat old Divisional Commander's information that 
a lot of 3rd Division Artillery with 17mths less war service than 
us were going home on our draft.  We lined up for some tea 
and, after waiting an hour and getting within one of the 
windows, came a gutzer, the beverage running out!  Then we 
entrained in German cattle trucks handed over to the Allies 
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under Armistice terms.  As we were only 27 in it and had a 
stove, I much preferred it to carriages - which we never get 
anyway.  With a dreadful clattering and jerking and bumping 
we left Charleroi about 10.30am and set off on our journey to 
where our hearts all are - Australia. 
 
Of the trip nothing much need be said.  Instead of the 3 days we 
imagined, it only took 38hrs and we managed to get two nights' 
sleep, enjoyed the continual fire in the truck, had hot meals at 
Mons and Heilly with a warm wash at the former place where 
the running colours originated.  Then we had beaucoup  rations 
and some Comforts Funds stuff and when we arrived in 
Harfleur near Havre at midnight we were allowed to sleep until 
6am, a thing unprecedented in military railway methods. 
 
We had five or six days in a camp at Havre living in leaky tents 
in constant rain.  All our equipment, haversacks, pack, 
waterbottle etc were handed in and the infantry were joyful over 
leaving the rifle behind at last.  Did really seem like getting 
home and as though the war was dinkum over to get our white 
seakits again.  Food was pretty good and all dined in mess huts 
accommodating three or four hundred.  We were No. 11 Quota 
and, after seeing Nos 9 and 10 go away to Blighty, our turn 
came.  Hung around in the tents and YMs all one leaky day 
from 9am to after midnight when we shifted - to our great 
astonishment - in lorries - down to the wharf and aboard the 
C62 , a small boat.  We left at 2.30am and never before had I 
endured so miserable a trip.  Hot and stuffy and unbearably 
nauseous down below, it was cold and freezing with a bitter 
wind and spray up on deck.  But up top I had to stay all night.  
The trip was bad for chaps who never before had been troubled 
with mal-de-mer, were down to it on this passage of 9hrs from 
Havre to Weymouth.  Everyone had a headache and felt dazed 
for a day after. 
 
February 26th.  Landed Weymouth - trained to Codford on 
Salisbury Plains. 
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March 4th.  At Codford.  Pay of £4/5/0.  Change of clothes.  
Went on leave. Birmingham, London, Richmond, St Albans, 
Hampstead.  Returned 18th March. 
 
March 22nd.  Went with rest of No. 11 Quota AMC to Fovent.  
A.A.M.C. Training Depot. 
 
March 24th.  Left Fovent with 40 early 1915 AMC for 
Weymouth.  200 miles. 
 
March 26th.  Slept at Westham Camp, Weymouth.  Weather 
warming up.  At Monte Video Camp, Weymouth.  Working on 
staff.  Put on Boat Roll of Commonwealth  to leave on 12th 
April; perhaps. 
 
April 7th.  Issued with White Hat and any shortages and had 
black kitbag painted; filled in address for letters to be forwarded 
to in Aussie.  So it looks like a sea trip soon. 
 
April 9th.  Left Weymouth by 9.50pm train and travelled all 
night via Bournemouth, Southampton, Winchester to Waterloo 
Station. 
 
April 10th.  We arrived in London at 4am.  Got drink of tea at 
buffet and then rode in 3 ton army lorry to War Chest Club in 
Horseferry Road.  Spent few hours on a form, had two meals 
and moved off per tube to Fenchurch Street Station from where 
we travelled to the Royal Albert Docks where our boat, the 
Commonwealth  lies.  'Twas wet and dreary down here in 
dockland and the boat, of exactly the same type as the Geelong , 
was in the hands of the painters and carpenters.  We 25 AMC 
had no where to go and nothing to do so far, and we hung about 
on the deck in the cold among the smell of the fresh paint until 
lunchtime.  It was a really good meal and afterwards we got a 
pass to go to London till 9.30pm.  So Bert and I went via East 
Ham by tram and we had our last glimpses of London.  An 
hour's movies (C.C.) [Charlie Chaplin?] and a couple of tuck-
ins filled our time and we came back and slept soundly for we 
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had no sleep last night.  First time in a hammock since the 
voyage from Aussie in 1915. 
 
April 11th.  A dull day mostly.  We were pulled out of two 
docks and lowered in a lock and finally started down the 
Thames about midday.  Passed hundreds of boats, gasworks, 
chemical works, hulks, training ships, Belgian Relief ships, 
German boats (one a 3 funneled one) handed over to the Allies, 
and warships.  The German ones had "Armistice" on the side in 
large letters and flew the flag of the League of Nations, a white 
one with a blue horizontal stripe.  Some also had British or 
American flags up.  Passed Dartford on Kentish side and then 
Gravesend and Tilbury and Sheerness, Sheeburgness and the 
Nore Lightship.  Then we were out at sea and proceeded down 
the Channel through the Straits of Dover.  Could see Ramsgate 
and Margate, Deal, Dover and Folkstone.  'Twas dark about 
then as the Commonwealth , a sister ship to the Geelong  and 
with the same captain, is not a fast boat by any means. I believe 
her average is 12 knots.  
 
April 12th.  I slept alright in the ship's hospital amidships in a 
comfy bed.  Do me.  I'm working there but, of course, we have 
no-one yet in the place as we don't get any troops aboard till 
tomorrow in Devonport.  We stopped in a fog sounding the 
alarm for some seven hours last night.  Food is alright on board 
so far.  To run in to Devonport at 11pm tonight. 
 
April 13th.  The twin Ports of Plymouth and Devonport lie 
snugly enough at the end of a Bay enclosed by high hills.  
Those on the left, facing seaward are bare except where the 
hardy yellow broom flowers in spite of the wild cold winds of 
the Atlantic.  The hills on the right, however, are covered by 
dark trees making a pleasing contrast to the line of white 
breakers pounding on the foot of the cliffs.  I'm not sure of the 
population of either of the cities but will try and find out.  As 
Dad sailed from Plymouth in 1879 I am naturally very 
interested in the place and study the piles of buildings from our 
position here in the Bay.  We passed Plymouth Hoe last night 
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where Drake played bowls while the Spanish Armada sailed up 
the Channel.  We awoke this morning to find ourselves in the 
harbour and alongside a tender with our troops aboard.  'Twas 
named the Sir Francis Drake  and later in the day, I saw the Sir 
Walter Raleigh , so evidently they don't forget their county 
heroes in these parts.  We took aboard a large number, probably 
900 troops this morning.  Most are No. 7 Quota from France - 
4th Division, but there are also a fair number of English 
Reservists, some discharged and in mufti who were called up in 
1914 while living in Aussie. 
 
Lot of bustle all day and troops snoozing all over the deck for 
they travelled all night from Hurdcott on Salisbury Plain.  Quite 
a change from yesterday when we 30 troops had the run of the 
whole ship.  The hospital had its first patients this afternoon - 
two Tommy reservists with sprained ankles who were put to 
bed.  Also plenty of dressings to do.  I think the No. 7 Quota 
must have had a bust-up before leaving Hurdcott.  The weather 
has been changeable today, showers and sunshine, but 'tisn't 
cold.  We were to have gone on today but something is wrong 
with one of the boilers and rumour says it'll be Tuesday or later 
before we get going. 
 
The Orient Mail Boat Orontes  came in this afternoon from 
Sydney, crowded with Tommies who must have been picked up 
in India or Egypt.  I'll bet she has some mail on for us which we 
can't get.  Saw some Yank and Dutch boats in the harbour and 
this afternoon a big battleship, the Valiant , passed us.  Two 
seaplanes and eight large and innumerable small guns I counted.  
Three monitors here too.  We've got 26 beds in our hospital.  
Hope we never fill them all up.  The latest I hear is that we've 
strained the crown of a boiler (although the Commonwealth  has 
been in dock for 9 weeks in London) and lying here in the 
anchorage until tomorrow on account of today being Sunday 
and the engineers refusing to work, as all unionists should, until 
tomorrow.  Then we will pull into a dock and get the 5-6 hour 
job done. 
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April 14th.  It's now 10pm and a wild and stormy dark night.  
I'm glad our ship hasn't yet gone out of Devonport and trust she 
won't for a day at least for I'm an indifferent sailor and the wind 
is literally howling around the boat making such waves even 
inside the breakwater that she rolls about.  I can guess what it's 
like outside for the great swelling waves are bursting in clouds 
of flying white foam on the low breakwater.  Been wild and 
windy and rainy off and on all day.  I hear our boiler will be 
ready for use at midnight.  Somehow I hope it's a bit longer.   
 
Saw quite a number of warships of different size come in today, 
one of them being the Temperaire , a battleship flying the long 
"Paying Off Pennant" which is very narrow but fully four 
hundred feet in length.  Have noticed several "dazzle ships" 
about lately.  They are boats which have been painted in streaks 
and dabs of all colours - camouflaged - to avoid detection by the 
submarines as to their size and distance.  Some are so well 
done, with their blue, green, white and black stripes, that it's the 
devil's own job to know whether they are coming towards you 
or going away.  I remember a Monitor on Lake Timsah (Suez 
Canal) which was so well painted in twisting shapes and colours 
that we never knew it was there 'till we had approached within a 
few hundred yards.  We have four patients in hospital now, all 
English Reservists.  Also do a lot of out-patients' dressings etc. 
 
April 15th.  Hurray!  Some awkward dope has overwound the 
gramophone.  Perhaps by the time it's mended we'll have 
changed records with the Officer's Saloon.  Those we have are 
indelibly impressed on my mind for every stray visitor puts 
them on and in the four days we've had the machine I'll swear 
we've heard a cracked "Redwing" a "Dublin Bay", "I was a 
good little girl" and various others including the only good one, 
"Marie O'Niel", about forty times.  The one record broken is, of 
course, "William Tell".  There's a piano down in No. 5 Deck 
where the English Reservists are and another in the Officers' 
Saloon.  The Adjutant of 48th Bn seems very decent and is 
energetically trying to form some sports circles.  The Padre has 
a notice up calling for members to form a Debating Society.  
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The YMCA have a library going and the Red Cross Society has 
given the hospital quite a number of books besides other things.  
Didn't sail last night as was rumoured.  Seems fairly certain tho 
that we will tomorrow at 10am.  Clocks on board go back an 
hour at midnight to get to natural nautical time as for the last 
few weeks we've been on English Summer Time.  There's a 
good swell on beyond the breakwater but only a stiff breeze. 
 
April 16th.  Just passed Eddystone Lighthouse standing on 
water to all appearance.  Alongside is the broken remains of the 
old one which got blown down in a storm.  The light can be 
seen for 17 miles if I remember my school books rightly.  We 
pulled out from Devonport or Plymouth, for it's the same 
harbour, at 3.30pm being further delayed to take aboard another 
couple of hundred tons of water and are now, after an hour's 
sail, abreast Eddystone, 7 miles out and fairly on our long 
voyage to dear old Aussie.  The hour has come which I've 
looked to for four long weary years.  A bright sun is shining, a 
bit of wind blowing and a small sea running which hardly 
affects our ship - not such a grand liner, the old Commonwealth  
but still the ship that takes us home.  We sent off a chap 
(Tasmanian English) this morning with appendicitis.  Although 
he's very unlucky, still it might be worse as he may have got 
started on the long journey the first stop of which is to be the 
Cape in three weeks time.  Melbourne in six weeks they say.  
Perhaps call at some WA port and Adelaide but not sure. 
 
April 17th.  9pm.  Well, we're about 400 miles from England 
now and crossing the dreaded Bay of Biscayo.  Takes over 
24hrs to go right across.  We pass Cape Finisterre, the north-
western extremity of Spain early tomorrow morning.  Guess I 
wasn't any too brilliant last night or today and have only just 
recovered my punch.  She's not rolling so much now as she was 
yesterday and we all hope she remains thusly. 
 
April 18th.  Good Friday.  Today's doings may be chronicled as 
follow.  Bright sunny day.  Smooth sea.  Few porpoises seen.  
Boat has done 529 miles up to midday. 
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April 19th.  Still going steadily along.  Did another 293 miles 
in 24hrs ending noon today.  Sunny again up till this evening 
when it looked a bit black.  Boat drill began.  Inoculations 
against flu today. 
 
April 20th.  Fine and warm.  Sea like glass.  We are off 
Morocco now but haven't seen any land for four days.  Dolphins 
all around ship.  About 1120 miles up to noon today. 
 
April 21st.  As it was five days since we saw land I was pleased 
when just after dinner we noticed looming up ahead a very 
precipitous mass of land which turned out to be Las Palmas, one 
of the chief places of the Canary Isles.  At first I thought it was 
Teneriffe but found out later that that place was some distance 
to the west.  The towns of Las Palmas stretch from the water's 
edge back up the lower slopes of the mountains.  These hills 
present a bald and browny yellow appearance in great contrast 
to the dark forbidding gloomy look of the high rocky crags 
rearing themselves grandly up and up into the clear air of the 
sub-tropics and forming a splendid background to the huddling 
mass of white residences nestling at their foot.  The chief 
products here are bananas, oranges, grapes and wines, and 
judging by the number of steamers in the Port (I counted ten) 
this Portuguese possession must do a very fair export trade.  
Some of the lower hills and ravines have much the appearance 
and also the heights of the Gallipoli fastness and the 
resemblance to the grim Peninsula is further strengthened by a 
flat stretch of country on the left precisely in the same relative 
position as the plain near the Salt Lake is by Suvla Bay in that 
land of heat and cold, flies and ice and snow we left in 1915. 
 
The mountainous peaks rising behind must be fully five or six 
times as high and have halfway up their grim steep sides, wisps 
of pure white cloud hanging or floating in the adjacent 
atmosphere.  Owing to the haze which prevailed I could not at 
first see any of the vineyards or other green stuff on the island 
but being lucky enough to get a glimpse through a pair of 
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glasses I noticed patches of verdure on the lower slopes and 
dotted here and there among the groves of feathery-topped  
palms, the real modern windmill, so much used in our own 
country.  Around the huge powerful wireless stations with four 
300' aerials poking skywards I saw more green country than in 
other parts.  Fruit should be cheap there and I would have been 
pleased to spend a few hours ashore.  But we never stopped, 
merely flew a few message flags and headed onwards to the 
south, thereby disappointing about 900 troops who wanted at 
least a halt.  By dark the island was a blur on the horizon. 
 
April 22nd.  Another smooth day with nothing to disturb the 
life of the ship.  We passed about 9 ships today including a 
schooner and two mail boats.  One was an Italian boat with two 
funnels, each with a great white star on the side.  She dipped her 
flag and hooted to us and we replied.  Saw a shark's fin and 
once again numerous dolphins played around and the jellyfish 
molluscs sailed past on the oily ocean.  Hospital is getting 
somewhat of a job now and we get kept going. 
 
April 23rd.  Shakespeare's birthday.  Hurray!!  I saw the good 
old Southern Cross twinkling in the sky ahead of the old boat 
and the sight cheered me up a lot.  Now I know the war's over 
and I'm homeward bound.  We're off Cape Verde.  The weather 
is inclined to be warm and a real bonzer breeze is blowing.  The 
work getting heavier each day.  Now nine cases including two 
Majors in the hospital.  And the officers are double trouble.  
Impromptu concert on board tonight. 
 
April 24th.  About 10am we could see Cape Verdi, the most 
westerly point of Africa which appeared to me as a low sandy 
flat-looking land covered in palm trees.  At the very extremity 
was a cliff and a couple of hills but otherwise very uninteresting 
and monotonous-looking.  A haze, being a hot day, prevented 
much of a view so we had to be content with seeing a couple of 
lighthouses, a wreck, a few sharks and numerous native fishing 
boats.  Work increasing.  Eleven patients in and about 30 out 
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now.  'Nother concert on deck tonight.  294 miles to noon today.  
About 2,600 miles altogether in the 8 days. 
 
April 25th.  Anzac Day.  Warmest day so far.  Concert in 
evening on Promenade Deck.  Slept out for first time but was 
driven in by a sudden squall.  Died away very quickly and 
cooled the weather a lot.  The ship never tossed at all. 
 
April 26th.  2.30pm.  272 miles today.  Cool and cloudy today.  
In fact it's hard to believe we'll pass the Equator Sunday night.  
Weather seems very uncertain.  It's muggy inside and  lovely 
and cool without on deck.  Dark clouds hang around the sky 
especially hard to the southward.  I noticed the familiar 
Southern Cross is now on our starboard bow showing we've 
changed our course a bit and now head for Cape Town, south 
west by south.  10pm.   Had a sharp blow and rain about 3pm.  
Now nice again.  In the 10 days we've travelled about 3,400 
miles, the distance from Perth to Broken Hill and back again.  
Seems grand to know that every day lessens the distance from 
home by the number of miles between Adelaide and the Barrier.  
Lifeboat drill again. 
 
April 27th.  All going well.  Strong southerly winds.  272 
miles. 
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April 28th.  Crossed Equator at 6am this morning.  Not at all 
hot owing to the cool south winds.  261 miles. 
 
April 29th.  Sultry today.  Entered Equatorial Current last night 
which combined with the south wind has reduced our pace to 
about 10 1/2 knots.  259 miles today.  Over 4,000 miles done 
now.  13 days out. 
 
April 30th.  Another 263 miles done. Cool. 
 
May 1st.  Labor Day.  264 miles today.  1700 to do to Cape 
Town.  Cool. Passing St Helena (over the skyline) today. 
 
May 2nd.  The strong southerly breeze continuing for 10 days 
has made our passage quite cool and so far we've only had one 
warm day crossing the Tropics.  Ship has been rolling a good bit 
today and yesterday.  Today's run 264 miles.  Barometer Fair 
30.  Another five days and we should be in Cape Town. 
 
May 6th.  Came up rough last night, the southerly wind 
blowing harder than usual and producing heavy seas which 
buffeted the ship about and made the stern lift and propellers 
race every few minutes.  The waves are high and tumultuous 
still tonight and our pace is about 4 knots or less.  Footing is 
hard to keep and even lying in bed is difficult.  I nearly fell out 
last night.  Ship seems to be standing still but certainly not 
"quite still".  Seems as if we're running over a reef now and 
then.  Run of only 160 miles up to noon today.  We were paid 
today for Cape Town leave from which we were 520 miles this 
morning. 
 
May 8th.  A splendid day with warm sun and cool northerly 
wind.  We saw land about 2pm and at 9am were at anchor 
beneath Table Mountain which showed up dark and grim in the 
moonlight and rising to a great height behind the myriads of 
twinkling lights of Cape Town.  It's quite a cheerful sound to 
hear the engines ashore whistling and to see the trams travelling 
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along.  A blaze of light gives some satisfaction after the long 
sea trip of 23 days (5870 miles from Plymouth). 
 
May 9th.  We drew into the wharf early this morning taking the 
place of the Suffolk,  also with Aussies on which pulled out into 
the anchorage.  Worked from 4am till 11am when all hands got 
leave ashore for 12hrs.  Bert and I wandered around Cape Town 
for awhile having lunch, cool drinks, etc, promenading 
Adderley St till we knew it well.  Then we went with an Anzac 
Lounge Party to the House of Cecil Rhodes "Groote Schuur" at 
Rondesbosch. They were very good, these people of the Aussie 
YMCA and Anzac League combined and besides, providing the 
tram, had two ladies to explain the things.  The house is about 
6 miles out around the mountain and in the midst of a thick pine 
wood.  It's built on the old English style but has verandah's and 
pillars around.  The furniture is all massive wood, mostly oak 
and in the library I saw enough books to contain one of each 
volume ever published on Africa.  The house seems full, too, of 
old Dutch clocks and brass bound chests.  A few hundred yards 
up the hill, hard climbing, is a menagerie containing lions, 
leopards, monkeys, cockatoos, parrots and dingoes besides lots 
of other species of fauna.  Saw one cute looking wee monkey 
about three inches high I'd have like to have got.  Finished up 
the evening by a stroll on the neatly well laid out Pier, all 
concrete and 1800' long and then to a revue - as good as most of 
that kind of amusement, and that's rotten.  Ada Reeve has gone 
off some. 
 
May 10th.  Guess I slept well.  To bed at 1am and up again at 6 
this morning.  After lunch I went ashore again and took a trip by 
tram to Camps Bay, a circular route costing 1/-.  It was about 
the best couple of hours of scenery I've ever enjoyed for the 
tram mounts up and up, climbing in between the craggy Table 
Mountain and the Lion's Head.  Through pine avenues, past 
rocky boulders that look like rolling down on you and suddenly, 
at the top, a great view is unfolded for you.  A long line of 
breakers foaming and smashing hundreds of feet below you, the 
huge rocks causing high clouds of spray every few minutes and 
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one is conscious of the murmur of the breaking swell carried up 
in a deep-throated roar. Then the tram winds down again and 
lets one off to lie on the rocks in the dear old sunshine and gaze 
at the blue, blue sky - the sort one had nearly forgotten in bleak 
England and France.   
 
Yesterday I perspired and grimly set out to find a thermometer 
knowing in my own mind that it was at least 90.  But my 
staggeration (new word) may be surmised when I found 'twas 
but 69.  Truly I'm out of practice for the heat.  South Africa is 
like WA, Qld and Tassy in it's railways.  All are 42" gauge and, 
after the European and Egyptian systems, seem mere toys.  
Another thing I notice here is that nearly every fishing boat in 
Table Bay has been equipped with a motor.  Then I didn't know 
exactly whether to be glad there are so many gum trees here 
(little ones) and greet them as old friends or feel annoyed at 
South Africa's cheek in having them here at all.  Pepper trees 
with their lovely shade, also attracted me.  All seems so much 
like Aussie.  The climate, skies, flora and the people have the 
air about them of independence, so dear to us in Aussie.  Cape 
Town, with its 90,000 whites, doesn't seem very large for the 
capital of the whole Union of South Africa. It's tram service is 
excellent though, and is owned by three companies.  The open-
sided tops might well be copied by our own Aussie Tram Trusts 
and Companies.  About half the people are Kaffirs and all the 
land work is done by them.  Our boat has been loading coal 
upon the sweat of dozens of them, these last two days.  We are, 
I hear, to go out at 11am tomorrow.  Also have heard the Medic  
which left ahead of us, with Aussies, is putting back with boiler 
trouble.  May only be another rumour though. 
 
May 11th.  Although I had heard we left at 11am this morning I 
found we had another day ashore.  So I and Beat cleared off to 
Muizenburg in the afternoon.  It's 3/4 hour in trains from the 
city and said to be a better place than Manly for surfing which 
the Sydneyites won't have at any price.  Only stopped there an 
hour and came back.  On homeward journey we saw the misty 
cloth being blown towards Table Mountain but I never had the 
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satisfaction of actually viewing it on the Table itself.  We then 
had fruit salad (8d a time at Anzac Lounge) and went on to 
Camps Bay again.  This time via Sea Point first and home over 
the Kloof Nek.  No band on Pier although Sunday night. 
 
May 12th.  We pulled out from the Victoria Quay this morning 
at 8 and quickly left Table Bay behind us.  We ran southward 
all day to get around the southern point of Africa and had a 
succession of gorgeous cliffs on our left the whole time.  
Weather delightful in the morning and came up cloudy in 
afternoon.  It's been a day of general cleaning up and washing 
down to get rid of the coal dust which clung to everything.  A 
number of men who missed the Suffolk  the other day were 
brought aboard.  I hear they lose £50 each through missing their 
boat. 
 
May 17th.  Dull cool and cloudy.  264 miles.  Yesterday was 
sunny, 262 miles.  Gun practice with 6" stern gun yesterday 
afternoon. 
 

**************************************** 
 
This is all there is of his War Diary.  Dad arrived in Adelaide on 
June 6th and was discharged from the Army on 29th August, 
1919, at Keswick Barracks, Adelaide.   From there he returned 
to his home at 41 Bonanza Street, Broken Hill, New South 
Wales. 
 
 
 
 


